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Chapter 1
EARLY MILITARY TRAINING
For all practical purposes, I had reason
to believe, as far back as June 1931 that I
would, one day, fight in a war involving
the United States and Japan. I graduated
from Boston University, College of Business
Administration at that time and received a
commission as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Army
of the United States on the same day I
received my certificate of graduation. My
diploma was forthcoming a year later after
I had worked at the New England Trust
Company in Boston, Massachusetts and had
completed certain papers for the university
with respect to such employment.
In any event, as a new shavetail I was
sent, together with officers from many
other land-grant colleges who had completed
an ROTC course, to Fort Adams, Rhode
Island, for a two-week summer camp to by
followed by a month's training with the
Citizens Military Training Camp (CMTC),
also scheduled for Ft. Adams.
As I recall it now, there were between
fifty and a hundred of us fledglings who
reported for duty at the fort. Heavy
emphasis was laid on social activities in that area so dominated by the
“high society” of Newport, Rhode Island, across the bay. We were directed
to call upon the fort's commanding officer and his lady at their home, wear
gloves and present our calling cards, to imbibe cocktails and to leave with
attention to all ceremonial details.
1: Lt. R. K. Doughty, 1931(f)

It seems, too, that the fort was looked upon as a convenient storage
place for young men who might be needed to fill out a hostess's guest list
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on occasion, whether for a party in one of the fabulous mansions or aboard
a yacht, like Cornelius Vanderbilt's converted sub chaser from World War I.
It seemed to us newcomers that military life was, to put it mildly, more
cookie-pushing than strict training. While we enjoyed swimming at the
private beaches of Newport, when asked to attend parties we had the sense
that we were wasting much of our time during that first two week's stay.
We wore riding breeches, boots with spurs, and when we weren't carrying
arms, we sported riding crops. In those days, all officers were charged
with the duty of learning to ride a horse even though it was already
evident that vehicles would substitute for army horseflesh in the near
future. We also, of course, wore blouses, Sam Brown-belts, garrison caps,
and, when training, sabers.
After a day or two to shake down, fix up quarters in a barrack and
collect our gear from various agencies on the post, we were turned out one
morning to attend a lecture by a Captain Johnson in a room equipped with
desks, chairs, and blackboards.
Captain Johnson had one main message for us, and he proceeded to impress
us with its severity and its importance over the next ten days through the
use of charts, maps and aerial photographs. His message: "The next war will
be with Japan who will strike us by surprise on a weekend in Hawaii."
We learned as we went along that Japan, having taken over from Germany
after World War I certain mandated islands, had begun to fortify those
islands which lay about one-third the way across the Pacific toward the
United States. Aerial photographs showed small white crosses on each island
which Japan claimed were fishing piers but which stereo pairs of
photographs showed clearly to be airfields.
Captain Johnson had served at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, and knew that
all US military forces there - navy, army, and army air force squadrons went out of business over weekends. He also had learned much about the kind
of espionage that had been recruited among the Japanese residents on the
islands.
Unfortunately, the good captain was looked upon by his confreres as some
kind of goof-ball who was hipped on the subject of war with Japan. They
laughed at him and apparently drove him to excessive drinking by their
attitudes toward him. Those of us who listened to him, however, were
impressed by his logic which was buttressed, it seemed to us, by his
insight into the Japanese character and mentality that he had studied for
years. He wasn't simply following a hunch, it seemed. He had thought of the
possibility of war with Japan and from that starting point had branched out
into economic, sociological, demographic, and psychological studies that
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had convinced him that Japan was a terribly earnest potential enemy,
capable of resorting to all kinds of machinations and trickery to gain
mastery over the whole Pacific and all it contained.
Among the more interesting items of our two-week training period were a
visit to the United States Ship "Chester," a heavy cruiser, and to the
torpedo manufacturing station in that area. We were ferried out to the
cruiser and were impressed with its size and armaments. It was a 10,000 ton
warship with a crew the size of a small city, and we went through its gun
turrets and saw the gunners and loaders perform a dry run for our benefit.
We also observed its steam catapult fling airplanes into the air and
observed the manner in which they were retrieved by a heavy boom and cables
after they landed on the water and taxied to the ship's side.
The torpedo station was an eye opener because of the intricate machinery
that went into the manufacture of a torpedo. Many of the artisans working
there were Swiss and German watchmakers whose skills would assist torpedoes
in zeroing in on targets. Torpedo chambers with thunderous vibrations were
also in operation there to test the various mechanisms and to determine the
range of torpedoes as clocked on dials and charts. It was a top secret
operation and we wondered about its security where possible enemy nationals
might be involved in the construction of our torpedoes.
The two-week period came to an end and we received our first U.S. Army
pay outside our barracks where a boiling sun turned our skins bright red.
It took about two days to process the citizens who arrived for a month's
military training. Thereafter, we were busy from morning to night with
calisthenics, inspections, close-order drill, infantry tactics, parades,
and police duties.
Prohibition was then in full force and it was something of a shock to
me, one night, to find our trainees in a "speakeasy" when I went out as an
MP officer to assist Newport police in keeping the mayhem to a minimum. The
shocking part was that the "speakeasy" was reached through the men's room
of an otherwise lovely old hotel, and there lapping up liquor with the CMTC
contingent were several police officers in uniform.
In another part of the city, an area called the "Bucket of Blood"
contained the more disreputable bawdy houses and clip-joints where our men
generally were lucky to escape with their lives and limbs. This experience
removed some of the dampness from behind our ears.
On one occasion, I went to a stable area where a number of horses were
kept for the officer cadre of the fort. A group of my friends was sitting
on the top rail of a corral inside of which stood a sleepy looking mule. I
was invited to ride the mule which was saddled and bridled and waiting
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patiently for some action. I should have known that all was not as it
seemed but since I'd come to ride, I entered the corral and got aboard.
Nothing happened while one of the men of the stables stood holding the
mule by the head straps. A moment later, as the man stood aside, I could
feel the bunching of steely muscles as the mule leaped clear of the ground
and half way around to the starboard side. It gyrated like the blades of a
helicopter, then unknown, and on the third or fourth spin I flew through
the air and dust and landed hard about 15 feet away with the wind knocked
out of me.
The men on the fence, of course, had failed to tell me the name of the
mule. As I recovered from my fall I learned that it had been christened
"Whirligig." Few men had ever ridden the beast. All of the group there had
managed to stick to "Whirligig" for just about the same amount of time it
took me to bite the dust.
Even so, I was soon aboard a black horse that shortly
it had been ridden of late. Several of us went out along
sand dunes for miles, and by the time we returned a hole
through two fingers of my leather gloves where the horse
control of the reins.

showed how little
a beach and over
had been sawed
had contested my

Each Saturday during the CNTC phase of our training we had a parade for
the families of the men who were our trainees. Thousands of people would
drive to the fort and park their cars around the parade ground while we
herded their men into platoons and companies and, to the martial tunes
provided by a post band, marched past a reviewing stand.
It was one of the hottest summers on record and often during the moments
when men stood at attention a number of them would pass out in the heat.
Ambulances were on hand with trained personnel to tend to such casualties.
All others in the ranks were instilled with the need to stand steady and to
ignore the prostrate forms on the ground nearby.
In the same view of discipline, officers were constantly reminded to
take great care in their manual of the sabre and, above all, to do nothing
to interfere with the cool conduct of the parade once it was on the move.
As the weeks passed, we gained confidence in ourselves and in the men who
formed the ranks. The climax came, of course, on the last weekend of the
camping period. Special pains had been taken to invite high military brass
from Washington, and political figures from the New England states from
which the trainees emanated, to attend the review.
People started arriving early in the morning and by ten o'clock, when
the review was scheduled to take place, there was no room left on the post
and people were parking along roadways for miles. We formed our ranks and
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the various reports were made to the commanding officer and orders of the
day were read. By this time, few men would faint in the heat because of
the hardening they had received for a month.
I was a platoon leader and stood three paces in front of my men with my
sabre in the proper position at my right shoulder. As it came my turn to
wheel into the line of march, I gave the order and stepped out as the band
played and drums thumped to give us the cadence.
We marched up the long side of a rectangle, turned left and left again
to pass the reviewing stand where several governors in high silk hats stood
together with army officers whose tunics were ablaze with ribbons. As my
unit neared the reviewing stand I saw the sabre of the company commander,
just in front of a platoon ahead of me, flash as he brought it to the
salute and lowered it to his right as he turned his head toward the
reviewers.
I could scarcely believe what happened next. The leading platoon seemed
to disintegrate as a figure came charging back through it chasing a visored
cap. It was the company commander who in lowering his sabre had stuck it
into the ground and tripped over it. Instead of doing what he had been
trained to do and ignoring the loss of his cap, he fought his way through
the marching ranks and before he could pick his cap up, kicked it twice. In
the meantime, his abandoned sabre stood swaying in the greensward.
I reacted almost automatically by giving my platoon a "left oblique"
order which had not been part of our marching practice but which the men
obeyed like veterans. This brought us out of the regular line of march but
also successfully bypassed the struggling platoon which, in the melee, had
gone completely out of control and its members had managed to drop weapons,
guidons and caps in great profusion.
I gave the "eyes right" command as we passed the stand and then "right
oblique" to get the platoon back to the parade route, once we'd passed the
road block. Others behind me followed my lead while officers from the fort
staff led the hapless platoon to the side lines. As my platoon neared the
masses of civilians along the exit end of the field we received a real
ovation and when I turned to inspect the platoon members, I got a real
charge out of the fact that, while their eyes glowed, they maintained a
military posture with rifles properly positioned, eyes straight ahead and
left arms swinging in cadence. We marched to the barracks area where I
dismissed the group, never to see them again.
Upon returning home to Walpole, Massachusetts, the next day, I felt that
I had stepped from childhood to manhood in some unaccountable way during
the six weeks I'd been at Fort Adams. My perspective had changed in so many
ways that it was confusing. As I talked with friends and acquaintances
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about the prospects for war with Japan I could see their faces change,
almost as though they suspected me of having lost my marbles.
Everyone was busy trying to make a living following the "Crash" of 1929
and I soon became busy looking for work to the point where I almost forgot
about the warning we'd received at our summer camp. However, whenever the
subject of world problems arose, as it did from time-to-time, I would
repeat Captain Johnson's warning even to the point of convincing Ellie,
after we were married in 1936, that it would be well to keep in mind the
great possibility that I would one day be called to the colors.
In the meantime I had been singly honored, if the military could be
believed, by having been assigned to the 13th Infantry Regiment, then
headquartered at Camp, later Fort Devens, Massachusetts. Few reserve
officers were assigned to regular army outfits and if they had any
connection with regular units, it was normally by way of attachment rather
than assignment.
This meant that I was under the aegis of the 13th Infantry Division for
training and for carrying on whole series of correspondence courses in
order to keep my commission "alive." I found this increasingly more
difficult to accomplish, once I started to attend the Evening Division of
the Suffolk University Law School, located immediately behind the
Massachusetts State House on Beacon Hill, Boston.
I had been working at the New England Trust Company in a very menial
capacity as a messenger, for about a year, when I realized that a basic
knowledge of law would stand me in good stead, no matter what career I
might follow. However, I believe that I started my law studies in 1934 for
it wasn't until that time that I earned enough to pay for something more
than my food and transportation from Walpole to Boston. My original pay was
$50 a month.
I completed a number of the correspondence courses which were numbered
in series, with the 10-1 through 10-10 or maybe 10-20 devoted to infantry
squad tactics in combat. The 20 series moved up a notch to the platoon in
combat and the 30 series took in company tactics. It took considerable time
to read into the accompanying texts and to orient opposing forces on large
maps, usually depicting some Civil War battleground. Once a solution to a
problem was prepared on an overlay, I would send it to my instructor at
Camp Devens and receive back a rating as to my response. At the end of a
course I would complete an examination on the subject involved.
However, I was hard put to find any time to sleep, let alone carry on my
military education, once I started my nightly beat over Beacon Hill to law
school. I kept receiving warnings that I would be dropped from the unit
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rolls if I did not complete a minimum number of correspondence courses and
attend summer camp into the bargain.
So, one night, I bundled up all of the maps, texts, overlays, lexicons
and field manuals I'd been given and returned them to the 13th Infantry
together with a letter in which I stated that I was attending law school
nights, an undertaking that I felt would be as useful to the military as it
might prove to be to me. However, since the army was, as usual, too hidebound by tradition and red tape to recognize the value of my law training,
I was resigning from the reserve and from the 13th Infantry.
I received an immediate response to the effect that, under the circumstances as described by me, I would receive credit for the fact that I was
improving my education at law school and under no circumstances
should I consider resigning from the reserve or the regiment. In fact,
I was apprised of the fact that I would shortly be promoted to first
lieutenant.
I could scarcely have cared less, as it happened, at that moment but I
came, later, to regard this as one of the critical turning points of my
life.
Because I was a first lieutenant when I was finally inducted into the
army in 1942, I was sent, within a short time, to the 36th Infantry Division
then stationed, with the First Division, at Camp Blending, Florida. This
was done in order to make room for promoting some of the 2nd lieutenants
who had been training with the First Division for over a year.
Otherwise, I would have been shipped overseas almost immediately upon
entering service to fight in the landings in North Africa, Sicily, and,
assuming that I made it through those battles (which none of my original
tent-mates at Camp Blanding did) in France at Omaha Beach.
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Chapter 2
CALL TO ACTIVE DUTY
I was alerted for active duty shortly after Pearl Harbor was struck by
the Japs, ten years from the day I had learned of that probability at Fort
Adams, Rhode Island. The First Division wrote to ask if there was any
reason why I should not be called to the colors at once. I was inclined to
take the plunge without delay, but decided to ask for a postponement
because El was then pregnant and I hoped to be able to finish law school
and possibly to take the bar exam before donning my uniform. While I was
given a year's leeway, the sword of Damocles hung over my head for the
duration of that stay.
In the meantime, I had left the New England Trust Company in 1936 to
join GMAC in Boston. Claude Courteol, Boston manager, had stipulated,
however, that it would be necessary for me to quit going to law school
nights on the basis that my job as a field representative would require my
working many nights collecting payments and chasing skips. In order to get
the job, which paid one hundred dollars a month, I agreed but I had several
reservations in my own mind, all of which culminated in my arranging my
work in such a careful manner that I could wind up behind Beacon Hill in
time for class each evening. It took half a year to develop this operating
plan, so that I lost a full semester before continuing.
As a result, when the war drums sounded, I still had half a year to
complete. This probably robbed me of a career as a lawyer because, while I
took the bar exam in June of 1941, I had had no opportunity to review five
years' work which had extended over seven years. I, of course, did not pass
the bar. I never had a real opportunity thereafter to study for the bar
since, upon returning from World War II in 1946, I found it necessary to
study Public Relations at Columbia School of General Studies in order to
better understand my new job at GMAC's Home Office. Even so, I was ready to
give it one more stab when I was ordered to duty in the Korean War by which
time we had three children and my law school studies were ten years behind
me.
The ironic aspect of all this is that, after two wars, I was finally
given a job at GMAC that made use of my legal training, and I found that my
basic training in the law was sound enough to permit me to handle the work
and to assist such organizations as the Conference Of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws to develop such acts as the Uniform Certificate of Title
and Antitheft Act, the Uniform Commercial Code and the Uniform Consumer
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Credit Code. I directed the Legal and Legislative Department of GMAC for
nine years.
In 1942, after Martha was born, I was ordered to duty with the First
Division but that order was rescinded for about a month until the Division
completed a move from Camp Devens to Camp Blanding. I took the train from
Back Bay station in Boston while El, my mother, and Marty, in a pokebonnet,
did their best to fight back tears at the parting. I think that I made the
occasion somewhat easier by suggesting to them that I would be back to see
them many times before going to war, a fact I had no way of knowing but one
I felt sure would prove true.
During the ride to Jacksonville, Florida, I had a vision of my world in
transition as I sat among hundreds of other men in uniform while a USO girl
did her best to entertain us. Nothing seemed quite real about the events
that had fractured daily living, turning it to a guessing game as to where
I'd soon be heading, what I would be doing, and how long I'd last. All
security had vanished. The routine things like tennis at weekends, visits
to Walpole, kayaking with the Fishers, midnight dinners with the Foucres,
our upstairs neighbors in a two-family house in West Newton, had all gone
glimmering. A soft and comfortable world was turning hard and cold in front
of my eyes and yet, beneath the sadness, I felt that I was running to meet
my fate. Somehow, I knew that, given the existence of a war and despite the
pain of leaving my family, I still would not want to sit it out, no matter
what the cost.
I arrived at Camp Blending the next afternoon and my first come-uppance
with the harsh realities of military thinking occurred about a half hour
after I had settled into a squad tent with three other officers, all
shavetails. We were summoned to an outdoor boxing ring where Brigadier
General Theodore Roosevelt Jr. stood, short and blocky, striking his boot
with a riding crop. All of the officers of the division were assembled
there and shortly General Roosevelt said something to this effect:
Men, I've been watching your training sessions and they're no good. No
good at all You're not imbuing the enlisted men and non-coms with the
right attitude. You've gotta tell them that they're going into battle to
die! You hear me? To die. But, and here's where you're missing the
point. Before they die, they've got to take a lot of Germans with them.
Now get on out there and let's show some real fighting spirit!
I had heard some fairly good samples of B.S. in my life but this took
the cake. I had the distinct feeling that the general was trying to emulate
his father - almost as though he thought his father were listening to his
exhortation and approving it. "Up from San Juan Hill, boys, and devil take
the hindmost," was probably the senior Roosevelt's approach to his war but
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for a general to offer men no hope except to die struck as false a note as
I'd ever heard and, again, I felt a cold fate closing in on me.
I was not impressed with the fighting status of the Big Red One. It had
some fine officers and enlisted men, to be sure, but liquor flowed more
freely in that encampment than I've seen since, anywhere. Every night would
take its toll in alcoholic casualties. It seemed to be a mark of brilliance
for officers to get stupidly drunk. I refused to follow suit.

2: Patch of the (Massachusetts) First Infantry Division, the Big Red One.

The division was in the midst of qualifying
every man as a rifleman to include cooks and
bakers, most of whom were sad sacks. Men who could
not qualify as marksmen were called "Bolos" and the
word went out "No bolos if we have to kill them!"
The rifle range was several miles over the flat terrain that had been
gouged out of swamps filled with snakes, tarantulas, and bull briars.
Blanding was another sick example of politicians feathering their own nests
at public expense and Harry Truman proved it to set the background for his
later political success. While we lived in squad tents that were partially
winterized with wooden sidings and pot-bellied stoves, the mornings were
cold and a pall of soft coal gas hung in the air as we formed ranks
preparatory to the hike to the range.
My second day on the range, the word came over the public address system
for all reserve officers who had not qualified with the M-1 rifle to
report, front and center. It was something of a stunner to find that I was
the only one who had not fired the course. With several thousand men
watching I was put under the tutelage of a sergeant who had won the U.S.
Army championship for several years as top rifleman. I've forgotten his
name but I still remember the manner in which he worked with me. He was
quite a lot older than I and full of solicitude for the predicament I was
facing.
"Forget the whole goddamned bunch of 'em," he admonished me. "Take a
prone position and squeeze off several blank shots just to get the feel of
the gun," he added. I did as I was told and was glad when he helped me
adjust the rifle sling for sitting and off-hand positions. Finally, after
an hour or so and when the sun was directly overhead, he signaled the range
officer that I was ready.
Everyone else stopped to watch and I felt like a flea under a
microscope. "Watch your breathing," the sergeant said. He was lying at
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right angles to my gun seeing the same view of the target I was seeing
through use of a Belgian sight. For a second or two I relaxed and then
squeezed off a shot.
Almost immediately "Maggie's Drawers" (a red flag, signaling a miss)
appeared. "Remark target 21," the sergeant bawled over a phone to the
target pits, while a jeering roar went up from the men assembled all along
the range. The men in the pits had marked the wrong target. Shortly a black
circular marker appeared in the center of my target. "Bull’s eye," the
sergeant said. "I knew it was a good shot."
I managed to put four more shots into the center of the target and the
buzzing around the various firing butts gave evidence of some surprise. I
looked around, as I rose to fire from the standing, or off-hand, position,
and saw the commanding general watching my performance from a position
directly behind me. My uniform was soaked through from the nervous tension
caused by so many unadmiring watchers and by that time, too, the sun was
blazing.
My first shot, standing, hit the bulk eye and the response was warm and
hearty from my audience. "Great shot," the sergeant whispered. "Take your
time." I put four out of five into the bull's eye and one shot went wide to
the right, hitting the 3-ring. Even so, my score so far qualified me as an
expert.
Kneeling and sitting are more difficult positions than lying prone and
the tension on back and leg muscles is severe, particularly when one is out
of practice. I eased off my cramped muscles for a minute or two took a
drink of water and heard someone behind me say, "Show 'em how, Yankee." It
was General Teddy Roosevelt urging me on.
I hit five bull's kneeling and three bull's and two 4's sitting, by
which time my arms were shaking under the strain. The sergeant broke into a
big grin and slapped me on the back. "Sir," he said, "you just fired the
highest officer score in the Big Red One." The generals, Terry Allen and
Teddy Roosevelt, shook my wet hand and congratulated me for a tough
performance.
There was a different attitude among the men of my platoon when we
marched back to the camp area that afternoon. Many of them smiled at me as
we marched, route-step, back to our company street. Our battalion
commander, then, was a regular army officer by the name of Charlie Denholm
who later served with me in the 36th Division in France after he had been
wounded in North Africa while fighting with the First Division. "Nice piece
of work," he said to me at mess that night. "Looks like we're beginning to
get some real officer material now." I took that to be a compliment in
spite of its patronizing tone.
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After about a week with the First Division I was named as a patrol
leader to take a squad out on a night problem when we would follow a
compass route along a roughly rectangular course that someone had laid out
on a map. We were led to the initial point at dusk in time to see the
landscape fade into the dark. I set a number of compasses with the
appropriate azimuths so that we'd be ready to make our turns after pacing
the distances involved.
We had penetrated a thick undergrowth for only a few yards before we
were in water up to our armpits. I'm sure that the officer who had prepared
this problem had never made a reconnaissance to check the suitability of
the terrain.
We pushed on deeper into a jungle and because I felt a slithery creature
sliding past my legs, I ordered men to put on their flashlights. It was
something out of a horror movie with cottonmouth snakes swimming in all
directions around us. Since it is the only snake that can bite under water,
we were in a real pickle.
Nevertheless we pushed on, resorting to the use of machetes to cut our
way through bull briars and heavy vines growing up over trees that stood in
water. In one portion of the first leg, which was about two miles long, it
was necessary to go around a deep pond and to find our route again on the
other side of the obstacle.
In the center of the third leg we came across an island and heard the
rustling of some fairly large animals at one end of it. As we rested from
the tremendous exertion of walking in mud and water, we were visited by a
horde of tree tarantulas that dropped out of a hollow in a wide-spreading
oak tree. It didn't take much prodding to move the squad to newer climes.
By this time, first light was beginning to show in the east. While we had
no real casualties, our uniforms and bodies were cut and torn by the thorns
that had barred most of our way. Our faces were swollen from insect bites
and several men complained of blistered hands and feet.
We finally reached a point about twenty-five yards from where we'd
started. It was then fairly light and we could see that no one was there to
greet us or to provide us with transportation back to the campground
several miles distant. I was fighting mad by this time since I felt that
the division command was responsible for a foul-up of the first magnitude.
I formed the squad into a column of twos and told them I was going to
raise hell with the top brass for such rotten treatment. We hiked back to
camp and I went to the officers’ mess just as I was, looking like something
out of Devil's Island. At the mess, officers stared at me and realized that
something had gone wrong. "Where've you been?" the Provost Marshall (MP
Chief) asked. "We've had you marked AWOL."
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"Stuff your AWOL," I responded, "and show me the son-of-a-bitch that
prepared that goddamned night problem. I want to chop a chunk out of his
skull."
"What happened?" a Lt. Chaney, one of my tent mates asked.
"The usual screwed-up mess that always happens when an outfit is run by
alcoholics," I shouted. "Just let me get my hands on the louse who set up a
problem in snake country. I'll teach him something he hasn't learned yet."
Denholm took me in tow and led
get back without losing someone,"
"Where the hell were you when the
And what are you doing about that
night's work."

me away to the showers. "You did well to
he said. "No fault of yours," I snapped.
area was selected for the night problem?
AWOL crap? We deserve a medal for last

I have reason to believe that Denholm, from that moment on, took as
great a dislike of me as I of him. He couldn't stand criticism and yet he
deserved it for failing to take responsibility for the training of men
under his command. Later in the war he tried to have me removed from my job
as S-2 of the 141st Infantry, when he came to take command of the regiment
but, again, I was too hard to handle and he was soon removed to division
staff.
Nothing came of my protest, however, except that no other group was sent
into the rugged area my squad had traversed. I sent for E1 and Martha as
soon as I could get time off to locate a room I could rent. I traveled to
Gainesville and rented an attractive place near the campus of the
University of Florida. On that day the men of the First and 36th Divisions
were paid and an ensuing fight between them became known as the "Battle of
Stark, Florida," where several hundred men were injured in the melee that
arose over North and South differences of opinion. I just missed witnessing
the fight as I waited for a bus at Stark.
It was somewhat surprising to me, about a week later, to be sitting on
the john at my barracks area when I saw Martha in the arms of a complete
stranger at 10 PM. The john, of course, was open to view along with twenty
or thirty others to anyone stepping into the building. The man was a Marine
whom El had picked up along the road as she drove to Camp Blending. I went
with him to the gate where sentries had detained El and had to let El drive
on alone after I had given her the key to our new lodgings. Security at the
post was tight in those days so that, without identification, El had been
prohibited from driving onto the reservation.
I managed to move my gear to the rented room shortly thereafter and for
several weeks I commuted in a clandestine manner, back and forth to the
camp, using a side entrance to avoid detection since orders restricting us
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to living on the post had been issued by our division commander. I shall
never forget one early morning drive when I was at the wheel and four other
officers in our pool were sleeping. I was driving at about 60 m.p.h. when I
caught what turned out to be a flash of my lights reflected from a cow's
eye. She was standing in the middle of a bridge, there being an open range
in Florida at the time, and I barely got by her without going off the
bridge, which had no side rails, into a deep river.
A Lt. Col. Joe Crawford called me to a command tent one day and told me
I was being transferred, together with nine other officers, to the 36th
Division, which had just made available a cadre of its officers and noncoms to develop a new division. I felt that I was being sold down the river
and I told Crawford so. He said something to the effect that I'd done a
good job at the First Division, so "go on over to the 36th and make them
soldier," he added.
The ten of us were delivered to the 36th Division headquarters, and Col.
Carl Phinney met us and made us feel that being sold down the river wasn't
so bad after all. I was assigned to K Company, 141st Infantry with Capt.
Claude Morgan commanding. Claude was a heavyset, moon-faced man with a
ready smile and a barracks-bagfull of Texas sayings. When I reported to him
in the field where he was training some two hundred men under a hot sun,
his face was crimson and steaming with sweat.
"Take 'er over," he said and went off to sit under a palm tree. Men were
practicing, as I recall it, bayonet fighting. I was impressed with one huge
sergeant almost at once. He was about to initiate a course of bayonet
exercises but, before doing so, he fell to his knees and with hands clasped
in front of him and face to the sky, he called on God to assist him with
his duties and to preserve all from being hurt. No one even smiled at this
unusual outpouring and when the sergeant sprang to his feet, every man paid
particular attention to his instructions. He took a man from the ranks and
demonstrated in slow motion the manner in which a butt stroke was delivered
to the head of the enemy in the event the bayonet thrust missed. Once he
was sure that his pupil understood what was about to happen he stalked
around him like a tiger, moving in lightning-like action to thrust his
bayonet at the man who parried with his own gun and bayonet. In another
smoothly flowing movement the sergeant twisted his rifle around, butt end
up and brought it with a resounding “thwack" against the pupil's head. The
man went down like a poleaxed critter and the sergeant said, "Remember that
the next time. Either jump back out of the way or grab my rifle and fight
me for it. And when you're in combat and a Kraut comes at you with a
bayonet, maybe you should grab the knife with your hands, knowing that a
few cut fingers are better than a slit gut. Keep a round in the chamber of
your rifle [which he pronounced "rahfle"] so that you can fire the
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cartridge to release your bayonet in case it gets stuck in a rib or a
backbone."
The men paired off and went through the butt-stroke routine in slow
motion while they got the hang of it. If the sergeant didn't like what he
saw, he'd jump into a situation and crack another skull with such alacrity
that the men really worked hard, more to avoid the sergeant's ministrations
than to learn the "Spirit of the Bayonet," as the training was,
euphemistically, called.
I mention the sergeant not only because of his unabashed praying but
also because he was the only man I met during two wars who really believed
in the bayonet as a way of killing. He was so straightforward in his
admiration of the bayonet drill, so dynamic in his use of the weapon and so
anomalous in his advocacy of such a savage undertaking in the light of his
prayers that the men of the company seemed to fear him. He stood some six
and a half feet tall, had the shoulders of a full-back and the hips of a
prize fighter, and all in all, he was one helluva man.
I was not fully accepted by the Texans, what with my being a damyankee,
but I found them fair and not averse to complimenting good work. I was
unhappy to find that officers were expected to wear "pink" trousers when
drilling troops in burned-over areas where five minutes of crawling and
running would ruin such dress slacks forever. Since I owned but one pair, I
refused to wear them for training and resorted to GI fatigues for the
purpose. No one ever questioned me and I noticed that before long others
followed suit.
We had a Lt. Col. Morley as Regimental Executive Officer. He was a
retread from World War I and was fairly obviously not going overseas with
us, if for no other reason than that he was very much overweight and one
eye was way off. The regimental commanding officer, Col. Nathaniel
Perrine, was another WW I retread with a shortened left arm, the result of
machine gun slugs hitting him in the elbow.
I hadn't been with the 36th very long before the Sgt. Major of the 141st
Infantry came out to the training area, which by the way was infested with
rattlesnakes, and said to me, "Col. Morley says for you to come arunnin'."
I was in the middle of a platoon tactical problem so continued with it,
since I didn't like the tone of the order and decided I'd show some
independence right off the bat. I hadn't met Morley, as he'd been off on
leave when I arrived.
In about an hour I hiked into camp and reported to Morley's office
located in a wooden building. I rapped on the door and entered when he
responded, walked to his desk and saluted. "Lt. Doughty reporting as
ordered,~” I said.
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He looked at me with his bad eye running in various patterns and put on
a fairly forbidding appearance as he said, "I thought I told you to come
arunnin'."
"Colonel," I said, "stop right there! If there had been any real urgency
for me to report, I'm sure you'd have sent transportation for me. Since I
was in the middle of a platoon problem, I finished it."
He was still giving me his "mean" look when suddenly he started to laugh
and stuck out his hand.
"Jest testin' you, son," he said. "Knew a lot of you Yanks in the last
war and you're all the same. Have a cigar!"
I laughed too and at his next words nearly fell over. "How'd you like to
attend the Infantry School at Ft. Benning, Georgia?" "I'd like it fine," I
responded. "When?"
"Right now," he answered. "Get your gear and if you got a car handy,
drive up. You're due there in three days."
I saluted, ran for a phone, got El and told her to pick up and meet me
at the main gate as quickly as possible. She, of course, was delighted
since, now, we felt certain that we could look forward to at least three
months of secure living.
We were on our way by late afternoon driving past the Swanee River
which, when we crossed it, was a turgid, slow-moving watercourse crowded by
weeds and encroaching marshes.
We spent the night in a seedy motel where Marty did her best to keep us
awake all night what with new surroundings. The fact that, earlier, she had
thrown El's wallet with all of our money in it, out of the car window when
El was not looking, had not proved too charming and had given us fits to
try to get money enough to make ends meet until another payday.
When we reached Columbus, Georgia, the next day, I was almost ready to
give up and send El and Mart home because no living quarters could be found
anywhere. I had started down a long, straight stairway after being told by
the army billeting officer in Columbus that nothing could be had within 100
miles of Columbus when I was called back to speak on the telephone with a
Mrs. Verdi Vereen Hogg. Longtime tenants had just moved out of a two-room
apartment and while Mrs. Hogg wanted no children because she became so
attached to them, I told her I'd be right over and not to rent the place
to anyone else. She said it would take several days to get the place in
shape and I told her we'd take it "as is" and fix it up ourselves.
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We found the Hogg home on the outskirts of the city and talked Mrs. Hogg
into letting us have the place. It was absolutely filthy with grease an
inch thick all over the gas stove and, while we worked during the night to
clean everything in sight, we also discovered a cockroach infestation to
stop all such infestations forevermore.
I will not cover our relationship with the Hoggs for it would take too
long and would be a massive digression from the story of my war
experiences. We did develop a close and warm rapport with the Hogg family
which lasted long after the war had ended.
My work at the Infantry School was taxing, for we went back over all
fundamentals and built new lore upon them. My class was numbered 33.5 as
though, as an afterthought, we'd been fitted into a closed schedule and
something different had to be done to identify us. We were always on the
move from one range to another, crossing rivers, setting up final defensive
lines with all-infantry and artillery weapons, making reconnaissances in
force, following azimuths at night, completing tests and observing tactical
problems put on by school troops. It was a hot area in which to work and
because we wore overseas caps a lot, we were distinguished by a slanting
mark across our foreheads where the tilt of the caps blocked out the sun,
leaving the rest of our physiognomies to burn to a mahogany color.
I recall seeing an artillery demonstration at Fort Benning where my
class sat in bleachers in 1942 and witnessed the awesome power of a
battalion of 105 mm howitzers firing on a dummy infantry position directly
to our front. The young captain in charge of the demonstration, speaking
over a public address system, built up an atmosphere of suspense and dread
with his description of the destructive power of artillery, particularly if
it could be registered on hostile troops caught in the open.
As we heard the shells approaching the distant target area and saw the
ugly, shattering shapes of their smoke and fire as they impacted, it was
difficult to imagine being subjected to such a holocaust. I could feel my
stomach muscles tighten as the landscape became obscured by dust and smoke
and I could sense the question in all our minds, “Could I stand up under
such punishment?” and, “How could anyone survive such an enormously
shattering onslaught?” One of the lighter-hearted officers was heard to
yell, “How the hell do you get into the navy?”
The last remark relieved some of the tension, which was immediately
rebuilt by the instructor who said, “No living thing could survive on that
target area!” I was reflecting on this statement when a laugh sounded off
to my right followed by an ascending roar of laughter in which I joined
once I learned its cause. A deer came bounding out of the center of the
target area and raced off up over a hilland onto a ridge where it could be
seen as it fled for several minutes. It was obviously untouched. No man
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ever had to eat his own words so soon after uttering them as did our redfaced instructor. Of greater importance, however, was the fact that,
contrary to the instructor’s message of despair and hopelessness for anyone
caught in the open by artillery was the message of hope flashed by the
white tail of the deer as it raced away.
On many occasions we were transported in long trucks normally employed
as horse portees, as they were called. It suited our mood quite often to
"moo" like a herd of cows whenever high brass was around as we rode the
animal transports. This was our harmless way of protesting the rough and
dusty means of locomotion.
We worked up to more and more complex problems involving division
tactics, after having mastered the elements of tactics of smaller units.
One of my former professors of military science and tactics was on the
staff of the school and he took great delight in the fact that I stood
first in the class of several hundred in aerial photograph interpretation,
a subject he had taught at Boston University.
While we were at Benning, the new cast iron helmets were issued and it
was strange trying to adjust to their looks after having worn the tin "pie
plates" of World War I.
We played bridge quite often on those evenings when I was not on duty
and a real spirit of a military enclave developed among the officers who
lived nearby in Columbus. We organized car pools for saving gasoline and
tires since both were, then, rationed and many cars were being driven
without spare tires.
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Chapter 3
MANEUVERS IN THE CAROLINAS
The day came, however, all too soon, when we graduated from the Infantry
School and, again, the loss of security was a part of our daily lives. We
had been notified that the 36th Division was about to move to the Carolinas
on maneuvers. While I tried to ascertain a good spot for E1 to start
looking for accommodations, the fact remains that I was given wrong data.
The epicenter of our maneuver area was to be Cheraw, South Carolina but I
was told that it would be in North Carolina near the southern border of
that state.
E1 landed in the God-forsaken area of Wadesboro and lived in a house
that was not that great. In the meantime I had gone back to Camp Blanding
where I found the division staging out to the maneuver grounds. During
earlier maneuvers the Division had, because of foul experiences in the
boggy country of Louisiana ("Land of the Webfeet"), learned to go into a
roadside bivouac instead of spreading out as might otherwise have proved a
useful procedure. It was a rough ride to the Carolina grounds and a jeep
seat, after a 300-mile ride each day, was as hard as rolled steel. We had
scheduled stops at army installations for meals, and all-in-all did a
creditable job in getting everyone to the target area in good condition.
Each night we drew our vehicles just off the road, set up housekeeping
of a light sort, and sat around swapping yarns. I played a lot of chess
with Col. Perrine and, whether politic or not, managed to beat him almost
every game. It was sort of a carefree time when families were off
scrounging living quarters so as to be near their men folks and I got to
know many people well. Among them was Charlie Beacham who later served as
S-4 of the Regiment while I was in the S-2 slot. He had an engaging grin
and could tell stories like a stand-up comedian. As a result he was of the
best-liked men of the division and for that matter still is, as I write
this in 1979.
Much of the maneuver program was a waste of time, except for the
experience of moving from place to place and learning to live in the open.
Crops were growing everywhere and were off-limits so that, on one occasion,
we had the incongruous sight of the assistant division commander, one
Brigadier Otto Lange, stopping an armored column from attacking us, after
crossing the Peedee River, by obstructing a critical crossroads with an
army ambulance.
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That night we found ourselves along the ten-foot-wide banks of a
drainage ditch in the middle of a swamp to which Lange had assigned us as a
defensive area. It proved to be a wild night what with copperhead snakes
crawling out of their holes by our feet and when I took refuge on the roof
of a canvas-covered truck, hundreds of tree tarantulas, several inches
across, dropped onto the canvas and me from an overhanging limb. I moved
too fast to be bitten.
On another occasion, I. M. Scott, a lieutenant who had joined the
division at about the time I did, and I were being used as liaison officers
by the regimental CO during an attacking problem. We were in case contact
that day with one of the finest officers I'd ever met. He was Lt. Col.
"Bus" Wheeler who left the division before it sailed to North Africa and
later achieved the significant honor of being named the Chief of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff of the U.S. at the rank of full general.
He was in command of the 2nd Battalion and it was perhaps significant of
things to come that his unit outshone everyone else engaged in the march
and countermarch of the maneuvers. E Company of that battalion was
comprised of men of Mexican descent and, for reasons of ethnic pride, they
could out-shoot, outrun, or out-walk all comers.
The plan of the maneuver was not very memorable and umpires made all
kinds of dumb decisions which, fortunately, were not duplicated when we hit
the real thing - war itself.
One hot afternoon found us in a small town where, because of the heat, a
high school gym and swimming pool were made available to our troops. It was
a cavernous place and echoed and re-echoed to the shouts of out foot weary
men. As I was about to take a dip, some boys came along and led us to one
of the most pleasant waterfalls and pool I'd ever seen. The water had cut a
smooth passageway over some rocks and then dropped ten or fifteen feet into
a deep, clear pool. It was well out into the country with no one around for
miles. A number of us skinny dipped there and rode the waterway over the
rocks to splash into the pool.
On a maneuver it became a game to see who could out-match the others in
providing creature comforts. Col. Morley had us all beaten by a mile. In
his command car, dubbed "Pea Vine" by his driver, were ammo boxes with
their metal linings intact serving as ice chests. It was a sign of special
treatment to be invited by him to partake of the ice-cold sodas and beer,
fruit juices and other sundries he kept on tap. His motto was never to walk
when you could ride. His waistline kept right on expanding during that hot
summer.
El finally came out of the hills and found lodging in Cheraw. I seldom
got away to see her but I'll never forget the occasion when, our regiment
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having been given the mission of entering a sealed bivouac preparatory to
making a surprise attack on an unsuspecting "hostile" force, El and
Florence’s future husband, Luke West, came driving into the bivouac area to
visit me. As chief intelligence officer of the regiment I was, of course,
responsible for counter-intelligence. I never quite convinced the
regimental CO that I had not given away our "secret" hiding place to my
relatives. Needless to say, their visit was real short.
That night I slept beside a dirt road running through a wood and the
next morning was shocked to see where a tank had turned around near me,
missing my head with its steel track by about half a foot. That I hadn't
heard it was indicative of the manner in which we slept in the open.
A couple of nights later I was in the same area but had set up a cot
between two trees and had stretched a mosquito bar between the trees to
keep from being eaten alive. Sometime during the night I was forcibly
thrown out of the cot and about ten feet away as someone, yelling like a
banshee, crashed into me, at full running speed. It was one of our Mexican
cooks and eventually I learned that he had been one of a crew digging a
sump for garbage near our kitchen. Suddenly, a pickaxe broke through into a
hole that proved to be a snake den. Dozens of copperhead snakes had
debouched into the hole, and the man who struck me simply took off in blind
terror.
Since we were still in the "sealed" bivouac, MPs reported to the Corps
Commander that they had heard a great deal of shouting emanating from our
concealed location and had seen many lights showing. The Corps Commander
called on the telephone to say he was coming in to give us hell the next
morning.
As the entourage of brass came into our position at daylight, they were
greeted with the sight of several huge dead snakes hanging from bushes and
trees beside the road. It was such a blood-curdling sight that any thought
of bawling us out for breach of security was lost in the study of
herpetology that went on for a long time. It was a miracle that no one had
been bitten.
There came a night when, as I was sleeping in a pup tent near the edge
of a quarry beneath a golden moon, someone tugged at my boot until I woke
up. Two artillery officers were there to question me about a notice they
had just received. I could scarcely keep from yelling when I learned that
we were alerted to move to Camp Edwards on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. It
wasn't credible that such luck would befall me, and I hastened to assure
the officers, both Texans, that the people of Cape Cod would prove friendly
and warmhearted even though they might not, as Texans were apt to do, tell
you their whole life story the first moment they met you. The two artillery
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men were actually concerned about the treatment their families might
receive at the hands of "them damyankees."
Again, there was a great flurry as our ladies darted off to
Massachusetts to secure billets. It was fairly evident that this move was
one preliminary to overseas shipment, but just when that event would take
place was not yet known.
I remember saying goodbye to Ellie as she took Martha, who was ill, in
the car with all our belongings and headed north, together with a Capt.
Henry Ford's family with whom we had become friendly during the maneuvers.
I was in Cheraw at the time staying in a hotel with the regimental staff
since I had just been appointed regimental intelligence officer. Again,
Col. Morley had been instrumental in this selection for, as he told me at
the time, he had served in World War I with a regimental S-2 from
Massachusetts and had found him "brighter than most," as he put it, "and
more able to put himself in the place of the enemy than us Texans."
I wasn't unhappy with the new outlook, as we were approaching combat and
the life of an infantry platoon leader is notoriously one of short
duration. It was somewhat strange that the job became available. I had
happened to hear the regimental S-2 one day practicing a language in a pup
tent. I went over and found that he had seven records, each in a different
language, which taught simple sentences and phrases, all of which he was
aping as he spun them on a hand-cranked phonograph. He told me that he had
put in for a job as an interpreter at a higher headquarters, in response to
a bulletin that had been circulated by the army in search of linguists. At
the time, I felt that this was quite a cop-out since the guy couldn't
really speak any language beyond the perimeters of his records.
When he got the new job I was unimpressed with the army's selectivity.
However, it worked to my benefit and while I never heard of my predecessor
again, I hope he made it to a place where conversation in any of his
foreign languages was purely cursory.
I was able to assist the move to Cape Cod in quite a number of ways.
Working at the railhead each day we saw to the loading and securing of
vehicles on flat cars, phasing out of troops on troop trains, handling
complaints by farmers as to crop damage by our forces, and housekeeping
details of innumerable variety.
As the first train bearing 141st Infantry troops was about to leave, I
noticed that no one was on board the vehicular flat cars as fire wardens. I
brought this to Col. Perrine's attention, much to his gratification for, in
Texas, most trains were electrified and no thought had been given to the
possibility of tarpaulins covering vehicles catching fire from sparks
emanating from coal-fired engines.
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The train was delayed several hours while we designated men to go as
fireguards and equipped them with fire extinguishers and fire-fighting
tools. It was just as well that we took this precaution for over a dozen
fires were extinguished before the train reached its destination.
Before I left I had word from El that she and others had found housing
near Camp Edwards. As the days passed and our numbers in South Carolina
dwindled, we found time to play chess and talk. Perrine knew that he was
not going overseas. His promotion to Brigadier General was about to come
through and he felt sure he would have a post somewhere in the Caribbean.
Col. Morley also had received word that his days with the regiment were
numbered. Lt. Col. Dick Werner was to take command of the 141st and Lt.
Col. Andy Price was to be the executive officer.
I shipped out on the last train with the regimental headquarters and,
once we were underway, we found the going easy since there was very little
to be done. An outstanding memory is one of a beautiful countryside
somewhere in Pennsylvania where our train was stopped for several hours.
The farms of that hilly area were prosperous looking and picturesque. I
remember one where there was a small pond fed by a clear brook running
alongside a lawn leading to a farmhouse whose eaves were carved in scrolls
and where old folks rocked on the veranda and wished us luck. Ducks and
geese swam in the pond and freckle-faced youngsters came to the train with
fresh-baked bread and jam. I never again found that area though I looked
for it whenever we were in the vicinity. I suspect it was all the more
attractive because it represented settled security in contrast to our rootless existence at the time.
We crossed the Hudson River just south of Albany on a high trestle
bridge and sometime that evening reached Camp Edwards. When we arrived at
the place where the regiment was to be bivouaced there was great acrimony
on Texan lips that we were to be in pup tents in an overgrown pasture while
black quartermaster troops were billeted in barracks. There wasn't much
doubt that this spelled trouble, which erupted when the Texans observed
blacks dancing with white girls at the enlisted men's club. Several Negroes
were badly beaten up and while we learned to live in the boondocks during
the fall, we were later assigned to the barracks as the Q.M. troops moved
elsewhere.
We went into a heavy schedule of amphibious training at this juncture
since the marines, whose normal job covers landings on hostile shores, were
nowhere numerous enough for all projected landings. The beaches on the Cape
were great for such training exercises and while the days were brisk and
colorful, we could still carry on the business of learning how to use nets
for gaining access to small boats from ships, flow to supply ourselves
while astride a beach, how the navy worked its tactics and support
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operations, and, in general, the theory and practice of combined
operations.
I was concerned about counter-intelligence work and on one occasion
during our stay at Edwards found, during a routine inspection of men in the
stockade after they'd spent a weekend in New York City, that all of them
were carrying identical pictures of one beautiful blonde nude in their
wallets. We set up a mail watch -- how one girl could manage to write so
many letters to so many men, asking them in as naive a way as possible
many questions of a restricted nature, was hard to fathom.
We learned through FBI contacts that she had a large post office box in
a town on Long Island where dozens of letters were received daily. It
finally became clear that she was a member of a German bund and had met the
men at a block party thrown by the bund.
In one letter she claimed to have visited one of the latest submarines
of our navy where she had been entertained by an American admiral. While I
was away from the scene for quite a while attending the Command and General
Staff College in Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, I learned later that the girl had
been picked up by our federal authorities but what became of her was not
reported to those of us on the firing line. I was not notified either when
the FBI agents left the regiment.
It is strange how, in a fabricated environment developed for military
training, certain lessons do not make themselves clear because they arise
inadvertently and not as part of the curriculum. Either that, or they are
so theoretical that they are honored in the breach when it comes time to do
the shooting.
I have in mind the fact that our maneuvers were subjected to a critique
by the commanding general early in the initial stages. We met in a church,
as I recall it, or maybe a town hall somewhere along the southern border of
North Carolina, and the general and chief umpire found nothing to praise
but everything to pan. We officers received the worst dressing down I'd
ever been subjected to and, yet, I have as a lingering impression, the
strongest suspicion that the criticism was being leveled at General Lange,
of our division, for his hair-brained tactic of blocking a road junction
with an ambulance knowing that, because it was government property, no one
would damage it and, in the process, making a mockery of any realism that
might, otherwise, have been injected into the proceedings. This, alone,
should have been a warning of his unfitness for command. It should have
warranted his dismissal from our division, at least, if not from the army.
To look at Lange was to see a real faker, jaw thrust out, eyes bleak, a
martinet with no real intellect. His main interest then, and later in
combat, was to insure his authoritative position by seeking salutes at
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every turn and, should anyone of inferior rank
threatening court-martial. It was an augury of
the turmoil of the maneuvers and the inability
conducting the maneuver to call the bluff of a
acted the fool, the lesson was lost.

to his fail in this duty, by
things to come and yet, in
of the higher staffs
general officer who had

Another lesson of those times was learned at the Amphibious Training
Center on Cape Cod. Here, again, a brigadier general gave the assembled
officers of the 36th Division their first orientation on combined operations
designed to land fighting men on a fortified, hostile shore.
No other aspect of that lecture remains as strongly imbedded in my mind
as the central theme of his presentation which was, "There must always be
an alternative plan, ready and available, whenever a landing on a defended
shore is contemplated." Brave words! But when we left Oran, North Africa
for the Salerno landing, no alternative plan had been made and we were left
with the knowledge that, despite a known "leak" of our landing site to the
Germans, we were going in, hell or high water.
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Chapter 4
FORT LEAVENWORTH TO THE PORT OF EMBARKATION
I was given an appointment to the Command and General Staff College at
the turn of the year. I believe it was in January 1943.1 El was carrying
Ann at the time and could not accompany me. I rode to Leavenworth by train
and found it a beehive of a lively operation with hundreds of officers
being subjected to a curtailed course of three months, rather than the
peacetime two-year schedule. Having been warned by some of the 36th's
officers who had attended the college to try to get a small room in one of
the barracks, I lucked out and had a better shot at studying by being able
to shut out the hue and cry of men who found themselves over their heads
from the opening round.
Regular army colonels made no bones about calling their Congressmen on
public phones where many of us could hear them demanding to be relieved
from such hazardous duty. They felt that their careers would be threatened
in the madhouse that had resulted from a visit by the Chief of Staff,
General George C. Marshall, a month ago - before our class arrived. He had
monitored the lectures and had cut and slashed many of the subject matters
leaving the curriculum in a whirl, as a means of making the foreshortened
course more responsive to the needs of the day.
My first day, I attended class from 7 AM to noon and from 1 to 6 PM and
in each case, had been given so much material to read and problems to solve
that I couldn't have handled all the assignments in a week. It was obvious
to me that we were being pressured to see how we would respond to the kind
of ambiance that might be expected in warfare. I automatically, as the day
wore on, selected the courses I thought to be more important, confining the
end results to the three most valuable subjects that, to my mind, had been
presented. In addition, right after dinner I walked down the hill from the
mess hall to the Post Theatre, where new shows were run each day, and got
my mind off the school subjects.
When I returned to my room, located in a brick apartment where regular
officers and their families used to live when assigned to the longer
college programs, I found the place a bedlam. Wild-eyed officers were

1

Historical note. It was on 2 February 1943 that Germany lost the battle of Stalingrad on its Eastern Front. Thus
began the reversal of German expansion and the beginning of the end, as it turned out.
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demanding of Heaven how anyone could complete such a raft of homework. I
closed the door to my room, hung needed maps on the wall, and started work.
I was done at midnight because I had had another warning about the use of
field manuals before I reached Leavenworth. As a result I had worked for
hours before I left for Leavenworth putting tabs all around the edges of
important manuals to identify the location of subject matters.
The next morning, after a good night's sleep I found that I had
correctly guessed the identity of subjects on which we would be quizzed. It
was interesting to note the way in which exams were initiated. Some 1,600
of us sat in a huge building that had once served as a riding academy. The
chairs and desks rose in low terraces from the front to the rear. A large
stage, equipped with much modern gear for employing training aids and
movies, stood high above the front row and public address systems were in
use.
At intervals, along each side of this huge auditorium, were located coal
burning stoves to warm the place. As quiz papers were handed out, the
commandant, one of my former professors of military science and tactics at
B.U. - "Speed" Speidel by name - stood at a microphone and said in a
theatrical tone, "You will now have six minutes and thirty seconds to
complete this quiz."
Books fell to the floor as men hastened to get at the work and nervous
energy could be felt creating air currents as silence settled over the
crowd. Actually the quiz could easily have been answered in three minutes,
but the addition of seconds to the stated time made men nervous and slowed
them down.
The days went remarkably fast for the tonnage of paper that was dumped
on us but my system worked to perfection and I received the highest marks
offered each day. It was a real thrill to get back a paper stamped in block
letters "SUP" for "superior."
One day, the usual flim-flam as to timing having preceded the giving of
a test, found the group settling into its first reading of the exam
questions. I read them and found myself wondering what had happened to my
system. I recognized nothing! I looked up and found everyone else looking
around with the same all-gone look I knew I was displaying. An officer went
forward to the stage and conferred with the lecturer standing there who
went to a telephone. Shortly the quiz was withdrawn. It was one of the
subjects that Marshall had disapproved, and while no lecture had been given
on "The Armored Division in Attack," the quiz had managed to intrude itself
somehow. We were a relieved body of perspiring men when that announcement
was made. It was, somehow, reassuring to us to learn that the great, the
respected, the vaunted college could make a mistake.
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It was getting on toward spring, and the bleak Kansas countryside was
beginning to warm up when, early one morning, I heard my name called. I
started forward and heard the names of other men from the 36th ring out.
Soon six of us stood before Speidel, who told us that we were about to hear
was "Top Secret." "Your division has been alerted for shipment overseas,"
he said. "You will clear the post today and return to Camp Edwards by train
starting this afternoon. You are not to indicate to anyone the fact I've
given you."
Of course, it was a pretty dumb way to preserve secrecy when all of us
were wearing the "T-Patch”2 identifying the unit we belonged to. As we
returned to our desks, the whole body of officers rose and cheered. "Give
'em hell, Texas," someone roared. "We'll be right behind you boys," came
another voice. I was not too surprised at the call, having expected it for
a long time. I shook hands with dozens of men I'd learned to know and like,
put my books and materials in a briefcase, and walked out.
It was a rough assignment, clearing an army post in those days.
Regardless of what facilities we'd used, we had to get an initial from the
head of every department. That meant walking for miles and miles for no
good purpose in many instances. I made the long rounds in time to grab a
bus to the railroad station where I caught the Missouri Eagle, a crack
train of that era. It was to take me to St. Louis, where I had a
reservation on a sleeper for that evening's run to Albany, New York, and
from there I'd catch a train in the morning to Boston.
I remember sitting in the club car watching the scenery whiz past while
everyone there sat silently eyeing a speedometer on the wall that
registered the train's speed. It clocked 100 to 120 miles per hour for
large parts of the trip that followed the Missouri River closely. We were
delayed, however, and at East St. Louis I made the decision to get off the
train and to hire a cab in the hope of making the connection with my
night's sleeping car.
I had to run up a long stairway to street level, and behind me I saw a
colonel and his family about to do the same thing. He tried to attract my
attention, and since I knew he'd rank me out of a cab I ignored him. There
was one cab at the street entrance to the railway station when I arrived
panting and carrying two suitcases.
The driver, a black man, got the message and took off with wheels
squealing as the bristling colonel's head appeared just below the street
level. We drove like thunder and when the driver saw a light ahead
changing, he tore around three sides of a block and caught the light from
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the other direction. As we neared the St. Louis terminal the man said, "Run
on ahead. I'll bring your bags. Call any porter who can stop the train if
it's moving."
Without a thought of the possible loss of my bags, I hit running, and
did the fastest 200 yards through the station I'd ever run. I asked a train
man for the right track and he yelled it after me as I ran toward it. The
gate was closing but I dashed through and glancing back, saw my driver
running with my bags. A Red Cap ran up to me and I simply pointed at the
train, then half-way out of the station and gathering speed. The porter put
on a Jesse Owens act, sprinting fast enough to get aboard the train where
he pulled the emergency cord.
I had my wallet in my hand and paid the Red Cap $10 and when I extended
$20 to the cabbie, he waved me off, put my bags on the train and trotted
back toward the gate which the train starter was still holding open. I
could scarcely get my breath for a long time, and when a conductor came
bustling up to see what had caused the unscheduled stop, he simply put a
hand on my shoulder and helped me with my bags.
When I finally arrived at Camp Edwards, it was evident that we were
going to move in the near future. Ellie was staying in a home near the
camp, and I managed to spend an occasional night with her. It was a bleak
winter on the Cape, with snow and ice everywhere that lasted well into the
spring.
One afternoon, I received a telephone call from El in which she said she
was hemorrhaging and needed help. I tried to get approval to leave camp but
none was forthcoming. I even called the 13th Corps in Providence, under
whose aegis we were operating and received a turn-down because we were on
twenty-four hour alert for overseas shipment. I, nevertheless, left and got
to El after dark. I called the hospital in Boston where her doctor worked
and was told to have her lie in the back seat of the car while I drove her
to the hospital. Martha was then about two years old and, of course, I took
her with us.
That drive was a nightmare. The roads were slick ice with no salt or
sand to help traction and our tires were smooth. We had no spare so that
had I had a blowout I'd have had to go in on the rim.
Between the urgency to get her to the hospital quickly and the need to
drive slowly enough to permit a chance of stopping should trouble arise I
was in a cold sweat the whole way. Finally, after eons of skidding and
spinning I got to Richardson House in Boston, said a hurried goodbye as
nurses took El away from the curb in a wheelchair, and tucked Martha
into the back seat. It was about 2 AM when I headed for Walpole where I
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had alerted my mother for our arrival. She would care for Martha until we
knew what was what.
Going through Norwood, a cab suddenly swung out of a side street
directly into my path. I slammed on the brake and managed to stop since,
there, the road was sanded. But the sickening thud from the back seat and
the terrible screaming that ensued added just enough misery to the occasion
to make it one of the worst nights of my life.
Martha, apparently, had awakened and stood up against the back seat,
only to be hurled headlong into the back of the front seat. It's a wonder
her neck wasn't broken. I staunched the bleeding where her teeth had been
driven through her lips and drove on, holding her beside me. We arrived at
Walpole sometime after 3 AM where Mother was waiting, praises be, with
something for me to eat. I hadn't eaten since the previous morning. Martha
was a sad looking little girl with bruises all over her face and head, and
her lips were so swollen she could scarcely speak.
I stayed only long enough to grab a bite and to rest my weary bones,
taking off again at 3:30. I arrived back at camp to find that our sailing
date bad been set as of April 1, 1943. No one said a word to me about my
disappearance or about the way I looked after such a hectic journey.
Each day El called me to report her progress, and there came a day when
I took leave, again, without anyone's blessing and took her to Walpole
where, once again, we could be thankful for our being back together, with
no one the worse for wear. Little Annie's protruding presence was still
with us as the doctor had stopped the threatened miscarriage and Martha was
pretty well healed.
We were busy at camp working 18 hours a day, undergoing evaluation
examinations by corps personnel, practicing loading our gear on transports
over narrow gangways, and carrying on with our regular tactical problems. I
had lots to concern me about counter-intelligence to include an officer in
my own section who had been reported to police as having hosted a wild
party on the day that the German Pocket Battleship "Schornhorst" escaped
the British patrols hemming her in port. There was enough about his action
to warrant his removal from our division.
One evening as I sat at my desk at regimental headquarters interviewing
new recruits assigned to bring our strength up to par, an ordinary G.I.
came in, saluted, and sat down. As I watched, he held an FBI ID card
beneath the desk where I could see it. He asked to be assigned to a
particular company where men of German descent were located. Apparently,
there had been some problems with their parents, who were believed to have
been signaling German agents across the Rio Grande, near where the men's
homes were located. At least that was all of the story that I was told.
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No one was to know that the FBI agents were among us. I knew the names
of four such operatives and when the time came for their action I, alone,
in the regiment knew what the reason was for re-assigning some of our best
non-coms to another unit. It was a matter of putting them under protective
custody without their knowing the basic reason for such action. At the same
time, their skills could be used in training others. Officers from the
affected units raised hell in spades and complained bitterly to the
regimental and division headquarters but were put off with the cover plan
that such men were needed to train others.
General Patton came to impress us with his "Blood and Guts" oratory
since, as of that moment, we were to be part of his army that would invade
North Africa. He was so foul-spoken in front of nurses and other women who
heard him address the officer corps, that we simply did not react to his
barn-storming tactics. Whether for this or other reasons, we were soon
dropped from his roster, for which we were thankful.
El kept calling me daily and was, of course, chilled on the day that a
post telephone operator told her that the number she'd been calling had
been disconnected. I had entrained the night before for Hoboken, New Jersey
where on April 1, 1943, we loaded onto troop transports and the next day
headed out to sea in one of the largest armadas ever to leave an American
port.
The trip to New Jersey by train started like a funeral. No matter how
much officers and men had been importuned to preserve security there was
scarcely any way that men from Texas could refrain from telling their
families that this was the end of a long, long road. The dreaded day of
separation, put off for many of them for more than two years, had arrived.
On the day that we were alerted for overseas shipment, I went to the
barracks area where I found hundreds of weeping men, women and children,
all clinging to each other trying to say goodbye. It was one of the
toughest scenes of the war for me.
We persuaded the men to get their families moving south and to warn them
against talking of our departure. I had told Ellie nothing and so did not
have the heartache of another farewell since we had never quite gotten over
the one at Back Bay Station when I first shipped out to Florida.
When we got on the coach held for officers of the 141st Infantry the
curtains were drawn and, while the lights were on, the pall of ruptured
family relations hung over everything. Men sat quietly, smoking or staring
off into space, faces drawn and sad. We hadn't gone very far, however, when
someone yelled, "Smile, you Texas bastards! This is what you came for."
This, at first, was shocking but it brought some smiles and suddenly
everyone was talking at once. Underlying the grimness was the realization
that we were about to take an Atlantic voyage under hazardous conditions
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which, nonetheless, contained the thrill of meeting the unknown head-on and
of getting on with the war, which we knew had to be fought to the drag end.
Every bit of space in the car was taken up with the impedimenta of
fighting men. Barracks bags blocked the aisles, musette bags, pistol belts
and holsters, caps and coats hung from the overhead. Inevitably someone
started to sing, "The Eyes of Texas Are Upon You." Though no one could
stand as had been the custom on such occasions, nearly everyone joined in
the singing and the first shock of parting was dissipated, retreating to
the interior where it stayed for the duration.
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Chapter 5
THE ATLANTIC CROSSING
We had just about cleared New York Harbor when our first general
quarters sounded and while we had not, at that moment, even practiced
responding to such an alarm, we raced on deck, helter-skelter, not knowing
where on deck we should stand. Most of us didn't carry our life-preservers
with us although, on reflection, we knew that we should have. The result
was somewhat chaotic to say the best of it. It was announced later that the
alert had been bona fide and that daring German submariners were hunting
that close to our mainland.
As I looked around the ocean from any vantage point on deck, I was
impressed with the view of hundreds of ships in all directions. A couple of
heavy battleships were keeping station to our right and rear and their
guns, glinting in the sunlight, gave us a measure of confidence that we
were well protected. Here and there American destroyers and Canadian
corvettes dashed around, among the troop carriers, oilers, cargo ships and
naval craft that comprised our convoy, seeking to locate possible sites on
which to drop their explosives. None were dropped so far as we could learn.
By that time, our ships were responding to the long ocean swells of a
fairly calm sea, and I enjoyed the feeling of a deck beneath my feet,
rising and falling in an even motion to which I could adjust easily.
We had been assigned to what in pre-war days had been a luxury liner in
the South American trade. It was the Bolivia. Her glistening white
structures were now converted to the drabness of war with a dull grey
paint. In some areas stanchions had been erected to take sea hammocks as a
means of expanding the "passenger list" to the greatest degree possible.
Cabins had been converted from luxury quarters to crowded tenements with
the installation of multi-storied iron bunks that rose to the ceiling. I
shared one with seven other officers, and the crowding and pushing to
perform the most ordinary chores was not conducive to good humor. Even so,
I recall no instance when tempers flared or anything but a humorous
response was made to the crowded conditions.
We had to bathe, on a limited schedule, in sea water and only a few
wiseacres had thought to bring, or had been given by thoughtful friends,
soap that would lather in salt water. I was not one of the fortunate ones,
and while I bathed regularly, I never really felt clean. The salt water
gave a slippery feeling to my skin.
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It was because of these limited bathing and washing facilities that I
finally, after having shaved my upper lip, only to bring tears to my eyes
each time, decided to raise a moustache. It had nothing to do with
attempting to establish a more mature look consistent with my exalted rank
of captain, to which I'd been promoted at Camp Edwards. It was to save the
pulling, scratching, and irritation of shaving a sensitive area without any
means of softening the bristles. With one exception, when I shaved off my
moustache after returning home in 1946, I have worn one ever since. On the
occasion of my appearing with a clean lip, no one but Martha noticed it.
She simply uttered an ultimatum from the depths of her five-year-old being,
"You put that moustache back on." So I did.
We really had a luxury ship in some respects and, while there was about
it something of the quality of the condemned man eating a gourmet meal,
nevertheless we enjoyed the ministrations of uniformed waiters in a
beautiful dining room where officers ate at tables replete with table
cloths, silver, and stemware. It was not even a jarring note to learn that
the civilians aboard were earning a bonus at each crossing because their
duty was considered hazardous.
While I was to learn some years later when I was CO of troops crossing
the Pacific in the USS Simon Bolivar (almost Bolivia) Buckner that there
are strenuous activities in keeping a mass of men happy and well in the
confined spaces of a ship, I had no real appreciation of that task during
our Atlantic foray.
Our first breakfast proved somewhat disconcerting mainly because my old
friend I. M. Scott, known as "Scotty," ordered lox for part of his meal. He
ate it with great gusto not even noticing that several officers at our
table quietly excused themselves and made it to the ship's rail.
I had suffered with Scotty through the turmoil of his romance with Joan
Rosenwald, daughter of Lessing Rosenwald and granddaughter of Julius
Rosenwald, one of the owners of Sears Roebuck. While we were on maneuvers
in the Carolinas, Scotty had told me of the problems involved, which I
gathered had to do with lawyers and others objecting to, or delaying,
Joan's marriage to someone whose circumstances were not on a par with the
Rosenwalds. I never really knew what the basic problem, if any, was. I only
knew that Scotty was in a sort of purgatory awaiting the great decision. It
may have been only that the timing of the wedding was at stake, what with
Scotty's imminent departure to parts unknown casting a blight on future
prospects.
In any event, they were married and I was their first houseguest, after
their honeymoon, at the home where they were staying on Cape Cod. I think
that this was because I had walked with Scotty under the Carolina pines on
moonlit nights while he seethed with anxiety and grew thin. All along,
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though, he'd said, "I know my Joanie," and that had kept him going. We
still exchange greetings during the holiday season each year.
We worked our daily lives on board ship pretty much into a routine, what
with the need to serve the enlisted men chow almost endlessly because of
the relatively limited facilities for so many troops. It was also necessary
to exercise regularly in comparatively small groups on the open decks, and
this took a lot of time.
Fire and boat drills and general quarters alarms were practiced, too,
until we had them down to a smooth performance, knocking seconds off our
record each time we ran for the open decks. Our initial track across the
ocean was somewhat southerly, since the days were bright and warm and the
ocean tranquil. Even so, the normal number of individuals became seasick
though I never had a queasy moment. My semi-circular canals had always
performed well on the water and with all the sailing I've done, I have
never been seasick.
The movement of the armada was something to watch. Normal procedures
called for a change of direction of each ship throughout the day and night
on a regular schedule. This was to prevent a German submarine or even a
wolf pack of them from lying in wait on our projected course in order to
sink us before being discovered by our detection devices. Each day at dusk,
planes were catapulted from the dreadnaughts to scout ahead for U-boats
that might be lurking there. Close watch was had against any portholes
being opened at night to show light through them. At dusk, the navy call,
"The smoking lamp is out," would be heard over the intercom system, to ban
further smoking on open decks.
Even the garbage was carefully disposed of so that long streaks of
floating debris would not be a tell-tale sign of the passage of a convoy.
One afternoon I was lying on my bunk when I heard what sounded like a
log bumping against the side of the ship. Just as I was about to
investigate it, general quarters sounded and I found myself hurtling up the
gangways to the open deck where my battle station lay, helmet and life
preserver in place.
Our ship had been armed with anti-aircraft gun turrets and their crews
would take up ready positions at the first alarm. As I gained the open air,
I spotted a submarine chaser ("tin can") racing down through the convoy
just opposite our position to the north. While I watched, I saw the crew
roll large drum-like objects off her stern. Almost immediately great
geysers of water sprayed upward as the explosive power of the underwater
demolitions burst loose. Seconds later there were large splotches of green
dye immediately over the spots where the dynamite had detonated. This was
repeated several times, and we could only surmise that a submarine had
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penetrated our convoy though, so far as we ever knew, no torpedo tracks had
been sighted and no ship had been hit.
There were other worrisome events. Signals were often passed between
ships when, for whatever reason, one of the ships began to show heavy smoke
from her stacks. This was also something to be avoided as another give-away
of our position, since the rising cloud of smoke could be seen by airreconnaissance groups or submarines from beyond the horizon.
As we were walking on deck one day Scotty and I noticed a ship's funnels
showing a huge black cloud above them and suddenly the ship dropped off its
speed and slowly receded into the distance as we kept station. We knew that
this very often meant the end of the ship, since skulking submarines could
finish her off once she left the protection of the fleet.
We were glad to see, however, that one of the naval craft fell back with
her and, while we couldn't be sure, we hoped that the ship would survive.
Two days later we were apprised of her having rejoined the convoy, her
engine troubles having been corrected after she stopped.
In the meantime, naval regulations to the contrary notwithstanding, the
Texans and others had found a way of passing idle time by playing at dice
or poker wherever there was room enough to set up shop. Blankets were used
to simulate the surfaces of dice tables or used to keep the cards clean.
While some pretense was made to limit this practice to nether regions of
the ship, it became evident that nothing perturbed the players if they
could gamble. Wind, rain, nightfall, had no effect on the huddled groups as
they surveyed their poker hands in the practiced manner of men born to risk
a bundle on the turn of a card. They would draw a card or two, fold their
cards while looking off into space and then slowly, slyly, uncover each
card until their hand was fully exposed. Instead of praying for safety,
they would often be seen with lips moving softly as they pulled to an
inside straight.
I stood with a naval commander one day as we watched the main deck where
hundreds of men, eyes directed only to the space before them, were
gambling. "Quite a sight," I said. "What do you naval people think of
this unit?" "I never saw such a quiet bunch," he responded. "Usually,
chaplains are busy holding daily services while men look scared and
panicky. I don't think this gang would move from what they're doing if
the ship was torpedoed.” Then he added, "War won't scare this gang."
Scotty and I took on all-comers in bridge each afternoon. It soon boiled
down to a game between us and a Milton Landry and a Dr. Joe Coopwood.
Landry had just started to play and no one ever held better cards than he.
No matter what Scotty and I did, we could not win. Coopwood admitted he was
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bidding on the strength of Landry's hands and all we could do, finally, was
to admit we were snake-bit.
One evening, too, I got the measure of a man whom I did not trust nor
did I like anything about him. My attitude had started at Camp Edwards when
I served on a court martial as the lowest ranking officer. A Lt. Colonel H.
Miller Ainsworth, wealthy rancher, banker and oil man, was the president of
the court. It soon became evident to me that the colonel was trying to make
points with high brass by railroading a "damyankee" into a death sentence
for alleged desertion. The man came, as I recall it, from western
Massachusetts. He had gone home to attend to a sick wife. He had left
clothing, shoes, and other personal articles at the camp and had told
friends he'd be back as soon as he could be sure his wife was all right.
MPs had not been able to find and return him to the division.
Col. Ainsworth, who was holding the rank of a battalion commander in one
of the regiments, was, nevertheless, operating in some capacity at the
division level. He made no bones about saying that army brass were seeking
to make an example of someone, anyone, in order to forestall an expected
rash of desertions at ports of embarkation as the time for sending masses
of men abroad drew near.
I got up when he finished and, as was approved by regulations spoke
first, as the lowest ranking officer. I sailed into him hard calling upon
my legal training to rock and sock him with the gravity of what he was
trying to do. "You have made every effort, colonel," I said, "to subvert
every ounce of evidence in favor of this soldier to something that you
believe works against his interest. In the most callous and underhanded
way you have sought, it seems to me, to ignore the evidence that makes
this case nothing more than a simple absence without leave, in order to
please, or so you think, general officers of the 13th Corps and 1st Army.
I am outraged because I see in your endeavor something of the rationale
that still pits Rebels against Yankees and I resent it."
He tried to stop me and I objected, saying that I was well within my
rights to speak until I was through. He glared at me in a manner which I
knew would have stopped officers from Texas who stood in awe of him.
Nevertheless, I continued by weighing the evidence in the light of legal
standards employed in the jurisprudence of the army and then said, "As long
as you, colonel, are so hell-bent on hanging someone, let's look at several
cases I've been interested in where soldiers from Texas have been absent
for over a year, under circumstances where they left bag and baggage,
telling buddies they never would return and, in fact, meeting every one of
the indicia of desertion."
After I sat down there was a long silence and taking advantage of the
colonel's incapacity to handle the situation, I moved for the question of
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guilt or innocence of the charges to be determined. The judge advocate
general had to decide that the motion was proper and the ensuing vote
cleared the man of the desertion charge. Ainsworth walked out in high
dudgeon, but from then on there were no more attempts to railroad anyone.
Ainsworth was so impressed with his own importance that he expected
everyone's obeisance, a subject with which I've had little or no truck in
my life. In fact, I'm usually challenged to confront such people with every
kind of evidence of my complete indifference to their loftiness. I despise
self-importance and will not recognize it, except to scoff at it, let the
chips falls where they will.
In any event, the night on board ship when I learned more of Ainsworth's
real character found us in a stateroom rolling dice. I had never engaged in
dice throwing before and knew very little about it. However, I had been
lucky and thrown seven or eight straight passes, winning about $400 in so
doing.
Ainsworth, who was not above gambling with subordinates and taking their
money, despite his own great wealth, stalked in with three sheets to the
wind from where he'd been drinking at the general's mess. By that time we
were under the command of General Fred L. Walker, an Ohio National
Guardsman turned regular after World War I.
In a great show of gamesmanship Ainsworth
stalked up to each of us and while slobbering all
over himself said, "I'll roll you one roll of the
dice for everything you've got. High man takes all."
He had a fistful of money that he held, splayed out
in all directions. Man after man succumbed and he
finally came to me. Someone had given him a hat in
which to hold his money. "How 'bout you, Doughty old
buddy?" he asked.

3: Major Gen. Fred L. Walker

"Well, colonel," I said, "to hell with your even
money deals. I'll bet you my roll for everything
you've got in your hat, since you're such a hot
number."

This seemed to sober him. "How much you got?" he asked.
"Four hundred dollars," I responded. "Hell, I got $4,000 here," he
yelled.
"That's just about the right odds," I said. "Ten to one."
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"Nothin doin!," he snapped and walked out having cleaned everyone but
me.
While there were some there who shook their heads at me for bucking
Ainsworth, I said for all to hear, "Just remember what happened here
tonight. Ainsworth, the big shot, practically forced you men to gamble
and lose to him. If he so much as makes a move in my direction, I'll
call on you to testify, at his court martial, that he gambled with
subordinates, contrary to army and navy regulations, and walked off with
all your money." Everyone seemed dubious about anyone calling
Ainsworth's bluff, but I'm sure a couple of his stooges got the word to
him. He never crossed my trail again. He was never at the front with my
regiment, in which he held a rank properly belonging to someone else.
In fact, I have no idea what he did during the war. I'm sure he stayed
away from the fighting.
As the days passed and our convoy approached land in the vicinity of
Gibraltar, nerves became a little tauter. We had heard Mussolini's boast
about the Mediterranean when he called it "Mare Nostrum," (Our Sea).
Furthermore, the chance of our being bombed by German or Italian planes
increased, the nearer we came to the coastline of Europe. We kept a sharp
lookout and anti-aircraft gunners stood by their weapons from dawn to dusk.
Some of us took to sunning ourselves on the so-called Fidley Deck where
we could stretch out in our skivvies even though we kept our life jackets,
helmets and weapons at hand in case of a sudden alert. I took quite a
bit of joshing over the fact that attached to the chain holding my two
dog tags around my neck was a four-leaf clover enclosed in a round
plastic container. I have forgotten where I got it but it never left me
during the entire war. I have half a notion that my mother, who was
forever finding four-leaf clovers, gave it to me. It was powerful
medicine as things turned out for it put an invisible barrier between
me and destruction that I could almost lean on. I still have the tags,
chain and charm.
On the other hand, later experiences in the war found survivors of
bloody actions identifying bodies and finding clutched in their dead hands
such things as crosses, rosaries, rabbit's feet, dice, children's booties
and a raft of other objects catering to superstition. Even so, that did not
alter the belief of those who survived that their charms had saved them.
There is a set of mind in combat that often is maintained by faith in some
common object which, if lost, leads to loss of confidence and possibly
fatal errors. It would be futile therefore to rely too heavily on
superstition, but that there was a lot of it around would be hard to deny
and I had my share of it. My greatest superstition, as will become clearer
later, was that I should never accept a Purple Heart for minor contusions,
cuts and bruises, even if caused by hostile action. I had the sensing that
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if, like some officers I knew who stumbled over barbed wire at Salerno and
claimed a Purple Heart, I got the Purple Heart for minor hurts, fate would
hand me a sizeable wound to compensate for acceptance of the medal under
such circumstances.
Right from the first day of combat there were officers, and probably
enlisted men from my regiment, who had conspired to get all the medals they
could as soon as possible, regardless of how they got them. They wrote each
other up for derring-do, for example, accomplished en route to shore in an
LCT and before coming under fire. On other occasions I saw alleged wounds
that were nothing more than small scars induced by the burning end of a
cigarette but which were claimed to have been inflicted by hot, but spent,
shell fragments. Any kind of mishap or scraped knee and, right away came
the claim for a Purple Heart. The worst case I ever heard of was someone in
the Q.M. Corps operating in a truck, several hundred miles from the front,
who, upon being jolted into the windshield at night when the truck's front
wheels went into a hole in the road, claimed and got a Purple Heart on the
basis that the hole was caused by an enemy shell sometime in the past! It
is unfortunate that there is no real control over gutless people making and
getting away with such claims in an attempt to screen their gutlessness.
They are the ones, many times, who in peacetime wear their uniforms as
often as possible to parade the signs of their valor.
Days at sea were broken up by some twenty-nine submarine alerts, none of
which produced any victims but all of which put us through our paces to get
to battle stations. Then when we were within an easy run of Gibraltar the
whole convoy started a wheeling maneuver which took twenty-four hours to
affect. This was made necessary by a report of a submarine wolf-pack
awaiting our entry into the Mediterranean.
The timing of our arrival at the Gates of Hercules was such that we
passed into the Mediterranean under cover of darkness. It was eerie to see
everything blacked out except the lights of Tangier, which gave the place a
peacetime look.
At dawn the next day everyone was alerted and at battle stations when
the sun rose. While it was fairly certain that we would not be attacked, no
one wanted to take the risk of proceeding without all precautionary steps
having been taken to ward off attack, if it came.
The sea was a wondrous place: placid, opalescent, with winds smelling of
far-off places beyond the North African plains and vineyards. Frolicking in
the curl of waves at the bow of our boat were dozens of dolphins performing
their steeple-chasing tactics with apparent enjoyment. They kept pace with
us for miles and miles. Here and there were islands standing out of the
water like giant mushrooms, their bases carved by the waves to small
pedestals holding up grass-covered crowns. In the distance through sea haze
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and mists could be seen the outline of the Atlas Mountains looming above
everything else but so obscured as to appear to be painted on a great
backdrop.
There was no sign of the enemy anywhere, and we ploughed our way fairly
rapidly to the Port of Oran. It was an ant hill set on precipitous
palisades below which, in the harbor, were endless floating docks piled
high with the paraphernalia of war to include some small railroad engines
shipped in from somewhere for use on the narrow-gauge railroads of Morocco
and Algeria.
Off in the distance from where our ship was warped through antisubmarine nets into a dock we could see the sinister-looking superstructure
of submarines being serviced for return to battle. The sun was hot and we
were soon wet with sweat as we finally walked down a gangplank carrying our
gear and glad to be on land once again. Strangely enough, many men got
"seasick" on land because, after a long voyage, through some echoing
process of the nervous system, the land seems to rock and roll exactly as
did the waves. It took several days to recover our "land legs," as they say
in the navy.
We were, eventually, herded onto 2.5-ton trucks, operated by men of the
Oran Base Section, and carted up through the streets of the city and on
into the country for miles to a rough bivouac area. Oran was a much larger
city than I had envisaged and its narrow twisting streets were filled with
people, many in western clothing, others in the flowing robes and burnooses
of the desert dwellers. Horses, mules, camels, jeeps, civilian vehicles
propelled by coal-stoked engines, sheep, goats, soldiers, sailors and
cavalrymen of many nations were there, hailing us or trying to sell us
something whenever we slowed down to avoid accident.
There was a wind-carried aroma that came wafting over our bivouac area
once we'd cleared the stench of the city's open sewers. It probably came
from the desert and it was not unpleasant. It was spicy and aromatic and
bespoke herds of animals as well as date palms and vineyards and it made me
realize that I had reached a truly strange and alien land.
We spent our first night sleeping under shelter halves that had not been
combined into tents and, as I recall it, our meal that night was far from
memorable.
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4: Northwest Africa. Note the cities of Casablanca and Rabat on the Atlantic, West of the Gibraltar Straight and
Oran (Algeria) on the Mediterranean side. Note Naples in Italy, Ajaccio on the island of Corsica, and Tripoli in
Lybia. The Moroccan boundary on the South is a subject of discussion.
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Chapter 6
INTRODUCTION TO NORTH AFRICA
It took some time to organize our bivouac area, putting up tents,
developing roadways, establishing headquarters, and digging latrines and
kitchen sumps. On our first day we merely looked like the dumping ground of
some huge city with things lying around in great masses and men trying hard
to accommodate their thinking to a strange land.
We did establish supply tents to get some of the more important items,
such as foodstuffs and clothing under cover, in case it rained. Among some
of the items we stored in the tents were quantities of very smelly suits of
underwear, impregnated with chemicals, for use in the event the enemy
employed persistent gases on us.
The next morning when we awoke, someone soon discovered that, as we had
been warned would happen, Arab thieves had slit the back of our supply
tents and made off with everything in them. Sentries claimed that they had
walked their posts around the tents all night long and had heard or seen
nothing.
We sent trucks for more food in Oran and silently thanked our lucky
stars that we no longer had to put up with the smell and burden of the
defensive (one might even say "offensive") underwear. We worked through the
day establishing order and were glad to retire early that night. Next
morning we made another critical discovery. The Arabs had come back at
night and returned our chemical warfare underwear while relieving us of the
new food supplies.
Having smelled the foulness of Oran's sewers, we were forced to take a
new look at ourselves, since here was clear proof that even the Arabs
couldn't stand the smell of our special longjohns. We also began to
recognize the problem posed by the stealthiness of Arabs who, apparently,
would go to great lengths to steal foodstuffs. It was, furthermore, quite
clear that our sentries needed some sharpening of their senses for in
neither case had anyone even suspected the presence of intruders.
The countryside near Oran was one of great vineyards owned by wealthy
Frenchmen and worked by hundreds of Arabs. Growing everywhere, too, were
the blazing poppies of Flanders fields chronicled in a poem written in
World War I. Poppy seeds were mixed into wheat seeds imported by the French
from Flanders' fields, and as a result the land, at times, was almost
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golden with their cup-shaped blossoms. In fact, the countryside was
surprisingly beautiful, and I was reminded of Marcel Foucre who had lived
as our upstairs neighbor in West Newton when El and I were first married.
He had once told me, when I questioned him about his travels, that he had
served in the French navy in World War I and had spent a lot of time in
North Africa. It was there that he would like to live, if given a choice. I
had thought him slightly touched, knowing as little as I did at the time of
the North African littoral. However, if one could live as the owner of a
vast vinyard with hundreds of servants to work the land, returning to one's
homeland each year for a vacation, life would certainly be sweet.
It was inevitable, of course, knowing the origins of the 36th Division,
that the first item to be planted in the ground of North Africa after the
Stars and Stripes was the Lone Star Flag of Texas. It was equally as
inevitable that when the band began to enter the festivities it would play
"The Eyes of Texas Are Upon You." Somehow it didn't seem as bad in North
Africa as it had in Florida and other parts of the south. I think that
this was because the music focused our minds on America, any part of
which, then, seemed very remote and inaccessible.
While memory no longer serves me as to when we lost the band to higher
headquarters, I know that the separation occurred while we were in North
Africa, between April 13 and September 7, 1943, when we headed out for our
first attack against a hostile shore. My next sight of the warrant officer
who led the band was on the dock at Seattle the day I sailed for Korea. I
heard someone yell my name as our ship started to back away from the pier
and, as I looked at the crowd seeing us off, I spotted the band leader
waving and pointing at the T-patch on his right shoulder. We exchanged
clasped hands over the head and saluted each other.
Near Oran I spent considerable time working up estimates of the enemy
situation in the fighting going on to the east of us, since it was
considered a possibility that we could be called into the battle at any
time, green as we were. It was also essential to get men back into
condition to walk for miles, fight, and walk some more. Now that we were
approaching warfare it was also important to engage in the teamwork so
necessary to first-class fighting echelons, by moving against objectives
with live artillery ammunition assisting the infantry units with overhead,
close-in fire.
The use of tanks and self-propelled guns, like the so-called tank
destroyers (TDs), was also something we had yet to learn. We were too close
to the forest to see the trees in North Africa, but we learned soon enough,
thereafter, that the whole concept of using half-tracks to hunt down and
destroy enemy tanks was unsound. Men in half-tracks with a three inch naval
gun were never in a century going to battle it out with fully armored
vehicles equipped with heavier guns and do anything but lose, as was
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attested to on every battlefield in North Africa. In the calm light of
decades after the war ended, it is still inconceivable to me that any sane
and reasonable group of officers could look at the factors involved when
they developed the TD concept and continue to pit an open vehicle against
an armored one with any expectation other than to lose thousands of men and
vehicles. I believe that in that group were some of the "forever sophomore"
types who think that a good slogan and a mascot, like the snarling tiger’s
head of the TD units, will make up for the lack of fundamental and critical
factors.
On a patrol one day with the I&R platoon, as we practiced being the eyes
and ears of the regiment in open combat, we had spent hours in the hills
and among the vineyards of Algeria sending coded messages, reporting
suspected hostile installations, and in general operating as an efficient
team. As we headed back for camp covered with the dust of unpaved roads and
country lanes, we came onto a scene very much like one I'd seen in a Bible
in my youth. Rebecca comes to mind. Women were gathered at a well beside
the road where they were filling tall pitchers with water which they
carried on their heads. These were the women of settled tribes, it seems,
because there was a village nearby comprised of homes that looked like the
adobe dwellings of America's southwest. What made the moment memorable was
the presence of a sign over the well. It read "Singer Sewing Machines."
That was all, but we felt a warm glow at such a familiar sight.
Rumors were a daily part of army life and in North Africa they became
more and more abundant as the allies finally seemed to be gaining
superiority over Rommel's forces on the desert. It was part of my job to
learn and keep the regimental headquarters informed of the battle situation
in order to squelch rumors of hostile breakthroughs, mass escapes of PWs,
and all of the other imaginings of fertile minds.
Some of the regimental officers found ways of visiting all kinds of
places on the pretext of doing their jobs, although finding a place for a
steam bath and rubdown seemed to preoccupy some of our more obese leaders.
Others went to town to buy presents to send home and called their missions
"liaison with allied forces."
I sought permission from Col. Werner, then commanding the 141st
Infantry, to take a patrol of I&R platoon officers and men to the Sahara
Desert across the Atlas Mountains. He, as was his custom, was dubious of
such a trip even though he and Andy Price had already taken it. I told him
I'd set up a relay of radio stations along the way and be in touch for
immediate return should the need arise.
We took off with part of the platoon keeping to a camel trail that wound
its way over soaring mountain shoulders and along the runs of canyons. The
rest rode jeeps along rough, hilly roads that reached the desert through
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gaps in the mountains. We managed to keep fairly good radio contact between
our moving units but found that, no matter how we tried, we could not
maintain communications with the regiment. As a result we simply gained
access to the edge of the desert, whose dunes blocked very distant views
except as we looked back toward the mountains through which we'd driven,
and then started back with all members aboard jeeps. I dispatched a patrol
to drive ahead of us to make contact as soon as possible with the regiment,
in person, if radio would not do the trick, and to race back to let us know
the status of things there. It was fortunate that I did for we had been
alerted to move the next day by rail into the Atlas Mountains for combined
infantry and artillery problems, involving live ammunition. Our short look
at the desert left the lasting impression of timelessness, restlessness, as
sands drifted in swirling patterns to erode some dunes while building
others, and infinity suggested by the blazing stars at night. There was
also the realization of enormous difficulties that nomadic tribesmen had
had to overcome in order to stay alive on such a sea of sand. In one place
our men had found a well in the mountains that dropped straight down for
over 150' through solid rock and whose content was green with slime when
they hoisted a bucketful just to see how the ancient windlass worked. For
our money, it took more nerve to start across that trackless wasteland than
it did to face a German panzer division!
We put on a forced march and arrived at camp early the next morning
covered with dust, hungry from having eaten little, and tired from our
battle with sand and wind.
I was assigned duty at the Oran freight yards from which our troops were
to move out on the dinky railroad trains that were all the transportation
available for the trip up the mountain flanks. I have never before or since
seen worse hygienic conditions than we found on the trains. Most of the
cars were for carrying “40 hommes, 8 chevaux," the slogan that we'd seen
veterans of World War I display so often. "Forty men or eight horses" might
have been carried if the specimens involved were diminutive!
Officers had coaches on which to ride and the toilets were indescribably
filthy. They were actually holes in the floor of the cabinette and encrusted around each orifice was human fecal matter gathered over the
centuries! The smell in the heat of Africa was as foul as any we'd yet
encountered. Officers joined enlisted men in the use of the great outdoors
for their morning calls.
I was not to ship out for several days but spent my time expediting
logistical support by helping various units locate the correct trains in
the maze of the railroad yards. Complicating matters was the transshipment
of thousands of Italian troops who had surrendered to the Allies as the war
in North Africa came to a close. The prisoners were in open "cattle cars"
but wired in by overhead curtains of steel mesh which, I'm sure, was an
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excess of caution for I doubt that anyone could have forced one of the
prisoners to escape.
Our troops had been warned not to talk to the Italian prisoners or to
recognize them in any way. On the second day of our troop movement out of
Oran, however, I was walking down a railroad spur toward a railhead where
troops were loading when I heard an American GI on the other side of the
train I was passing yelling derisively at the PWs and telling them what he
thought of Italians who would fight against America. He spoke in English
and as I swung up onto the train to get a look at him, I heard him say,
"You're so damned smart, Joe, where you goin' now?" A handsome prisoner who
had climbed to a vantage point beneath the wire cage over the car he was
riding yelled back, "We go America. Where you go, Joe?" What had started as
a lesson for the Italians turned very quickly to a brutal chastisement of
the GI. I spoke to him, and he jumped when he heard my voice.
"You had enough?" I asked, "or would you like to keep on disobeying
orders and get some extra duty for your trouble?"
"Sorry sir!" he responded, "I'll shut up." I felt that he had had his
comeuppance and went on my way. When I reached my objective, I found that
we were about to receive our first pay in North Africa. I, of course, had
instructed the army to pay most of my monthly stipend to El but had
reserved a minimal amount for myself. We were paid in huge French franc
notes that were colorfully decorated and much too large to fit our wallets.
It was almost like having stage money and I had the sensation that, for my
pains, I was going unpaid.
When it finally came time for my departure from Oran, I boarded one of
the stinking coaches after having watched an air raid in progress along the
coast. It was just sunset and yet we could observe hostile planes shining
as the last rays of the sun struck them. Lower, the background appeared to
be a July 4th celebration as anti-aircraft batteries along the Oran
palisades fired, flashes illuminating the ground areas while red streaks
mottled the horizon.
It was not long before we found just how inadequate the narrow-gauge
railroad was. As I recall it we rolled through the night, trying to sleep
but as the going became more precipitous toward morning we had to lighten
the train by getting everyone out of it and then pushing to make it over
the next rise. As the train gathered momentum on the downgrade it was a mad
scramble to get aboard and several men didn't make it. However, by jogging
along they caught up with the rest of us at the next rise.
Food for our journey was provided at kitchens set up along the way where
we could disembark and stretch our legs in a more leisurely manner than
that of pushing a train uphill. We arrived at our new bivouac area which
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was on a plateau over which towered a mountain called Djebel Kharhoum. It
was a barren peak with little or no vegetation anywhere on its slopes and
we used it a great deal for conditioning runs up its slopes and for
establishing observation posts at its crown. While in that location most of
us lost poundage due to the heat and the exercise of running up and down
the old Djebel. The view from the top was spectacular, comprised of
geometrical patterns of fields and forests and in the far distance the haze
of the Sahara.
At about the time we arrived at our base camp on the mountains, the word
came down from higher headquarters that a new pill had been devised for
suppressing the symptoms of malaria, which was present in our area. It was
called "Atabrine”3 and was yellow in color. Since no one knew what an
appropriate dosage was, members of the 36th Division were selected among
others as guinea pigs. We received and started to take the pills which were
handed out at each mess line and, because no one could be trusted to take
them, facilities were made available for issuing drinking water at the same
time, while monitors observed, in helping to down the pills. We took three
a day.
The day following the initiation of this rite I was on top of Djebel
Kharhoum working with a company of infantry, teaching men to carry verbal
messages exactly as given to them. This was tougher than it sounds for most
people are "eye-minded" and not "ear-minded," and it soon became clear that
it would take a lot of practice before most of the men could do the job
right.
I noticed that some of the men's faces had turned yellowish as though
they were jaundiced. It wasn't long before most of them were ill with both
ends working. They threw up as they squatted in misery to relieve
themselves. That day was one to be remembered for the whole division came
down with the same reaction to Atabrine. I managed to stick out the day
and, after herding the listless men back to camp, went to my pup tent and
fell asleep. In the night I awoke and knew that I was about to be sick,
too. I ran through the darkness for the latrine when disaster struck.
Someone had put up a large tent for Col. Werner where there had been an
open space between my tent and the latrine. I tripped over a tent rope and
fell flat at which moment I, too, responded as had everyone else to the
greatest loss of pride I'd suffered so far in the war. It took me hours to
get clean again. From that time on Djebel Kharhoum was known to the men of
the 36th as "Atabrine Mountain."

3 A quinine drug of the day.
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The German position in North Africa became critical at about this time.
The Allies were crowding the Herman Goering Division and the North Afrika
Korps into a corner near Bizerte and the rumors flew, thick and fast, that
we'd have to go in and help close the trap. Prisoners by the thousands were
being taken and I learned later from Charlie Denhole of the First Division
that he had been wounded and taken prisoner. He was loaded onto a ship with
thousands of other allied prisoners but just outside Bizerte en route to
Europe, Allied airmen bombed his ship and rendered it helpless. Denholm
organized a group to take over the ship and then he swam ashore and got
some small boats to deliver the prisoners from capture. Thereafter he
helped put the finishing touches on the German forces in Africa.
A day came when Col. Werner indicated that he wanted me to accompany him
on a visit to an Arab encampment high on another mountain, some distance
from our bivouac. I could speak some French and I was to help him convince
the chief of an Arab tribe, which had just moved into a centuries-old
stopover a day ahead of our using the site as an artillery impact area, to
move out again. Time was a critical factor, once more, and the suggestion
had been made that once we got our combined infantry-artillery exercises
out of the way we'd be heading for the front lines.
I went with Werner to see some French officers in a small town quite
near our area and learned that we would have to be diplomatic in our
handling of the chief. He would probably invite us to dine with him and it
was essential for us to dip only our right hands into a common pot when
eating – left hands, according to the French, being reserved for handling
some intimate aspects of one’s bowel movements.
We would also be wise to bring presents to him, such as cigarettes and
possibly certain foods. It was about 120 degrees Fahrenheit when the
colonel and I left in a jeep, accompanied by two riflemen, and drove to our
destination. We followed an old camel trail up a very steep incline until
we could no longer make progress with the vehicle, even though we could see
the line of the trail coiling up into the mountains far to the south.
Earlier we had spotted the Arabs’campground from lower down but, as we drew
nearer, small shrubs and bushes screened the camel-skin tents from view.
The neutral colors of the tents made them hard to discern in any event.
It was an easy matter, however, to find the camp by simply following our
noses. Smoke from many small fires was fairly pungent as were the odors of
camels, goats, dirty children, and unwashed, barefoot people. There were
between a dozen and twenty tents, squat and ugly-looking, in a small glen.
Camels were snarling and stomping, as usual, and dogs yipped as they raced
around naked children playing between the tents.
As we clambered up a gully toward the village, several Arab men came out
of a central tent and watched us approach. They carried over their arms the
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long, ancient-looking rifles that we'd seen so many of in our travels
around the countryside. I spoke to a fierce-looking man who had the air of
a chief and told him that we wanted to talk with him and his people. He
waved us inside the tent before which we were standing. As I passed the
group I gave each a carton of cigarettes I'd been carrying. They indicated
their thanks in that curious language called Arabic; at least I gathered
that the expressions were ones of appreciation for the gifts. We sat crosslegged on the ground in a circle around a small fire where food was
cooking. Slatternly women faded into the background of the tent which was
about 10 feet high at the peak and fairly light inside, since the side
curtains had been rolled up for three or four feet all around. Smoke made
its way by various detours to a hole in the top of the tent.
The chief looked very old with one eye and most of his teeth missing. I
asked him in French if we could speak in that language since I knew no
Arabic. He nodded, looking at me with a sustained stare from his good eye.
However, when I explained our mission, he responded in Arabic leading me to
the obvious conclusion that he knew no French or, if he did, was making it
tough for me to talk with him. The four or five other Arab men who squatted
with us kept silent.
Col. Werner who sat on my right while the chief was on my left took no
part in the conversation. I caught a glimpse of his face for a moment and
realized that his weak stomach was about to let him down. I'd seen him get
seasick on a dock, and the smell of the tent and its occupants was becoming
noxious. Finally, I resorted to drawing a map with a stick on the floor of
the tent. The old chief leaned toward me to get a better glimpse of the
map's content and nearly asphyxiated me with his breath.
He finally got the point as I drew his attention to a mountain which I
told him was Djebel Kharhoum. He nodded. Then I pointed to some cannon I'd
drawn and said, "Boom! Boom!" He nodded again as did some of the other
Arabs watching. Then I pointed to a tent village I'd drawn and, spreading
my arms to include everything around us, said in French, "Ici." He nodded
again. I showed him that cannon would be shooting at the village and erased
the tents with a sweep of my hand. He looked pretty stern at that, and I
realized he'd taken that as a threat to his people.
I shook my head and said, "No! No, you move." I pointed to a trail I'd
drawn and said, "Allez vous au sud." (Go south!) He seemed to grasp the
idea but held up ten fingers and I gathered he meant he'd move in ten days.
I said, "No, one day." and held up one finger.
A woman intruded on our parley at that moment and placed a pot in the
center of the ring beside the fire, and the chief, with a toothless grin,
gestured for us to help ourselves. He and the other Arabs dug into a gooey
mess and, of course, used only their right hands. Werner flapped a weak
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wrist indicating he'd pass such bounty and I took a small gob of whatever
was in the pot and put it in my mouth. It was sourish as though it
contained milk that had turned.
At this juncture, Werner jabbed me in the right arm and simply pointed
at something a woman was offering him, accompanied by a brown-toothed grin
and some encouraging Arabic phrases. She proffered the item which was
ensconced on some kind of a broad leaf to me. As she did, the chief slapped
me on the left shoulder nodding and jabbering away in Arabic. I took the
mess and realized with a suddenness that was shocking that I was looking at
a raw goat's eye. Anyone who has not seen such a delicacy could not profit
by any description of it. It was frightful and my whole being, let alone my
stomach, was revolted by the thought of doing anything but stomping on it.
I recalled the need of winning the old chief over to our request that he
leave the area, shut my eyes and swallowed the equivalent of a violently
ill oyster. I made the mental note that, if I ever saw the French officers
again, I would be happy to swap notes with them as to putrid meals we'd
ever eaten. As it was, I was close to matching Werner's condition and he
hadn't eaten a thing. I believe he told me later that the one aspect of our
environment in the tent that had paralyzed him from the outset was the
possibility of having to drink some of the sour camel's milk that hung in
goat-skin containers near the entrance to the tent and just about a foot
over his head. Flies buzzing around dried curds at the neck of the
containers had just about drowned out the conversation I'd had with the
chief.
In any event, we were about to resume our conversation while I was
trying to quiet the hand-to-hand combat between the goat's eye and my
stomach lining, when a woman entered the tent with an armful of fuel for
the fire which was burning low. Wood being scarce in that part of the
world, people make do with whatever is at hand and flammable. In this case
it was some fairly green camels' chips, having been dropped but recently
it seemed. A few hours in the sun of Africa normally reduces these waste
materials to fairly decent tinder. However, in one or two instances the
collection process had been premature and the woman could hardly be
blamed for dumping the whole load onto the embers in the circular fireplace.
We were at a critical juncture, but from the look in the chief's one eye
and the general lessening of tensions around the tent, I had reason to
believe that the chief would order a move at once. He was in the mood,
however, to bargain for more cigarettes and canned goods. I had seen some
of our ration cans in one corner of the tent and wondered what unit of the
US Army was short of supplies. Just then, the conference was interrupted,
permanently, by Werner who simply let fly all over himself and the tent
near him. He retched until I had to swallow hard to keep from joining him.
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I got up and walked out of the place, down the slope and waited for the
colonel at the jeep. There was no doubt that our mission was a rank
failure, in every sense of the word. The chief had reacted as though we'd
declared war on him and I wasn't sure that we wouldn't have to defend
ourselves, judging from the way he raged. He gestured for us to leave even
before I rose so that I knew there was no sense in talking further. In
addition, the tent reeked of camel dung and the smoke would have driven us
out in any event, if the smell hadn't undone Werner.
Pressures on our division were such that we had to go ahead with the
infantry-artillery exercise regardless of consequences. I went out to the
scene of the maneuver the next morning and found the artillery in position
behind a very steep hill beyond which infantry units were deploying for an
attack that would eventually take them to the village Werner and I had
tried to displace on the preceding day. There was no other terrain in our
vicinity that would suffice for such an undertaking, and we had no time to
seek another bivouac area.
I climbed the hill in front of the artillery and, when the firing
started, received the full effect of the muzzle blast of the 105mm.
howitzers as they fired over the heads of our infantry units. There were
many of us on that crest: corps observers, forward observers with their
radios, other radio men in contact with spotter planes, regimental and
other staffs, all watching or participating in the exercise. I found by the
end of the day that my ear-drums were just about shattered, even though I
had used cleaning patches, normally employed to clean the barrel of a gun,
in my ears to block the gun blasts. When anyone spoke, the effect was one
of cutting the words into vibrating, metallic strings that went shivering
off into diminishing echoes, scarcely understandable.
Shortly thereafter I received orders to take a flying column to a point
near the coast in the vicinity of Arzew, a pretty little town comprised in
large part of the very modern homes of the French who came to Arzew, either
from France or Algeria, to spend their vacations. The 3rd Division had
decamped in the night with a suddenness that left millions of dollars’
worth of equipment lying all over a several square mile area. We were to
gather up the leavings into a central area and guard it until it could be
properly disposed of by some of the permanent installations in Oran. When I
learned that the equipment in question was worth something like $9 million,
I recognized that I had been handed a hot problem.
The column of soldiers in vehicles, cannon company experts with their
towed guns, ordnance vehicles, engineers with all of their equipment to
include tank trucks for drinking water, and other necessary units for
housekeeping details stretched for miles along the dusty mountain roads
when we left camp.
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Out ahead of us I had the I&R platoon lads scouting the terrain, making
use of the opportunity to improve their skills. It was clear to me that we
had better get to our objective, some 150 miles away, with all haste,
knowing how little was safe with Arabs ready to take anything not tied
down. We had been told that a few guards had been left by the 3rd Division,
but that the job was far too much for their numbers.
It was also plain that the heat was no longer on the 36th to ride to the
sounds of battle near Bizerte now that the 3rd had been given that mission.
An incident occurred about noon as we were plunging down the steep routes
of the Atlas Mountains foothills. It happened so suddenly that we all stood
where we were halted for rest and to eat a K ration; without making a move
to dive for cover.
One minute all was normal, the next a sortie of six American planes
swung around the shoulder of a mountain and dived on our column, motors
roaring enough to wake the dead. While we recognized the planes at almost
the same second, nevertheless there had been rumors that Germans had
captured some of these fighters and we had been warned against their
possible use against our forces.
Painted on the snouts of the planes were sharks' heads and teeth in
great curving scimitars and the sight congealed my blood as the planes
passed less than fifty feet overhead, nearly bowling us over with their
blasts. We caught sight of a waving glove from the last plane as it zoomed
up in a tight climb to join the rest of the flight. It was easy to
understand how the sight of these denizens of the deep blue could paralyze
hostile troops subjected to their attack. Apparently, the unit had been on
patrol and had simply dropped down to look us over.
At another stop that day I saw an olive tree loaded with black fruit and
since I'd always wanted a tree-ripened olive, thinking it would be much
like other tree-ripened fruit - succulent and heart-warming I picked a big,
round number and popped it into my mouth to the crashing of much enamel. It
was harder than a rock and dusty, and I was lucky not to crack a tooth in
the process of learning another of life's little lessons.
We also came to a crossroad as we neared our objective in late evening
and in the center of it, cramping the right of way in all directions, was
the first of what were to become familiar sights in North Africa and,
later, in France. It was a pissoir where members of the human race could
ease their bladders if they didn't mind having an audience for the
performance of a function usually accomplished in private.
We reached the 3rd Division contingent well after dark and learned that
they had had a lot of difficulty with marauding Arabs who had not hesitated
to shoot back at them when taken under fire. There was little we could do
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that night but set up camp and get set for the morning. Pyramidal tents
were everywhere and we appropriated them for our own use since those
promised us had not arrived.
I got up at about 4 AM and alerted the I&R platoon to get ready to
accompany me on a survey of the widespread area we were to police. I'd
called all unit commanders to a central tent the night before, and with the
aid of a map given me by a lieutenant of the 3rd Division had divided up the
tasks of gathering all of the paraphernalia of the vanished 3rd Division
into a more compact depot where we could properly safeguard it. This, of
course, had entailed the allocation of trucks - of which we had too few
- and the need to call the Oran Base Section for a quarter-master
company of trucks to join us the next morning.
We had also assigned guard details for the various collecting points
where we were to store guns, vehicles, ammunition, tents, stoves, clothing
and cots, kitchen gear, food, and whatever else might have been dropped by
the 3rd when it took off, helter-skelter for the front. It looked like a
panicky flight.
Our plan was to proceed to the perimeters of the bivouac site and work
back toward the central area, thereby diminishing the problem with each
load brought to the collection points. I rode out to the east with the I&R
platoon, since that was the locality that had given the 3rd Division guards
the worst trouble. It was still dark when we stopped in a depression
between two ridges and listened. We could hear the gobble of Arabic voices
and the creaking of what sounded like wagon wheels on the ridge marking the
outer limit of the campsite. We could also hear the sounds of digging,
which were difficult to understand.
As the sun rose we could see a large number of Arabs moving along the
ridge with carts drawn by burros, mules, camels and an occasional smaller
one hitched to a couple of goats. They were picking up everything in sight
- guns, ammo, gasoline bidons, cartons of food, tents - the works. We drove
the jeeps up to the ridge and deployed them much like a line of
skirmishers. It was broad daylight and the nearest Arabs scuttled for cover
when they heard our engines.
I ordered the men to fire over the heads of the hundred or so Arabs we
could see, thinking that this would disperse them. While some of them
turned their vehicles to leave the campground, others fired their weapons
directly at us. Fortunately their shooting was not very good and no one was
hit.
"Fire for effect," I yelled and we gunned the vehicles forward with two
men, riding the rear of two jeeps equipped with 50-caliber anti-aircraft
mounts, opening up a heavy fire on the scavengers, most of whom abandoned
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their carts and animals and raced off downhill on foot, their robes flying.
Several Arabs were wounded and lay on the ground still holding their old
rifles though not in any menacing position. We dressed their wounds, only
one or two of which were serious, so far as we could tell and shipped them
off to French authorities in a nearby town called Mostaganem. Inspection
showed that the digging we'd heard was where the Arabs had uncovered old
latrines, in some of which they'd found cans of "C" rations, still covered
with dung and lying beside the latrines.
The quartermaster trucks showed up at about that time and their drivers,
having heard the shooting, looked ready to return to Oran. I outposted the
eastern flank of the reservation we were to guard with I&R men who were in
close contact with each other and with me by radio.
From then on for several days I rode herd on all aspects of the
operation, expediting the packing and unloading of gear in the proper
places. Each day found us shrinking the perimeter to more manageable
proportions as the sorted-out impedimenta were collected, catalogued and
stored in tents, where appropriate, or in neat depots ready for further
use. Men worked hard in the broiling sun and for their pains I organized
trips to the beaches at Arzew where a swim seemed some recompense for
their labors.
During all the time we were salvaging the 3rd Division's property, no one
came near the site. I had expected someone from the Base Section at Oran to
give me some idea as to what was wanted. Apparently all hands there were
busy with other matters.
By the time the rest of the 36th Division gathered in the vicinity of
Arzew, where we were to undergo a refresher course in amphibious
operations, I had the whole area, which consisted of about five square
miles, under control, had rendered an accounting of everything in operable
condition to the Base Section and had added to the 36th Division's supplies,
somewhat surreptitiously, certain critical items like field telephones,
radios, gasoline stoves, non G-1 chairs for comfortable living which the 3rd
Division had practiced to an unusual extent, field desks, pyramidal tents,
and other goodies like collapsible canvas washbasins, pin-up pictures of
glorious creatures, soccer balls, baseball equipment, and similar moralebuilding items. Apparently no one missed them, for we never heard another
word of this peculiar operation thereafter. Not even a thanks for a job
that preserved many millions of dollars of the taxpayers' money.
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Chapter 7
PRELUDE TO COMBAT
The war ended in North Africa4 with Allied victory over the Axis and
training for assaulting the coast of Europe, somewhere, was on everyone's
mind.
I had just settled into the routine of amphibious training when I received orders to report to an officers training camp near the desert. It
was, I thought, a welcome relief to get away from the routine of embarking
on large ships, being transported out of sight of land and then, after
climbing down nets fastened to the sides of ships, entering small boats for
the trip to shore in waves of ten or more such boats. We also had areas on
the shore where we could practice climbing up and down nets, launching and
landing from small boats, paddling rubber rafts and developing techniques
for organizing our units on shore in the darkness after landing. We
learned, too, about naval support techniques and tactics, what we could
expect and not expect in this regard. However, there were questions in our
minds as to how to communicate with support ships, particularly cruisers
and battleships, and we were told that this problem was exacerbated by a
shortage of certain radios that could lock into the navy networks. However,
we were assured that shore parties would be with us to direct naval fires,
once we landed.
I arrived at the special training camp and was, to put it mildly, surprised to learn that it was being conducted by Brigadier General William H.
Wilbur5 who had been my professor of military science and tactics at Boston

4

Historical background note to connect dates with the larger events:

Germany occupied North Africa between 12 February 1941 and 13 May 1943. The German Afrika Korps was
under the command of Gen. Erwin Rommel who was suspected to have been involved in an assassination attempt on
Hitler’s life and was forced to commit suicide (10/14/1944) to accommodate Hitler’s need to preserve the reputation
of an admired and honorable German general. The German command headquarters were located in Tripoli.
The Second Battle of Al Alamein in Egypt (23 Oct – 11 Nov 1942) was the turning point for the German Army in
Africa with surrender on 5 May 1943.

5

RKD’s words (from the letter to Matt Bunting, 1989): General Wilbur had (by war’s end) won every
medal the U.S. offers and some of them two or three times. He kept all of
them except the Congressioal Medal of Honor in a shoebox, a fact I learned at
his funeral a few years ago when I went to West Point for the occasion. His
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University. I had heard of his winning a Congressional Medal of Honor at
the North African landings when he had delivered the terms of surrender to
the French and then, as the story went, returned to find French artillery
still knocking out our landing craft. Apparently he had commandeered a tank
and had run over and knocked out of action several French batteries of
guns. In fact, so considerable were his actions, which any of us who knew
him would have anticipated, that he received one of the longest citations
ever entered into the Congressional Record.

5: Brigdier General William H. Wilbur (1888-1979), deputy
commander of the 36th Infantry Division during the Italian
Campaign.

I had fenced under Wilbur's coaching at
B.U. and, while I always respected the man,
there was an aura of invincibility about him
that was so protuberant that it was
difficult to see beyond it to the basic man.
Yet, on one occasion when he was leaving his
post at B.U. during my junior year, he
called me to his office and in very warm
terms told me that he realized that I had
lost my father several years earlier and
that he would be glad to stand in that relationship to me, should I ever
need his help. I had no idea, then, that I would later serve in combat
under his orders on one of the most difficult of fighting fronts.
There were about 200 officers present at the school which was designed
to produce mental toughness, the postulate being that we were already
physically seasoned and ready for the rough and tumble of warfare. All of
us were assembled on a ridge the first morning, when I descried the
familiar walk of Gen. Wilbur as he came down a path to give us our first
orientation on what to expect. I was not aware until that moment that he
was the commandant, and I was surprised when he walked directly up to me,
as we stood at attention, and shook hands with me. He hadn't seen me since
1930, some thirteen years earlier, and in the meantime I had put on some
weight and a moustache. While I never knew for certain, I believe that he'd
seen my name on a roster and was looking for me when he joined the group.
We got an immediate impression from the general that the outlook for the
term of the school was, to say the least, parlous. He greeted us with the
statement, “ Men, you are in fine physical condition. The training in this
widow had the box of medals with her, each of which was wrapped in tissue
paper. The general, unlike many others, never displayed them.
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camp will prepare you mentally for battle!” This would include enough doses
of peril and sleeplessness, he said, to closely simulate battle conditions.
In fact, he added that nothing in combat would exceed the stress under
which we would operate at his school which, for obvious reasons, we came to
know as "Wilbur's School of Torture and Dirty Tricks."
We were to operate twenty-four and twelve hour shifts on alternating
days without any opportunity to catch up on sleep missed on those days when
we kept moving around the clock. We were also subject to water discipline,
reserving our canteens full of water until each evening when they would be
inspected before we could use their content.
We would be subjected to overhead fire by German machine guns on a socalled "Crack and Thump" course, where we would learn to listen for the
"Thump" of the gun after hearing the "Crack" of bullets passing close
overhead.
We would be taught the hard way to look for and avoid booby traps. We
would also learn to shoot at targets of fleeting opportunity, to "read"
terrain in order to know how to use its variations to best suit our own
purposes. And, finally, assuming that we were successful in learning these
lessons, we would follow artillery fire closely as a means of approaching
hostile positions while bursting shells dampened the spirit of any
defenders.
In short, we were to engage in the closest approximation to warfare that
General Wilbur and his aides could devise for us. Furthermore, just to test
our endurance to the utmost, we would run four miles a day - two miles
downhill,two miles back up - in the blazing sun, with full packs and
equipment while the general rode his jeep behind us looking for stragglers.
Should we not stand up under this abuse we would be returned to the
states for reclassification, subject to being drafted as buck privates or
some such rank.
We returned to our tents fairly certain of one thing: we'd be better off
anywhere else in North Africa, no matter what role we might play.
The "fun" started that day and went on throughout the night and through
the evening meal the next day. While I had been tired in my life, I never
quite reached the same pinnacle of exhaustion, before or after, of that 36hour stretch. The sun sapped at our vitals and the lack of water made our
bodies ache as we went through problem after problem, situation after
situation, and punishment after punishment.
Nothing would have prompted me to cut a corner, sneak a nap, ease off
running, or phoney up a response as many of the officers did. I remember
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that during the second day's run I felt light-headed and ready to drop as I
jogged through the sand with the pack on my back weighing a ton. However,
the sight of my old mentor riding his one-starred jeep kept me moving while
my heart pumped like a sledge hammer, jarring my breathing.
When we were finally released from that miniature purgatory, I went to
take a shower and was stunned by the water which, even though it had stood
for days in 100 to 110 degree heat in a tower, "it felt frigid because of
the disparity between its 80 degree temperature and the atmospheric heat of
110 degrees. It revived me considerably and surprisingly enough, we all
felt as though we had proved, not only our mental tenacity but our physical
toughness too. We slept under blankets that night and were chilly when we
awoke the next morning.
We were led toward our next twenty-four hour stint by an officer who,
one could see, was overly proud of his muscles. It was obvious that he had
spent hours improving them with barbells, push ups, weights, and all manner
of paraphernalia. His attitude was somewhat imperious as he ordered us
about like vassals, and while I had no idea that the time would come when I
might one day even the balance, I nevertheless promised myself that, if I
ever had the opportunity, I'd straighten out some of the muscle-bound
tissue between his ears. His chances for learning a few lessons were better
than average, since all members of the class felt the same toward him.
We arrived at what is known in Africa, and possibly elsewhere, as a
"wadi." It was a ravine cut into the soil and hard rock by wind and water
over the centuries. As we approached it, the conclusion was inescapable
that this was a special gully, drafted into the scheme of making better
officers and men of all of us. There were signs all along its rim that
extended, so far as we could see, for over a mile from the outlet which we
were approaching. Clusters of the school's cadre were gathered near the debusing point and as we got off the buses, the groups disappeared, some
dropping into the wadi, others marching off to points unseen behind a
number of ridges in that vicinity.
We were armed with carbines and live rounds of ammunition and taken
single-file to a ledge that formed a depressed trail along one side of the
wadi. A sign there read to the following effect: "Crawl on your guts along
this pathway until you come to the next sign. Keep your butt close to the
ground since you will receive rifle fire as you crawl."
We crossed, single file, along the path which was about two feet below
the general ground surface of that area and ten feet above the floor of the
wadi. As we did, several bursts of Browning sub-machine gun fire were
directed at the edge of the gully just above our heads. Anyone who hadn't
learned to slither along the ground with a minimum of air space under his
gut got the message that day. My elbows hurt as did my knees, dragging the
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rest of me along the route with the greatest amount of friction possible.
There was something about the solid thud of bullets striking rocks and
ricocheting across the wadi that prompted a desire to burrow one's way
ahead.
Near the end of the crawl-path I waited while the man ahead of me poked
his head above the rim of the wadi in response, I assumed, to instructions
on a sign I could see near him. Suddenly, he ducked back and ran a hand
over his face as though rubbing something from his eyes.
At that moment I saw General Wilbur's head and shoulders as he leaned
over to speak to the officer who was still rubbing his face. The general
withdrew and the man on the ground, again, put his chin up over the rim
of the wadi. I could see him jump as a shot rang out followed by two
more. I couldn't tell from where I lay who was shooting at what, but I
gathered that it was an unpleasant predicament.
As
read,
three
until

the man moved down into the wadi I crawled to the sign I'd seen and
"Raise your head and rest your chin on the edge of the cliff until
shots have been fired. If you flinch, three more shots will be fired
you have completed the test properly."

Not knowing what I'd see, I did as ordered and looking straight ahead
saw the jut-jawed face of General Wilbur who showed no sign of recognizing
me. Out of the corner of my eye I could see a man sitting on a rock about
10 feet to my right. He was aiming a Garand rifle in my general direction.
Under my chin was a boxed-off sand pit about a yard square. I saw the
general nod and the next second I felt a series of stinging sensations as
the sand in front of me was blown by the force of a .30 caliber bullet into
my face. I had shut my eyes instinctively but even so had the uncomfortable
feeling that my right eye might have been injured. I could feel a trickle
of wetness down my right cheek but in the one hundred degree heat, thought
it was sweat. I did not flinch as two more shots were pumped into the sand
but I kept hoping that the man doing the shooting had no nervous
afflictions endemic in his family. His position was such that only a freak
ricochet would cause me to be struck by a bullet.
As I jumped down to the wadi floor I brushed my right cheek with my hand
and was relieved to find that it was wet with nothing but sweat. I spit out
some grit that had been blown into my mouth to set my teeth on edge. As I
did so I jumped half out of my hide as a quarter-pound block of dynamite
went off around a corner some five feet behind me. The explosion half
deafened me for the remainder of the day.
I caught sight of a sign that admonished me to be alert for booby traps
of all kinds and "hostile" ambushes as I proceeded up the wadi. By the time
I started on this leg of the exercise, the man ahead of me had disappeared
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around a bend in the wadi but I could make out, over the crashing of the
sub-machine gun and Garand rifle behind me, the sounds of a carbine
shooting and decided I'd keep an eye peeled for ambushes up ahead.
Watching every move, I went slowly and almost at once saw wires leading
to a flat rock lying to one side of a fairly well-defined trail along the
floor of the wadi. I recognized that this was so poorly concealed that it
might have been left to distract me from something more dangerous. I
studied the footing and saw three small wires protruding from the pathway
just across the flat rock. Since I had to move on I jumped clear of the
rock and small wires and found I'd cleared the first obstacle.
The noise in the wadi was almost unbearable since it echoed and reechoed with percussive effect which magnified the sounds beyond belief. I
stepped along as lightly as possible and on rounding the bend where I'd
heard the carbine firing I got down low and almost duck-walked while
watching everything, high and low. I saw two ropes that were blended pretty
well into the side of the wadi move and a target, comprised of three
silhouettes of helmeted heads, rose abruptly behind a series of rocks. I
fired at them from a kneeling position to which I'd sunk as soon as I saw
the movement. I hit all three since they fell over when I released a
shot at each one. I was concerned about slugs from my gun ricocheting
to hit one of my team-mates ahead and also about shots hitting me
from the rear. However, the routing was so tortuous up the wadi that
each man was protected by the wadi walls. I also found that once,
when I sped up my pace a little, I was warned by a disembodied voice
to hold in place for a count of three.
Even so, the whole enterprise was pretty close to the knife edge of
great personal danger. It went on and on with targets appearing momentarily
and then disappearing. Split-second timing was required to hit all targets
in the allotted time which, in turn, meant catching sight of the various
dummies as they were hoisted into place or as they were encountered,
assuming that they were not of the disappearing type.
All through the hour and a half of running the wadi gauntlet my uniform
was sopping wet; for a while, initially, the walls of the gulch shaded a
portion of the route, the sun - as it rose higher - made the place an
inferno.
I expended some 200 cartridges on my noisy way up the wadi and was very
happy when I finally reached the end of the course, where I was directed
along a route, below a ridge, that led back to our initial point. En route
back I passed several officers who were being worked on by medics for heat
prostration.
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We felt sorry for a number of officers who were "washed out" of the
school for failure to meet its standards. But like a lot of things in the
army, they were rewarded, rather than punished, for their failure. It was
purely happenstance but at that time a new organization was being beefed up
and all officer material, not otherwise employed, was being sought to fill
the ranks of the military government organization. As a result the dropouts from Wilbur's special training course were not only put into plush
jobs (many of them later took over the operation of hotels in such
playgrounds as Sorrento and Capri) but were promoted before those of us who
entered combat. It was just another of those things about military foul-ups
that test the mettle of men dedicated to the job of fighting a war, instead
of pretending to fight one.
The time we spent on "Crack and Thump" course was merely a precursor of
things to come. We trooped out to the range which was a long ridge running
down-hill to a crossing ridge that rose, at the juncture, some fifty feet
above the range. We stood on the range at various distances from the
crossing ridge. Several German machine guns were positioned to shoot from
the crossing ridge over our heads. At first, we stood in a group around
General Wilbur at about a 300-yard distance from the guns.
The sound of bullets passing close overhead was not new to any of us who
had served in target pits on ranges in the US. It is a smacking sound in
both ears like a giant handclap. The German guns were fired in short bursts
and the cracking in our ears made several of the officers hit the dirt,
while those of us who continued to stand tried not to look superior about
it.
We had been cautioned to listen for the "thump" of the gun which,
because sound travels slower than bullets, would follow the "crack" of the
bullets a few seconds later. The guns were sufficiently far apart that
their "thumps" could be distinguished one from the other and we learned
very quickly that, by consciously listening for the deep thumping, we
could identify which of four guns were firing at us and its
approximate location.
We moved to various ranges to learn the different timings of "thumps" at
the longer ranges. However, in reviewing the experience later with some of
my tent-mates I learned that they, too, had had the sensing of being
terribly vulnerable on the "crack and thump" range, for it was the first
time any of us had stood openly in front of such weapons with no chance of
avoiding injury or death if the gun clamps had failed and the gun muzzles
had dropped at a critical moment.
General Wilbur, of course, stood with us as we moved along the range and
when, later in the war, he joined our division as assistant division CO he
continued to stand when taken under fire. While this contemptuousness for
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his personal safety was part and parcel of the image he projected, I always
felt that it was somewhat vainglorious and a poor example to set for the
dough-feet who, had they followed his lead, would soon have been knocked
out of the war, one way or another.
We approached the end of our "durance vile" with a sense of elation,
knowing that those of us who had survived its rigors were cut from a
different stripe than those who had, for whatever reason, begged off and
gone back to their units. The grand finale of our testing was the exercise
whereby we would follow artillery fire closely as we advanced across open
terrain toward an "enemy-held strongpoint."
As the day of the "big shoot," as it was called, came, General Mark W.
Clark6 made an inspection tour of the camp. He was, without doubt, the
biggest pain in the ass we'd ever encountered. Everything about him, from
his entourage to his posing to get his left profile into pictures that were
taken by his PR men, bespoke an egocentric, arrogant personality, one which
later was to show up poorly in combat despite his constant effort to keep
his name, rank, and profile before the public and to hell with the men who
were doing the fighting.

6: Gen. Mark Clark (1896-1984).

We saw him, first, as he drew up to the range
where our class was assembled, preparatory to
undergoing the nerve-wracking ordeal of maneuvering
under artillery fire. Wilbur, who was older than
Clark but who did not have the advantage of
classmates in higher echelons to push and pull him
upward, saluted Clark and the exercise began.
I was a squad leader and had deployed my men across a portion of a field
that was covered with a low-growing ground-shrub. In the distance - some
1,000 yards - was a rock-pile which represented the "enemy" position. We
had been rehearsed as to the manner in which we would proceed, by echelon,
across the intervening terrain.
When it came my turn to order my squad to set out toward our objective,
I yelled "Up," and we all ran as hard as we could go until I heard a flight
of shells shearing through the air over our heads when I shouted "Down,"
and we plunged together to the earth, bouncing somewhat at the force of the
6

Gen. Clark’s performance in this campaign has been judged controversial by historians and the reader may wish to
examine the history in greater depth. Clark was replaced by Gen. Alexander Patch for the Riviera landings and
southern France campaign.
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landing. We moved in successive dashes in the same manner. When we were
about halfway to the rock pile, I heard feet pounding along behind me
after I yelled "Up!" Turning to see what I assumed was a laggard from my
squad I was surprised to see General Clark bowling along with us. I yelled
"Down" and heard him crash to the ground together with the rest of my
squad.
When we were almost at the final objective, I became aware of a savage
burning of my chest and thighs as well as my forearms. I actually thought I
was having a seizure of some kind but delayed trying to inspect my skin
until I passed the rock pile. There I found men tearing off their clothing
and looking at great blisters all over their bodies. I found the same
condition on myself and felt that I could hardly stand it in the heat of
the day. Someone yelled, "Hey! Stinging nettles!" Sure enough we'd ploughed
our way across a field of poisonous barbs that no one had earlier
identified.
General Clark was so winded that he could not conduct a critique of the
problem when asked to do so by General Wilbur who, true to form, had dashed
along in front of our group, standing the whole time even when shell
fragments were whizzing past him from detonations occurring anywhere from
30 to 50 yards beyond his position. A spent shell fragment had struck my
boot heel, with no damage, when I was some 25 yards behind Wilbur.
We were happy to learn that we would go home the following day. I'm sure
that the "American Eagle," as Clark liked to describe himself, had
something to do with shortening our sentence. We rode out in 2.5-ton trucks
singing and proclaiming our "freedom" once again.
In a very real way, Gen. Wilbur prepared us for that moment in our lives
when we passed from ordinary existence to a living where being alive from
moment to moment seemed a miracle. To anyone who has not passed the line
and had the curtain of war come down behind him, blotting out all
meaningful security and destroying values that make civilized life a prized
possession, there can be no comprehension of the changed outlook that
henceforward thoughout the rest of their lives dominates the hearts and
minds of combat soldiers.
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Chapter 8
GUARDING A FRONTIER
Once I had returned to the regiment near Arzew I had the sensing that
the preparatory stages for our division's entry into combat were about at
an end. We were living in pup tents near the sea, and tied up in the port
were a number of Allied ships awaiting orders.
Just at dusk one evening I heard the sudden roar of airplane engines and
dove for a slit trench just outside my tent. Several planes streaked over
our heads, their machine guns chattering, and the sensation was one of
noise in six dimensions, echoing and re-echoing. Anti-aircraft fire from
the ships and gun emplacements along the shore added to the din and
fragments of shells whirred into our bivouac area.
Shortly, we saw the flashes of bombs and then heard their explosive
sounds. From our position we could not be sure of their targets but were
glad to learn the next day that they had fallen on a cemetery in a classic
case of overkill, missing the shipping completely but disinterring some old
bones. Apparently, the sortie had evaded our radar, located on a promontory
overlooking Arzew, by skimming across the water below the radar's scanning
rays.
We were happy to see the ships up-anchor and leave port and happier to
receive orders to move, secretly, to Rabat, Morocco. It seems that the
Allied High Command had become worried about a possible attack from Europe,
through Spanish Morocco, as a means of relieving the pressure on the Axis
troops near Bizerte. We were ordered to conceal all identifying marks on
our vehicles, equipment and uniforms and make a dash for the Atlantic Coast
where Rabat, the capital of both French and Spanish Morocco, lay. It took
us several days of hard running through mountainous roads for part of the
way as we paralleled the Mediterranean coastline.
All communication with civilians was prohibited. We had reason to believe that there were many double agents at large in North Africa who plied
their trade of selling information to both sides. In addition we limited to
emergencies all radio signals without our column of vehicles that stretched
for miles along the road.
When I arrived at our destination I found a beautiful forest of large
cork trees that were owned by the sultan of Morocco and which were
patrolled by his special guards. They rode beautiful Arabian horses known
throughout the world for their speed, endurance, and beauty. As they
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circulated among our troops, identifying areas that were off-limits, we
were impressed with their colorful uniforms and turbans. Large aisles had
been cleared through the forest to help reduce fire hazards. Flying
squirrels, whose webbed bodies permitted them to sail for several hundred
feet, were everywhere and it wasn't too long before our men had tamed some
as pets.
Our first night there we were congratulating ourselves for having
made the run from Arzew to Rabat in record time and, we felt, secretly as
well. After mess that night, as I was working in the command tent
assigned to my section, one of the I&R boys turned a radio to Berlin,
as we usually did, because "Axis Sally" played the best music on the
air, including tunes sung by "Der Bingel," as Crosby was known by the
Germans. Her attempts to harm our morale were so corny that most
everyone laughed them off as she intimated that wives and sweethearts
back home were having a high old time with 4Fs and goldbricks who were
"sitting out" the war.
She managed to jolt us, however, that night for her first words were,
"Hello, you men of the 36th Texas Division. We've been watching your secret
run across North Africa. Welcome to the cork forest at Rabat and all the
little green worms you found there." This meant that spies had been right
in our camp that day, and we wondered about the sultan's guards who had
made bold to chum up with some of our men.
She was correct about the green worms that let themselves down on silken
strands from the trees all around us. As I was eating a sandwich that first
day, I managed to avoid biting into one of the crawlers who swung onto the
sandwich just as I was about to take another bite of it.
Axis Sally had managed in a few sentences to make the war a very
personal matter by singling out the 36th Division for commentary directly
from Berlin.
On our second day in the forest I took off for Rabat and found it an
attractive city, particularly in the European section and near the Sultan's
palace. There were magnificent homes in fine settings with bougainvillea
climbing all over them in clusters of blossoms that were dazzling to look
at under the desert sun. While I was there I thought I'd get some wine for
our regimental mess and, upon inquiry of some of the American officers I
ran into, went to a Jewish quarter which was part of the Medina, a native
zone. My driver and I finally found a Jew who spoke English. He looked very
much like an Arab and he watched my face, almost furtively, as I explained
what I wanted. He directed us to drive to the next street corner and loped
along beside us, barefooted, as we moved ahead.
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I went up a series of stairways with my guide and entered a building
that was more like a maze than a business establishment. In an inner court
I was told to wait, and as I stood there I was the center of many hostile
gazes from old men who sat at tables talking. I was beginning to get
concerned when twenty minutes had passed and nearly started out of the
place, only to be stopped by a young boy who, apparently, had been posted
to see that I did not leave.
A few minutes later the English-speaking Jew hove into sight carrying
four bottles of red wine. The bottles were dust-covered and appeared to
represent a fair buy. I paid the man in French francs and gave him a tip
for his pains which brought a real smile to an otherwise somber face. "I
was afraid you might not pay for the wine," he said, "Germans simply took
it from us without payment."
"We're trying hard to be as different from Germans as we know how," I
said. "I think you can count on selling as much as you wish to part with as
long as my unit is here."
He didn't ask me my unit which was a good sign but he did, upon query
from me, direct me to a French restaurant which he said was not off-limits
to American GIs. It was called the "Chanticleer," and I had already
learned that it was the one civilian restaurant where we might eat
without much risk of contracting disease. I ate at it on several
occasions during our stay near Rabat and brought home from it the
recipe for preparing tomato slices with grated blue cheese, onions,
and salad dressing.
I went one day into the Medina where the smell of open sewers blended
with rotting meat hung from overhead trellises near vendors' stalls. At the
far end of the native quarter I found a beautiful old palace reached by
threading one's way through an intricate passage built to make entry
difficult, should the owners desire to repel attack. The palace had been
converted to a museum filled with beautiful furniture and furnishings and
its gardens were brilliant and well tended. A blindfolded horse, hitched to
a long bar, walked in endless circles as small buckets, actuated by a
turnstile moved by the horse, delivered water to an irrigation system that
kept the plants alive and thriving in oppressive heat.
On top of the high walls that surrounded the palace grounds were storks'
nests, stiff and bristling with large sticks, in the center of which young
birds clacked their bills whenever a parent hove into sight carrying food.
It was a lovely spot to visit, and I went there several times by horse and
buggy driven by a native in loose and smelly robes. I also tested the hot
mint tea that was supposed to alleviate the torpor of the day and found it
surprisingly refreshing. It seemed to balance inner and outer heat making
the outer less oppressive. No self-respecting germ could have lasted long
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in the carafes of boiling water with which the tea was brewed by bearded
Arabs, high on a terrace overlooking the Atlantic Ocean across a sea of
flat roofs.
Our job in that area was to patrol the border between French and Spanish
Morocco to guard against surprise attack. At the same time some of the
division's units were put to work guarding the thousands of PWs who were
herded into compounds along the coast. No one seemed sure what Spain and
its colonies might do at that time. We were on the edge of wild country,
mountainous and sparsely populated. The only way in which we could
efficiently cover the border between the two countries, which was marked by
a river, was to fly planes along the boundary. The only available planes
were the light artillery spotter planes that carried the pilot and, behind
him, the observer. Their motors were so small that I was reminded of toy
planes propelled by elastic bands.
In order to try to fool the Spanish Moroccans, who had several mountain
divisions located fairly close to the river, we flew six planes around in a
great circle, one portion of which encompassed the river. However, each
time we got out of sight of the Spaniards, we would land the planes near
our camp, change their symbols and markings and fly the route again. Our
hope was to convince the Spanish commanders that their proximity to the
border was a matter of concern to several American divisions. Since it took
about two hours to complete one circuit, we found that three trips a day
was about all we could manage with each plane.
I was not happy with what my pilot considered to be an adequate landing
field from which I took off each day for the grand tour. It was a small
field surrounded by trees like cedars of Lebanon and, while I had little to
judge by, I was convinced that there wasn't adequate take-off room to clear
the trees. My first flight out of that rough pasture did little to change
my mind. Peering over the pilot's shoulder while keeping my feet out of
the way of pedals that operated the ailerons, I knew that we would
crash before we could clear the barrier ahead. Just before we did,
though, the pilot pulled back on the stick, causing a similar movement
of the dual control in front of me, and we literally jumped over the
trees.
This was my first flight in such a light plane that responded to every
vagrant breeze that blew. I found myself trying to counter-balance the
various shifts in the center of gravity by leaning one way and another as
we climbed higher above heavy slopes that sent thermal drafts to dog us as
we flew our orbit of the potentially hostile positions.
I was sitting on a parachute that was strapped to my back and yet,
confined by the plane's canopy, I had no confidence in my ability to get
out of the confined space should an emergency arise. The land was so
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convoluted that the only hope of landing the plane, should it be forced
down for any reason, was to hit the river or the beaches along the Atlantic
Coast.
We droned along some 4,000 feet above the highest prominences and
occasionally we would spot a camel caravan or a herd of sheep or goats
with, here and there, a small village of ancient homes, deserted from all
appearances, and cheerless.
On the first day we landed at a French fortress overlooking the river in
one area. The commandant, as I recall him, was a large, silver-haired man
who invited us to lunch and, from certain spy holes in one of the
casemates, pointed out Spanish Moroccan defensive zones. I had begun to
exercise my school French by that time and was pleased to find that I could
follow his explanation easily and in detail. He taught me a number of
military terms that stood me in good stead for the rest of the war.
After we took off again, the prospect seemed less perilous as we now
were aware of the French dispositions on our side of the river and the size
of their force, which was not inconsiderable. I later made a report of such
matters for use by my regiment should occasion require action by our
troops. We flew on, that first day, to the confluence of the river with the
ocean, circled back away from Spanish Morocco, and landed again at the
miserable field we'd left earlier in the day. Landing was a matter of
scraping through the treetops, dropping suddenly and with heavy impact into
the rutted runway, and praying that the brakes would hold before we reached
the far side of the field. I was very happy to get out of the plane,
unstrap the parachute, and drink a cold beer that one of the air crew
provided from a jury-rigged refrigerator set up in a tent.
I found it necessary, during our stay near Rabat, to work until late at
night preparing intelligence estimates of the situation east of us where
the war was ending in North Africa and to plot potential hostile defenses
on the Spanish Moroccan border. We were also constantly bombarded with
"Order of Battle" data, supplied by higher headquarters, which gave us
background information on many of the Axis military leaders. I kept the I&R
platoon busy, as well, practicing their techniques of patrolling, encoding
and decoding messages, identifying hostile planes and tanks from
silhouettes prepared for that purpose and operating observation and
listening posts, the latter to be used at night on positions as close to
enemy lines as possible.
During the day I strapped on my parachute, climbed into a fragile plane,
prayed a little as we hopped over our tree barrier and watched the controls
sliding beneath my feet as we soared aloft. Most of the patrols were
uneventful, and I began to appreciate the wild beauty of the African
landscape. On several occasions I saw herds of from 50 to 100 wild boars
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and sows running from the noise of our plane with their rocking-horse
gaits.
Suddenly one day the pilot, who was constantly in touch with our base by
radio, cut the motor, which gave me quite a start and as we commenced a
long glide toward a forbidding looking mountain slope, he shouted over his
shoulder, "Red alert! Enemy planes in this area. Watch toward the sun." I
was glad when I heard the motor sputter back to life to replace the whining
of the wind in our struts and under-carriage.
I held one hand up to blot out most of the glare of the sun and looked
toward that yellow, blazing orb for the first sign of an enemy aircraft,
most of which I had learned to distinguish on sight from having worked with
the I&R platoon on its identification program. It was a well-known German
tactic to dive on a target from out of the sun and since we had no chance
against an armed fighter, my pilot decided to circle low between several
steep hills where, if required, we could dodge around a shoulder of one of
them depending on the direction of attack. While he was busy keeping us
away from dangerous peaks, I swiveled my neck to watch in all directions
although, because of the plane's canopy, I could see nothing directly
overhead. Mainly I watched the edge of the sun from behind my hand and was
quickly aware of sweat streaming down my back and legs as I realized that
my first sight of the enemy's power, applied to me personally, might be my
last one. It was a relief to get the pilot's signal that all was, once
again, safe - a report he made by poking his right thumb up.
That same day, after having landed again at the French garrison's
headquarters, I learned that the Spanish troops had withdrawn from the
border and, according to French patrols, had re-established their defenses
ten miles to the interior of their country. This was good news and,
strangely enough, I was the first to report it that night at our division
headquarters whose personnel kept busy doing garrison duty, rather than the
sky patrolling I was engaged in. This was the first of many such occasions
during the war when I found myself doing the job of the division staff.
As we were about to take to the air again from the French landing strip
our pilot received another radio report calling for all spotter planes in
the vicinity to patrol out to sea some fifty miles in search of a German
submarine that was thought to have been crippled by depth charges the night
before. He didn't ask me if I wanted to accompany him but if he had, I
would have agreed to go since he would have had a tough time alone trying
to observe the ocean in all directions while flying. Furthermore, over the
water we were bound to be more conspicuous from shore watchers than when
flying through the hills. It was a distinct possibility that we could be
fingered for air attack, particularly if a hostile submarine actually were
in trouble on the surface.
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We made our way toward the Atlantic while gusts of wind from the ocean
slowed us down and caused the plane to bounce around considerably. It was a
lonely feeling to see the shoreline disappear from sight as we floated
along toward the ever-receding horizon and, while we could still see the
hills and mountains behind us, when we made our turn to the south, it was
borne in on me that a fighter plane - should one put in an appearance couldn't miss us in that locality. Fortunately, none did but it was getting
dark by the time we hedge-hopped over our tree-lined landing strip and
crashed to a halt with my leg muscles cramped, as usual, from applying the
non-existent brake to avoid hitting the trees on the far side. I never did
get used to flying into and out of that rat trap. It was, I thought, a good
thing that we had seen nothing in our search of the deep water, since a
German U-boat could easily have brought us down with its deck guns, had one
been out there.
We weren't in Rabat's vicinity very long before we were ordered to
return to Arzew to continue with our amphibious training.
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Chapter 9
INTELLIGENCE SCHOOL AND INTELLIGENCE AT WORK
We had just settled into amphibious training once again and had even
arranged for an officer’s club in one of the Arzew villas, all of which
were pastel colored and quite modern in architecture, when I was alerted to
attend the NATOUSA (North African Theatre of Operation, US Army)
Intelligence School, at Duera in the mountains, a few miles south of the
city of Algiers.
I had barely missed out on a similar assignment to attend such a school
in Cairo, Egypt, where the British had established an intelligence center
but, for reasons never explained to me by Col. A. B. Crowther, the division
G-2 at the time, my orders were cancelled.
An officer from the armored infantry regiment of the First Armored
Division, who had also been ordered to Duera, called at our headquarters
and I drove with him in a chauffered command car from Arzew to Algiers, a
distance of about 250 miles over poor roads crowded with military traffic
of all kinds. It took us the better part of two days, and on the way we
were alerted several times by reports of escaped German PWs in the area. We
slept in the car overnight with one staying awake while the other two
slept. In the morning, as we were burning a waxed K ration package over
which to heat a canteen cupful of water for coffee (the package having been
designed for that purpose), three small Arab boys followed by a shy little
Arab girl approached us. In the distance we could see and hear a herd of
goats which, I assumed, were under the surveillance of our visitors.
It was evident to anyone who had been in North Africa very long that
Arabian children were undernourished and, consequently, always hungry.
These four were no exception and shortly I spoke to them in French and
asked if they were hungry. All heads bobbed up and down rapidly so I
offered each a box of K rations which consisted of cheese, coffee and what
the GIs euphemistically called "dog biscuits" - very hard, round crackers
hyped up with vitamins and tasteless.
The children moved to a point along the roadside some fifty feet from
where I was shaving out of my helmet which I was using as a wash basin. I
saw that they were having difficulty opening the packages so called for
them to come back and as each handed me his ration box I could see that he
did not believe I'd give it back. I cut the end off each package and showed
them what was inside. I also showed them how to heat water by burning the
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package and their eyes shone excitedly as we heated water in two canteen
cups for their use.
They chattered like a flock of birds in their native tongue, throwing in
a French question now and then to let me know they were interested in us. I
learned that they drove the herd all day, every day, and that for all
practical purposes they were on their own so far as concerned finding food
and a place to sleep each night. Their families would find them every month
or two but leave again in a day or so taking some of the goats with them.
They had never seen the inside of a school and had little or nothing but
their ragged clothing to keep them warm at night. They often stole grapes,
in season, from the vast vineyards that were growing in many areas along
the North African littoral. They also said that they were glad the war had
come along for they'd eaten better, once the Americans had arrived, than
ever before.
We gave them the rest of our K rations for I was certain we could get
more from installations along the way, assuming that we couldn't do better
than K rations for future meals. The last we saw of the goatherds found
them sitting in the road dividing up the case of K rations for ease of
transportation.
At Fez we took the time to visit the Medina, after talking with some of
the French officers we met who were stationed there. This, of course, was
the native quarter and I had the distinct impression of riding through
Biblical scenes as we circled down a long hill from the modern part of the
city to approach the high-walled native quarter. Olive trees were growing
here and there and under the hot sun everything danced in heat waves. In
the distance we could see minarets and domes of the old city but the
ancient wall finally blotted out the view and the approach began to take on
overtones of danger. I had the sensation that if we passed the forbidding
wall we could disappear forever and no one would know what had happened to
us.
We found the street crowded but there was an entrance-way to a courtyard
from which, after leaving our vehicle, we could walk down a stairway to the
Palais Jamai, a Cook's Tour Hotel of which we'd heard. Everything there was
breath-taking since every surface was of mosaics - walls, ceilings, floors,
terraces, fountains, and even table tops beneath palm trees. There were
fountains and small irrigation canals and beautiful gardens descending in
terraces toward a cast iron fence beyond which rose minarets in the
distance.
We ate a meal on a tiled terrace in the shade of a tree and were joined
by the wives of three French officers who had been on leave at the hotel
but who had, that morning, returned to their regiments. I did the
translating as we sat for an hour after our meal and learned that the
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officers in question had originally opposed the Allied landing at Oran but
had been glad when the Vichy French Government had been overruled by the
French High Command in North Africa.
We took our leave, hating to venture out beyond the walls that earlier
we had found so forbidding. However, I was always well armed and hadn't
really anticipated trouble when we entered the thick-walled native city. It
was simply the play of imagination on the possibilities that might occur in
a jumbled rabbit warren of a place that had made our entry something less
than enthusiastic.
Before leaving I talked with a British air officer who was billeted in
the hotel since his squadron operated out of a nearby airfield. He agreed
that the British Air Ministry had done well by him and his group - his one
beef, so to speak, being that they were, knowingly, eating mule meat at
meals that were otherwise superb. I told him I'd be glad to give him some K
rations if he thought they'd be an improvement. He declined with thanks and
added that, beyond being a mite "grainy," mule meat wasn't that bad to eat.
When we arrived at Duera I reported to a British major who was in charge
of the Intelligence School. I found him in the officers’ mess, it being
about noon when we drove into town. The town was not too large but did
contain a sizeable French hospital. The major invited us to have lunch,
which was a mixture of American, British and French fares, as I recall it.
I admired the British way of doing things throughout the war. They always
appeared to put down roots wherever they landed, even if only for a
fortnight. The officers’ mess was in a pyramidal tent with netting
enclosing the bottom area where the flaps had been rolled up to let the
breezes through. It had a wooden floor and comfortable chairs and tables
with a sideboard where one could choose from a selection of foods. In one
corner stood a bar but, unfortunately, no ice.
The school, itself, had been set up in a school building at the edge of
town where there was quite a stand of palm and olive trees as well as oaks
and other deciduous members. Around the school were rolling hills and set
up in firing positions were German 88 mm anti-aircraft, anti-tank guns,
howitzers of several calibers, tanks and self-propelled guns, most of which
had been camouflaged with desert browns, tans and greys since they had been
captured from the Afrika Korps. Machine guns and Schmeizer machine pistols
were also on display in the school building.
Before I went to the school, however, the major advised me to go to a
certain home near the hospital where I would be billeted with the family of
a hospital orderly, a middle-aged man who lived with his wife and a young
daughter in a two-and-a-half-story stone house. I did so and received quite
a welcome when I introduced myself in French and thanked them for making a
room available for my ten-day stay.
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The daughter, who was twelve or thirteen, showed me upstairs to a
bedroom where a mosquito netting surrounded the bed. Lighting was by candle
and I was warned by the youngster to be careful about fire. I assured her I
would be very cautious and she showed me the bathroom where, strangely
enough, there was running cold water and fairly modern plumbing. If I
wanted a bath it would be necessary to advise them a day ahead. I told the
girl that I would try to take care of my ablutions elsewhere, which I did,
once I learned that there were showers set up by a quartermaster company in
the town square.
I had been troubled by an open sore, something like a large boil, on my
right leg, which I'd had lanced at a French hospital at Mostaganem just
after leaving Arzew. It had been sore for some time and I realized as I set
out for Algiers with my friend from the First Armored Division, that it had
suddenly grown worse overnight.
We drove to the permanent hospital, where I had to wait for more than
two hours, while French wounded were cared for, before a doctor could see
me. He took me into an examining room and after inspecting the festered
area called several other doctors in, one of whom appeared to be the chief
surgeon. While their talk was technical and too fast for me to understand
completely, I found myself beginning to worry when I realized that the
chief surgeon was concerned about my losing my leg. He felt it possible
that one of several roots had attached itself to a main artery of my leg.
I told them that there would be no question of my losing my leg there as
I would remove myself, pretty damned quick, to the nearest US Hospital. The
chief surgeon, whose face was masked in a black beard, laughed to show huge
yellow teeth and said he'd see what he could do to save my leg.
They put me on an operating table and proceeded to cut at the infected
area with very small scalpels while I did my best to keep from groaning
since there was no thought of anesthetic of any kind. It hurt like hell and
I could feel myself getting faint until, all at once, there was a hot
cascading of liquid across my thigh and the world seemed bright and gay
once more. It was a hydra-headed monster, I gathered from the talk,
emanating from several channels deep within my leg. Finally, after about
half an hour of considerable effort, a drain was inserted in the wound and
a dressing applied to it.
The doctors allowed as how I'd be with them for about a week. I allowed
as how I was leaving at once for Algiers as I had already delayed my host
for several hours. The chief surgeon shook his head when I announced my
imminent departure but then relented and gave me several large dressings
for use on the road, provided that I would agree to go to a hospital in
Algiers for further examination within the next two days. He feared that
the incision would close before the infection was drained off and he also
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thought that the jouncing around on the road would be detrimental to my
well-being.
I was in the best condition of my adult life and while I had occasion to
think about a soft bed and a good night's rest, whenever we struck a heavy
bump, I felt little the worse for wear when I arrived at Duera.
I decided to visit a hospital the day following my arrival at Duera and
went by jeep to Algiers which I had never seen before. As we approached the
city, I was dumbfounded at the millions of rounds of artillery ammunition
that were stored in bays along the roadside together with thousands of
aerial bombs of every description. The depots ran for miles and seemed very
poorly guarded, under the circumstances. As we entered the city there
came sounds of small-arms fire in increasing volume. We were at the
top of the series of hills that form the main part of Algiers and I
could see for miles out across the Mediterranean Sea. The harbor was
full of ships of all kinds, and the city was throbbing with a mixture
of civilian and military traffic.
Suddenly an electric streetcar came racing along the street we were
traveling on, and in it were a number of GIs wearing the Big Red "1" of the
First Division, my old unit. A GI was at the controls waving a bottle with
one hand and doing a poor job of controlling the speed of the car with the
other. Other soldiers fired pistols and carbines into the air as they
passed my vehicle and shouted obscenities to anyone who would listen.
Fortunately I found the street I was looking for and turned off to the
hospital located there. Again, I was forced to wait several hours because
civilians and soldiers, hurt by the marauding GIs, were being brought to
the emergency room where I was located. I was given a perfunctory
examination by a US medical doctor who changed the dressing on my leg,
pressed the sore area that was healing rapidly, and pronounced me fit. So
far as I can now recall, that was the last of my disability.
The next day the Duera school began its curriculum and I was immersed in
all kinds of studies based on both British and US approaches to combat
intelligence. It was somewhat perplexing to hear the British instructors
speak in terms of "enemy intentions" while our approach to such matters was
one aimed at learning "enemy capabilities." Basically, I learned, before
the war was over, that we were striving to establish similar conclusions
and while it seemed to some of us that hostile "intentions," being rather
amorphous at best, could change very rapidly, hostile capabilities were
limited by such finite considerations, as strength of opposing units,
supply problems, transportation facilities, supporting arms, length of time
in combat, availability of reserves and other realities. We, of course,
were also concerned with other less definitive hostile concerns as morale
factors and leadership qualities of top generals.
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However, if we took into consideration all aspects of the enemy's
"intentions," it would boil down to an examination of all of the factors
that concerned our system of analysis and not alone the cast of mind of the
enemy leaders, as seemed to be implied in the use of the term "hostile
intentions."
None of us, who had yet to enter combat, felt comfortable querying
proposals put forth by such men as the white-haired major who, at age 26,
had been into and out of Europe several times in such actions as Dieppe,
Dunkirk, and Greece. He was old before his time and yet there was a
conscious quietude about him that commanded respect and credibility.
On one occasion the major surprised us while discussing the best
techniques for interrogating prisoners of war.
"You men," he said, "will be operating on the knife-edge where prisoners
will be at their 'softest,' immediately after capture. Do not discredit
reports that part of the German method of training men against divulging
military information has been to convince them that they will be killed by
us, if they are captured. While this may steel them against easy surrender,
it acts as a boomerang once they are taken. Then, they are thinking mainly
of some way to save their necks.
"Watch their eyes," the major went on. "You'll see every emotion running
through them as you study them. You'll have them where they are most
vulnerable, on a fighting front where men can disappear without anyone
really knowing what happened to them. Play on this isolation, this sense of
aloneness but, and this is important, control the interrogation. You'll be
in a cellar or a cave somewhere, or possibly in a house or barn and since
you'll interrogate the prisoners, time and circumstances permitting, one at
a time, you'll have them outnumbered. Do not let them talk, even if they
try to, until you direct the questioning for that purpose."
While I was somewhat skeptical of this approach, it being the first time
in my army career that I'd heard a man, skilled in the art of interrogation
initiate instruction by saying, "Don't let them talk," I later put it to
very effective use, to the point where ninety percent of the solid
intelligence available to my regiment in the normal course of combat came
from prisoners of war.
We learned of a technique in obtaining corroboration of facts we were
not sure of through use, for example, of "a show of knowledge" wherein our
interpreters would reel off a series of facts we already knew, throwing in
some of the more conjectural matters, to gauge the prisoner's reaction to
the display of knowledge. Many times it was evident to us, who were
watching a prisoner's eyes, that he was impressed with our knowledge. This,
in turn, would help break down barriers to giving us further information on
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the premise that if we already were aware of much of the German situation
in front of us, little harm could come of telling us more.
We were told of tell-tale signs to watch for, when a group of
prisoners was taken, in order to isolate the "weak sisters" or the "soft
touches" for immediate interrogation, assuming the tactical situation to be
in need of fast help. Officers and enlisted men were to be segregated to
obviate the weight of the officer personnel's presence on the ordinary
soldier's desire to save his own neck by talking.
We were given demonstrations taken from actual combat experiences where
hard nuts, like some German officers, had been cracked because they had
given the impression that they were willing to talk but had lied
consistently from square one. Part of the technique of interrogation, of
course, is to ask questions the answers to which have already been reliably
established.
"If you can get a prisoner to talk at all, the chances are good that you
can bring him to a point where further lying, assuming that his initial
answers have been lies, will appear foolish to him, too. There is something
psychologically chilling about a sudden silence on the part of the usually
egotistical officer or enlisted man who thinks he can delude you with a lot
of lies and half-truths. Since he's already talked and has been found out,
his reaction may well be to give you everything he knows. It may, however,
be difficult to distinguish between what he knows and what he thinks he
knows.
"You will have trouble," the major added, "with some of the radical
units such as the SS and units comprised of men who grew up as Hitler
Jugend7 and who are fanatical in their support of the Nazi regime. You may
have to give up on them, so don't hold them too long at the front since
they will be subjected to more sophisticated techniques in other places."
I assumed that this meant that such PWs would be infiltrated by US
intelligence men acting as German PWs or would be exposed to electronic
devices used for listening in on conversations between prisoners. Although
his words regarding fanaticism were prophetic, I was to encounter only one
prisoner who refused to talk after capture by my regiment, and even he was
capable of changing his mind when we promised him a quick trip to the
French Colonial Army's Ghoums, whose reputations for successful
interrogation were well known to German troops.
I was awakened each morning by the young daughter of the household who
would bring me warm water for shaving and upon tip-toeing out of my room
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would slam the door loudly enough to awaken the dead. The days passed very
quickly and since we had a full day's break between courses, I managed to
return to Algiers to look around.
I encountered two of my former B.U. professors on duty at Ike
Eisenhower's headquarters in an old hotel in the heart of the city. Both
were full colonels in the reserve and were busy planning future operations.
I also saw Ike in his sedan talking with Marlene Dietrich, who was part of
a USO troop entertaining the GIs.
The Red Cross building in Algiers was a spacious, modern building where
several of us went to get oriented on what to see in the city. I met a
British naval captain, quite a lot older than I, who volunteered to take us
on a jaunt through the Casbah, renowned in Hollywood offerings. The captain
was all decked out in his dress uniform replete with ribbons, connoting
long and hazardous service. His full beard gave him the look of Prince
Albert, Queen Victoria's consort, a fact of which he was aware when I
mentioned the resemblance to him.
We walked downhill from the Red Cross building toward the waterfront and
turned into a foul-smelling alley through a high gateway in a wall. There
were four of us from the Intelligence School and the captain, who rolled as
he walked, a holdover, he said, from walking a plunging deck. We hadn't
gone far before sirens sounded and the captain, along with the rest of us,
ducked up another alley and into a cellar doorway. The stench was terrible
and we agreed that we'd take our chances returning to the modern part of
the city, although the captain said he had something else in mind and left
us, after seeing to it that we knew where the entrance to the Casbah was
located.
Bombs crashed into the harbor area as we scurried uphill again but the
all-clear sounded shortly thereafter and we were free to roam the city. I
wanted to buy some souvenirs to send home and went to a bazaar area where
there were hundreds of artisans making leather items from camel skin,
carving sandalwood boxes, making the turned-up-toed shoes that some Arabs
wore and, in general, developing touristy items to include clothing on
which they'd sewn some of the American and British unit identification
patches.
I watched an old man sitting shoulder high on a ledge behind which was a
cubbyhole in which he kept tools and camel skins. This was his place of
business and it was quite a sight to watch him split a camel's skin into
two pieces, thus reducing his costs but also reducing the value of his
wares.
In a fairly large store occupied by several merchants in their Arab
robes and hoods, I saw some poufs which I thought would make good presents
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to send home since the leather exterior could be stuffed after arrival in
the states. I spoke in French to a fairly young man who was clean-shaven
and full of business. We had been warned to haggle over price as no
merchant ever asked, initially, what he would finally take. So I made quite
a to-do over his asking price and started on my way around the shop. He
grabbed me by the shoulder and in half Arabic, half French recited the
extraordinary skills that went into making a pouf, fitting the pieces to
make a perfectly round shape and sewing them with special leather thongs
for longevity.
I told him I'd seen better for half the price and he invited me to show
him where. I declined and walked on to another merchant where, after some
haggling, I bought a pair of Arabian woman's shoes as souvenirs. I started
out the door when the pouf dealer caught up with me and in a torrent of
several languages beckoned me to come back to his stall. We finally settled
on a price and when I'd paid him and had the bundle wrapped for mailing, he
said in the clearest English, "Come back again, old fellow, it's been a
pleasure doing business with you." It was so unexpected that I had to laugh
with him and learned from him that he had lived ten years in Chicago,
Illinois, and had sold Arabian goods at the Chicago World's Fair during
that time.
That taught me not to assume that a person spoke no English, at least
until I'd asked if that were the case. In another instance of language
problems, I ran into a reverse situation in Duera a couple of days later
when I entered a barber shop and found, to my surprise, two female
barbers. Both were French women and fairly young and good looking. I
made signs that I wanted a shave and a haircut and one of the lady
barbers motioned me to a chair. While she shaved my face she went to
great lengths to tell her companion all about her desire to go to bed
with an American, preferably like the type in the chair, but that her
husband had threatened to do her bodily harm if she so much as looked
at an American and all that, she said, in spite of the fact that she
knew he was keeping a mistress in another part of town.
She went on and on describing my virtues to include my moustache, which
she liked, but all the time keeping her voice on a completely objective and
matter-of-fact key as though discussing the day's shopping. It was so
intriguing that I pretended to sleep as she shaved me and applied hot
towels before trimming my hair. She even asked her friend if she thought I
looked like the kind of fellow who would object to advances by a female and
received an answer in the affirmative.
As I left and after pretending not to understand the value of the French
franc, I paid her an amount twice what she'd asked and said in French, "I
wish I could stay longer to hear more about myself but the war calls and I
have to answer." The woman stared into my eyes with her mouth open wide and
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then threw a towel over her head and ran off into another room while her
co-worker went into gales of laughter over her memories of the intimacies
that had been mentioned in the monologue. That was my only experience with
a woman barber during the war or after, but it wasn't all bad, at that.
The Intelligence School broke up on schedule and I decided to return to
my unit at Arzew via Algiers and got my traveling companion to agree. We
stopped for a snack at the Red Cross center and then proceeded westward,
again, toward Arzew. A few miles outside of Algiers I saw an officer whom I
had known as Captain Cunningham when he was an ROTC instructor at B.U. He
was now a Brigadier General and was very active at a road-block running
back and forth and barking orders.
On a hill above the road I saw what looked like a PW enclosure. I had
the driver stop and walked back to where Cunningham was talking with a
group of MPs. I saluted and stuck out my hand which he ignored. "I'm
Doughty," I said. "You were an instructor at B.U. when I was there."
"Right, Doughty," he said. "Now please drive on!"
"Would you mind telling me what's going on here?" I asked.
"Nothing that you need to know about," he snapped. I got the message,
real clear, and left. Later I learned that the First Division had mutinied
in Algiers upon hearing that it would make the amphibious attack against
Sicily. I had met and talked with several of my old friends from the First
when I had spent some time in Sidi Bel Abbes, the headquarters of the
French Foreign Legion. They had told me, as we drank at the Officers Club
one night, that General Teddy Roosevelt Jr. had indicated to them that,
once the war ended in North Africa, the Big Red One8 would head for home to
instruct others in how to fight Germans. How he had come to this opinion
was not clear, according to my friends, but I could understand why men
would be disappointed if the general's prediction proved false. I could
not understand a mutinous reaction, part of which I had observed my
first day in Algiers. The whole story was never told abroad so far as
I could determine, but after the First Division helped complete the
conquest of Sicily it was moved to England to be reconstituted,
preparatory to landing, once more, at Normandy. As one of the most
impressive of the regular army divisions, with a history of heroic
action in warfare, the First could not possibly have been withdrawn
from combat so early in the war without charges that the regular
establishment, as many of us had long ago surmised, was too good to
die.
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Chapter 10
A BREACH OF SECURITY
There was a very different feeling in the air when I returned to the
141st Infantry from Duera. Everything was moving at a faster pace and I
learned that certain shipping in Oran harbor had been earmarked for the 36th
Division. Rumors were heard on all sides as to our ultimate destination.
Sicily was in process of being subdued with heavy competition between the
slow-moving British invasion force and the dashing, daring thrusts of
General Patton, who couldn't stand the sight of Montgomery and who,
consequently, did all in his power to show him up.
Some of my fellow officers, after listening to British officers, were
betting on the Balkans, after a fast sortie through the Adriatic Sea. This,
of course, was Mr. Churchill's grand ploy to cut Russia off from
overrunning Eastern Europe. Some officers even thought we'd make a direct
run for France which, as I viewed it, would leave our supply lines
vulnerable to attack from Italy. It also seemed contrary to fairly obvious
plans to mount a very large-scale invasion of Europe from the British
Isles.
As I viewed the situation I felt that Italy was our only logical target,
but while I didn't know where we might strike, it seemed plausible to me
that we would hit near Rome in order to reduce one major Axis capital as
soon as possible. I was very busy adapting intelligence reports for
regimental use, since it seemed, at times, that we might be thrown into the
Sicilian fight, as reports sifted back of heavy German resistance.
I was also appalled at certain rumors of a foul-up on the landing
beaches of Sicily and of casualties inflicted on our air force by our own
and British naval guns when, contrary to plan, the airmen flew directly
over the invasion fleet. It also appeared fairly wise to study the Sicilian
topography, as well as that of the toe of the Italian peninsula, in case we
were moved through those areas to combat positions.
Our efforts to keep our plans secure were often the cause of hundreds of
hours of work, planning for all foreseeable contingencies. While higher
headquarters were aware of eventual landing operations, the fighting troops
were kept under the pressure of ignorance of target areas and, therefore,
were often forced to double and quadruple their efforts to be ready for any
development. This meant spending eighteen- and twenty-hour days in the
process.
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The division had moved, in my absence, to the outskirts of Oran, fairly
close to the area where we had first bivouaced in the middle of April and
where the Arabs had stolen, and then returned, our anti-gas underwear. The
place at that time of year was a dustbowl with red dust, raised by heavy
military traffic, filtering into everything, including our working papers,
which would then smudge under sweaty hands and arms, into our food and our
lungs. My section was located practically at the edge of the main road
where we caught the full burst of every dust cloud raised. This, of course,
had occurred because I had not been present to guard against such poor
siting. I had the tent moved to a spot several hundred feet from the road
where life became much easier, once we could raise the tent flaps to let
the breezes through.
One day Lt. Bill Schroebel, who had been away learning a transport
quartermaster's job, came to me to ask for assistance in plans to load our
regiment and its attached troops onto ships that would take us into combat.
I was busy with various aspects of the intelligence annex that would
accompany any operation instructions that would be issued by the regiment,
and so I suggested that he seek help elsewhere. I didn't give the matter
another thought until Col. Werner, the regimental commander, called me to
his tent. There I learned that I was to assist Schroebel. I mention it here
because it, too, was an augury of things to come, later. As I now recall
the problem, it concerned the allocation of troops to the assault ships,
and it took but a few hours to straighten it away by calling on the port
authorities in Oran and getting their suggestions.
As I worked developing overlays of hostile positions being reported from
the Sicilian front and those located in Italy by air reconnaissance, I
became certain that we would strike Italy. Suddenly, too, after years of
map problems in which the only enemy was comprised of such symbols, I began
to realize that, behind the symbols, were flesh and blood men and steel
weapons. I could begin to see the enemy in three, rather than two,
dimensions. While this may appear simplistic and obvious I learned, the
hard way, that my most difficult assignment in the war was to convince a
number of regular army officers who, throughout their careers, had fought
nothing but paper "enemies," that the enemy had three dimensions.
Col. Crowther, Division G-2, called me one morning from his
headquarters, further east of our position, to come over for a briefing and
to accompany him to Oran where we would discuss certain counterintelligence measures with the Base Section G-2, located in that city. I
arrived at division headquarters and talked with Crowther about maps that
we would need before entering combat. He told me that the Division
Engineers were already sorting such maps at a warehouse in Oran,
preparatory to placing them on board the various assault ships just before
we sailed for our, to me, unknown destination.
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We left Crowther's tent and, as we approached the carpool area, a
command car came to a halt near us and General Omar Bradley stepped out. We
saluted and he asked us both to accompany him to the Situation Tent where
General Walker and other members of his staff were assembled.
As we entered, someone shouted "Attention!" and all present stood fast,
as General Walker saluted and shook hands with Bradley. Shortly, a
situation map, previously covered with canvas, was undraped and, for the
first time, I learned that we would strike Italy in the Salerno Bay area. I
had had a few seconds to study the symbols connoting attacking forces, as
well as known hostile dispositions, but in those moments I saw that the
British X Corps would form the main assault force, and somehow this helped
allay the shock of such an important assignment: the first solid blow
against the main continent of Europe by the Allies.
General Bradley, for my money the best strategist and tactician in the
war, took one look at the map and said, "You're too near Agropoli! Move the
landing area one mile north otherwise you'll have enfilade fire down your
landing echelons." With that he returned to his vehicle and took off for
his next port of call.
This knowledge brought the war palpably closer to me. Now I knew where
we would first meet the enemy and in approximately what force. As Col.
Crowther and I were driven to Oran, we talked of the impending invasion and
he warned me about telling anyone of the contents of the map I'd seen. I
told him that certain officers of the regiment claimed that they'd already
been briefed on the landing site, a matter he knew nothing about but which
he said he would check into.
Crowther also mentioned the fact that the Base Section G-2 was very much
concerned about spying within the Base Section's own ranks where a number
of civilians had been put to work after superficial security clearance. In
fact, it seemed that there was a girl typist in the G-2 section there who
was being watched because of certain activities she'd been engaged in, the
nature of which Crowther did not know.
I said that, if I were the Base Section G-2, I'd get rid of the girl
without a moment's delay, since the success or failure of our invasion
could depend on keeping its destination from her eyes and ears. Crowther
agreed and we discussed the difference between precautions taken by
fighting units, whose members' lives depend so heavily on the maintenance
of tight security, and those taken by units whose main job is to send
others off to do the fighting. It seemed that the Base G-2 was anxious to
catch more important agents than the girl typist, and therefore was, in
effect, using her as bait. This smacked too much of the cloak and dagger
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crap that we were subjected to from time-to-time by the OSS9 who,
doubtless, did a great job throughout the war, but whose agents, all too
often, could not refrain from exaggerating and romanticizing their work.
Some of them were straight 8-balls who, I believe, were practically useless
once they began to believe their own propaganda.
We talked with the Base Section G-2 and observed the girl who was
suspected of being an enemy agent. Later we visited the warehouse where
maps were being sorted. It was a huge place and well-guarded by sentries
all around its exterior. Everywhere on tables, floor and walls were piles
of maps which engineers had duplicated by the thousands from old Italian
maps. We talked with some of our own engineers, who were stripped to the
waist working in the stifling heat of a North African August. They were
sorting maps in accordance with a cumbersome list of map numbers which
identified the respective terrain sites covered by the maps. Some maps were
drawn to a 1" over 50,000’scale while others, more useful for the tactical
detail they offered, were drawn to a 1" over 25,000’ scale.
Crowther, of course, had already received a set of maps for his purposes
and assured me that each regiment would be given an intelligence overlay
that would show enemy installations and concentrations of troops and
weapons sufficient to assist their tactical planning while en route by ship
to their objectives. This was a necessary precaution but one which left me
concerned about overall control of our regiment's attacking echelons, since
its units would be scattered on a number of ships before their commanders
would know their final targets. Communications at sea would be limited at
best and, very likely, unavailable for such things as tactical planning.
It is not an apocryphal story to say that there was a leak in the
security covering the invasion of Salerno. It happened, despite the fact
that Ike Eisenhower, in his book Crusade in Europe, alludes to the
possibility of such a leak. It occurred as a result of a breach of orders
by one of the engineers preparing maps for the 36th Division's use. He,
apparently tired of referring to an involved list of numbers to identify
maps needed by the various fighting teams of the division, copied off his
own, shorter list for convenience of reference. Even that would not have
been too great a breach of security if the copied list had been confined to
use in the warehouse. However, as is almost inevitable in such cases, the
short list found its way into the engineer's pocket and then, inadvertently
without doubt but never-the-less, directly, into the hands of an enemy
agent.
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No one was the wiser that the breach had occurred until the suspected
girl typist in the Base Section was observed returning the list to a locker
used by the engineers of the Base Section several days later. Why, if this
were true, nothing was done to punish the offending officer, is difficult
to understand. It's very likely explained by one of several hypotheses: no
one was sure, except by inference, that the list had been compromised; it
was too late to change plans since, as was later to be made known,
arrangements were then about clinched for Italy to surrender before we
drove our attack home on the Italian mainland; a court-martial would have
divulged the security leak with consequent political and spiritual
upheavals at home, once the details were known.
One thing was fairly certain in my mind, and that was the sensing that
forces opposing us in Italy already knew where we would strike. It prompted
me to scan intelligence reports crossing my desk with greatest care to try
to learn whether reinforcements were moving toward the projected Salerno
beachhead. Anyone obtaining a list of map numbers of the type in question
could, by reference to widely available indices of such numbers, spot our
target exactly. Added to the normal nervous pressures of my fighting debut
was the worry that we would be walking into a death-trap.
During the first week of September 1943 a situation was brought to my
attention by Col. Werner which led to a monumental misunderstanding between
a GI from New York and me which, to this day, I believe the former GI
considers to have been deliberate on my part. It concerned Sidney Z.
Searles, a lawyer with absolutely no qualifications as a rifleman. He was a
very bright man but with little muscular coordination and possessed of an
attitude toward fighting that could only be described as negative to the
nth degree.
I was working in my quarters when Col. Werner, together with Searle's
company commander, dropped by to ask my advice about Searles. Werner, I
believe, felt that I, as a Yankee, might be able to solve the dilemma of
what to do with Searles better than he or some other Texan might do. I
finally said that, under no circumstances did I think it fair to Searles or
to those who would serve with him in an infantry squad, to put him in the
front lines. I agreed to take him in my section for the landing and said I
had a particular assignment that I was sure he would handle well.
The matter was left like that and Searles reported to me just before we
loaded for Salerno, bag and baggage. I charged him with the security of the
field safe which was part of the intelligence section's equipment. It was a
very heavy steel box with handles on either end to permit ease of transport
by two men. I warned Searles to chain himself to the safe because it
contained the "Top Secret" Corps Plan of Maneuver for the first few
weeks of the invasion together with a number of other highly
classified documents, all of which were numbered and for which I was
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personally responsible. Searles was very happy with this turn of
events and set about familiarizing himself with the men and officers
of the section.
While it anticipates my story by a week or so, nevertheless I think the
misunderstanding should be made clear at this juncture. After landing at
Salerno, a subject to be covered in detail later, and not knowing what
would happen minute-by-minute, after having been shot at for a number of
hours plus having been bombed and strafed, I suddenly looked up and saw
Searles and another man from the I&R platoon struggling across the beach
with the safe. I had apparently done Searles no favor leaving him aboard
ship for a later landing because enemy planes had worked over the armada
fairly well during the day.
He dropped the safe at my feet and despite my being distracted by
trying to direct naval fire at several gun positions in the hills,
demanded that I inspect its contents. I finally found a moment to do so
and when I opened the safe with a key I had retained, I found it full of
soap and candy! I could not believe my eyes and Searles's face was pitiful
to look at. He couldn't say anything, nor could I. I located Corp. B. P.
Hobday of my section and, pointing to the safe, asked him how come? It
seemed that he had thought it safer to leave the Top Secret papers in a
crate on the dock at Oran for shipment a week later. Since every
password for the next two weeks, every operation and intelligence
instruction for the whole corps was also there and since it was
possible that Hobday's action had compromised our security, for which
I alone could be held responsible, I raised hell in spades. I
further told Hobday to wait on the beach until the crate showed up if
it took nine years.I was never so surprised and shocked in three years
of warfare as I was when Hobday's "tradin' material" took precedence
over top secret materials. I scrounged necessary data from the
artillery and drew a full breath again some ten days later when Hobday
showed up with my secret papers - still in their crate.
I was caught up almost immediately following Searles's assignment to my
section with the combat loading of our troops on board ship in Oran Harbor.
Finally we were all on board ship and awaiting sailing orders. I was on the
combat transport O'Hara with the rest of the regimental staff and many of
the regiment's fighting echelons. The ship was stuffed to the overhead with
war gear of all kinds. There was scarcely room to move or to sit down anywhere, except in the wardroom. As I sat talking with other staff members my
name was called over the intercom. "Capt. Doughty, report to the bridge,"
came the summons.
I picked up my gear and went to the bridge, where the ship's captain
told me a small boat was waiting at the foot of a ship's ladder, ready to
take me to the command ship where I was to report to Col. Crowther. I
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climbed down to a float and got aboard an open whaleboat-type ferry that
was operated by a crew of four sailors. It was full dark at the time and
the only lights observable were blue ones identifying gateways through the
anti-submarine nets guarding the harbor. As we picked up speed to run
toward the command ship, sister to the O'Hara, lying at anchor about a
half-mile away, anti-aircraft batteries all around the harbor commenced
firing. We were caught in the open with no chance of taking cover from
falling bombs or the flack that fell back with quick hissing sounds into
the water. The sailors put on helmets and the pilot of the boat wore a
wider helmet equipped with radio earphones. He reported a light raid
primarily against the submarines lying low against the shoreline at the
far end of the bay.
Gun flashes lit the water brilliantly as did some bomb blasts that
appeared to emanate from beyond the palisades that ringed the harbor's
southern edge. I found that I was practically blinded from some of the
bright flashes and wondered if we weren't fairly visible from the air. We
could follow the route that was apparently being followed by the enemy
planes as search-lights converged on them some miles to the west of our
position.
By the time I reached the command ship the raid was over, and I climbed
to the deck where I received permission to go aboard after saluting the
stern where the flag was located and then the officer of the deck. Blue
lights on deck showed me where the wardroom lay since I had been told by my
escorting crew of sailors that both this ship and the O'Hara were built to
identical plans.
I was not surprised when I opened the wardroom door to find total
darkness since, in wartime, all doors that open onto open decks are rigged
to extinguish all lights that might show through when the doors are opened.
I stepped over the lintel and found myself falling free through space.
Instinctively my arms flew out and my right hand struck and for a moment
grasped an iron railing. However, the weight of my body carried me on down
and I struck the steel plates of the deck below on my left shoulder and
jaw. My helmet saved me some of the blow but it was forced down over my
face and cut the bridge of my nose. My neck nearly snapped under the impact
and for a moment I lay stunned with a great ringing in my ears.
No one had seen me fall since everyone was getting ready to leave port
and I learned later that the movement of ships had been delayed by the need
to hold for my return to the O'Hara. I climbed back up the ladder, fully
aware that there was at least one difference between the sister ships: the
wardroom doors and a door to the lower deck were in opposite positions.
When I cautiously entered the wardroom several men came up to me, when
the lights went on again, to see if they could help. I had bled all over my
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uniform and both eyes were turning black. My jaw hurt like thunder and I
was certain I'd broken some teeth. I found out that I'd cracked a molar
when my old friend Doc Tony DeMuth inspected my jaw the next day, as we
rolled across the Mediterranean. In fact, he removed the molar in six
pieces by setting me on a bale of some kind and without benefit of
anesthetic, other than a slug of whiskey, by tugging at the shards until
they were removed. Everything in the ship, including the clinic, had been
loaded to the beams with war materiel.
Col. Crowther took me in tow and led me to his stateroom several decks
below the wardroom. When we got there, he turned to me and said, "Doughty,
there's hell to pay!" I had figured that only something drastic would have
warranted this last-minute meeting.
"What's wrong?" I asked.
"The Germans know exactly where we are going to land," Crowther replied.
"Look at these aerial photos."
He handed me several blown-up glossies which showed nothing but a convoluted series of vehicle tracks in what looked like a sea of mud.
"These were taken by reconnaissance planes today," Crowther went on.
They show the movement of several armored units from Bari on the east coast
of Italy to Eboli which lies in the center of our landing site."
Crowther discussed the fact that there appeared to have been a leak as
to the identifying numbers of maps we had had distributed to the various
ships.
"As a result we're going up against far stiffer opposition than we had
originally thought to be the case," the colonel said.
"Where the hell is the alternative plan that every combined operation as
a primary rule should have?" I asked.
"There isn't any," he responded, and I realized that there was a great
discrepancy between theory and practice in this field of military planning,
as I would find to be true of most military operations before the war
ended.
"Not only that," Crowther added another bit of information that has
always caused me to doubt the good sense of Gen Dwight D. Eisenhower. “Ike
is going to announce the surrender of Italy when we're just forty miles off
the Salerno beaches. It couldn't come at a worse time because our men are
going to think the landing will be easy. In addition, in order not to kill
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a lot of civilians, there'll be no bombing of the beach areas and only a
limited amount of naval preparatory fires."
"Just how many strikes are they putting on us?" I asked. "Are we
supposed to perform miracles?"
"I don't know about that," Crowther answered, "but your job is to
convince your regimental officers of the fact that the fight will be the
toughest one yet, since we shall now be up against odds that no one
foresaw. I estimate that there will be another three German divisions
opposing us, at least one of which will be an armored unit."
"I'll tell the regimental staff, colonel," I said. "But who's going to
tell the officers who are on other ships?"
"That is all attended to," Crowther said and gave me a grim smile as I
started to leave. "Take care of that face," he admonished as I went out the
door wondering why he had, as seemed obvious in the light of his last
remarks, given the respective unit S-2s separate briefings on such an
important matter, at such a late hour in our leave-taking, all of which had
delayed our departure.
I rode back through the star-studded night, nursing my jaw, neck and
shoulder, finding no position that was comfortable. No one spoke to me as
we sped between ships where engines were already turning over and, upon
reaching the float alongside the O'Hara, I thanked the sailors who took off
into the darkness of the ship's shadow.
In the wardroom, the regimental staff gathered as word spread that I had
returned from the command ship with an important message. I had already
told Werner most of the bad news, and the worried look on his face must
have reflected the same sick feeling I'd had when Crowther gave me the
word.
I gave the staff and some of the ship's officers the story as I had
received it from Crowther. "Jesus H. Christ," someone cursed from the back
of the wardroom. By this time my mouth was so swollen I could scarcely
talk.
"The important item," I said, "is to warn all personnel of the danger in
thinking that our landing will be unopposed now that Italy is out of the
war. We will be fighting the worst kind of odds under circumstances where
there is every reason to believe that the Germans already know of our
landing site and are reinforcing their positions there."
"What did the aerial photos show?' Major Willman, S-3, asked.
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"Nothing," I said, "but tank tracks. However, from the stereo studies
made of the pictures it was easily established that the tanks were heading
across Italy from Bari. Reports from agents in the Bari area have
identified armored units that left Bari under forced march several days
ago. Some of them have already reached Eboli. These, by the way, are
elements of the crack [German Army] Afrika Korps that made it out of
North Africa at the last minute."
“Another tidbit you’ll enjoy,” I went on,”is that Ike will announce
the surrender of Italy just before we hit the beaches. How do you
like that for lousy timing? Our guys are going to think they can put
a flagpole in their navels and march around Vesuvius to Naples
without firing a shot!”
“Jee-s-us H. Christ,”someone said. “How can they make the odds
against us any worse?”
“Only with a blueprint,” I answered. “It looks like the high brass
has forgotten we can bleed!”
Werner asked why something hadn’t been given me in writing.
I said, "I don't know, but he trusted me to report exactly what I
learned. However, I did ask him for written confirmation and he refused
it."
Werner grumbled. "I don't doubt what you've said is exactly what you
were told," he added, somewhat hastily, "but, Christ, this raises hell with
everything we've planned to date."
I had a lot of trouble with Werner from the very beginning. He didn’t
like anyone who, with lesser rank than his, failed to shrink when
addressing him or any other higher rank. He didn’t like my independence of
thought and spirit.
"I have a better question than that, colonel," I said. "Why did Crowther
take us S-2s, one at a time, and brief us in his cabin where no one else
could hear what he said? I think he's been put under wraps by higher
headquarters who don't want their linen dirtied with talk of a security
breach. I should think, too, that the British would be damned unhappy with
these developments, assuming that they've been made aware of them."
As I looked at the faces around the table where we were gathered I could
sense the pounding concern that men who, having been told the odds, had
taken them on gladly, only to find that the odds were now doubled, when it
was too late to do anything about reducing them.
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"Looks like we're walking into a goddamned trap," one artillery forward
observer said as he hit the table with his fist.
"Right," I agreed. "That was my first impression but the worst thing
about it is that there appears to be more concern about injuring the
Italian populace than in helping us establish a beachhead against
practically unbeatable odds. Now that we have evidence of a security
breach, I'd expect the top brass to pour on all kinds of fire-power to
knock the hell out of everything in our way. I have half a notion that the
bombing has been called off to substantiate later denials of the existence
of the breach or, at least, of knowledge on the part of the high command,
of such a breach."
“You have a job to do,” I said to Werner, “of briefing your troops on
this latest turn of events and of convincing them that, with Italy out of
the war, the fighting will be more, not less, severe. They’re going to go
ashore completely relaxed unless you do the job right.”
By the time our meeting ended we were underway, heading out to sea where
the swells were beginning to sway the deck beneath our feet. I went to bed
and woke up before daylight with an excruciating toothache that, in spite
of Dr. DeMuth's ministrations, went with me onto the Salerno beach.
Forty miles off Italy we were all awaiting Eisenhower's announcement
which came on schedule. We sat quietly after the transmission ended, some
200 officers crowded into the wardroom seemingly unwilling to comment
except for one long, drawn-out “Shh-i-i-i-t!” accompanied by a Texan accent
which gave the word several syllables. As had been expected and despite
everything the regimental officers had done to dispel the notion that our
landing was to be a cinch, the GIs set up a holler that ought to have been
heard on the Italian mainland. "Finito Benito!”10 was the catchword as men,
finding some stashed bottles among their barracks bags, carried on a
stealthy drinking bout for most of the evening. No one I knew on board that
ship that night thought much of Eisenhower or anyone on his staff. It was a
fiasco, so far as we were concerned, and we were pawns in a game that had
more sociological than military overtones.

10

Fascist Italy surrendered on 10 July 1943. The Allied invasion of Sicily codenamed Operation Husky began on
the night of 9–10 July 1943, and ended 17 August. The Salerno invasion (Operation Avalanche) went ahead after
Sicily was secured.
The dictator Benito Mussolini lost his government's support and was arrested on 24 July 1943. On 12 September
1943, he was rescued and subsequently protected by German paratroopers in the Italian North. He was captured by
partisans, tried, and executed on 28 April 1945.
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Chapter 11
BATTLE
On September 9, 1943,11 I went into combat. As we had sailed past
Sicily's mountainous silhouette the night before, I'd stood on deck in the
darkness watching the stars. I could make out the ship's booms and rigging
swaying gently against the sky. In the far distance, too, I could see what
I took to be flashes from artillery barrages and possibly some bombing,
but I could hear no sounds beyond those of the boat's passage through
the water. Everything seemed too nice to leave. The wind was warm on
my face and the movement of the ship's deck was soothing. I wondered,
then, if I would live to see the day when I might, once again, stand
on a ship's deck free of worry about war.
As we approached our anchorage well outside of Salerno's harbor, the
ship slowed perceptibly and then came to a halt as great anchors splashed
into the water and chains rattled for a long time until the anchors were
lodged on the ocean bed. Blue lights, invisible from the air, cast deep
shadows around the companionways and suddenly the decks were alive with
bustling naval and army groups preparing to load our troops, by way of
heavy nets put over the side of the ship, onto small boats that quickly
appeared alongside from wherever they had been stored for the voyage. Speed
was essential since we were to land our first wave on the beach at 3 AM.
There wasn't time to do more than give a fleeting thought to the hundreds
of men who had preceded us to the landing site and to hope that they had
successfully accomplished their missions of clearing sea mines, posting
picket ships and advance shore parties, charting underwater obstacles, and,
where necessary, preparing them for destruction at the right moment.
I had been informed through G-2 channels that British commandos had been
active along the Salerno coast for at least two weeks. If our reports were
correct, they had been landed from the submarine Shakespeare, which had
brought them to the vicinity of Salerno and sent them to shore in
collapsible kayaks which they were to conceal while they reconnoitered the
whole landing site. It was their job to check out hostile gun emplacements
and strongpoints, staging areas, and supply depots and to report their
findings to any of the ships they could reach in the dark on the morning of
our landing.
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Operation Avalanche.
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I was in the O'Hara's wardroom strapping on my musette bag12 and pistol
when I received a call to come onto the ship's top deck. A few moments
before, I'd had something to eat and had talked with Capt. Hersel Adams, a
Texas officer who had once served with the Texas Rangers. He had acted and
talked strangely, and I had attributed his attitude to the general
nervousness we were all feeling, not alone because this was to be our
fighting debut, or as the army says, "our blooding," but also because of
the probability that the Germans were ready and waiting for us.
Finally, Hersel turned to me and said that he knew, absolutely, that he
was going to die at Salerno. Since I had known him as a well-adjusted,
happy man with all the qualifications of a fine officer, I felt that this
was a reflection of the misgivings we all had about the outcome of the
invasion, in the light of the information I'd received from Col. Crowther
just before we had sailed from Oran. I said as much to him, but he gave me
a quizzical kind of smile and went about getting ready to go ashore.
It was then that I was called to the deck where I found an officer I
knew standing at the ship's railing while he peered into the darkness
below. He turned to me and said, "There's a couple of Limeys down there in
a kayak. They want to come aboard." Since he had, as he explained, refused
them permission, they'd asked him to call me, for they were aware that
their operations would have been circulated to the intelligence sections of
the various fighting organizations.
I called down to the men, who were not visible except that there was a
darker shadow where I assumed their craft to be, and said, "Come up the
rope ladder but keep your hands empty and in sight when you reach this
railing." We had been taught at Duera not to trust British accents, since
many Germans had learned to speak English in British schools. I stood to
one side with my pistol ready and followed the sounds of their progress up
the ladder. Shortly there appeared in the dim blue light a beret, followed
by a huge set of shoulders and the summer uniform of a British commando. As
he jumped to the deck, I relieved him of a heavy revolver hanging in a
holster at his side. I could see a white flash as he smiled. "Taking no
chances, I see," he said. Behind him appeared the head and shoulders of
another huge man who jumped lightly to the deck where the officer, who had
stood by after calling me, relieved him of a similar weapon.
The men towered over me as we walked through the companionway to the
wardroom. One of them was a major who stood six feet six inches while the
sergeant with him, we learned, was six feet nine inches tall. I checked out
their IDs and units with a list I had been given of the group who'd gone

12

Purse-like pouch
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ashore to reconnoiter and, satisfied that they were genuine commandos,
returned their weapons.
They had been delayed by hostile activities, which they said had been
increasing all week long. They reported much armor in and around Eboli, and
while I had food brought to them, since they'd been on short rations for
many days, they plotted on a map positions they had observed. Included in
their findings was the location of a 280 mm railroad gun, which was later
known as an "Anzio Annie.” Its barrel, as I had learned from various
intelligence reports, was as long as the nine railroad engines it took to
tow the weapon. Italian and German supply depots were located at Agropoli
on the outermost southern tip of Salerno Bay. When the commandos had
finished with grease pencils on overlays, they had given us the positions
of many guns of all calibers to include 88s, 105s, and 150s,13 together
with self-propelled monsters. In the meantime, they had put away enough
food for a squad.

7: Anzio Annie (The Germans called it 'Leopold') railway gun. It fired 550 lb shells over 30 miles. Bore was
28.3 cm (almost one foot) and barrel length 70 feet.

I got the information to an artillery forward observer and had men of
the S-2 section prepare other overlays for later distribution to
battalions, showing hostile positions completely encircling Salerno Bay and
well up into the mountains beyond. As we had feared, the trap was there
before our eyes, waiting only to be sprung!
Because of the political situation surrounding the capitulation of
Italy, and Eisenhower's decision to spare the Italian civilians the effects
of heavy bombing, our troops were faced with the need to clear mines,
barbed wire, and booby traps while undergoing their baptism of fire.
Normally, much of the clearing would be accomplished by bombing and
bombardment. I did not relish this thought as I took leave of the British
commandos, of whom I never heard another word, and climbed down the rope

13

All these mobile gun calibers are in mm (100 mm = 4 inches).
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net attached to the O'Hara's flank and dropped into a bobbing LCT14 that
was to take part of the command group ashore in the fourth wave of the
assault echelons.

8: From Atkinson's book The Day of Battle.

14

Landing Craft Tank, see Glossary, Abbreviations and picture in Chapter 27.
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Our plan of attack found my regiment, the 141st, on the extreme right of
the entire landing operation. To our left was the 142nd Infantry, and in
floating reserve, awaiting commitment in accordance with the flow of
battle, was the 143rd Infantry. Each regiment had its own artillery
battalion to form, between them, the main elements of a Regimental Combat
Team. On the left of the beachhead and comprising the main assault force
was the British X Corps, with the difficult task of storming and reducing
the city of Salerno itself.

9: Map of RKD's US landing sites in Italy. Salerno (9 September 1943, Operation Avalanche) and Anzio (22 January
1944, Operation Shingle) behind the German defense Gustav line which was to be the all-out defensive position at the
time. Note Cassino and the large cities of Rome (which fell to Allied forces 4 June 1944) and Naples.

It was a somber moment when I found myself in the LCT looking out across
the water where I could make out the bowwaves of a number of similar craft
ploughing a huge circle well away from the O'Hara. This was the real test
of nerves for, now, everything was under naval control. As time wore on it
began to get lighter, and we were still circling well out away from land.
On signal our wave formed a line with boats separated from each other by
50 to 100 feet. We then headed for shore where the outlines of mountain
crests were beginning to show against a brightening skyline. Wisps of fog
began to curl up from the water as daylight approached. It gave the scene a
nightmarish quality as boats on our flanks penetrated small fogbanks,
disappearing completely and appearing again as we pressed forward.
We had observed no signs of firing from the shore despite the fact that
three waves had preceded us. I had no illusions that this meant there were
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no Germans awaiting us. It was, I felt sure, only a matter of time before
we would feel the full weight of German fighting units, veterans in every
respect but nevertheless vulnerable to our firepower if we could bring it
to bear.
Looking back, I found that we had proceeded to a point where we could no
longer see our transports. I could barely make out the bow waves of the
next line of boats following at a cautious distance behind us. The sound of
planes in the air made us aware of danger from that direction, although
nothing came near us so far as we could determine.
All at once several green flares arched up from the direction of the
shore, and I felt that this was some signal from German ground forces
acknowledging aerial reports of our invasion fleet. A deep muttering sound
came to my ears from a great distance off to the port side of our boat. I
realized then that it was probably a naval bombardment by the British
against their portion of the beachhead.
Because we had had a jeep loaded onto our boat, there had been room for
only about twenty-five men and their equipment. I sat in the jeep and was
suddenly aware that the whole scene had been lit up by dozens of flares
dropped from a plane directly over the command ship, whose guns went into
action, slamming hot steel into the heavens. There could no longer be any
doubt that the invasion was on and that we were about to be welcomed to
Italy by waiting enemy troops.
Sitting under those flares brought visions of clattering runs by
strafing planes but none came. It began to brighten very considerably about
this time, and I could see that we still had a long way to go to shore. We
passed the outjutting cape where Agropoli lay and at about that time a
destroyer, controlling the landing, signaled us to stop as enemy resistance
had been met on Blue and Yellow15 beaches. We were held in place for ten
minutes while the daylight increased and, with it, the tension of waiting.
While we had been cautioned to keep our heads below the boat's gunwales,
for whatever protection they might afford, I continued to watch ahead
where, suddenly, machine-gun tracers cut their dotted lines across the
background. I could not distinguish their colors nor could I determine the
direction of their flight. All I knew was that fighting was going on along
the shoreline. As we moved swiftly toward the beach I could make out the
dune line behind the white sands of the beach and began to realize that all
was not proceeding well, since the machine-gun tracers were flaring toward
us from the dunes. If so, where the hell were the three waves that had gone
ahead as assault troops?

15

The colors refer to military designations of beach segments.
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Artillery shells began to fall, striking the water behind us with heavy
explosions, and we were made aware of the worst military position to befall
anyone: helpless on the water with no possibility of returning fire. An
added danger arose as mortar shells, those silent messengers of death,
began to explode around us. Every moment, crouched, now, below the blunt
bow of the LCT, seemed forever as we awaited a direct hit. It seemed that
gunners would have to be blind not to hit us as the range closed.
I was awaiting the rasp of the keel on sand and the release of the bow
to open the way to relief from the inaction which seemed to be sapping at
my strength. When we touched bottom, the boat lurched, sprang forward and
stopped with the motor going full blast. The coxswain released the bow and
after moving downward a few inches it stuck. I shoved against it with all
my might and yelled for others to do the same before some alert gunner,
seeing our predicament, zeroed in on us. Slowly, the ramp went down grudgingly and with sudden jerks that nearly threw us off balance.
When I looked out I was stunned to see that we were still a couple of
hundred feet from the shore where an uncharted reef had stopped us. Even
so, I jumped into the water and finding it too deep, shucked off my harness
which we had learned to keep unbuckled and let it go with my musette bag
into the water into which my helmet also disappeared.
Plunging and half swimming I headed for shore, my only weapon the .45
caliber pistol I'd stuck into my pants belt as I let everything else go. It
was worse than a nightmare of trying to run and being unable to move. Every
step was an agony of suspense as machine-gun bullets zipped overhead and
mortar fire struck all around me. My breath became labored as I lifted my
knees high to try to improve my speed. I bent low to the water, at the same
time, and realized later that there had been a kind of exhilaration in
betting my life against the guns, that I could make it to the beach. I
crawled up on the shore and on looking back toward our LCT found that its
crew had finally backed it off the reef and were heading out for more
troops.
Other men from the contingent I'd come ashore with had taken a slanting
course to come in on the section of the beach where the rest of our wave,
now under savage fire, had landed. Some of them were hit and others were
trying to bring them ashore.
While we had been warned about getting off the beach as rapidly as
possible, since enemy guns had, without question, been zeroed in on it and
could hit it at any time day or night, I found that I could not do so.
Instead, I dropped into a foxhole that someone had started to dig but which
was now half full of water. It was located partway up the beach and beyond
it lay my problem. There, in solid bands, were double-apron barbed wire
fences interlaced with shining wires that led to mines and booby traps. I
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was several hundred feet south of the main landing beach and little had
been done to render the footing safe in my area.
Sand filtered into my clothing and made life more miserable. Over the
top of the dune I could see Mount Soprano, which had been a reference point
for much of our planning. I wondered if I would ever reach some of the
initial objectives we had set for the regiment.
Off to my right, about 1,000 yards away, I saw the low silhouette of a
German tank. Its operator slewed it around so that it was facing our
landing area and shortly bullets from its machine guns were zapping the air
just above my head. Lying low I brought an entrenching tool to bear on the
foxhole's interior and managed to dig it several inches deeper although the
water, by that time, was caving in the sand all around the perimeter. I was
fairly certain that, for me, it was going to be a very short war.
I looked out on the water again and saw an LCT hit and burning about a
mile from shore. A speedy navy boat was rescuing survivors. Another fast
boat, moving parallel to the shore, fired some rockets that I could see
arching overhead. In a short space of time a pall of black smoke began to
block the German gunner's vision from where the rockets had landed and
started to release smoke.
Nearer at hand and broaching against the shoreline was another landing
craft on fire and abandoned. Other navy craft began to generate smoke from
their stacks and as they moved across the landing site, the smoke blotted
out the scene of landing craft still coming into the shoreline. This, in
turn, prompted the German defenders to adopt new tactics, and shortly they
were firing heavy concentrations of shells all along the shoreline.
Just before this happened, however, an anti-aircraft gun that had been
landed on our beach opened fire on the tank that had been firing over my
head. While the shells could not penetrate the tank's armor, they came fast
enough to influence the tank commander to pull back out of sight but only
after he had let loose with about ten rounds of 75 mm ammunition at the
anti-aircraft crew.
I was, to put it mildly, groggy with the muzzle blast and concussive
effects of the duel, but I suddenly saw salvation in the form of a gaping
hole through the barbed wire where a short round from the tank's gun had
battered the barbed wire and exploded some mines.
One of the men near me, who had dug a hole similar to mine, yelled
“Captain Doughty, it’s me Hobday!” He was a corporal in my intelligence
section. He had always taken an interest in my family and had sent cards to
our daughter, Martha, on special occasions.
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I stepped up onto the beach with water and sand dripping from my uniform
and said, “Let’s get out of here.” As I stepped toward the gap in the wire
I saw movement and spotted a helmet and the shoulders of someone coming
down a small gully on the other side of the wire barricade toward our
position. In the seconds it took me to recognize the man's German helmet, I
threw myself through the opening in the wire and fired my 45, which had
been wrapped in a waterproof container until I first hit the beach.
Whoever it was paused a second or two and then started to raise his
rifle to his shoulder. A shot rang out as I flung myself forward
onto the sand. The man pitched forward in the act of bringing a
rifle to his shoulder. Although I was expecting to be shot any
second and possibly the burning of a slug striking me, nothing
happened.
“Hot Damn! Cap’n.” Hobday yelled. “You got him!”
I lifted my head and saw the man lying flat on the ground and the
man's rifle, barrel-first in the sand. I had shot him without
realizing it. Apparently I had fired without thinking as I dropped
on to the sand. “Let’s go!” I said. “Right through the gap in the
wire.” We jumped through the barbed wire and started to walk north
behind the dunes. I was certain that there were Germans in the
immediate vicinity.
It would be difficult to imagine what went through the German
soldiers’s mind when he approached our postion on the beach.
Possibly someone in the German army had observed our experience of
landing on a reef only to swim and wade ashore. It’s possible they
thought to get prisoners who, under the circumstances, would be
quite easily captured having lost, one could presume, their weapons.
Until he saw the weapon in my hand, our would-be captor could
have counted on taking us with little difficulty, although how he
could have expected to get through the barbed wire and booby traps
is hard to conceive unless he knew something we didn’t.
While I did not thank God for such a deliverance, I felt no
compunction in what had occurred. As a matter of fact, I felt
nothing, for it happened so fast and so automatically that I
couldn’t even be sure I had fired the fatal shot until much later
when I cleaned my pistol.
I took off, behind the barbed wire and in front of the dunes,
toward the busy part of the beach. For a moment I felt that I had,
at least, gotten ashore and might have a shot at staying there, to
do some damage. My teeth were chattering and my hands shaking at the
near brush I'd had with death. The next day, when I had an
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opportunity to look at the spot where I'd last seen the German I'd
shot at, I found only a helmet. The man's body and rifle had been
taken away. In the helmet, which I now have in my den at home, was
the name "Swiersey."
When I reached the anti-aircraft gun (AA gun), I was somewhat surprised
to see that Col. Werner had pulled his pistol on the gunner in order to get
him to fire at the German tank. I figured this to be some kind of Texan
histrionics and it, in no way, improved the colonel's image in my mind,
even though I was glad that the tank had been driven off.
Bulldozers were operating at full tilt beyond the AA gun, pulling wire
mats into place on the sand to form a roadway for vehicles which soon would
be arriving. Others had dug away great areas of the dune and had scooped
out bunkers for the storage of ammo, gasoline, foodstuffs, and all of the
rest of the paraphernalia on which an army operates. Still others were
making a roadway off the beach to a pasture near an Italian farmhouse.
Battle sounds were making a hellish din so that when we spoke to each
other, it was necessary to yell. Werner was sending men all over the place.
We had moved off the beach and were behind a wall near the farmhouse where
General Lange joined us.
The news reached us by radio that the shelling of our beach was so great
that all further landings, including our supporting artillery, were to be
diverted to the 142nd Infantry's landing beach to our left. This was a
serious situation, since we had but one artillery piece ashore and it was
being manhandled to a position near an old Greek ruins called Paestum, on
the left of our zone of responsibility.
Our first battalion had failed to report its position and Col. Werner,
after dispatching several officers to locate it, finally turned to me and
ordered me to do the same job. This was about as I had anticipated he would
act under fire. He was edgy, on the verge of panic, and, as we learned
during the next ten days, was happy to have Col. Joe Crawford make most of
the important decisions. Crawford, recovering from wounds received in North
Africa with the First Division, had come in to bolster our command group
and was a tremendously stalwart operator.
I took Pfc. Charlie Lane of the I&R platoon with me and jumped through
an opening in a stone wall on the far side of which stood a clump of lowgrowing trees. Just as I ducked through an opening in the trees and was
about to traverse a slope down to a garden, something ripped over my head,
tore through the trees, and struck a stone shed some distance away. It was
a blood-congealing sound with the promise of death riding with it, and I
dove forward and rolled into a ditch at the edge of the garden. Lane
smacked down beside me. "What the hell was that?" he whispered. "I
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don't know," I whispered back. "Lie still. There's something moving
under those piles of vines near the house."
I could see several huge piles of brush and vines and as I moved my head
a little to see further to our left, machine bullets tore up the ground
around us. We had been spotted and again, it looked like a short war.
Fortunately there were many tomato vines in the garden as well as other
leafy vegetables, and by lying low we might be able to wait out help.
We were very shortly made aware of the fact that we had landed on the
spot where someone had earlier evacuated his bowels. Olfactory adaptation
took place after a while, but in the heat, dirt, and danger, I was
miserable.
It was about a half hour later that we heard sounds of men crawling
toward us from our right flank. In the meantime Lane and I had been
cautioning each other to play "dead." I was concerned about the sounds we'd
heard until Lane, who had the ears of a wild animal, said, "They're
Mexicans. Probably E Company. We ought to warn them."
"Stay put," I said in a low tone. "There's nothing we can do to warn
them. You make a move and we've had it." We were actually in a lull in our
pest-hole while everywhere around us the battle reached a crescendo.
Suddenly, the deep bark of an American machine gun broke the lull.
Tracers flew into one of the stacks of brush and set it afire and we could
see movement among the flames and smoke. A German SP gun was backing off
from its camouflaged position, its guns blazing. A bazooka rocket struck
the front of the SP and bounced off, its yellow casing flashing in the
sunlight. "Forgot to pull the pin," Lane said. Another bazooka rocket flew
into the moving brush pile, and this time there was an explosion followed
by several others as the gun's ammo blew up, making a funeral pyre of the
scene. The Mexicans had lived up to their reputation of being the best
damned fighting unit in the "Fightin' 36th."
As Lane and I stood up, satisfied that no other SPs or tanks were under
the brush piles, someone back near the CP yelled, "Tanks." Without trying
to clean our uniforms, Lane and I dashed back over the embankment and
through the hole in the wall. There we found Werner and Lange digging holes
with their helmets behind the wall. It was quite a sight.
"Where've you been?" Werner shouted.
"In a shit-hole," I said. "We've been pinned by an SP that E Company
just ran off." I went to get some water at a well to sponge the crap off my
blouse.
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"Where's the 1st battalion?" Werner asked.
"No one knows," I responded. "We couldn't get out to an area where we
could see a thing. There's no way to find them except to stumble into
them."
Werner looked at me as though
him up and down and asked him if
his hole. He stood up, looking a
off toward the left flank of our

he doubted I'd even tried, and I looked
he'd like an entrenching tool to help with
little sheepish, and General Lange walked
position.

Later, I heard the story of what happened to Lange shortly thereafter.
He apparently went to see what had
happened to the 155 mm Howitzer that
had made it to our beach before the
beach was closed. He found it in the
Paestum area, where a young corporal
was about to pull one of the fanciest
moves of the war. Lange, according to
the gun crew, stood around watching
them getting the gun ready for firing.
The gun sights had been lost in the
shuffle and the corporal was sighting
on a road junction, by looking through
the barrel, a method called "boresighting."
Lange touched the corporal on the
shoulder and when the man turned, asked
him, "Do you know who I am?"
The corporal, who was busy getting
ready for tanks that had already been
spotted moving along a road to the central road junction, said, "Never
heard of you before," and went on working.
10: Gen Otto Lange

Lange, of course, was looking for a salute in the middle of a battle.
"I'm the assistant division commander," Lange said.
"Good job, if you don't screw it up," came the rejoinder. Just how apt a
response this was became clearer as the battle went on. By the time we had
won the beachhead, Lange had so screwed up our troop dispositions with
half-baked measures, that he was summarily relieved of his position by
General Eisenhower.
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In any event, the corporal managed to knock out the first of thirteen
tanks moving nose to tail along the main road paralleling the coast in that
area. He then had the crew manhandle the gun to where he could knock out
the last tank, creating a cul-de-sac for the rest of the tanks, all of
which were destroyed in turn. His exploit was reported as a lesson learned
in combat and written up in army journals for others to emulate.
Word came to us at about noon that Hersel Adams had been killed near the
main road where the tanks had been blasted. In the meantime, Werner in an
effort to prove his leadership, was still sending men all over the place to
try to learn where different elements of the regiment were located and what
their status was.
Shortly after I had talked with him about Lane's and my sortie, he sent
me to the beach where Col. Crawford was using a special radio for
contacting the navy's gunnery officers at sea. Here, again, was a snafu of
the most heinous type. With every part of the landing reliant on good
communications with the navy's firepower, particularly during the initial
stages of a landing before artillery could be landed and sighted-in, there
was but one radio that could be meshed into the navy's communications
system.
I found Crawford sitting at the edge of a lagoon that had cut
deeply into the beach, wearing a headset and talking into a microphone.
Two officers who had been sent to accomplish the mission set for me by
Werner had been killed by artillery bursts. I worked with Crawford most of
the afternoon relaying messages to our troops and getting targets from two
of our battalions, the third one having been unaccounted for during the
day.
Shortly after I got to the beach, which was a ferment of activity with
an LST drawn up to the shore and discharging cargo, I heard our antiaircraft guns firing and I hit the edge of the lagoon as three German
fighters roared over the beach just above the trees. Machine guns hammered
at us and the sand spurted with the impact of bullets. It was a close call
and still I didn't feel tired, the urge being to do everything possible to
try to reduce the chaos of pitched battle to something more like normalcy.
Doctors were working in a corner of the beach where wounded were being
brought in on litters. Some of the less badly wounded men were immediately
evacuated by boat to the ships at the rendezvous area at sea.
I heard a peculiar noise and looked up to see a British fighter plane
throwing smoke and apparently headed for a landing at the edge of the
beach. The plane's markings were clearly visible, and the pilot waggled his
wings to signal an emergency. Suddenly an anti-aircraft gun opened fire on
the plane and immediately hundreds of guns took up the cudgel, bringing the
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poor bastard down in flames. It was the kind of tragedy that made everyone
I talked with later feel guilty and ashamed. The plane struck the shore in
a ball of fire, rolled wing-over-wing, and killed several GIs in the
process. Only a trigger-happy bunch of scared men would shoot down a plane
bearing allied markings and in trouble.
As soon as this emergency ended, another arose when a heavy German shell
entered the nose-door of the LST [Landing Ship Tank, see Glossary, Abbreviations]
and detonated a load of ammunition that shook the ship and gutted its
interior.

11: An LST on which the tide has gone out after landing.

In mid-afternoon a couple of prisoners of war were brought to me where I
was working on the beach with Col. Crawford. They were miserable looking
men, and I learned through an interpreter that they had been warned by
their officers that they were fighting the "wild men" from Texas who would
kill them should they be captured. They actually fell on their knees and
begged for their lives under circumstances where I couldn't be sure I'd
live another minute.
From them I learned that they had been apprised of our coming to Salerno
for about a week. They even claimed to have dug foxholes in solid rock with
pneumatic tools. Later that same day a captured map, showing the German
plan of defense, indicated that our first three waves of infantry would be
allowed to land and move inland. They would be cut off by a double
envelopment by German infantry and tanks at first light and succeeding
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waves of boats were to be taken under fire from the dune line. A large
circle below Mt. Soprano had been designated in German "Killing Area." The
plan nearly worked.
It was scarcely credible that the day was finally drawing to a close and
I was still alive and unhurt. To say that I had lived through a maelstrom
would only hint at the thousands of vignettes of courage and daring,
foolhardiness and obstinacy, luck and ill-fortune, joy and sorrow,
fear and horror that I observed that day. On one occasion I had run
to a point on our far right flank where an aqueduct had been built by
Mussolini as part of a system that drained the marshes behind the
dunes and carried water by pipes over the dunes to the sea. It was a
mound thirty feet through at the base, several hundred feet long and
about twenty feet high. German tanks had done their best to pass that
obstacle, but men with bazookas had knocked them out and killed the
crews who managed to get out of their ugly mounts.

12: A Canadian LST off-loads an M4 Sherman tank during the Allied invasion of Sicily in 1943.
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Observers on that flank had hinted at the possibility that our lost
battalion was lying beyond the aqueduct in the gridwork of ditches that had
been dug as drainage conduits, where there were many trees and much
underbrush in the area. The action of German tanks in straddling some of
the ditches to strafe down their lengths had been observed and the
conclusion seemed logical that many of our troops were using the grid as
shallow trenches. This proved to be the case as we later learned. As far as
I was concerned, the one good deed performed by Mussolini in his lifetime
was to have had built a sturdy bastion that bolstered our right flank at
Salerno.
When the sun had almost disappeared into the sea, I was working at
digging a slit trench for my night's lodging when I saw some boards moving
about ten feet away. I pulled out my pistol and stood over the spot until
two Italian men pulled themselves out of what proved to be a covered well.
They had dug a cave into the side of the well where their family had hidden
during that furious day. They showed me by pointing down into the well
where the entrance to their cave was located and then, in a great show of
friendship, dug my trench - both wide and deep - and for good measure gave
me several tomatoes, which was the first food I'd eaten since leaving the
ship.
I don't know how others fared that night, but I slept in my uniform
without cover of any kind and when daylight arrived, I woke up with a sore
throat and a chest cold that grew worse for several days and stayed with me
for weeks. Despite all that, I was inwardly jubilant that I'd become a
veteran the hard way and had lived to tell about it.

13: After the Salerno beach invasion, American casualties were buried by German burial parties as the front line
shifted back and forth (f). In “The Yellow Pages” RKD describes the red uniformed German men who cleaned the
battlefield of cadavers and the Allies were under orders not to shoot them.
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14: The 141st moves on to Naples after the Salerno beachhead is secured (f).

Certainly the events of September 9, 1944, crowded the day with more
thrills, spills, and chills than would be found in an ordinary lifetime of
peaceful pursuits. Those of us who made it through the day felt and acted
like well-seasoned veterans thereafter. While later warfare proved almost
as difficult and hazardous, the contrast to prior experience was never
again as soul-shaking as that we endured on the day the 36th Division was
"bloodied."
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Chapter 12
MONTE CICERALE
Someone, and I believe it was Col. Joe Crawford, gave the 2nd and 3rd
Battalions of our regiment the assignment of infiltrating through German
lines on the night of September 9, thereby breaking out of our confined
bridgehead and seizing some of the high ground that had given the German
defenders such an advantage over us. Col. Werner, trying to act as though
he had brought the regiment through the day when actually Crawford had made
all the decisions, ordered me to establish an observation post (OP) on the
mountain crests inland from Agropoli.
By the time the morning came we had firm control over the 2nd and 3rd
Battalions but were still unaware of the 1st battalion's position and
status. I set out on foot to the south, just behind the dune line, taking
with me four men of the I&R platoon. We came to the dike that had thwarted
German tanks the day before and found evidence of a very severe fight
there. Several tanks bearing swastikas were rammed into the base of the
dike where they'd been stopped by bazooka fire. All of them had been gutted
by fire and the smell of burned flesh was nauseating.
Since I was not sure of where the German defenders were located, I kept
to pasture land where trees and shrubs gave us some cover. At the opening
in the dunes, where I had shot the German soldier from the beach, I found
only a helmet which I took along with me.
As we started inland from the dune area I rounded a clump of low shrubs
and stopped short. In front of me was a German in a kneeling position with
his gun, across a fallen tree trunk, aimed directly at me. It took me a
second or two to realize that he'd been shot through the forehead and had
frozen in a firing position when death took him.
Here and there, and particularly on a hill ahead of us, we could hear
small arms fire crackling from time to time as our attacking echelons
flushed out a machine-gun nest or some snipers left behind to report our
actions. My general impression, however, was that the defenders had taken
off and were no longer on our right flank nor, so far as I could determine,
anywhere on our front except for those cut off by our two battalions
infiltrating to positions behind them in the night.
I reached the main road with my men after passing a number of well-dugin gun positions, some of which had been taken by our Mexican-Americans in
daring maneuvers climaxed, I later learned, by a man named Ugly Gonzales,
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who had single-handedly crawled to grenade-throwing distance from an 88 mm
gun crew and, with his pack on fire from where a shell had grazed it,
reduced the position, killing the crew with grenades and bullets. He earned
one of the first DSCs16 the division awarded its heroes.
On the road I ran into Capt. Herb Eitt of A Company, part of our missing
battalion. From him I learned that the battalion had been caught in an open
area by the enveloping German attack aimed at cutting off reinforcements.
They had spent D-day in the corners of the ditch-grid, dodging one way and
another, depending on where German tanks took strafing positions. Bazookas
had helped keep the tanks from completely overrunning the battalion, even
though it had been unable to take any of its initial objectives. Some men
had been crushed to death beneath tank treads or otherwise killed. Even
later attempts to put together what occurred there have produced a
patchwork of stories, due to the fact that each individual had a very
restricted view of the actions that transpired that day.
I sent word back to Col. Andy Price that I had located the 1st Battalion
and then proceeded on my way, along the road. At a bridge site I came
across another German soldier, dead on the bridge. He had been hit by
fragments from naval shells, so far as I could determine, for his body was
gelatinous and as we moved him to the roadside, it seemed as though every
bone in his body was shattered. It was a gruesome sight and beyond the
bridge we found a German tank tilted up on one side and its entire interior
burned to cinders in which three charred skeletons lay.
Ahead of us the 2nd and 3rd Battalions were encountering resistance at a
farmhouse that was in plain view on a hillside. As I watched I saw some of
our troops jump very quickly to the ditches beside the road as gunfire
erupted from the farmhouse. We also laid low while several squads circled
the house and then took prisoners from it. I sent a man back to get more
men and jeeps from the I&R Platoon.
The prisoners were members of the 26th Panzer Division and from them we
learned that, with them at the beachhead, had been elements of the 15th
Panzer Grenadier Division, the 29th Motorized Division, and the 16th Panzer
Division. These units had opposed the 36th Division's landing and should, by
all odds, have won the day since conventional military wisdom dictates that
attackers, in an invasion, should outnumber defenders, two to one.
There wasn't much doubt in my mind that two elements worked in our
favor. We had lost the overall element of surprise, although a lesser, but
very effective, surprise had been our ability to wipe out tanks with
bazooka fire until we could get our artillery ashore. The chief component

16
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of our victory was the naval fire I'd helped deliver onto targets
throughout the German defensive zone. This was confirmed by the PWs who
said their ranks had been shattered by the volume of heavy caliber
bombardment and the extreme accuracy of guns that were controlled by
electronic systems to insure that accuracy. I saw on the flank of Monte
Cicerale before the day was over three great tanks smashed beyond all hope
of repair by direct hits from naval shells.
The other element that contributed to our success was overconfidence on
the part of the German defenders, which prompted them to adopt the tactic
of letting our first three waves ashore. In essence, then, a case could be
made for the view that - as things turned out - the leak of the identity of
our landing site actually worked in our favor. I would hate to think of the
consequences had our force been taken under fire from the first moment that
its vanguard came into firing range.
We also learned from the prisoners that the main German force opposing
our division had pulled out in the night and moved south to a point where
they could strike inland and then north again, to reinforce the defenses
against the British X Corps, thereby putting practically the whole burden
of establishing the beachhead on our allies.
The regimental CP was set up in a cave near the beach and was located at
the end of a ravine from which a German mortar crew had lobbed shells at us
throughout the previous day. It had a sandy floor and was a most tempting
place to sit out the war. I, however, did not see it until early in the
morning of our third day in combat.
As soon as the resistance was cleared at the farmhouse on the hill, the
whole I&R platoon caught up with me and we started a reconnaissance for an
OP. We, at first, went out onto a rather low hill near the base of Monte
Cicerale, but I felt that the only place to really observe the countryside
for miles around was on the crest of Cicerale. With us was a driver from
regimental headquarters who had come along because one of the I&R jeeps had
been damaged while being transferred to an LCT and was being repaired. I
mention this because it became the focal point in a controversy that I was
imvolved in a couple of days later with General Lange.
In any event, I sent the spare driver back to report to regiment that,
while I was establishing an OP at the first location, I was setting out to
put another one on top of Monte Cicerale. I left four men at the first
position, where they had taken over a house at the edge of a small
settlement and were comfortably situated in an upstairs bedroom, the family
having left for parts unknown. There were gardens full of ripe tomatoes,
melons, and other crops which would supplement the K and C rations we were
living on so that the men, after connecting a phone line to the nearest
battalion CP, were in good shape.
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15: Regional map of the landing area of the 36th Division and the nearby towns.
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From that point on we proceeded with great caution, since we soon passed
the leading units of our battalions and were in the open, a place I found
myself all too often from then on.
The road was precipitous and we used the technique of leapfrogging our
vehicles as we wound our way, over steep and winding roads, all of which,
of course, were unpaved and dusty. Anyone observing our progress
would have had no trouble following the dust cloud that rose high
about our heads. We wore goggles and dust masks, but it wasn't long
before we all appeared to have aged considerably what with a grey pall
covering our helmets, faces, and uniforms.
We found a number of dead Germans in ditches along the road and as we
gained altitude, it occurred to me to look back for the view the Germans
had had of our landing. It was somewhat frightening to realize that they
could see what I next saw so clearly. Boats were plying back and forth from
ship to shore bringing in our supplies. Every movement was observable even
without field glasses. I could see dozers still working to improve the
beach and the road net. Supply depots were easily recognized. Thousands of
bidons17 of gasoline were piled high in one place. Artillery shells in their
cases were also obvious. Jeeps and 2-ton trucks, artillery
emplacements, tents, latrines - all were in evidence, and I figured the
Germans had made a mistake leaving our front. I believe that they were
worried that Montgomery's march from the tip of Italy would catch them,
if they delayed, where they could not rejoin their main force which
eventually would have to fall back to the north, once the beachhead at
Salerno was secured by us.
We neared a little town of Monte just below the crest of Cicerale, and
the people gathered there came out in swarms when someone yelled,
"Americani: Americani." A priest told me, once we found that we both spoke
French, that the Germans had pulled out the previous afternoon, taking
several of the town's young girls with them. He sadly noted that the girls
were not kidnapped but chose to go.
I said that we were establishing a curfew as of 1900 hours each day for
the protection of the civilians. I told him that this was our first combat
and that green troops were apt to fire at anything that moved after dark.
He agreed and said that the people were still nervous about the Germans
returning, as they had promised they would. Therefore, he felt they would
be only too glad to stay indoors at night.
The priest stood on a small stoop and told the Italian people who were
crowding around our I&R boys, offering them food and fruit, about the
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curfew. Heads nodded agreement and then I suggested to the priest that he
tell them that Montgomery's army was coming up the Italian peninsula and
that any fear of the Germans driving us out of Italy was groundless. I felt
that once Montgomery drew abreast of our position, the curfew would end and
the people could resume normal living.
At about that time a small Italian man, with his coat flying out behind
him, came running out of a side street shouting, "Me American! Me American!
Me come-a from Pitts-a-burgh, Pennsylvania." He ran up to me and hugged my
shoulders, with tears running down his face. I learned that he had been
detained in Italy by the Fascists when war broke out, even though he was a
naturalized American citizen. Poor chap had contracted TB working in a mine
in Pennsylvania and looked sickly. He told me that several of his relatives
had come to his house in Monte to escape the war, which they had felt sure
would envelop their homes in Salerno.
Nigro invited me to have dinner with his family that evening and I said
I would but wanted a couple of my men with me to operate a radio and the
jeep. First, however, I told him, I would have to climb further up the
mountain to establish an OP. I left and finally made it to the crest of
Cicerale on foot, where I found the view magnificent. We dug in a couple of
slit trenches below the crest but from which we could see in all directions
for miles. From there men ran telephone wire to the jeeps and then drove,
laying wire, to a battalion switchboard which was connected to our
regimental CP. I checked in with the regiment once the phones were in
operation and said I'd be back sometime before morning.
Upon returning to Monte, I went to Nigro's home after learning that the
rest of the I&R platoon had staked out a claim on a vacant house where
they were enjoying home-cooked food prepared by some of the
townspeople. My driver elected to stay with the platoon. I also called
the four men on the lower OP and told them to prepare to join us at
Monte, where a jeep would collect them shortly and bring them up the
mountain.
At the Nigro home, reached only after a very rough descent down a
cobbled street where the houses were built with common sidewalls, I was
given a very warm welcome by Nick and a couple of dozen people whom he
introduced as relatives. I was tired from all the exertions of the past two
days, and my uniform looked grey like those of the German army. I asked if
I could clean up, and Nick led me and my radio man out onto a back porch
where I saw one of the loveliest sights of Italy. The porch was built over
a sharply descending slope and stood on pilings some fifty feet high. All
around its edge, suspended over space, were slanting racks that held fruit
and vegetables of every description. Beyond was the most spectacular
scenery I'd ever seen. The snow-covered Appenines ran straight down Italy
on the left of the scene. In the distance were old ruins on several
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hilltops, an aqueduct at the base of a mountain many miles away, and
several bridges spanning mostly dry beds that probably were filled with
water when spring floods cascaded from the melting snow. I could count some
15 or 20 spans on one of the bridges. To the right lay the Tyrrhenean Sea,
sparkling in the last rays of the sun.
Nick brought out a waist-high tripod with a circular rim into which was
fitted a washbasin. I dusted off my field jacket and stripped to the waist
as a young girl, one of the Salerno relatives, brought out a pitcher of hot
water for my use. From the doorway and a window I could hear women
whispering and giggling as I set about to wash away the furrows of dust
that had collected around my goggles and dust mask. When I removed a bar of
soap from my musette bag, there was an increase in the volume of whispers,
punctuated by a gasp or two. It was a wonderful feeling to sponge the dirt
of battle off my chest and arms after I had cleaned my face and hair.
I beckoned to the girl who had brought the water and gave her the bar of
soap together with two other bars I'd brought along. This, of course, was
some of the "trading material" that Corporal Hobday had brought to Italy in
the S-2 field safe. I'm sure it was received as though it were gold-plated.
My radioman, a huge hulk of a corporal with the biggest feet I'd ever
seen, took his turn at the washbasin when another pitcher of hot water was
brought out from the kitchen. I mention his feet, which were size 15!
although he stood only about five feet eight inches tall, simply because I
noticed that his boots had broken open and the heels were so slanted that
his walking was impaired. I asked him what was wrong with getting some new
boots, and he told me they'd been on order for over six months and that he
was now in bad shape. The army, it seemed, did not issue boots of that
caliber. The upshot of the subsequent inquiry I initiated, when I returned
to the CP, was the man's relief from further service. He was shipped home
because the army had, at last, met its match in the kind of a problem it
could not handle. The I&R Platoon also lost one of its most stalwart
members, all for want of a shoe last that would equip a short, heavy man
with long, wide footwear.
When I had donned a clean shirt and neckerchief, which I carried in my
duffle, I went back into the house and found that a number of the younger
women spoke French so that I could talk directly with them instead of using
Nick as an interpreter. Nick's English, despite his fifteen years in the
states, had a lot of extra syllables in it that made it difficult to
comprehend.
As sometimes occurs in the older social strata of Italy, the men of the
household eat first and as a group while the women wait on them. I was not
aware of this custom and did my best to convince Nick that I wanted the
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women to join us. He clucked at me and waved his finger across his face and
said, "She's-a not done lak-a dot. Men eats - den woman."
The women must have scoured the village for food because we were
inundated with macaroni and cheese, vegetable salad, baked egg and potato
pie and veal. This was the first real meal I'd eaten after landing in Italy
and I was starved. However, I had to take it easy, despite their protests
that I must eat more, because the absence of food had caused my stomach to
shrink and I could hardly breathe even though I'd eaten sparingly. Wine was
served with each course and I felt its effect at once.
I ate some fresh figs, which were a novelty to me, and grapes that Nick
had picked from his own vines that afternoon. While we sat there among a
dozen or so Italian men, some of them with drooping moustaches, I was aware
of a certain amount of tension in their attitudes. Even the women, who were
peering at us from the kitchen where they were in each other's way, sensed
that the men were uneasy about something, for they whispered constantly
among themselves.
Nick finally stood up and said something to the following effect:
"Capitano Dody," (his word for my name) - "Whatcha you theenk the
Presidente Rooseavelt, he's a gonna do to Eetaly now that-a we queet the
war?"
"Why," I responded, "didn't you hear General Eisenhower's talk the other
night?" All the heads shook negatively as Nick translated. "We no listen-a
to the radio when-a de Germans stay here," he said.
"Italy has come into the war on our side and will be treated as an ally,
not an enemy," I told the group.
The effect of Nick's translation was electric; the men stood up and
cheered and the women came crowding in to shake my hand. All of a sudden
life had taken on a different meaning for everyone there. The result was
that hours passed as the corporal and I brought the group up to date on
what was happening in the world.
Nick finally said, "I'm-a tell-a everybodys it's-a no good we fight
America. Too many Italians-a live dere. It's-a almost like-a fight our owna peeple." We finally left after midnight and I promised Nick, as I
went out the door, that I would bring him some food the next morning
to make up for what we'd eaten. He tried to wave me off but when I
mentioned coffee, sugar and white flour, his shoulders slumped for the
women, who could understand part of what I said, let him know how
welcome it would be. "We no drink-a da real coffee," he said, "for
two-a years."
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The ride down the mountain flank that night was memorable for several
reasons. The moonlight was as bright as day and the sultry air of the
Italian countryside was like a tonic. Partway down we suddenly heard
gunfire, and off to the south a well-lit hospital ship, blazoned with red
crosses, was strafed by German planes that flew at an altitude below our
level. The air attack was met with anti-aircraft fire in such volume that
we were impressed as the Germans must also have been, for their air attacks
from then on were light and fast, doing little or no damage.
While I couldn't return to Monte the next day, I got word to the I&R
boys there and they relayed the news to Nick. They also managed to get some
10 in 1 rations from one of the anti-aircraft crews and brought them to
Nick with my compliments, even though I knew nothing about the deal.
When I returned to Monte, it was at the behest of Col. Price who had
been entertaining General Lange at our CP. He wanted me to show Lange the
OP on Cicerale. Fate took a hand at that juncture, for Lange's driver had
gone off to visit some of his friends in our regiment. A driver was
assigned from the regimental motor pool, and I took off leading a convoy of
four jeeps with Lange in the one behind me.
The dust was terrible and I had warned the general to take along goggles
and a mask. I also told him to follow at some distance as it would ease the
dust problem. He indicated that he'd been around enough to handle such
situations without advice, which lent a certain coolness to our
relationship. I got into my jeep and told my driver to gun it for Monte and
to hell with anything!
We took off in a hurry, and it wasn't until we were halfway up the
mountain that I realized that no one was following us. We turned and went
back along the road and met the rest of the convoy just returning from a
side trip. The general was fuming about my negligence in leaving him in the
lurch. I looked at his driver and, sure enough, it was the one man in the
whole regiment who could be counted on to take a wrong turn. He was the
"extra" driver we'd had to use when one of the I&R jeeps was sidelined and,
so far as he knew, the OP was the one we'd put in as an interim measure
before we scaled Monte Cicerale.
The general said he'd have me court-martialled even after I told him
that only his temporary driver, who after all had been dragooned into
taking Lange because his permanent driver was goofing off, could have made
the mistake that had caused our problem.
I looked Lange
if you'll recall,
my vehicle. There
can keep dust out

squarely in the eye and said, "General, it was your idea,
to follow at such a great distance that you lost sight of
is no way you can lead me to the OP and there's no way I
of your vision. Now I'm prepared to go on and, this time,
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I'll give you a map so that if you get lost again, you can follow it
to the OP. I'm also prepared to stand court-martial for what can only
be considered the most unreasonable grounds I've ever heard of."
"Don't you challenge me, Captain," he said with heavy emphasis on my
lesser rank. I returned to my jeep and took off again. We finally made it
to the OP with the general's lower lip still curled into a tight grimace as
he, obviously, was still rankled by what he considered to be an insult to
his august presence. I was disgusted with him and his efforts to prove
himself something just short of a god.
I walked his butt off after we left the jeeps and got so far ahead of
him on the rough peak of Cicerale that he became exasperated with me again
and yelled for me to come back. I simply waited as I heard him gasping and
cussing as he half crawled, half walked up toward me.
"General," I said, "you shouldn't be here to begin with. There is no
certainty that German troops aren't hiding out in some of these ravines nor
can we be sure that we won't receive artillery fire in any event."
He stood beside me for a moment and then looked off to the south. "I
wanted to see if Monty's army was in sight," he said.
"I could have told you that it was not," I responded. "We're keeping a
sharp lookout for his approach."
"Good enough," he said, his crustiness re-appearing. "I want to return
to your CP now and I'll lead the way."
"Begging your pardon, General, I'm not returning to the CP as I have
something to attend to here."
He stomped off down the mountain nearly falling with each step. His
uniform was grey as was his face, and I could tell by his stiff back that
he couldn't wait to report me to Colonel Werner.
I climbed to the OP and called the regimental CP, where I got Col. Price
on the line. I told him of the situation and he began to suggest that I was
wrong in what I'd done.
"Look, Colonel," I said. "I'm damned tired of the toadying that goes on
in this regiment simply because you people don't know what the hell you're
doing, nor do you know the regulations. I'd just as soon be shipped out to
another outfit as to go on living in fear of some egotistical idiot who,
long ago, proved to me that he is unfit to command. You know exactly what I
mean for we've discussed it before. You cool him off or I'll raise hell in
spades to include the censorship he received on the Carolina maneuvers."
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Price was a nice guy at heart, and he began to see the funny side of my
run-in with Lange.
"Did you really challenge him to court-martial you?" he asked.
"I sure as hell did," I responded.
"When are you coming back?" he asked.
"I'll be in at mess time," I said. I stopped in Monte for a few minutes
after checking out the men on the OP, who were laughing about the Lange
affair when I left.
At the CP I ran into Col. Price and Lange at the mouth of the cave. He
and Lange had been talking about me, it seemed safe to assume, and Price
gave me a high sign so that I stopped before reaching them.
"The general has decided not to court-martial you," Price said in a low
tone as he grabbed my elbow and ushered me out onto the beach where we
could talk.
"Big deal!" was all I could think to say.
"Take it easy," Price admonished. "He wants an apology, though”.
"You give him one for me," I said, half jokingly.
"Jesus, man," Price came back, "I've gone all out to defend you, … "
"Hold it right there, Colonel," I said. "I don't need defending. I'm not
bucking for anything but I'll be goddamned if I'll play up to Lange's
vanity. He's a horse's ass and he'd be laughed out of any court called to
try me. I refuse to apologize for something he brought on himself. His
person is not sacred to me, and it's damned near time someone in this
outfit stopped kissing his butt."
"How'm I going to tell him?" Price asked.
"Look, Colonel," I said. "I appreciate your trying to help me but you
can't seem to see that Lange needs to recognize that his reactions are
nearly always based on a false appreciation of his own worth. Suppose you
go back and tell him that the story is already around that he stopped his
jeep today and woke up some soldiers sleeping beside the road when they
failed to salute him."
"What are you telling me?" Price asked. "He actually did that?"
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"I didn't see him," I said, "but enough people did to make him the
laughingstock of the whole army, if the word gets out."
Price disappeared back into the cave and I went to where a meal of sorts
was being dished out for the staff by Colonel Werner's striker.
An hour later Price came to where I was sitting and said that Lange had
returned to the division headquarters.
"Am I suspended from duty?" I asked. "If so, I'll sleep for the next
couple of days."
"I don't know what happened," Price said as he chewed on a cigar butt.
"I sort of alluded to the story you told me, and Lange seemed to get the
message without me saying more. He hemmed and hawed for a while, and I
could see him getting worried. He finally said something like, ‘Well, my
fine Marine (Price had served in the Marine Corps in World War I), guess
I'll do all my fighting against the Germans’ and walked out."
That was the last I ever saw of Lange although some of his harebrained
tactics in deploying troops, in a sector where he was given command when
our forces were split, between the right flank and a supporting role to the
British 56th - Black Cat - Division from London, confirmed my belief that he
was unfit for such duty. He was summarily relieved from his position with
the division when Ike Eisenhower saw the mess we were in after the
beachhead was finally secured.
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Chapter 13
SHOOTING SOME BIRDS
As those German units that had left our front entered combat, again,
near the city of Salerno, the fighting there grew fiercer while, in our
zones, everything was fairly quiet. The sun shone brightly while birds
began to sing again. Figs ripened on trees were delicious, as were great
bunches of grapes on the vine. Unharvested crops like tomatoes and melons
were everywhere for the taking.
On one of my sorties to the village of Monte I was taken by Nick Nigro
out to visit a ninety-three-year-old man whose family had gathered at his
farm for safety. The old fellow had a beard down to his waist and a fringe
of long hair that hung down from under a farmer's straw hat he wore. He was
busy working in his vineyard when we got there and leaned against one of
the vine supports as we talked, with Nick interpreting.
The old farmer shook his head over the name "Mussolini" and mumbled a
few words that Nick either couldn't or wouldn't translate. The unusual
thing about the man was the fact that he had spent all ninety-three years
of his life within three miles of the place where we were talking. I could
scarcely credit the story and indicated some skepticism. The old man waved
his arm around the scene that spread out in all directions and said that he
was sure, from all he'd heard of others' travels, that there was no
prettier sight anywhere. With fresh air, good soil and good health, a fine
family and a church nearby, what did he need from the rest of the world?
Not only had most of the war passed him by, but so had the world, and he
still seemed happy and strangely above and beyond many earthly cares. I've
often thought of him standing there, gnarled hands on a hoe, and wondered
if he felt sorry for those people who could not spend their whole lives on
Monte Cicerale.
I was also sent on a strange mission, which really wasn't in my
province, but because I spoke another language (whether it was helpful or
not), I was sent to determine whether a famous Italian general could be
rescued from a position, some fifty miles south of Salerno, where German
paratroopers, allegedly, had dropped in to take him north with them rather
than to have him muster some of the Italian Alpini regiments, with which he
was connected, to fight against the Germans.
I took a company of infantry from one of our battalions plus most of the
I&R platoon and headed south along the coastal road, some of which I had
observed from the OP on Monte Cicerale. There was no way of knowing what we
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might encounter for, according to all reports, Monty's army was meeting
stiff resistance on its way north.
As luck would have it, we ran off our maps very shortly after we
started. I had obtained a sketch of the route to the small town where the
general was holed up and had had copies made for the I&R boys who were out
ahead of our column. We pushed rapidly ahead as the I&R squads went to
work scouting the route. We actually ran into no resistance at all nor
did we see any signs of the enemy. Our mission was completed when we
found the general safe and sound, after his own guards had routed a
German attempt to kidnap him. He gave me a map of a large part of
Italy that, though antiquated, was far superior to those that we had.
He signed his name to it and somewhere among my souvenirs is one of
that assignment, which turned out to be a dry-run for more important
engagements to come.
The general was a huge bewhiskered man who had the easy air about him of
one who, while enjoying the fact that we thought well enough of him to
liberate him, could ask us if we didn't have more important things to do. I
assured him we had.
We returned to the regiment and I learned that we would probably be
moved to a position nearer the British 56th Division and the 179th Regimental
Combat Team of the 45th US Division that had been brought in to help expand
the beachhead. In the meantime the 142nd Infantry Regiment was engaged in
taking the town of Altavilla, which lay at the top of a mountain that was
connected by a saddle to a higher mountain called Hill 424.
The fight for Altavilla that went on for over a week during which time
the town changed hands several times was the critical battle for the
Salerno beachhead. Below it lay the Sele and Calore Rivers and before we
were through with the German counterattack that eventuated, the Germans had
nearly penetrated to the shoreline in that area, debouching from a very
large tobacco factory that everyone on the allied side of the beachhead
came to know before the fight was ended.
By September 13, 1943, engineers from every available echelon finally
completed a new landing strip north of Paestum and west of Highway 18, the
main road paralleling the coast. This, in itself, became a lynchpin in the
change of momentum that occurred shortly thereafter because our planes,
instead of flying from a squadron of aircraft carriers in the Gulf of
Salerno or from distant Sicily, could take off, bomb and return to base in
a matter of a few minutes. I watched them perform this jumping-jack
maneuver many times over the succeeding days.
It was sometime around September 13 that my regimental headquarters
accompanied our 3rd Battalion to a position at the base of the Sele-Calore
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River corridor in the worst kind of terrain, full of swamps and water
buffalo wallows, mosquito-ridden, and very close to the shoreline. Our
division at that time was so split-up that it was no longer a cohesive
unit. Even regiments were operating piecemeal as witness the fact that,
while our third battalion was located in the swamps, our second battalion,
having been sent to the extreme left flank of VI Corps, was now brought
back to the southern slopes of Mount San Chirico, some three miles
southeast of our third battalion. Our first battalion was on another ridge
called Tempore di San Paolo, another four or five miles from the second
battalion. Since this line might well have become a final defensive
position for preservation of the bridgehead, there was some justification
for the false rumors, that were picked up and broadcast by war
correspondents still on ships at sea, to the effect that the allied troops
were planning a shore-to-ship maneuver. Evacuation under fire would have
been a murderous undertaking and so far as I have ever learned, it was not
contemplated.
The German counterattack started on September 14 with heavy
reconnaissance in force to feel out our soft spots. However, readjustments
in our positions during the night found the enemy, unwittingly, advancing
parallel to our lines. This, of course, resulted in German assault tanks
and troops being decimated as unit after unit of our defense forces took
them under fire from the flank. All of the attacking tanks were destroyed
and the infantry soon retreated.
I had had a good deal of difficulty trying to locate a position for an
OP. In the first place, on the day we moved to the new, wet location beside
the British, I went northward from our old CP to a road junction that was
under heavy German tank and artillery fire. In a triangular-shaped wooded
area I talked with the S-2 of one of the 45th Division regiments and while
we were discussing hostile positions, shells came ripping in and wounded
him before I could learn all that I needed to know. I ducked out of that
hot spot and went by jeep down a lane that had just been converted to a
main supply route. It was practically overgrown and its boggy base was soon
churned to mire as our trucks moved over it. Before our engineers were
through with it, however, it stood up under two-way traffic supplying all
units on the left of the bridgehead.
I found a fairly reasonable area for our command post where a small
brook wound its way, below steep embankments, to the sea. At a stream
junction nearby was a spit of flat sand where a command tent could be
erected and have some protection from shell bursts, since it was well below
the general level of ground in that vicinity.
We were about to have something to eat at dusk, after the headquarters
group had moved into our new site, when the sound of planes put me into a
swan dive through heavy brambles into the center of the brook. They were on
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us in seconds and we could hear small bombs falling through the trees, for
they did not go off on contact but had some kind of delayed fuse on them.
The ensuing detonations were deafening and they seemed to last for a long
time.
I finally came out of the brook in which I'd lain with only my head out
of water while I clung to a tree root. That no one was hurt was a minor
miracle as many of the vehicles and tents were destroyed. My face and arms
were torn by briars but I felt that I'd done the only thing possible to
avoid being hit.
That night, because we were expecting another round of bombs at
daylight, I dug a small cave in the embankment of the brook and put my bedroll into it after bracing some boards against the top of the dug-out area
to try to avoid a cave-in. The top of my cave was over ten feet below
ground level. Malaria was a problem in Italy, and since I'd given up on
Atabrine and couldn't get anything else to suppress malarial symptoms if I
contracted that disease, I used gloves on my hands at night, a netting over
my helmet and tied under my field jacket, and a mosquito repellent. In
spite of such impedimenta, I managed not only to avoid malaria but to sleep
well each chance I got.
I expected to be awakened the next morning by sounds of an air attack
but since none came, there being many more remunerative targets all along
the line, I slept through until mid-morning. No one knew where I was, it
seemed, and I was tired.
Col. Crawford was busy with the tactical situation when I looked into
the command tent. He had the 3rd Battalion commander on the telephone, so I
went looking for breakfast somewhere. We had not gotten overselves together
well enough to have an organized mess, so it was practically everyone for
himself. I ran into a small group sitting around a small gasoline stove
where Colonel Werner's striker was heating some C rations. I hated the
smell of those cans of hash and lost my appetite from the odor of
preservative every time I opened one.
Someone had really put one over on the army when they sold them such a
bill of goods. In some cans were biscuits and candy, and if one were lucky,
a package of powdered coffee. Such are the vagaries of human existence that
the men who did the front-line fighting (located as they were at the end of
the supply line) usually got powdered lemon juice, the coffee rations
having been short-stopped at army or army group where men not only ate
better, in any event, but stored the coffee tins in their quarters against
the need to have a late-night snack.
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The colonel's striker,18 who not only was an Englishman but a butler to
boot, had somehow been drafted into the US Army and was about to be
demobilized, the army having but recently acknowledged its error. He came
from New York, where he had served as butler to some wealthy family and was
going to return to that city as soon as possible.
When he left a few days later, he exacted a promise from me that if we
ever met in New York, we'd have a drink together. I, of course, forgot
about him and my promise until one day in 1945, when someone grabbed me by
the arm and shouted, "Captain Doughty," even though I was in uniform and
wearing a major's insignia. I was on my way to an interview with George
Kahmann, editor of GMAC's house organ called News and Views.
I was hustled into a bar on Madison Avenue and before we were through
comparing notes on wartime events, I'd had three dry martinis, which I
never drank, if I could help it. It was about 3 PM when I ran into my
friend and I had to run to make a 5 PM appointment with Kahmann who had
made a date to meet me at the Waldorf-Astoria bar. The liquor, on an empty
stomach, performed about as might have been expected, and I was fairly
spinning when I dove into the Waldorf bar.
Kahmann had been told to look for a man in uniform, so he had only
accosted two other veterans before I arrived. He ordered doubles, as he was
a fair hand at bending his elbow, and I had no resistance left, after
trying to beg off any more. I clung to a bar stool and in order not to miss
anything that George said, since it depended on him if I was to go to work
at GMAC's Home Office, I pinned him with a stare. The more I drank, the
more I felt that I was on a speeding merry-go-round and the more I stared.
I was slow to realize that he was batting his eyes considerably and looking
uncomfortable, but my main effort was not to lose my handhold on the bar
stool.
We finally said, "So Long" and he went one way, leaving me to go the
other. I was not familiar with New York's layout at the time so didn't
notice that I was going across town, instead of downtown to Grand Central
Station. I did recognize Broadway, however, when I saw it and decided I'd
better get something to eat, if the gin mill in my stomach was ever going
to simmer down.
I went into a famous old restaurant, where cheesecake was a specialty,
and was ushered by a maitre d' in a tuxedo to a cramped seat beside a small
Jewish-appearing man and his somewhat buxom wife. I ordered lobster and
when it came, I fell to, wielding nut-crackers and picks with abandon.

18
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The first time I noticed that I was irking someone was when I squirted
lemon juice onto my lobster and heard a gasp from my right-hand companion.
She was poking at her left eye with a napkin, as I could clearly see when I
turned my torso to look at her, not daring to move my head too far all by
itself. She fluttered her other hand at her companion but he only hunched
down a little into his collar, refusing the invitation to caution me on the
lethal qualities of lemon juice.
Time had practically ceased to exist for me as I sank deeper into my gin
fumes. Somewhere toward the beginning of my attack on the lobster I lifted
off a claw and went after the succulence within, with the small fork
provided for such operations. It must have given me quite a tussle for the
fork suddenly jerked free and when I lifted it to my mouth, nothing was on
it. Instead, I heard another cry of dismay from my right and from my
position of staring straight ahead, in an effort to account for the missing
lobster, I again wheeled right and saw a large piece of lobster, well
lathered in mayonnaise, resting on her bosom.
I returned to my plate as though nothing had happened for, the fact is,
that my gin-bath had blunted any of the finer instincts I might once have
had and it never occurred to me to say I was sorry, or anything. I was
about to tackle another claw when a hand with pinky lifted deposited the
missing piece of lobster on my plate, so I ate it.
I have reason to believe that many people sitting in such crowded
propinquity to me watched my every move, ready to defend themselves but not
really wishing to embarrass a returned veteran with ribbons and medals on
his chest. I had a second person inside of me, however, cautioning me about
my manners and suggesting that I really should apologize for the smears I'd
deposited on my neighbor. I believe that once or twice, as I made my way
through the main course and dessert, I answered that inner person with a
couple of "I will nots." It was all very much of a blur except that I
remember that the maitre d' hustled up to me as I tried to put on my coat,
took my money, paid my bill, and brought me change without saying a word to
me. A cop headed me for Grand Central. I mention this episode solely to
demonstrate the kind of wheels-within-wheels complexities that can arise
from a military background.
In any event, as we sat eating beside a gasoline stove at Salerno, a
British brigadier general strolled up to our group and when we stood at
attention, he asked us to resume what we were doing and ate some of our
heated C rations with us. He sat on the ground and queried us as to how we
liked combat, and when I said that we'd like it better if we could see
anything, he inquired of me as to my job. I told him I was the regimental
intelligence officer, at which he assumed a less informal manner and said,
"Come with me!"
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We were under his command at the time so I took off with him after
checking out with the headquarters group. We drove along the marshy road
where engineers were working, and en route we stopped at an artillery
headquarters where I met a British officer named Captain Hamilton. It was
interesting to learn that Hamilton had been directing the fire of a
number of British 25-pounders, as some of their artillery guns are
called, as well as the fire from naval batteries offshore. He had held
the sector practically single-handedly with gunfire until
readjustments had been made in the disposition of troops to block a
gap in our lines.
Hamilton showed me a chart of the front lines in his sector and I was
impressed with the British method of firing artillery concentrations on an
overlay that was fitted to a map of the terrain in front of the British and
our positions was a series of abutting rectangles, 100 by 200 yards in
size, which were named for birds. I could see "Robin," "Lark," Grey goose,"
"Linnet," "Kestrel" and many others. While I watched, Hamilton signaled by
radio for the Bruisers patrolling offshore to fire "Robin."
"I don't dare let them go very long without calling for fire or we'll
lose them to other units," he said. "I know that the Germans are forming up
behind that old tobacco warehouse to counterattack, and we've got to keep
them off-balance."
The brigadier complimented Hamilton on his work and we left for his
brigade headquarters where we had an atrocious meal of corned beef, bread,
and tea brewed in what I recognized had once graced the underside of some
Italian bed. It was a huge porcelain thunder-jug which the brigadier said
had been thoroughly cleansed before being used for tea.
It was getting on toward dusk when I said I ought to be returning to my
regiment.
"Hold on," the brigadier said. "I'm taking you out to our observation
post so that you can see what I mean when I say there's no excuse for going
blind in a combat zone."
Apparently he had been waiting for the sun to get low enough to interfere with German observation, for we started toward the front and after
ten minutes we passed his brigade's outpost line. By this time my ears and
eyes were honed to a fine degree. As we passed a dug-in machine gun, the
brigadier stooped down and said something in a low tone to one of the crew.
We continued on until I was practically certain he was quitting the war
by surrendering to some German sentry. However, we finally reached a farm
where artillery had wrecked just about everything there. As we rounded the
corner of a barn I saw three British soldiers, stripped to the waist, doing
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their best to milk an intransigent cow. Two had her by the head and tail
and a third man was throwing a box around, which I took to be a milking
stool, while he tried to grab her teats. She wasn't cooperating in any
degree and her back hoofs flashed out barely missing the tail-holder.
In a silo near the top, where there was quite an opening reached by an
iron ladder, three other British soldiers were cheering on the trio beneath
them. Since I had estimated that we were within easy range of enemy guns, I
wasn't keen about all the noise that was rising from that dusty barnyard.
"Jerry knows we're here," the brigadier said. "He's tried hard to knock
us out." He pointed to a hole in the silo that an armor-piercing shell had
made, taking part of the ladder's handrail with it.
"We have a special welcoming committee for his patrols each night," the
Brigadier said, "and we've caught several of them with booby traps that we
try to rearrange daily just to make it interesting for them."
"Up we go," he added, and swung up the iron ladder like a sailor going
aloft. I followed him and had a moment's pause as I passed the shell-hole,
for the ladder was barely attached to the silo at one side while at the
other side the rail was gone altogether for a distance of about 2 feet.
On a platform that the observation team had built at the top of the silo
I found five men in all. Two were working while the others yelled at the
cow-wrestling group. One man was peering through a scope of the kind
artillery-men usually employ, so mounted on a tripod that it could be used
to look over a hillcrest or large rock while the viewer remained out of
sight. The other man was speaking quietly into a radio microphone.
From our position I could see German vehicles moving past a road
juncture, and we could hear tanks making their peculiar track-laying
squeals somewhere off to our right in the Sele-Calore Rivers corridor. I
was convinced that this group had been at war too long.
The brigadier sat in full view of enemy observers who must have been
blinded by the sun for we received no fire. "Got the idea?" he asked and
I'm sure he knew how scared I was. I said I did, more to get the lesson
over with than to go along with what I considered the last stages of
someone's death wish.
We remained there for about a half hour, and in that time the men below
managed to subdue the cow long enough to get about a quart of fresh milk.
I had a great desire to look over my shoulder as the brigadier and I
worked our way back through a grassy field where there was a small path
leading to his outpost line. I heard a rifle bolt being drawn back and the
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brigadier said something which I took to be a password, for we went on with
no further talk of any kind. It was some weeks later that I learned that my
host, that day, was the most highly decorated officer in the British army.
I was very happy when I finally reached my regimental headquarters.
All along I had considered putting an observation team in a similar silo
that stood at the top of a small rise in front of our 3rd battalion's
position. Suddenly, after my indoctrination by the British officer, I
realized that, as with patrols, observers were the ones who had to take
whatever risk was involved in order to try to preserve the mass of our
troops from surprise and annihilation.
I checked with our command group, told them where I'd been and what I
was going to do that night. I put an I&R platoon observation team at the
top of our silo and warned them to take no chances of being seen during the
day. Before long there were eight observation teams from allied artillery
units operating from the vicinity of the silo. At no time were they taken
under fire.
During that day I learned more about OPs from the British than I'd ever
heard from any other source. "Don't always put your OP in the one best
spot, particularly if there are several other places that may serve almost
as well," the brigadier had said to me as he sat dangling his legs from the
silo platform.
"However," he went on, "disturb the setting around the best place to
make it look as though it were occupied. Don't overdo it. Put one rock on
top of another or haul in a log and put it where it appears to be
concealing your observers."
I don't know how many times I've thought of that cool brigadier since
that day, but on many an occasion I blessed him for the trickery he taught
me as I lay in an OP and watched German artillery shell the hell out of a
decoy we'd set up for them a safe distance away.
In a pocket notebook I've kept among my mementos I've found recorded the
results of certain interrogations I conducted on the 16th of September,
1943, just about the time we were being pressed hard by the German
counterattack. Since these were among the first efforts we'd made to learn
about the enemy from himself, I'll put down the results, as I entered them
in my notebook, of two or three such interrogations.
1. PW: Wilhelm Schmit - Unteroffizier, 2nd Battery, 1st Battalion, 93rd
Panzer Artillery Regiment; 93rd Panzer Artillery Regiment transferred from
the 23rd Panzer Division in France to Calabria at start of Sicilian
Campaign.
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It is an independent artillery unit organized into 3 battalions, all of
which are equipped as follows Three(3) Light Btrys. with 6 105 mm gun-howitzers
One (1) Heavy Btry, with 6 150 mm gun-howitzers
Present strength: 2/3 of above figure
Normal transport: 50 to 60 trucks,
25 motor cycles, 4 tractors
All guns are self-propelled (SP)
The 1st Bn. is presently near Eboli while other 2 are in South
of Italy, dispositions unknown by PW
The 1st Bn. has about 450 men including supply trains.
Ammo is limited to 40 rounds per gun.
APO # of the Bn. is 05867C (taken from letters on his person).
Morale and food – good
2. PW: Otto Kocowiek (Czech.)- 2 Co.1 Bn.79 Regt. 16 Pz. Div.
PW: Juengen Schroeder - same unit
79th Panzer Grenadier Regiment (PGR) is composed of 2 Bns. which
equal 8 cos. plus 11th and 12th Cos. (Hq. units)
Has 2 AA Cos. of 250 men each
One Eng'r. Co.
Normal strength (?) 230 men
One Heavy Machine gun (MG) Platoon attached to each company.
Heavy Mortar platoon is in pos'n behind each co.
APO # 42545B
3. PW: Gerhard Doege
3 Co. 1 Bn. 79 PGR. 16 Pz. Div.
Composition 3rd Co: 4 Platoons, each with 25 light
machine guns and 2
81 mm mortars
Supporting Units: 2 MK IV Tanks with 75 mm assault guns. Company
Strength: 110-120 EM
Eng'r. Co. has identical weapons and same support units.
Tanks are from 26th Pz. Div.
Bn. also has 6 150 fpm hows. (SP) from 26th Pz. Div.
Casualties 3rd Co. - 60 K or W
Bn. supporting units: 15 Recon. cars (armored) from 26th Pz. Div (5
destroyed). All are held in reserve and carry LMGs. Also a 6th co. present
in area with 40-50 Light Scout Cars with 20 mm guns. (Mobile Reserve)
Field Post (APO) #42545C
16th Pz. Div. and Hermann Goering Div. just reorganized with
replacements coming from France and Russia.
Morale: Fair
From men, who were required to give only their names, ranks, and serial
numbers, we obtained much valuable information, as shown above, and more.
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In one case, not reported here, we learned that the 1st Bn. of the 64th PGR
had suffered 50 percent casualties. We also received tactical information
to the effect that 88 mm guns were moved four to five times daily to escape
the heavy counter-battery fire we'd been putting on them. We also learned
that the regimental commander of the 71st Regiment of the 29th Division was
Lt. Col. Krieger.
One PW gave me a very intricate formula for coding polar coordinates
which I sent back, posthaste, to higher headquarters. And when encoding
clock times, a 4-digit figure, larger than 2400, was always added to the
time being transmitted. In the case of polar coordinates, the figure 311450
was added to the 6-digit coordinate.
We were not only aware of the hostile moves being made to dislodge us,
but Axis Sally was good enough to let us know that the main attack would
come between the Sele and Calore Rivers just about opposite the position I
was in with the regimental headquarters.
Between us and the shore, the British 25-pounders were firing from hubto-hub positions and near them were the Royal Scots Greys, an armored unit,
whose weapons were in constant use, firing over our heads as artillery.
Beyond them to the west were the cruisers and battleships adding their
strength to our defenses. For several nights I went to sleep in my
mosquito-infested cave above the brook with the sound of fifteen inch
shells slithering over our bivouac to the enemy positions.
The day came when the German counterattack was launched, full-scale,
against us. At the time I had gone forward to a secondary OP that I'd had
installed on the second floor of a pigeon coop. It was limited in its
outlook but covered a small defile where I was convinced German armor could
approach our defensive network without being seen from our silo OP. When I
arrived and poked my head up through a trapdoor into the observation
portion of the cote, I found several observers talking excitedly into field
phones. I climbed up and looked out to the front, where I could make out a
partially concealed object moving toward us at about 150 yards range. Trees
were being pushed over, and I finally got a full view of the flash-hider on
a large German tank gun. As the tank butted its way forward, its swastikas
came into my glasses, which I had focused on the spot. This was my first
face-to-face confrontation with a nasty fighting machine, and my guts felt
fully exposed.
The gun fired and I dropped to the floor as the shell barely missed our
fragile structure and burst somewhere behind us with a loud explosion. I
grabbed a phone and called for Capt. Hamilton, who radioed the navy to fire
a ladder - three shells in direct line with each other from the ship so
that I could indicate necessary adjustments to bring fire to bear on the
tank, which I expected, momentarily, to blast me to kingdom come. I never
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knew what delayed the next shot from the tank, but observers said that its
gun barrel appeared caught in a small tree. In any event, the tank had been
forced to back away and take a new approach.
The navy's three shots were not visible to me although I caught one of
them which was not far off target. Taking a chance on how to direct the
next round, I called for 100 yards left and down 50 yards, to fire for
effect. I really wasn't sure of how to call the shot nor was I going to
stick around to find out what happened.
I jumped from the loft, followed by everyone there, and ran straight
back from the pigeon coop, swinging myself around trees and finally diving
for cover behind a small knoll completely covered with moss. A heavy
explosion sent shock waves over us, and I was close enough to the moss to
smell its dankness. A soldier who had stopped short of my position started
to sneak back toward the pigeon coop as debris fell all around us.
"Goddamn!" he yelled. "The navy busted the tank."
We could hear the roar of a pitched battle as we moved back to where the
pigeon coop lay battered to splinters. Apparently the tank had let one go
into the OP just as the navy shell struck its left track and upended the
tank, leaving it burning. There was nothing else to be done there, since
our telephone lines had been destroyed and besides, the place was getting
hotter than a pistol.
Back of us the British guns and tanks were beating a heavy tattoo on our
eardrums. I raced back to the CP and got in touch by radio with the I&R
boys in the silo. I could hear excited voices calling map coordinates as I
listened to the radioman describe the sight. Tanks and infantry were coming
at our position from all angles and our artillery was tearing up the
cabbage patch, knocking out everything that moved. It was a tense moment
that went on and on until, as inevitably happens in warfare, something had
to give way. Our planes were there, operating out of the nearby landing
field that had been taken under artillery fire. I watched them rise steeply
into the air, straighten out at a fairly low level, and toggle their bombs,
followed by a strafing run and return to base.
We beat the tar out of the German counterattack and later, when our
artillery spotter planes flew over the tobacco factory that Capt. Hamilton
had belabored for days, the stench of rotting bodies lying there reached
the pilots several thousand feet in the air.
The I&R
ambulances
positions.
happening.

observation team called me and reported that red-shirted men and
bearing Red Crosses could be seen moving about the German
I called the British brigade and asked the S-2 there what was
"Jerry's pulling out," he said.
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I tore over to the brigade in my jeep, the firing from both sides having
fallen off to a few harassing rounds in each direction. British reaction
was typical. The brigadier waved goodbye to me with his swagger stick and
as he took off in a small Bren Gun Carrier he said in a calm voice, "After
them, men! Don't give them a chance to stop and dig in." I watched him go
down a lane toward German lines until I lost sight of his beret that had
protruded above the carrier.
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Chapter 14
ALTAVILLA
Just before the Germans pulled out of the beachhead I was sent to
Altavilla to learn what the situation was in that belabored town. It was
quite a sizeable village near the top of a mountain range and had been the
refuge for many people fleeing from the city of Salerno when our attack,
from the sea, focused on that center. Our troops had taken Altavilla for
the final time on September 18, the day I went up the steep, tortuous road
leading to it.
On the way up my driver had trouble making the grade in several places.
As we rounded one turn I saw an Italian woman sprawled on her face beside
the road, and beside her was a little girl with long brown curls and
dressed in a blue dress with a blue ribbon in her hair. Both were dead and
had been left where they fell for days. It was one of the most brutal
sights of the war for me, for it was obvious that the mother had been
trying to reach a place of refuge when she and her baby were brought down
by artillery shell fragments.
I passed a church on the left side of the road on the outskirts of
Altavilla and saw a large stone cross erected on the opposite side of the
road. The town itself was a shambles with masonry, tiles from roofs, trees,
vehicles, and dead animals strewn all over its main plaza. I got out of the
jeep and walked to a building that bore a CP sign for one of the units of
the 143rd Infantry Regiment.
People were just beginning to emerge from their hiding places deep in
cellars and from caves and other shelters they'd dug. There was a lot of
activity by our soldiers, who were moving out to form a defensive perimeter
around the town. I wanted to see the far side of Hill 424 facing the
hostile lines and found that, as I walked along the saddle between
Altavilla and that terrain feature that loomed above all else in the
vicinity, I found myself alone as my driver was staying with our jeep.
I came out on the nose of a spur overlooking the valley to the east
where the German lines were located and found a company of paratroopers
lying in slit trenches and watching for hostile movement below their
position. A corporal pointed his 45 pistol at me and cried, "Get down!" He
motioned sharply with his weapon and I went down on one knee.
"What's wrong?" I asked.
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"The Kraut are still down there," the corporal said.
"No, they're not," I said as I remained kneeling. "Montgomery's army is
abreast of us now and the Germans are pulling to the north."
"That's what another officer said yesterday," the corporal said as he
did a duck-walk toward me keeping low as he moved. "These Joes are dead
because he walked all over our position and attracted artillery
fire."
He pointed at about a dozen troopers, whom I had thought were sleeping,
and I could see blood on their uniforms. All of them were dead. Just then a
runner came up from Altavilla and announced that the Germans had, in fact,
pulled out and were well on their way to Naples some thirty miles away
across a mountain range.
The paratroopers relaxed and started to police their dead. A couple of
them said they wanted to see the top of Hill 424 because of all the hell
they'd received from it. I went along with them, stepping as lightly as
possible because there was always the chance that defenders of a hillcrest
might have put out minefields to bolster their defenses.
We had to circle the hillside as we moved because of very steep
embankments, and as I pushed past some low-growing bushes I stopped short,
for the umpteenth time since landing on the beach. There on their knees and
leaning forward onto their rifles were two U.S. paratroopers - stone dead.
A machine-gun burst had hit them in such a way that, as they dropped to
their knees on the steep slope, their bayonets had penetrated the ground
and supported them in that position after they expired. It was a weird
spectacle. The paratroopers with me called for some of the others to help
move the two bodies while I went on up the slope to the very crest of the
hill.
There, again, I saw another chilling sight: the German defenders, some
ten in all, were still sitting at their machine guns located in four
corners of a square that encompassed the crown on the hill which was quite
heavily wooded. While I did not inspect their bodies, I did remove several
soldbuchs19 from their tunics to identify their organization. The awful part
of the scene was the fact that the eyes of all the men there had been
blasted out of their heads as though a great naval shell had struck the
center of their position and killed them all simultaneously with its
concussive power. The ground was ploughed into shreds and the place smelled
of death. I got out - and rejoined the paratroopers as they carried off
their dead comrades toward Altavilla.

19

Paybooks
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Back at the town an old woman whose face, shrouded in a black shawl,
bore the strain of all she'd been through, spoke to me in Italian. I
couldn't understand her so she took me by the hand and pulled me toward a
blasted home at the edge of the town square. We entered the place and,
after stumbling over smashed furniture and stones from ruptured walls, we
went into the basement where there were still a number of people, crying
and whimpering.
Across the basement was the entrance to a tunnel that had been dug, I
gathered, by some of our troops or possibly by the Germans during the long
fight to control Altavilla. The old woman held a candle she'd lit for me
and again, I had an unpleasant surprise. Bulging through the ceiling of the
tunnel was the ugly snout of a huge shell which I estimated to be a 15"
naval dud. It was a very unhealthy place to be. I backed off, treading
lightly, and after making sweeping signs with my arms, moved everyone out
of the cellar and into the square. I called an engineer to the place and
told him what I'd seen. He immediately got other engineers to cordon off
the whole square and to move everyone away from the dangerous area.
I talked with some officers I knew from the 143rd Infantry, and as we
stood on the far side of the square we heard what sounded like applause. I
looked down a side street that sloped up to the square and saw an old man
guiding a burro on which a young woman sat, clapping her hands. A knot of
people pressed forward toward her and apparently asked what had caused her
reaction. The old man said something and everyone in the group started the
same rhythmic clapping of their hands. No one cried that I could see or
hear; they simply expressed their grief by pounding their hands together
and shortly others around the square responded in the same way. We were
told by an Italian-speaking GI that their priest had been found shot
through the head, a fact I never could substantiate.
Altavilla had been the target initially for the 3rd Battalion of the
142nd Infantry which went on the attack at 5:45 AM on September 13, 1943.
Nearby were two other battalions of infantry: the 1st Battalion of the 142nd
Infantry and the 3rd Battalion of the 143rd Infantry. A company of tanks and
two battalions of artillery were in support. While the attack went well, at
first, a counterattack threw the 142nd battalion off the hill. The 1st
Battalion,142nd, moved in to reinforce the attack but got caught in a
hostile artillery barrage that disorganized its companies until after
midnight.
At the same time, the 143rd's 3rd Battalion drove up the ridge northwest
of Altavilla, reaching the top by 9 AM only to be driven off by a strong
counterattack. A new attack on that strongpoint could not be organized
until September 16, when the 504th and 505th Parachute Infantry Regiments,
that had been dropped during the night of September 14 and 15 into the
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Mount Soprano area, patrolled the approaches to Altavilla and found them
lightly outposted by the Germans.
The 504th moved out in the late afternoon of the 16th and launched an
attack against the Altavilla heights but could not take their objectives
because of heavy artillery fires falling on their positions along the
slopes, where they were unable to move out of their foxholes during the day
and night of September 17. It was only after the withdrawal of the German
defenders, who had held Altavilla in a rearguard action while many of their
other units began a retreat toward Naples, that our forces finally took and
held that commanding position.
In the meantime, my regiment maintained its spread-out position, after
having assisted in repelling the German effort to split the beachhead in
two along the Sele-Calore Rivers corridor.
At about this time General Lange was replaced by General Wilbur of the
School of Torture and Dirty Tricks in North Africa. Generals Wilbur, Iron
Mike O'Daniel, and Lange had been in command of three separate sectors of
the US defensive zone when the Germans had mounted their counterattack. I
later learned that Ike had arranged for Lange's and other's replacements
when he saw the loss of coherence in all of our units because of the way
they'd been deployed.
At about that time I made a reconnaissance of the Agropoli area, together with a couple of I&R platoon squads and, among other things, had
taken a camouflaged tent from an Italian supply depot that was still manned
by Italian troops. It was much larger than our pup tents and therefore more
comfortable. It apparently had never been used, and when I pulled it from a
storage bin, the Italian sergeant in charge had pressed me to take it. I
gave him a pack of cigarettes, which he shared with some other Italian
soldiers nearby.
I was sleeping in that tent one night when someone pulled at my boot. I
was fully dressed and lying on my bedroll beneath which my striker, a
Mexican by the name of Pete, had put my air mattress. He had finally found
a way to patch it from where a machine-gun bullet had put two holes through
it when the German planes had strafed the beachhead.
It was normal to sleep with a pistol at hand in those days. I shoved
mine under the nose of someone whose silhouette I could make out against a
brilliant moonlit night and a voice yelled, "Don't shoot, Cap'n! Don't
shoot!" It was a sergeant who, until we reached the battlefield, had been
real macho about what he planned to do to the enemy. I'd seen him quite
often, in the vicinity of Djebel Kharhoum, walk out onto a plateau and
suddenly pull two pistols (one wasn't enough for him) from their holsters
and blaze away at boulders and bushes. He also carried two knives and was
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famous for sharpening them, at every opportunity, against the leather of
his boots.
The sergeant said he wanted to talk with me because he felt I knew more
about the enemy situation than anyone else in the headquarters.
"Where've you been?" I asked since I couldn't recall having seen him
during the fight. He told me that he'd been guarding supplies at the
beachhead. His teeth were chattering even though the night was not cold. I
very quickly sensed that he was panicky and ready to fall apart.
"I heard the Germans are dropping parachutists near here tonight." he
finally blurted out. "I can't sleep for thinking about it."
When I asked him where he'd gotten his information he said he'd overheard Col. Crawford talking on the telephone in the command tent while he,
the sergeant, stood guard outside. I told him he'd misinterpreted what he'd
heard because the paratroopers involved were units of the U.S. 82nd
Airborne Division who had been dropped into the beachhead to support the
fight for Altavilla.
The sergeant moved off into the night and later, having been tested
beyond his endurance, was transferred to a rear echelon. In the early
stages of the war there was a tendency on the part of some officers to
subject men, who had become physically and emotionally exhausted in combat,
to ridicule and contempt. It didn't take too long, however, to realize that
the sooner such men were removed from the fighting front, the better their
chances of recovery. Furthermore, fear and desperation are contagious and
one man displaying inordinate signs of such reactions could quickly infect
a whole unit. It was also fairly clear that the reverse often occurred,
when a man showed tremendous guts in tackling a dangerous job and brought
dozens of men with him because of their admiration for his nerve.
We found, too, that when men were taken to rear areas where they could
get a couple of nights' sleep, some hot food, and a bath, they would be
eager to return to their units for fear that they might, otherwise, be
assigned to a strange outfit whose members were unknown to them and whom,
therefore, they could not trust. Eventually this led to the establishment
of a rest area at Division Rear where men could recover their will to go on
in combat, while still under division control. Once a man was evacuated
through medical channels, his services would be lost to the division for
weeks and he might thereafter be shunted to a Replacement Depot (Repple
Depple, in GI parlance) and transferred out of the 36th Division.
When I returned from Altavilla on September 18, 1943, I saw dozens of
women, gathered around the great stone cross at the edge of town. They were
on their knees with eyes turned upward and lips moving. They had very
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little to be thankful for, on the whole, except that they had lived through
a maelstrom. On September 20 our regimental CP moved out of the pesthole
we'd occupied for days and took over an Italian farmhouse that had just
been vacated by General O'Daniel. I was delayed for some reason in making
the move so that I pulled into the farmyard at about midnight. I simply
stretched out on the ground beside a covered well and went to sleep.
At about dawn I was wakened by the low voices of two men talking on the
other side of the well coping and it was fairly obvious that they did not
know of my presence. I identified the voice of Col. Werner when he said,
"What happened to you?"
"Colonel, so help me Jesus," a man's husky whisper replied, "I couldn't
tell you or anyone what happened." I did not recognize the voice but by
this time, of course, I was fully awake.
"I must have panicked," the voice went on. "All of a sudden I just
couldn't help myself with so many men getting killed and wounded. I tried
to run up a white flag, and a couple of men jumped me and held me down."
"Who took over from you?" the colonel asked. "Damned if I know," the
voice replied. "I must have passed out somewhere along the line. I don't
remember a damned thing. I just want out, that's all!"
At about that moment a jeep drove into the yard and stopped near the two
men whose conversation had caught my ear. Someone got out of the jeep and
walked, with Werner and the man I had not identified, into the farmhouse. I
decided I did not want to know who had been involved in an attempted
surrender and, since it was light enough, I prowled around until I located
most of the I&R platoon boys sleeping in their tents and in a barn. With
them I had some coffee and grub that they'd scrounged from civilians along
our route.
During the day we held a regimental staff meeting to learn of our next
assignment, and it came as a pleasant surprise to find that we were to rest
for a while until we could reorganize and rebuild our depleted ranks. As I
studied a map of the terrain north of Naples I realized that we would have
a difficult time later, not only with the ubiquitous mountains but with the
Volturno and Garigliano Rivers and I pointed this out to the staff as we
discussed future potential operations.
The next day we moved, again, to a point near the Calore River where the
ruins of a Roman aqueduct dominated our bivouac area. There we learned that
our rest period would be filled with tactical walks, supervised by
General Wilbur, whose job it was to point out strong and weak aspects of
our tactics as we had employed them during our various battles. I
attended several such sessions and found Wilbur's commentaries well taken
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and designed to improve the leadership capacity of the combat commanders.
One or two of them took umbrage at certain of his criticisms and shortly
thereafter were replaced with men who had earned promotion the hard way.
I put the I&R platoon through its paces and among other assignments went
with its members to inspect the outposts we had established along the
southern flank of the beachhead near Agropoli. On all such trips we managed
to return with vegetables and fruit to improve our menus. In addition to
sleeping well each night, after two weeks of having caught a nap of an hour
or two between battles, we enjoyed the return to more normal conditions
when our meals were served in a mess tent and latrines provided some
privacy for nature's calls.
Rumors were once again prevalent concerning our return to the front,
which by that time had moved far enough north that we could no longer hear
the artillery duels although, at night, we could see gun flashes that
looked like heat lightning in summer.
Major Willman, the regimental S-3 of the 141st Infantry, and I were given
the task of bringing the journals of the various headquarters sections up
to snuff by reviewing and editing them. I noticed that great emphasis had
been placed by all sections on the activities of Col. Crawford during the
battle for the beachhead. However, later, when I had occasion to inspect
the journals of that period for some purpose - no longer remembered - I
found that Crawford's name had been deleted in nearly every instance. I
could only speculate on the reasons for such treatment of the official
records of our combat experiences and on the perpetrator's identity20.
I heard that messages all along our frontlines told of a number of
German troops, dressed in completely red-colored uniforms, that were seen
policing the battlefield of dead and wounded. I called the British 56th
Division headquarters and learned, to my surprise, that the red-hued men
were German graves registration and medical troops who, it seemed, always
made their appearance just prior to a German withdrawal from a position. It
seemed to me that such a practice was, first, an unlikely giveaway of
projected operation and, secondly, a gut-busting operation on the part of
its participants to offer themselves as such conspicuous targets on the
battlefield. It was but the first of highly courageous acts I saw performed
by German troops during the war. Our troops were ordered not to fire on the
action of the scavengers. The British brigadier came on the phone to tell
me to have our troops ready to “dash after the bastards” without delay so
that they’d have no opportunity to prepare delaying positions along the
route of their withdrawal north through Naples.
20

In other writing, RKD strongly suggests that Col . Werner is the perpetrator.
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I arranged to meet the brigadier along the roadway, at a juncture near
his right flank, to get his plan of ”dashing after the bastards” as a
matter of facilitating our own movements.
Arriving before him in my jeep, I had my driver pull over to the side of
the road to a point from which I could use my field glasses to look the
length of a gravel road leading directly into the German-held positions
about a mile away. In the distance, I saw a small vehicle coming toward me
at a fairly slow pace. When it reached the road juncture where I was
waiting, I got out of my jeep and signaled what proved to be a British Bren
carrier to stop.
This was a small vehicle manned by a crew of two, a driver and a machine
gunner who appeared to be asleep with his head down on one arm.
“Sir?” The driver queried.
“I am awaiting your brigadier,” I said. ”We’re getting ready to follow
after the Germans. What can you tell me about their defenses out there
about a mile?”
“They’re gone!” he replied. ”Not a soul there now. I heard the sound of
some shooting further on though.”
The brigadier rolled up to where we were talking at that point and
questioned the driver some more.
“You been out here longtime?” he finally asked. ”Your gunner seems
tired.“
“He’s dead, sir,” the driver said. “I was just returning his body to the
rear when the captain stopped me.”
I was somewhat taken aback although I realized that, a few days earlier,
I probably would have been astounded. It wasn’t that death was something
taken casually and without regard for its nuances at the front, it was
simply that death was so omnipresent that it was taken for granted solely
as a means of ignoring it in order to complete one’s present mission and
get on with the next one. Deploring death was a luxury, I suppose, for
which the day’s schedule allowed no time. Some men, of course, could not
dissociate themselves from each corpse they saw and as a result, their
capacity to carry out each day’s assignments grew smaller with each cadaver
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until only a shadow of a man was left. At that juncture they went under,
mentally, spiritually, physically and had to be removed from the scene.
That there may have been dissenters and con artists in the group who
left the battlefield cannot be denied. On the whole though, there was very
little of that kind of hypocrisy where the fighting took place. It was a
different country where shot and shell set the parameters of living. Men
knew that their lives depended on others and that the reverse was true. It
was an entirely different citizenship than any other. To escape death, it
was felt would be a miracle, but the only chance would be to react toward
others as they would wish others to do for them. It was a real Golden Rule
society, divorced as it was, in reality, from most of the other trappings
and truisms of religion.
While many have said they found God in a foxhole, many more when
weighing the absolutes of warfare, coined a new thought after witnessing
the slaughter, the maiming, the inhumanity, the degradation, the crassness,
the lawlessness, the roar, the blindness, the injustice, the corruption,
the sin, the privation, the loneliness, the heartbreak, and the many more
deformities of warfare. That thought is sometimes expressed: “God abhors a
war as Nature abhors a vacuum.”
In
there
mind,
great

effect, given the abject unholiness of war, no matter its cause,
can be little doubt that its outcome is not decreed by God for, to my
He ignores a war and all who fight it. In His firmament, a war is a
black hole.

On my way out of Altavilla, I heard people clapping as though
applauding. It was, however, their way of expressing their grief on
learning from a young lady of the death of her parents and of the village
priest whose bodies just been found. I passed a church whose doorway was
guarded by a large rough stone cross standing alone in the church yard.
Kneeling around the cross was a number of old women and ancient men, their
lips moving in silent prayer.
We moved out of the farmhouse where we had our headquarters the day
after we had seen the German men, dressed in red, policing the battlefield.
Our move was at night and we were to proceed to the ruins of an aqueduct
where we would encamp pending further orders. We were not going to pursue
the Germans through Naples.
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At about midnight something happened to hold our column in a large field
after we had moved but a short distance. We “circled the wagons,” so to
speak, by pulling our vehicles into an all-round defensive position and
went to sleep.
I woke up in bright sunlight the next morning and, upon arising from the
ground where I had spread my bedroll, I was astounded to see our regimental
column, all elements of which have been drawn together in the night, in
full sight with no one awake. It spoke only too well of our complete air
superiority for a couple of German planes could have wiped us out.
It was actually about 9 AM and everyone was so fatigued that we had just
gone to sleep and to hell with everything! I alerted everyone by horn
blowing and, in short order, we were on the move away from the area which,
until that moment, we had referred to as “88 Alley” because of so much
German high velocity21 fire falling on it.
There was no sound of gunfire in our vicinity nor could we hear much
from the north. We reached our assigned area and made camp.
General Wilbur took the occasion, while we licked our wounds, to walk
each unit of the division back over the battlegrounds to discuss tactics as
they had been practiced during the fighting and to critique them. Some of
the older National Guard officers from Texas took rank exception to what
they considered “kid’s stuff” and were therefore, relieved of their
assignments. They, for the most part, of course, were the ones who had
fouled up. Their replacements were, generally, better officers, by far.
I arranged, while training the intelligence sections of the regiment, to
send the I&R platoon out to Agropoli on the southwest shore of Salerno Bay.
I went with them, and after encountering an Italian supply depot, traded
off some cigarettes and food stuff for a beautiful Italian tent that was
larger than the pup tent that Major Williamson (regimental S-3) and I were
sleeping in. It was brand-new and was large enough for us to stand up in
and it also accommodated cots for our bedrolls. I can’t remember when and
how I lost it.
We also saw some huge glass flagons of olive oil that the Italian army
employed for cooking purposes. These were so large and fragile and it is
21

The 88 mm shells traveled faster than the speed of sound so that no sound warning could ever be heard before they
struck.
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hard to believe that anyone planning army equipment would have considered
them. I’m sure they had to be hoisted around by cranes. Certainly they were
terribly vulnerable to any kind of gunfire. I would hazard a guess that
they contained a hundred or so gallons of oil.
When we encountered the Italian supply depot, soldiers there were
lounging around, smoking and waiting for someone to tell them what to do
and where to go. They were friendly and quite happy to be out of the war.
Early in the first week, before my element of the regiment had been
moved to the flank of the British zone, the 141st headquarters had received
word from Italian sources that that an Italian general, reputedly a giant
of a man, was under siege by the German paratroopers at his home well to
the south of our bridgehead. He was the leader of Italy’s crack Alpine
troops, trained in mountain fighting. Apparently, the Germans wanted him
out of the way by one means or another, since their plans for the Italian
campaign would be seriously impeded were he to regain command of troops in
the Alps and from there disrupt German supply lines to the Italian front.
Col. Werner deputized me to take a platoon of men to the south to affect
release of the general and his return to our CP. Here again was a sign of
Werner’s misuse of troops and officers and his unstated reliance on me for
what looked like a tough assignment. I went to the command tent and asked
him why he wanted me to do the job. His answer was a classic, ”Because you
speak French,” he said.
I was to go parading off to the south of Italy with a platoon of men22
to rescue an Italian general who, since as he was of great interest to the
Germans, certainly should have been of similar interest to the Allies.
“How does speaking French affect the situation, Colonel?” I asked.
“If the general is as important as he sounds,” Werner responded, “he
probably speaks French.”
“What’s wrong with sending more men together with an Italian
interpreter?” I asked, “I am not against going with the I&R platoon, but I
think the situation calls for greater strength, since our objective is
seventy-five miles away and, should we require reinforcement, none will be
available.”
22

typically 25-55 men in two squads
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“I can’t spare any more men from our operations,” he said.
“Does Division know of this request?” I asked.
“They think it’s a fake,” he said.
“I’d like it as a matter of record,” I said,” that I don’t consider it a
fake and that, if we are unable to affect the rescue called for by the
Italian government of Badoglio, I asked for an adequate force to make the
effect.”
I left with the I&R platoon a few minutes later, having tried
unsuccessfully to telephone the British 10th Corps to learn of Montgomery’s
position, if possible.
We followed normal patrolling techniques of leapfrogging vehicles as a
means of guarding against loss of the platoon from encountering hostile
roadblocks or ambushes. While there was no sign of hostile presence, I kept
up the practice of jeopardizing one vehicle at a time until reconnaissance
could establish the safety of the terrain ahead before moving the group
forward.
We advanced along Route 6, the main coastal road, but because of the
need for caution, took a lot longer to reach the small town of our search.
It was a bright, sunlit autumn day with no signs of warfare anywhere.
Populated centers were sparse since the land was poor and mainly rural.
Finally, we turned off the route toward the shore. I had been told that
the general lived in a somewhat isolated place near the sea, without near
neighbors. The map I used was an old tourist creation with very little
detail and none of that trustworthy.
As my jeep came up over a rise I could see, in the distance, a lone
house of fairly moderate appearance. Near it was a detached garage and a
couple of sheds. Nobody was in sight anywhere.
I stopped the platoon and ordered the vehicles off the road and while
one squad got ready to advance on foot, the remainder moved to a stone wall
a hundred feet or so to the right of the roadway. The squad deployed as
skirmishers and moved toward the house. I went with those behind the wall
where we crawled along the wall, down an incline screened by underbrush,
and worked our way toward the garage at the right side of the house.
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I did not expect to encounter any Germans. There was no sign of hostile
activity so far as I could see. I caught up with the platoon leader still
on his knees behind the wall. He was using field glasses and looking at the
house.
”See anything?” I asked.
”Think someone’s there behind the curtains,” he said in a low voice.
There still were no sounds. Finally I heard someone laugh. It was a male
laugh, loud and harsh. Then there were the sounds of talking, but I
couldn’t understand what was being said.
A GI came running around the garage, which partially blocked our view of
the front of the house.
”It’s okay!” he said. ”The general’s there! He’s quite a guy. Big,
bearded!”
I signaled the men to stay where they were and left with the soldier to
go to the house. The squad of men was lolling around near the door until I
showed up where they stood.
“Have you checked these buildings?” I asked.
“No need, sir,” the sergeant said. ”The general’s men took care of the
German paratroopers two days ago.”
I stepped to the door where the general appeared carrying a bottle of
wine. He was quite a guy, standing well over six feet tall with a huge
beard and a ham-size hand which he struck out to me while giving the wine
to the sergeant I had spoken to.
I tried my French but, Werner to the contrary notwithstanding, it was a
lost cause. I motioned to one of the Italian-speaking I&R men and went into
the kitchen where the general’s wife, herself built to similarly large
proportions, waved to me to sit down.
Through the interpreter I learned that the general had, indeed, been the
subject of a German effort to take or kill him. He had been defended by a
squad of the Alpine troops who lived nearby, and in the process, several
German paratroopers had been killed. The general had no fear of the Germans
but felt that they had treated their Italian allies shamefully. He was
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ready when plans could be made to reorganize his Alpine troops and set them
to harassing the German rear for the rest of the war.
When he saw my map, he roared at its inadequacy. He insisted on my
taking a map he had on a linen backing of the Salerno area. His signature
appears on the lower right corner but it is practically illegible. It looks
like E. I. Paveza. I have the map in my desk among my souvenirs of the war.
I never heard of the general again, so I don’t know whether he was able
to organize the Alpini or harass the Germans. I doubted that such a plan
was feasible.
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Chapter 15
A FEINT
During our stay near the old aqueduct, we learned that several infantry
divisions had been brought into the beachhead area, among them the 3rd and
45th. From that time on, until the war ended, we were to be closely
associated with those two divisions, not only as part of the 5th Army but as
the nucleus of the 7th Army, under General Alexander "Sandy" Patch, when we
invaded southern France on August 15, 1944. It took time to develop a sense
of unity with other outfits, like the 3rd and the 45th, but there came a
moment when I realized, as did most everyone involved, that we could feel
secure when we had those units on our flanks. Their leaders reciprocated
that feeling.
16: General Alexander Patch.

We watched a situation map each day and posted the
advances made by the 5th Army (US) and the 8th British
Armies which, after they joined at Salerno, stretched
across the Italian mainland with the 5th Army
occupying the western sector of the front. The
Germans, masters at delaying tactics and possessed of
the best terrain in Europe for practicing such
tactics, were slowly falling back to the vicinity of
Monte Cassino, where aerial reconnaissance had
detected a vast defensive system under construction. This was known as the
Gustav Line, which was anchored at the eastern end on Mt. Caira, a
formidable peak23 that was snow-covered year round. From there the line ran
along a crest line, which we referred to as Castellone Ridge, through Monte
Cassino and on out to the Tyrrhenian Sea near Gaeta.
It was a costly kind of warfare for our troops, since the Germans held
mountaintops, and the job of climbing to those bastions and routing them
out was measured in casualties per yard gained. Our training period ended
on October 11, the anniversary of El's and my wedding, and on October 12,
1943, we boarded trucks and made the 30-35 mile run to Naples. On the way I
caught my first daylight view of Vesuvius against a dappled sky. It was an
unusual sight with the great cone looming above surrounding mountains and a
white plume setting off the whole vista like a feather in its cap.
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Everywhere along the route were signs of war's devastation, even though
the passage had been a fast one when our troops drove the Germans backward
after the beachhead was taken. Factories and large mercantile buildings
appeared to have been dynamited by the retreating army and the few Italian
civilians we saw were pitiful to look at. There were a number of gaily
painted two-wheeled carts on the road as people started to return to Naples
and its environs. We even saw an electric streetcar running and it was
jammed with people, some of whom rode on its top, while others clung
precariously from its windows.
Our destination was Qualiano, just north of Naples and reached by a
precipitous route out of Naples. In the center of Naples, however, our
convoy stopped in front of a beautiful building which we learned was the
general post office. I noticed that all of the homes and shops in that area
appeared deserted, and when someone said that our division headquarters
ought to set up shop there, I suggested that it looked too perfect a place,
in the midst of the shambles surrounding it.
We drove on out of the city and by mid-afternoon had set up our
regimental CP in a farmhouse surrounded by an apple orchard and a walnut
grove. Apples were everywhere, as no one had had a chance to harvest them.
This was true, also, of the walnuts so that we ate both crops at meals and
for snacks. On the roof of the farmhouse we found an anti-aircraft mount
the Germans had built with brass points of the compass set into concrete at
the gun base. From that vantage point that night we could see the artillery
flashes to the north and hear the low rumble of the guns.
On our way into Qualiano we had traversed a road cut very deeply into
the terrain, from use over the centuries, and at a junction we had trouble
getting our vehicles past an ugly cement casemate that had been built there
to control the approaches to Qualiano.
Just after our evening meal we heard the anti-aircraft batteries of
Naples and its perimeter go into action. It was quite a sight from our
rooftop. That night, too, I received a telegram from El's mother saying
that a son had been born to us and that mother and child were doing well.
We celebrated in the farmhand's house, which some of us had taken over for
sleeping quarters, not far from the CP. There was a fireplace in one room
which would have been a welcome addition except that the chimney had been
ruptured by shell fire and, although we lit a fire, we were finally driven
out by smoke and had to finish our wine in the yard.
It was something of a shock to receive a letter the following week
stating that our son's name was "Ann." To conserve energy and space,
telegrams consisted of numbers taken from a list in the states, which stood
for a certain message. When received on the other side of the ocean, the
numbered message was translated and then relayed to the recipient. It was
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easy, under the circumstances, to get a wrong number. I sent Annie a letter
telling her how glad we were to have her join our family, partially in
recompense for having fulminated in another letter over our "son," and
mostly because I was delighted that she had arrived with no missing parts,
after the close call we'd had with her while at Camp Edwards,
Massachusetts.
We hadn't been at Qualiano very long before we learned that the general
post office had been blown to smithereens by a heavy explosion occasioned
by the detonation of about a ton of dynamite the Germans had secreted
behind one wall by tearing out the wall and rebuilding it to make it appear
seamless and untouched. That taught me to avoid tempting shelters from then
on, and I was glad that our division headquarters had kept out of the
place. The lesson stood me in good stead many times when others would have
fallen for a trap. It is probably little to wonder at that I came out of
the war with a deep-seated notion that a very heavy streak of sadism ran
through the German army. I saw many signs of it all over Europe, and on at
least one occasion in the Vosges Mountains nearly lost my life to a
particularly diabolical scheme.
I went into Naples one day, by way of another training mission for the
I&R platoon, and among other things had my hair cut at a barbers' school
located in a glass-covered arcade near the waterfront. It took several
months to restore those areas where the student barber managed to pull hair
out in solid clumps.
Before returning to the front24, in Naples one morning, I could hardly
believe the scene before my eyes. There was a great deal of typhus in the
city and our Military Government establishment decided to reduce the
conditions conducive to lice propagation by powdering the populace with
DDT. Since that time we’ve learned to be careful with that substance.
Notices had been posted in advance requesting people to appear at a
certain large plaza for a swap of clothing and a dose of DDT. I thought
that the convocation I was witnessing was on the order of a Roman orgy!
Tens of thousands of Italian men, women and children were standing in the
plaza and along avenues leading to it without a stitch of clothing on them!
A cloud of dust, mostly DDT, was rising from the central area where GIs
stripped to the waist were using motors and hoses to blast DDT onto the
poor Italians.
It seems the civilians didn’t like the idea of swapping their clothing
for something the army would provide, so they left their things at home.
There was also a lot of misunderstanding of the regulations put out by the
Military Government.
24
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What a debacle! I’ve often wondered how many of the Italians suffered
ill effects from such gross applications of DDT. I can only say that it’s
a wonder that there wasn’t a riot before the day’s work was completed. The
Italian people were basically gentle and grateful for anything we could do
to relieve their suffering. I never found out what was done about their
clothing which, of course, harbored the lice causing typhus. Unfortunately
there were many civilian deaths from that disease. The military services
were inoculated against it.
As we drove back through the hills to Qualiano an air raid started, and
I stopped at a restaurant near the top of a hill. The owner and several
customers came barreling out and motioned me and my driver to follow them
across the road to an air-raid shelter. It was an enormous cave where
several hundred people apparently were still living, having been bombed out
of their homes. I took one whiff of the place and begged off, as did my
driver.
Some of the ack-ack25 guns were located just below our position in a
field and their shells and tracers came whizzing past us, too close for
comfort. By that time it was dark, and anti-aircraft lights were searching
the skies for the hostile planes. As I watched, a plane was caught in the
glare of a light, where it shone like a moth fluttering around a candle.
Several beams converged on it and the pilot, in trying to evade them,
spiraled downward, only to be knocked out of the air to crash into the sea.
When the raid ended, we had a good meal at the restaurant which specialized
in fish. German raids were frequent and planes coming toward Naples from
the north usually came down over the sea, guiding on an unfailing beacon Mt. Vesuvius.
For the most part, the port of Naples was the bombers' chief target.
When I had first seen it, there was a mad quality to the scene, due to the
forest of masts protruding from the water where the Germans had scuttled
ships to block the entrance to the dock areas. Docks had also been
dynamited. Our engineers had done a great job restoring facilities, though,
once we retook the port.
Several of our battalion commanders were relieved and replacements made
while we were at Qualiano. I've often thought that we might have done
better to have kept certain of the relieved commanders because their
background was in infantry whereas, for example, a Lt. Col. Wyatt, who took
over our second battalion, had been trained as an engineer. His limitations
became evident to us when, as regimental CO on the Rapido River, he made
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some mistakes which probably would have been avoided by a well-grounded
infantry officer.
During that time, too, we were involved in a feint that was designed to
influence the German High Command in Italy to withdraw some of its troops
from the front lines in order to defend against a possible amphibious endrun. I was on a special planning staff that met nearly every day in a
building in Naples where Brigadier General O'Daniel gave us the background
for a maneuver that was the crux of our feint.
One regiment was involved in amphibious maneuvers that included a lot of
radio traffic, both from the sea and our training area, in a special code
that we knew had already been compromised. I read scripts over the air at
given times as part of the scenario that had been written by a special
strategic intelligence group out of London and, while I was never sure of
it, Douglas Fairbanks Jr. was reputed to have worked on its content.
The difficult part of the whole operation was to deceive our own
officers and enlisted men with some semblance of verisimilitude, while
keeping them from becoming panicky over the dearth of vital information
they would need to know if we were actually going to outflank the German
line by water.
We went so far as to place logs in a position to simulate artillery
pieces under camouflage nets, knowing full well that modern aerial
photography would detect the sham. The premise on which we operated was
that there were hundreds of double agents in the Naples area who were in a
position to report to the Germans our daily staff meetings in that city
which took place from 1 PM until about 4:30 each day. During that time,
once we had the scheme of things in mind and operating instructions issued,
we would sit and spin yarns in order to pass the time that a serious
planning session would have entailed. Later, when I went to Korea, I spent
some interesting hours with General O'Daniel who, in Korea, was a lt.
general and I Corps commander, reminiscing about the fake staff sessions
we'd held in Naples.
When the day arrived to load on ships at Pozzuoli, where a former
Italian amphibious plane base had been located, the officers of the
regiment descended on me in droves and asked me how in God's name they
could organize an attack based on the limited information they had
received. If the plan were to succeed, it was absolutely essential that its
true nature remain secret until after troops were aboard ship. I asked them
to trust the amphibious staff that had prepared operating instructions
which would be disseminated when the units were at sea. I hinted, too, at
the possibility of compromise of our security if the full plan were
disclosed prematurely. I told them that, since I was going aboard ship with
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them, I was in a position to know that the plan was workable and as safe as
such things could be expected to be.
We moved our regimental combat team to the loading zone in the late
afternoon and found a number of LSTs tied up there awaiting our arrival. We
wanted all suspected agents in the vicinity to see the number of men
involved, together with the fact that we had artillery with us.
It was a tedious job getting men into the ships, and in the meantime I
had developed a team of officers who would break the news to the men that,
while the ships would depart, after dark, there would be no troops aboard.
I cautioned the members of that team to be absolutely certain that no
outcry greeted the announcement. I was also to bring the glad tidings to
the ship lying nearest the mainland. The disposition of LSTs was alongside
a jetty opposite a huge hangar which also figured in our plan.
I entered my LST and stood on an inner-balcony overlooking the vast main
hold of the ship while a hush fell over the hundreds of men as they looked
up at me.
"When I give you the basic plan of this maneuver," I said, "I want to
hear no sound whatsoever from you. It is absolutely essential that you not
even whisper, and when I'm through you will have another assignment of
equal importance which you must fulfill, noiselessly. If that is
understood, raise your right hands and keep quiet!"
All hands shot into the air and I could see some officers directly below
me moving restlessly as they wondered what in the hell I was talking about.
"Not a sound now!" I warned. "This proposed amphibious operation is only
a feint!" I held my right hand up and stopped everything but a loud
exhalation of breath as the import of what I had said filtered into their
minds.
"These
empty." I
have been
they have

ships will move out of here at 2100 hours but they will be
said and again held up my hands as a warning against sound. "We
feeding the Germans a false radio line for weeks, and we think
fallen for it."

I could sense the release from anxiety that swept over the group, many
of whom, now, stood on tiptoe to hear what I had to say.
"There are dozens of double agents in and around Naples who will report
our loading for an amphibious assault. The Germans, we believe, will also
have been deluded into thinking that our landing site is near Gaeta because
of the similarity of its crescent shoreline to the beach where we've been
practicing."
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"Everything now depends on your absolute silence! All of the plans we've
made, all of the logistical support, all of the false radio scenarios we've
been feeding the enemy will go for nothing, if even one of you makes a
sound of any kind."
I was impressed with the fact that there hadn't been a peep from anyone.
"You will debark from this LST in a column of twos and move directly
across the pier to the old hangar. There is to be no talk, no noise from
equipment, no smoking, no light of any kind to be shown. You will not move
across the pier until ordered to do so, since we will unload the ships in
rotation starting with the ones furthest out on the pier."
"Once in the hangar it will be crowded since the whole regimental combat
team will be there. You are to remain quiet until you are called to board a
truck toward morning for infiltration back to camp. If you feel
uncomfortable during the night, remember how much better off you'll be than
if you'd been called on to make another landing."
After disembarking the troops in an almost ghostly silence, and
reassembling them in close quarters within the hangar, the line of LSTs
cast off and steamed north on schedule. Our troops were taken, a truckload
at a time, to our bivouac area during the remainder of the night. They
closed into position just before dawn.
The plan succeeded beyond all of our expectations as the Germans moved a
division out of the front lines and sent it to outpost the coastline.
Furthermore, subsequent captured maps showed the existence in our lines of
a "phantom" division that had been conjured up from radio scenarios. We
also found evidence of a "phantom" allied fleet operating on the Tyrrhenian
Sea whose existence also arose from German radio intercepts of false
information deliberately given over a period of time.
I had a chance to visit Pompeii one Sunday with Col. Price, the
regimental executive officer, and although tourists had not been allowed to
visit that once-buried city for a long time, we were met by a dozen or more
guides who showed us the sights and wanted nothing but cigarettes for their
services. We, of course, saw the mosaics and paintings that portrayed the
inordinate preoccupation of the ancient Pompeiians with sex. However, one
of the guides sold Col. Price a golden object that he called a "Pompeiian
Cross." It wasn't until we viewed a painting of a man weighing his enormous
genitals before a crowd that we recognized the "Pompeiian Cross" for what
it really was.
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Chapter 16
THE PINK HOUSE
On November 15, 1943, my division was returned to the fighting front,
then located in the vicinity of the town of Mignano,26 in the Mignano
Valley. The 141st Infantry relieved the 15th Infantry Regiment of the 3rd
Division to which Lt. Col. Crawford, who had been of such great help to my
regiment during the Salerno fight, had been posted as exec officer.
While I can't be sure of the connotations involved, Col. Crawford, in
leaving the CP which we took over, offered us some Italian liquor that he
had acquired locally. It was labelled "Cognac" and appeared to be of
ancient vintage, a factor the Italians apparently found easy to counterfeit
with a little dust and soot. We paid him for it and someone put the three
bottles under a table.
During the first evening I happened to look under the table and found
that one of the bottles had not only been knocked over but was leaking its
contents onto the floor. Peculiarly, too, smoke was rising from the floor
where the "cognac" was eating its way through the wood. That taught all
concerned a lesson about Italians and about Crawford.
Our CP was located in the upper room of a house of pink-colored stucco
that, from the moment of our entry until this day, when veterans of our
regiment reminisce over the Italian Campaign, has been referred to as the
"Pink House." In the same house, on the lower floor, was located the CP of
the 143rd Infantry Regiment. The troops of my regiment were disposed with
the 1st Battalion on Mt. Lungo, and the 3rd Battalion on Mt. Rotondo, almost
directly in front of the "Pink House." The 2nd Battalion was in reserve.
As the men of the 15th Infantry left for a rest area, one of them turned
over to me a map that had been captured earlier from a German artilleryman,
in which the area where our new CP was located was shown as defiladed from
German artillery fire. Since the Germans could move their self-propelled
artillery to any area along their front, I was inclined to doubt the safety
of the house in that respect, and so stated.
We were shortly made aware of the fact that German observers had seen
all of the activity around the CP from their high peaks that looked down on
every move we made. Several heavy rounds landed on a slight rise just in
front of the "Pink House" and jarred our eyeteeth just as we were sitting
26
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down for our evening meal. Col. Werner at that moment chose to tell me off
in front of the rest of the staff by saying that I had been insubordinate
to him. I looked at him and asked the circumstances he referred to.
"It's just your general attitude, Doughty," he said.
"I'm sorry if you don't like my attitude," I responded, "but that is
scarcely a basis for calling me insubordinate."
"You never report to me on how the training of the I&R platoon is
going." he said.
"Have you found the platoon wanting in any respect?" I asked.
"That's what I mean!" Werner reported. "You answer questions with
questions."
"Colonel," I said, "since you've chosen to reprimand me in front of
others, I'm now going to let you in on something. At no time, since we
landed at Salerno, have you commanded this regiment and I don't propose to
be your whipping boy while you try to reestablish your authority. I think
you've chosen me for that purpose because you know I do not stand in awe of
your or anyone else's rank. Some of your Texas boys do."
At just that moment a tremendous explosion occurred immediately outside
the east end of our CP. It shook the house and knocked several bricks out
of a fireplace at that end. A loud outcry reached us from downstairs and in
the next few minutes we were busy tearing downstairs to see what had
happened.
We found one of the officers of the 143rd's staff dead and several others
wounded. The dead man, a medical major, was sitting in a chair near the
lower fireplace and while he did not appear to be wounded, nevertheless he
was dead. Near his head, which had dropped forward onto his chest, was a
narrow window - more of a slit than a window - which contained no glass. It
was later established that a steel splinter had come through the narrow
opening and penetrated his neck, severing his spinal cord. The shell had
struck an embankment outside the house and the force of the explosion had
been toward the house. So much for defilade!
When we reassembled in our upstairs headquarters I noticed that Col.
Price had gone into Col. Werner's office, where he was in earnest
conversation with the latter. I wasn't about to be pilloried by anyone as
puerile as Werner had shown himself to be. If he'd taken me to one side and
indicated what he wanted changed in my attitude, I would readily have
complied. Since he had elected to try to nail my carcass to the barn door
in order to impose his presence on the rest of the staff, most of whom came
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to me later and said they had been ashamed of his action, I let him have
it.
He never again mentioned the incident due largely, I believe, to Price's
influence but due in no small part, either, to my readiness to call a spade
a spade. I was fortunate that I did not have to put up with his smallminded behavior for very long.
We began to realize just how inferior our positions were as casualties
mounted. The first battalion, under a Lt. Col. J. Trimble Brown, was
exposed to the most hazardous situation of all. He had taken over a portion
of Mt. Rotondo's southern slope where German artillery, mortars, and
machine guns could rake his whole area with heavy fire, day or night. It
was practically impossible for his men to get any rest and, as a result,
his casualties - including men whose nerves had been shattered - exceeded
those of the other battalions. I was sent by Werner to visit the 1st
Battalion headquarters one night, another measure of his own lack of
intrepidity - signs of which we'd seen at Salerno. I took a squad of I&R
platoon men with me and at dusk we threaded our way, single file, through
the devastated town of Mignano, down to a river where the trail to the 1st
Battalion headquarters began.
The trouble with following the river was that the Germans held the
opposite bank and several times an hour would send up flares that would
light the area like a carnival midway as parachutes, carrying the glowing
magnesium, would slowly settle to the ground.
As we stumbled through the darkness I could feel my boots sink to my
ankles in the muddy trail that had been the only route of access and egress
to the salient we were visiting. It was spooky going with every sense alert
to sound, sight, and smell. Tall, reedy grass grew along the embankment and
offered a fragile cover of our movements. Against the sky we could catch an
indistinct view of the round-topped hill toward which we were moving. When
the first German gunner fired his machine gun across the river, we all
thudded to the ground until the few short bursts were finished. I noticed
that there were no tracer bullets in the fusillade, making it almost
impossible to locate the gun's position, even though I could distinguish
the "thump" of the gun. Flash-hiders, used to a far greater extent by the
German army than by ours, assured concealment of a gun's location.
We had moved quite a distance along the river's edge when we were almost
blinded by the first flare thrown up for our benefit. I went down fast,
since it was fairly certain that observers would be nearly as blinded as we
for the initial moments of glare. A mortar fired three rounds that were not
intended for us, since they landed fairly near the base of Mt. Rotondo,
where I knew the entrance lay to a wine cave that the 1st Battalion
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headquarters had appropriated. Again, it was the German way of harassing
our troops.
In dropping to the ground I must have moved off the trail for when I
arose, after the flare had died out, I found myself in the reeds.
Apparently, too, there was an eroded place on the embankment for I suddenly
plunged straight down for about ten feet and landed in water up to my neck.
The splash was enormously loud to my ears as I worked to keep my carbine
above my head after its first immersion.
When I tried to climb out of the river, which was not over thirty feet
wide at best, I found the embankment straight up and down, although I
sensed that I was in a small fold of ground away from the main stream. I
moved slowly around the miniature cove finding no foothold anywhere for
climbing the embankment. It was colder than blazes and my teeth vere
chattering as I wondered what had happened to the I&R men who must have
heard my entry into the water.
As I waited for another flare, I moved in close to the banking and faced
away from the hostile shore. Above me, I heard the reeds rustle and looking
up I made out a white blotch that was low to the ground.
"You down there, Cap'n?" a voice whispered. It was Sergeant Flowers, a
wrinkled-face man of the plains of Texas, a tiger in a fight despite his
small but wiry stature.
"Yes," I whispered back. "I can't climb this embankment. It's too
straight and too slippery."
"Hold on a minute," he said and I heard him move away.
Shortly there were sounds of several bodies moving above me and Flowers'
face appeared again, barely discernible in the gloom.
"They's three of us here now," he whispered. "Grab this rope and we'll
pull you up."
I heard a slap in the water and fumbled around until I found a fairly
stout rope. I slung my carbine over a shoulder, took a couple of bights of
the rope around my hands, and whispered, "Pull away!" My feet dug at the
banking as I went flying up it, and in about three seconds I was lying
among them. We crawled to the path and I heard a snicker.
"Geez, Cap'n," Flowers said, "I know it ain't funny but, Christ, if I
don't laugh, I'll die."
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"Laugh away," I said and I could hear subdued chuckles as the men who
had rescued me joined in the merriment. I had to smile myself in spite of
the chilled condition of my clothes and body.
"Let's get going," I said and we went on our way, reaching the CP and
ducking into the curtained doorway to a cave just as more mortar shells
landed outside. Inside, we passed a second curtain and came into a large
wine cavern that had tunnels radiating off it in several directions,
penetrating deep into Mt. Rotondo.
A sentry had challenged us just short of the cave, and we'd given the
countersign in guarded tones. I knew, from having studied a chart of the
German position, that a bulge I could just make out at the top of the hill
was a German bunker. Below it, in terribly exposed positions, were the
foxholes of our troops which I couldn't see at night, but which I knew were
there. We hadn't seen the sentinel who challenged us, either, but once
inside we learned that he was in a covered foxhole as was another one whose
job was to cover any one challenged with a sub-machine gun until they'd
given the correct countersign.
We found the rest of our I&R squad inside, together with Lt. Col.
Trimble Brown and his staff. There were several Coleman lanterns hissing
away, as well as a couple of small gasoline stoves where men were brewing
coffee. I learned that Werner had talked with Brown on the telephone and
had discussed with him the several questions I'd been asked to clear.
A number of men were sleeping in one of the galleries leading into the
mountain. I set about peeling off wet clothing, while everyone guffawed at
my predicament. It was fairly comfortable in the cave, and I was soon
feeling better as I sat on a chair wrapped in a blanket with my feet on an
ammo box in close proximity to one of the stoves.
Suddenly we could hear a strange rustling, rushing sound like nothing
I'd ever heard before.
"Here they come again," someone yelled as around a corner came thousands
of rats that looked and acted like a miniature herd of buffalo, crowding
and stumbling and squealing. Men struck at them with guns, pistols, and
clubs they'd fashioned against such raids. I was in a good position with my
feet up, although I was nearly knocked into the swirling mass of rodents by
a soldier who fell backwards as rats started to nip at his legs.
The rats barreled into another tunnel where I could hear sounds of heavy
whacks as the Joes, trying to sleep there, fought them off. Several men
were bitten in the melee and had to be treated by a medic stationed in the
cave. This rat foray occurred two or three times a night, according to
Brown, and appeared to be occasioned by hunger.
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I re-checked German positions and went into some of the questions
bearing on morale, that I'd been ordered by Werner to raise. Brown had
nothing but the highest admiration for any man who could stay in a foxhole
day and night for weeks while being subjected to heavy machine-gun, mortar
and artillery concentrations endlessly. He had taken to rotating his
companies on position practically daily and bringing the support company
into the cave for relief from the incessant shelling. Even the rats were
better than the constant exposure to death.
It wasn't until several days later that I began to understand why Werner
had sent me to the 1st Battalion on what I had conceived to be a useless
mission; one designed primarily to expose me to trial and tribulation, let
alone death. He indicated at breakfast that the army was sending in a team
of psychiatrists to learn why our battle fatigue cases were greater than
others on the line.
"You, Doughty," Werner said, "will go to Division and lead them up here
and from this CP to the 1st Battalion. You're the only one who knows the
route to the 1st Battalion."
"That makes it real convenient, doesn't it?" I responded and he had the
grace to bat his eyes, but to say nothing. He knew exactly what I meant. He
hadn't stirred out of the CP for days. I ran the gauntlet to the Division
CP in daylight and was fired at by a battery of German guns that tried to
outsmart my driver, who knew better than to maintain even speed. We'd
rocket along at fifty, then slow to ten and jump again to forty. Shells
dropped ahead of and behind us until we reached a screened area behind a
large hill.
At Division I ran into the assistant G-2 who couldn't understand why I
was the one to undertake this medical mission. "Look, Reese," I said, "I'm
not a Texan. Does that tell you anything?" He, a Texan, went off scratching
his head.
The team of psychiatrists was the saddest group of men I'd seen in
years. Their helmets didn't look right on them, and I could tell that they
were scared to the point of panic. One of them, with a straggly moustache,
was the chief of the team.
"How was it coming back here?" he asked and his eyes appeared watery.
"We ran the gauntlet," I said. "Why are you men coming up to the
fighting front? Don't you have enough to do in the rear areas?"
"Ran the gauntlet?" he asked. "What do you mean?"
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"The whole route is under German observation once we pass the other side
of this hill where division headquarters is located. They shoot at us, but
don't worry. Have your drivers follow my driver's lead. When he speeds up,
you speed up. When he brakes, you brake. Don't stay too close though, for
that would offer a target for more guns than they normally employ and we
might get a real barrage on us."
His eyes were bleak as he turned to discuss this turn of events with his
confreres, two of whom announced, on the spot, that they were not going to
come any further.
Two of the team decided they'd go, but in my jeep since they did not
trust their drivers to know how to handle artillery fire. We headed back to
the "Pink House" at about ten o’clock in the morning under a cloudless sky.
The doctors were huddled in the back seat, their teeth chattering in the
cold breeze, made colder by the fact that we had the windshield down and
covered with canvass and, of course, this necessitated putting the
vehicle's canvass top down, as well.
As we pulled into full view of the hostile OPs that I knew existed on
every crest on a great arc from west to east, I cautioned the doctors to
hang on. My driver put on a burst of speed and then braked and the two
rear-seat occupants nearly fell into my lap. Sure enough, four shells fell
about twenty yards ahead of us.
"Now go like hell!" I yelled at Bennett, my driver. He accelerated and
we hit fifty with wheels bouncing high off the road's surface when they
struck some of the more dangerous potholes. Two shells fell behind us and
two ahead. The Germans were practicing the naval strategy of bracketing a
target by splitting their gun battery.
"Keep going," I yelled, and the jeep began to sway as we hit maximum
speed. All four shells landed behind us but too close for comfort.
As we approached a tree-lined portion of the road, I told Bennett to
slow down as though about to turn off on a side road some 100 yards ahead.
He braked the jeep, hard, and pulled the wheel to the right. I looked back
and saw the chief psychiatrist holding his assistant by one arm, as the
latter nearly fell out of the jeep.
Part way around the curve Bennett spun the wheel back left and we
plummeted out of the tree-lined defile, jounced over a high bump, and
accelerated again. Two shells landed up the side road and two back in the
defile. We were nearly home free, for I could see the turn-off coming up to
our CP. I was hoping that other German guns would not join in the spirited
game we were playing.
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"Slow down," I yelled and Bennett braked again causing a great commotion
in the rear. I looked back and found that the helmet of each man had come
down over his eyes. We were being analyzed by men who hadn't learned how to
fit their helmet liners to their own heads!
I was working on the assumption that only four guns were trying to knock
us out and that it took them as long to adjust their sights to new target
areas as it took us to move about one fifth of a mile. Of course, our
variable speed made my analysis a ballpark estimate.
"Stop!" I yelled, and Bennett stopped the jeep in the middle of the
road. I got out and pretended to be looking at a rear tire. My gamble was
that the guns had been re-trained on the juncture of the road to our
command post. I felt that we might wait just long enough for the Germans to
shift onto us as a stationary target, at least with one or two guns, and
give us a chance to get around the corner to the CP without being blown to
bits.
The psychiatrists, by this time, were reduced to jelly. They ducked
behind the front seats and I could hear one of them blubbering.
"Go!" I yelled and Bennett nearly lost all three of us when he let out
the clutch. We must have moved about fifty yards when two shells crashed
just about on the spot where we had waited.
"Slow to ten," I yelled and Bennett complied. Two shells struck the road
junction about fifty yards ahead of us.
"Now go like hell again." I said and we nearly turned over as we
careened around a corner, up over a rise, down onto a railroad crossing and
up into our CP motor pool.
"Get inside." I directed the visiting team. "We're upstairs." Our staff
welcomed the two men who were too frightened to speak for nearly half an
hour. They had some coffee and food and appeared to be coming out of their
blue funk until I told them we should leave for the front shortly, to avoid
the German noontime salute that the village of Mignano, just ahead of the
"Pink House," received each day.
"How much further forward are you going?" the chief psychiatrist said.
"About three miles." I responded.
"Why can't we interview the men and officers here?" he wanted to know.
"Because," said Col. Werner who had been listening, "you can't
understand the pressures our front lines are under until you see where
they're located. It will be somewhat dangerous to go up in daylight but
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otherwise, it will be practically impossible for you to complete your
assignment."
I led them out the door and down to the motor pool where I had left
Bennett. "I'm going up to the 1st Battalion with these officers," I said to
Bennett. "You stand by for a return run to Division after dark."
"Yes, sir!" Bennett said, relief in his voice that we weren't going to
match wits with the German gunners again in daylight.
We started out to the main road and just as we reached it, the noontime
tattoo by German artillery rolled over Mignano about two hundred yards away
from our position. I jumped into the righthand ditch and laid low. Both
psychiatrists were in the same ditch behind me. Ten minutes later the
barrage lifted and I said, "Let's go."
"I'm not going any further," the assistant psychiatrist said. I could
see he had just vomited.
"Suit yourself," I replied, "but you haven't seen one-thousandth part of
what our infantrymen have been taking each hour for weeks."
"They're trained for it," the chief said.
"How do you train men to face death, loss of sleep, insufficient food,
loss of comrades, maiming, freezing weather, and an army leadership that
sends out psychiatrists to learn what that leadership hasn't the guts to
find out for itself?" I shot at them.
"I think we've seen all we need to," the chief said. While I was not
itching to make the dangerous trek, I fought down the chance to turn back
and said, "You go back now and I'll write a report about yellow
psychiatrists that'll follow your record for the rest of your lives. I'm
going on up to the 1st Battalion Aid Station, and one of you'd better get
there with me."
I strode off, keeping to one side of the road, and then dog-trotted
through Mignano just in case the Germans changed their regular pattern of
clobbering the place.
"Hold on," I heard a voice say and around a corner came the chief
psychiatrist. He was pale and shaky but he rose in my estimation a long,
long way for I was sure that he, with his background, was much more
sensitive to the fearful conditions than were those of us who had had a
chance to work into the situation.
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We made the trip without a shot being fired at us. The German outposts
must have been sleeping, for there was no way we could avoid detection in
the ordinary course of events. I warned the doctor of all of the pitfalls
as we stopped from time to time to catch a breath.
Outside the 1st Battalion Headquarters I ran into Col. Brown and members
of his staff, who said the aid station was farther along the base of Mt.
Rotondo in another entrance to the cavernous wine cellar, part of which I'd
seen on my first visit. We skirted the mountain and shortly found the
second entrance. Inside I found the battalion doctor working with a
sergeant, who was sitting in a chair repeating over and over, his teeth
chattering and his arms clasped around both knees to keep them from
shaking. "I've gotta get back, Doc! My men need me, Doc. I just gotta get
back!"
The doctor was about to give him an injection, but the sergeant fended
him off. "Don't knock me out, Doc! Just let me get back on the hill.
Please, Doc!"
We learned that the sergeant had been brought in by his men after he had
been seized with such shattering shudders and quakings that he was a danger
to them and himself. His nerves were shot after a month of such terrible
exposure to the elements and hostile fires that he had no control left.
"I hope you noticed, doctor," I said, "that the man was still anxious to
return to his men in order to bolster their morale, even when he'd lost all
control over himself."
We were in the 1st Battalion CP by that time after the psychiatrist and
the Battalion medic had talked for about two hours, while the former took
notes.
"I don't know why or how any man puts up with a situation like this."
the psychiatrist said to the group listening. "I'm going back to write my
report, and you can be sure that I shall fill it with nothing but praise
for every man here." He shook his head and looked at me. "Thanks for the
push," he said.
We returned to the "Pink House" after dark, with only one startling
event to chill us when several flares were shot up over us in quick
succession, to cause us to hug the trail by the river for nearly an hour.
The psychiatrist had gotten his second wind by that time, and I could sense
that he had steadied down to a point where he could feel the challenge to
make it safely through a tough experience.
The reason for our holding such a grim and dangerous position became
clear, although it made even less sense then, when we learned that, as a
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psychological ploy, the first Italian army unit to fight on our side
the surrender was coming into our position to relieve us. Apparently
taken some time to locate a sufficient number of officers to command
Italian troops and to equip the First Italian Motorized Regiment, as
called.

after
it had
the
it was

Just before the relief took place I established an OP on a mountain
flank, overlooking the town of St. Pietro, where a great deal of enemy
activity had been observed by our front-line units. The mountain rose to
the east of the "Pink House" and the OP was reached by a trail from the CP
along the mountain's base, under cover of many olive trees. It wound its
way up over terrace after terrace and finally emerged in full view of
hostile observation, about a hundred yards from the OP. This, of course,
necessitated entering and leaving the place under cover of darkness. There
was a natural declivity that had been deepened so that four or five men
could occupy the post without crowding. Care had been taken to leave no
telltale signs in or around the area. All earth had been removed from the
site at night in sandbags, except for one low wall of such bags at the rear
of the OP behind which a man could stretch out in a small dugout and get
some sleep. A natural rock barrier provided crevices through which a
telescope could be trained to watch the terraced approaches to San Pietro
and through which men could also watch the scene with field glasses or the
naked eye.
Overhead camouflage was provided by the branches of an olive tree. Low
wires had been strung by the I&R boys along each side of the trail to
prevent its being widened by careless use and each night men also walked to
a point 100 yards beyond the OP to a spot where, having learned the lesson
well from the British brigadier, I had had a likely position for an OP
slightly altered by the emplacement of a log beside a heavy boulder. If
aerial photography were used against us, which I assumed would occur, the
beaten path would soon be discovered and I wanted it to terminate well away
from our active OP.
The brigadier's prophecy as to the efficacy of such deception proved
prescient, for the Germans fired at the dummy position incessantly during
the day, knocking the log to bits. At night some harassing fire was also
tossed into the decoy OP. Each night men carted a new log to the spot and
we learned to anchor it more securely by digging in stakes behind it to
keep it from moving unless directly hit. We learned to replace the log
toward morning, for the nightly harassing action ceased about then.
I was in the OP one day in order to confirm the reports of several
hundred automatic weapon emplacements in San Pietro. There was no doubt in
my mind as to the accuracy of the I&R observations, but Werner was all for
committing me whenever he could. It was difficult to use the power scope
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because the slightest tremor threw off the image even though the instrument
was mounted on a short tripod.
I caught a movement out of the corner of the telescope's image and, by a
slight adjustment to the left, brought into focus a lumbering command car
on the main highway. I alerted others to the situation and one of the
observers said, "Gawd-a-mighty, that dummy is out in front of our lines."
We watched the car ease up to a blown-out bridge where the driver got out
and walked up to survey the waters below, hand on hips. At the same time
another of our observers whispered, "There's a German anti-tank gun zeroing
in on the car." I could also see the German gunner working hand cranks to
bring his weapon onto the target.
The driver walked slowly back to the car and leaned against it while he
talked with someone inside, for we could see movement in the rear seat.
"He's going to turn that crate around and there's mines every three feet
on the road shoulders," someone said. I had a feeling that the anti-tank
gun would settle things first. We watched, scarcely breathing, as the
driver backed across the grass verge on the right side of the road, pulled
ahead and put both wheels over the left shoulder, reversed again and drove
back from whence he'd come. Nothing happened! We could not account for the
actions of the damned fool driver or of the German gunner. It's possible
the latter thought that the mines would blow the command car and its
occupants to eternity or that it was a gutsy ruse to get him to expose his
position by firing at the car.
We were still talking about the incident when, after dark, I bailed out
of the OP and descended the mountain to the "Pink House." There I learned
the identity of one of the people who'd driven into No-Man's Land. Sitting
at our mess table was Margaret Bourke-White, the famous photographer. I
asked her if she, by any chance, had been in a command car that had been
driven up to a burned-out bridge beyond our lines. Even then, she was not
aware of the close call she'd had.

17: Margaret Bourke-White

"Yes," she responded. "My driver was sure there would
be a sign telling us where the front lines were." We all
laughed at such naïveté.
"I watched your driver," I said, "and at the same
time, when he walked to the bridge site, I could see a
German gunner bringing an anti-tank gun to bear on your vehicle."
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Miss White seemed properly alarmed at that statement. "You mean," she
said, "that I was actually in range of a German gun."
"Not only that," I said, "but your driver backed over a road shoulder,
drove up onto the other shoulder and started back to our lines without
seeming to recognize that there were German Teller27 mines every three feet
along both sides of the road."
"Good Heavens," she gasped, "I might have been hurt."
"You would have been blown to bits," I responded, "by twenty-one pounds
of dynamite except for the most incredible kind of luck I've ever seen."
"I shall report that man," she said as she took up reloading film into a
large camera, a task she'd been at when I walked in.
I learned from others on the regimental staff that she had taken a look
at the German charcoal pornography that we'd found on all the walls of the
rooms we occupied and had simply glossed the embarrassing moment over by
saying, "Oh my, I must have some shots of that!" She had done just that and
the situation was saved.
She stayed with us for several days and while she must have heard some
vile language from time to time, she never commented on it or on the
conditions under which we lived. She was dressed in the olive drab uniform
of a war correspondent, with tunic and slacks. She was more daring than was
wise but got some front-line action photos that were prize-winners.
We needed some aerial photographs of Mount Sammucro, for our efforts to
take San Pietro had failed shortly after I reported some 300 automatic gun
sites in the town. A Polish aviator who flew a P-38 for such photo
reconnaissance missions refused to fly over Mt. Sammucro because of
the heavy flak thrown up from surrounding areas. Margaret White asked
and got permission from our commanding general to fly with an
artillery spotter in a light plane and spent several hours ranging
back and forth by the flank of Sammucro, taking the shots we needed
for a planned attack up its steep slopes. I sweated out that mission,
too, from the I&R OP, and thought the plane would be destroyed by
anti-aircraft fire before she signaled a return to base. I still have
one of her excellent photographs of Sammucro in my den.
After the war Miss White wrote a book about our division and her experiences with it in the Mignano Valley and called it Purple Heart
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Valley.28 She wrote that many people had asked her how it was possible for
her to live with fighting men at the front. Her response was that she had
never received more courteous and kindly attention anywhere in her life,
and while there were inconveniences (latrines, no doubt) and considerable
danger, she treasured every moment, or words to that effect.
I read the book after returning home from Europe and found in it a
fairly spicy remark that anyone unacquainted with the situation would fail
to grasp. She indicated that we had even told her the story of the one man
any of us knew who had completely understood his reason for fighting. She
left it at that.
Our medics had first broken the news of this unusual situation; unusual
because, regardless of public relations ventures by the military forces to
romanticize the GIs’ understanding of basic issues in the war, few of the
doughboys could give any cogent reason for being in the middle of such a
fracas.
The unusual man had landed at Salerno and within an hour was back on the
beach looking for a prophylactic station!
One more dramatic development occurred on or about December 5, 1943,
while we were at the "Pink House." The First Italian Motorized Regiment
came to replace my regiment. The news had come to us by telephone from
Division Headquarters and Scotty and I were delegated to act as guides to
get the Italians into the proper tactical positions at night. I, naturally
enough, was to take in tow the unit that would replace our 1st Battalion on
the slopes of Mt. Rotondo.
Scotty and I went out to the main road on foot just before dusk, expecting that there would be no movement of the Italian troops until after
dark. We had tried to talk with the staff hastily put together for the new
unit but the Italian general, whose last warfare had occurred in 1918 and
who had been ignored by Mussolini, could scarcely deign to look at us. The
labor minister under Badoglio had donned a uniform, too, but his knowledge
of infantry tactics was lacking. We learned, just before Scotty and I went
out as guides, that the Italian staff was not going to assist in any way
since their general had termed a passage of lines at night as "purely
automatic." Since it is one of the most dangerous moves to be caught
making, we knew just about how good the Italian war effort would be.
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Anvil or Hammer.
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Scotty and I had just about reached the spot we'd chosen to meet the
Italian troops when we heard the damnedest racket I'd heard in a long time.
Down the road came huge Italian trucks under full observation by the
Germans. Their blackout lights weren't blue like ours but, I was convinced,
could be seen for miles. In the trucks were the Bersiglieri uniforms I'd
seen, here and there, during my stay in Italy. The item, however, that had
Scotty and me transfixed was the long, graceful, curling feather each man
wore in his helmet. We could hardly believe that this was for real. I'd
brought some Italian-speaking men from the I&R platoon with me to act as
interpreters. Any thought of moving into the lines by stealth went
glimmering as the sound of the trucks, with mufflers blaring, was enough to
wake the dead. One of our enlisted men took a look and started to howl.
I was concerned about the column being hit by artillery fire and got
some of the Italian officers down off their vehicles where I could talk
with them through an interpreter. When I told them that the crests all
around us to the north were German-held, they ran back along the road and
cautioned drivers to put off their lights, which they didn't need in any
event since it was still daylight.
That night stands out in my memory as remarkable for a number of
reasons. Where we had not dared to strike a match while on the road at
night, I was to see bonfires burning before the night was half over, where
Italian kitchens were set up around the fields beside the town of Mignano.
I gathered the officers of the battalion I was guiding to Mt. Rotondo and
in a defiladed spot under a culvert, I showed them the position they were
going to occupy. This was the first they'd heard about a salient surrounded
on three sides by Germans. The effect on them was anything but buoying.
They thought that they should talk this over with their regimental staff
officers, until I told them that their staff had retired.
I had all I could do to take the comic-opera quality of the scene
seriously. It was pathetic in a way for, if these men were captured, the
Germans had promised them instant death. I told the officers that we would
soon enter the salient and I wanted them to tell their men of the probable
reception we might get from Germans just across the river to our left.
In my life, I never was so edgy as I was on that trip to the base of Mt.
Rotondo. The thing that made it most harrowing was the fact that the
Germans never fired a round despite the noise of trucks, the fires, and the
squabbling of the troops as we moved toward our 1st Battalion CP. The
Italian enlisted men were damned unhappy about their tactical situation and
made no bones about it. They talked in excited tones as though they were on
a Sunday stroll. I barked at them a number of times and wondered what would
happen if a flare went up. All remained serene.
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At the battalion CP I again warned the Italians that we were, now, in a
very ticklish situation, since we would have to crawl up over the slope of
Mt. Rotondo and, as we encountered the foxholes of the 1st Battalion troops,
an Italian would be dropped off at every spot from which we removed one of
our GIs. I had no faith that any of us would make it back to the battalion
CP alive. I shall never be able to account for the absolute lack of German
reaction that night. I was covered with sweat after making the rounds of
the foxholes from which I had the American GIs and non-coms individually
move directly back to the CP, preparatory to leaving the position.
When I got back to the cave, I found that the I&R boys were already
moving out with the 1st Battalion but as I stood there, I suddenly realized
that the language I was hearing was Italian. Every last Italian, feigning a
misunderstanding of what foxhole he was to occupy, had simply tagged along
and was now ready to quit the vicinity of the salient.
Needless to say, we had a terrible time getting them back in position
and, as a result, it was dawn before many of us could leave the site. We
suffered many casualties returning to our regimental CP since the German
reaction, though delayed until daylight, was punishing. I almost got it as
I passed through the town of Mignano at about 7 AM when a barrage was laid
on us that lasted for fifteen minutes. I sweated it out in a cellar, the
stench of cordite strong in my nose.
For my night's work I received, much later in the war and after we'd
made the Southern France landing, an Italian Cross of Military Valor. As a
postlude to that situation, the ancient artillery of the Italian unit, when
positioned where our guns had been, didn't have enough range to reach
our own front lines, let alone German fortifications. The Germans,
upon capturing a large number of Italians, manacled their hands and
then shot them through the head, leaving them in clusters on the
hillsides where we found them.
________________________
The following comments are relevant to RKD’s role in the situation as he fought his way in a NW direction
from the “Pink House” toward Monte Cassino. RKD was in a pretty tough business where good information was
critical.
RKD was in the infantry, but artillery played a very important role in that it had to be integrated with the
infantry. On-the-ground observers, like him, together with light observation airplanes as Margaret Bourke-White
described in her coverage, are very often the eyes for the artillery.
Consider you are a manning a cannon team, well camouflaged. Knowing what to fire upon is typically a matter
of having the observers tell you where the target is. Thus their function is critical. When you do fire, you risk
revealing your position because you might be seen by the enemy. The next possible event is a shot landing near your
position. While that may be miss and you consider yourself fortunate, the observers are probably using the miss
distance and vector direction on the gridded maps that RKD mentions so often so that the next shot may be right on
your position!
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Chapter 17
REST, REHABILITATION, AND BEYOND
On the day before the Italian unit came on line, we had been told to
expect an important visitor but had no idea that he would arrive in
daylight in a huge, chauffeur-driven blue limousine with eight outriders on
motorcycles. The entourage was so impressive that the German observers
couldn't help but recognize the arrival at our CP of a VIP.
Crown Prince Umberto stepped out of the limousine near our CP, and the
Italian officers who'd joined us early nearly ruptured themselves saluting
and fawning over him. If he was meant to be a morale raiser, I can only say
I found him foppish and effeminate.
Our staff had decided to move into the basement of the “Pink House,”
once the Italian staff joined us, since there was insufficient room for
both groups in the confined quarters we'd been occupying. I was standing
near Umberto talking, in French, with the former minister of labor for the
Italian government under Bodoglio, when I heard the sudden, almost
overwhelming and deadly roar of planes right on top of us. They'd come
around Mt. Summucro to the east, at low level, and were strafing as they
powered over us.
The only entrance to the cellar of the “Pink House” was a door at the
rear of the building from which a long ramp, over which wine barrels could
be rolled, led to the basement floor about fifteen feet below ground level.
I dove for that ramp in a desperate move that had to be controlled if I
wished to avoid going over its edge onto the cellar floor. With me went
three other forms and together we rolled down the incline, tangled head and
foot. At the bottom we began to untangle just as anti-personnel bombs
started to detonate in an ear-crushing racket, like the one I'd experienced
at Salerno when I'd had to dive into a brook. For small bombs they made a
hellish racket and one went off just inside the cellar doorway, throwing
metal and stone chips over our heads.
It wasn't even embarrassing to find that the crown prince was one of the
four of us who had had the same inspiration that probably saved us from
being badly wounded or killed. I could only think that he had been
responsible for the bombing with his foolish jaunt up to the front under
circumstances where the Germans would be constrained to give him a royal
welcome. We dusted ourselves off and, as we started up the ramp, several
more bombs detonated. We waited a half hour while listening to cries for
"medic" from men who had been wounded. Before we were through with the
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German donation to our day, we identified three types of bombs: those that
went off on impact, those with a delayed fuse, and a third type that were
triggered when they were touched by a warm human hand. To make the touching
almost a cinch, such bombs were shaped like metal pens and pencils.
After the bombing I talked with Col. Price who, when he got nervous,
would shift a cigar stub from one corner of his mouth to the other in rapid
succession. I had been teed off by the fact that men, who had not been
exposed to danger, were receiving rest and rehabilitation leaves at
Sorrento while those in contact with the enemy were, apparently,
forgotten. Price was dealing the leaves out of his vest pocket, so I
walked up to him during the evening after Umberto returned to the rear
areas and said, "Colonel, how would you like an investigation into this
regiment's administrative procedures?"
He had dark eyes that snapped, on inner command, in a way that was
supposed to warn all and sundry that he wouldn't take much guff from
anyone. It was a reflexive response that hid a big heart and camouflaged
uncertainty.
"What've you got in mind?" he asked, removing the cigar butt.
"We have some medical officers who have had one hell of a time working
at battalion aid stations. They've saved life, after life and no one has
thought to send them on leave."
"Who would take their places?" he asked.
"There are medics with the reserve battalion," I responded. "And yet
ours haven't had a moment of peace and quiet since we landed over two
months ago."
"Doughty," Price responded, "I'll have to handle this business the best
way I know how."
"Colonel," I replied, "you don't seem to grasp my meaning. I could
expose the favoritism you've been practicing, by bringing to the attention
of the Division G-1 or the army inspector general a list of the rear
echelon men you've been sending to Sorrento. It's time this regiment was
administered on some basis other than rewarding peacetime service in the
National Guard. I just thought you'd like the impressions of a non-Texan
who is not a member of the 'Old Buddy Club'?"
He grunted and we parted. The next morning he called me to one side and
said in a conspiratorial tone, "You're leaving for Sorrento today." I said,
"Colonel, you still aren't getting the message. I wasn't speaking for
myself when I criticized the regiment's practices. I believe in this outfit
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and I think it will establish one helluva war record. I just think you
ought to stop being so damned provincial, particularly now that more than
half of the division's complement is non-Texans."
He looked at me with one eye closed against the perennial cigar smoke
and said: "You ain't going?"
"Not if there's a doctor around who's free and can spend a week away," I
responded.
"We got one goin' with you," Price said. "We shifted a couple of slots
to make room."
"Mind if I look at those who are going?" I asked.
"What's an S-2 got to say about who's going?" he asked.
"The same as he's got to say about all of the non-S-2 functions he's
been saddled with whenever a problem arose," I stated.
"Such as?" he wanted to know.
"Such as quartermaster problems of loading troops in Oran; such as
medical surveys involving psychiatrists; such as operations of a feint out
of Pozzuoli," I replied.
"Doughty, you old bastard," Price said, his laugh showing tobacco stains
on his teeth and both corners of his mouth, "you really got a lot of
answers, don't you?"
"Isn't it true?" I asked. "You've turned to me on all kinds of
sticklers, expecting me to handle them, but in return for which I'm
supposed to take your crap just to be kept in line."
"I think you're right," he responded and clapped me on the shoulder.
"I'm redoing the list and you can go if you want to."
"I'm ready," I responded. From that moment on things started to get
better within the regimental zone of influence. I know that my outspoken
attitude was often the cause of complaints, but I also had reason to
believe that my talk with Price, with whom I was on excellent terms from
then on, broke through the chauvinism that had previously marked the
handling of administration within the regiment. It was a matter of pride
with me when, several years after the war on a visit to Ft. Worth, Texas
where Price lived, he said to Walt Buehler of the GM legal staff who was
with me when we visited Price's home, "Doughty was the most professional
officer ever to serve with the 141st Infantry." Whether he was right or
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wrong was not as important as the fact that Price reflected a more catholic
attitude than had existed in the regiment during the initial stages of the
war.
A doctor, Capt. Joe Cunningham, and I took off for Sorrento the next day
having been ordered there for a week's stay. We were as excited beneath the
surface as a couple of kids going to the circus. Joe had won the Silver
Star with his efforts at Salerno when, under heavy fire, he went wherever
he was needed in the beachhead and as a result was credited with saving
many lives.
It was interesting to observe, as we made our way back through the
communities we'd passed on our way north, that many of the damaged houses
were already in process of being rebuilt. Bridges, too, that had been
blown, causing us heavy delays, were in process of reconstruction by masons
who were using as much of the old material as possible in the restoration
effort. It not only was a sign of Italian industriousness but exhibited a
faith in the capacity of the allied armies to bar the return of the German
army.
The Port of Naples was humming again, and everywhere we saw huge depots
of war materials that had sprung up since our passage. Crops that could be
salvaged after the trampling of armies were in evidence in stores and along
the way, in the colorful two-wheeled carts that the Italians decorated with
painstaking designs. People were on the move in all directions, it
seemed, as we neared Sorrento at the end of the Amalfi peninsula.
We pulled up in front of the Albergo Vittore, our assigned hotel, and
were suitably impressed with its appearance, set well back from the main
road and approached through gardens. We were shown to a room on the top
floor, normally reserved for generals but, since our arrival was early for
the check-out of officers who were squeezing every last minute of their R
and R before leaving, we were told to bed down temporarily in one of the
most elaborate rooms I'd seen up to that time of my life. Cupids ran around
the ceiling and held the light fixtures while colorful scenes and settings
were painted on the walls. Statues reposed in niches in the wall. The place
was so busy with all of these artistic displays that we were kept from
sleeping. Two double beds with elaborate posts and beautiful coverlets were
centrally placed in the room which had just about the dimensions of a fairsized ballroom. Our bathroom was enormous, too, with shower and tub amidst
polished mirrors and carved marble fixtures.
After what we had been accustomed to in combat, the place represented
almost too great a contrast for our peace of mind, and we commented on how
drab the frontlines would be once we returned. However, we also were
determined that we would enjoy our new surroundings to the hilt.
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We were transferred to a different room the next morning, and from a
balcony outside our windows we looked straight down some 200 feet to the
seashore. The hotel was located at the edge of the palisade that forms
Sorrento's outer edge. Below us were orange trees and flowers and in the
background, the Bay of Naples and Capri. The regimental chaplain, Padre
Bernard Fenton of Massachusetts, had also come to Sorrento with the
headquarters company CO, Gregory Comnes, who hailed from Connecticut.
It was almost too good to believe that we could wander through the
streets of Sorrento without the need to avoid detection from commanding
heights. We had breakfast in a commodious dining room overlooking the water
and were waited on by uniformed attendants who were used to serving wealthy
American clients in pre-war days.
The four of us toured the town on foot and found our way by precipitous
alleys and roadways to the water's edge where there were colorful fishing
boats drawn up on the shore and where weather-beaten Italian men were hard
at work mending their nets with what looked to be homemade shuttles.
Everyone was friendly and helpful. In many cellars we looked in to see
artisans making such things as veneered cigarette boxes, mosaic
representations of the Isle of Capri which, since Capri means "goat" in
Italian, contained inlays of the horned ruminants, and other touristy
items.
In a shop near the shore we arranged to have canes made bearing our
respective initials inlaid into their handles. It would require a couple of
days to finish them what with prior work already commissioned, the owner
told us in a mixture of English, Italian, and Spanish. We ran into a
Professor Corcione, who was the band leader at our hotel. He also sang well
and played the violin. He wanted us to visit his home on the following day,
which was December 9, 1943.
In the evening we dressed in formal uniforms for dinner preceded by
drinks at a bar where, as sometimes happens in life, some of the younger
officers - in an attempt to impress their superiors with their prowess drank themselves into drunken stupors and were carted off to their rooms by
hotel employees. We were entertained by Prof. Corcione, his wife (who had a
doctorate in music and played the piano), several other musicians, and a
girl-singer named Jeannine. It was a great way to end our first full day in
Sorrento although it was a little difficult to see Prof. Corcione, a portly
man with "family" written all over him, singing love duets with Jeannine. He
smiled as he did it to take away any impression that he considered himself a
fitting match for an eighteen-year-old girl.
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18: Souvenir pictures for RKD of the Corcione family taken in May 1947 in Sorrento. Lina on left, Enzo on
right. (f)

Instead of visiting the Corcione family, who lived near a Catholic
church but a short walk from the hotel, our foursome accompanied by two
armored corps officers we'd met took a special boat trip to Capri. The
Padre and Comnes took off via a funicular railway to the village of Capri
while the rest of us hired an Italian taxi driver to take us up the very
steep roadway to the settlement called Anacapri. We took off in an open
touring car made by Fiat, with the top down to let in the sun, as the
driver said.
At the top of the mountain we went into a restaurant and out on a back
terrace, from which we could take in the view that has prompted Italians to
say, "See Naples and die." We could, of course, observe Mt. Vesuvius in the
background, the port of Naples, and the burgeoning towns along the shore.
The water was so brilliant it was hard to look at without dark glasses. In
our patio flowers were still blooming and their fragrance helped us blot
out the thoughts of war. We had several bottles of wine, which were
particularly good, and some pasta items for lunch.
When it came time to leave it was fairly obvious that the driver was
feeling little or no pain. He walked unsteadily to the car and bowed us in.
I sat in front with him since I could understand him better than could the
others, although I had a difficult time making out most of what he said. We
started down the incline and while he kept the car in low gear, we were
shortly going around corners on two wheels, the slope was that steep.
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I looked back at my three companions and found their faces frozen into
images of fear. We must have been travelling at 50 miles an hour taking
tight turns on the outside and at no time did I see the driver hit the
brake. I motioned him to slow down and incredibly he shifted into high and
we were then practically free-wheeling. He stood up at the wheel as we
neared the dock area at Marina Piccola, as it was called, and as we swooped
into the square he was yelling for people to get out of the way at the same
time that he produced a tap dance effect on his horn. We sailed through a
crowd that didn't seem particularly scared at our speed and the driver did
a sharp right turn into a street that slanted sharply upward. We reached a
point of equilibrium and started to back down the street again toward the
town square with the driver, still standing, shouting at people to watch
out. At the far end of the square, just before we might have started out
onto a pier, we struck three posts imbedded into the shoulder of the plaza
and bound together with steel shackles.
This, it turned out, was his normal way of stopping since his brake
linings had long ago burned out and he could get no more for the duration.
As we got out of the car it became evident that one of the armored
officers, accustomed to the rough and tumble of a cross-country cruise, had
fainted. We revived him and started down toward where our boat was
awaiting our return. As we passed an open warehouse, I saw case after
case of pinch-bottle Scotch piled to the rafters. On each was stenciled
"For Air Force Personnel Only."
"Isn't that just like the damned Fly-Boys?" I said. "Here they sleep
nights in bed and have hot meals served even in flight. They've taken over
this paradise, too, and now they've got the best liquor all sewed up for
themselves!"
One of the armored officers was nudging me but, of course, I finished my
speech before turning. In front of me was General "Hap" Arnold and beside
him General Tooey Spatz, both Air Force brass.
"How'd you like a bottle of Scotch?" Arnold asked me as I saluted him
and waited for the zapping to start.
"No thanks, General," I said. "That wouldn't correct the imbalance I'm
thinking about." We left and so did the generals.
We went to the Corcione home the next day where we met Rosa, Lena,
Marta, and Ferdinand, Jr., the talented children of the professor, each of
whom played a musical instrument. They called the boy, who appeared to be
the eldest child, “Enzo.” Shortly after Doc Cunningham, Padre Fenton, and I
arrived, we were given a concert by the family, which remains one of the
warmest memories of the war. Marta, a darling blond girl of about four,
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looked ill and the doc asked about her health. The Corciones were worried,
too, but hadn't been able to find a doctor to check her out.
When I told the family that I had a little girl at home named Martha, I
was pleased to have their Marta ask to sit on my lap, which she did while
resting her head on my shoulder. Her small body felt hot and Cunningham
nodded when I said so.
Mrs. Corcione was a hard-working woman who, to help eke out a living,
crocheted beautiful runners, handkerchiefs and other things, some of which
I bought to send home to El. She then gave me a yoke for our daughter Ann,
which she sent with her love.
That night at the Albergo Vittore dining room we were entertained, as
usual, by the orchestra and, in addition, by some two dozen children of
Sorrento who did folk dances for us while dressed in ancient costumes of
that part of Italy. In return, they received some gum and candy and the
effect of the sweets on their faces was fascinating since they'd never had
such goodies before.
On December 11, 1943, the four of us decided we'd get up early and take
another trip to Capri in order to see the Blue Grotto, which we'd missed on
our first trip. As we neared the dock, a sizeable fleet of clumsy rowboats
surrounded the ship carrying us. Each man stood at his oars and begged us
to use his boat for the trip to the grotto. Commas suggested that we haggle
a bit over the price, which we did and finally cut the fee to about half.
We hadn't gone very far, however, when we realized that the poor old
fellow rowing us was having a tough time with our weight. A brisk wind made
the water choppy and it wasn't long before we were taking turns at the
heavy sweeps while the old man and his ten-year-old grandson, who'd come
with us, sat in the bow of the boat giving us directions. I'd learned
through a combination of French and Spanish that our guide was 94 years
old.
As we moved the considerable distance to the cavern, we passed
cliffs that rose several hundred feet above the water. At the waterline,
too, were a number of circular vents from which lava had once spouted, the
island being of volcanic formation. When we arrived at the entrance to the
grotto, we were disappointed at its external appearance. There was a hole
in the side of a cliff, to the right of which was a small cove containing a
small stone pier and shrine.
Some twenty or thirty boats were crowded around the entryway so that we
took our turn in line and watched each boat ahead of us effect the
transition from open sea to confined space. The guide would grasp a chain
that was fastened both at the outer end of the opening to the grotto and to
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the inner wall, and by pushing down and pulling the boat forward at the
same time, while the other occupants ducked low into the boat, he'd manage
to scrape through, bending his body at the last moment to avoid a sharp
blow on the head.
We finally entered and the disappointment vanished, for the blue of the
water, seen against the light of the entrance, was like no hue I'd ever
seen before. It was a deep, radiant blue fading to purple. About it was a
sensing that its velvety appearance was a property of the water and its
content and not the impact of light upon it or the effect of the depths
below.
In the grotto were several other boats which were not visible until
someone struck a match or the boats passed between us and the entrance.
Voices echoed and re-echoed beneath the low vaulted ceiling, and young boys
begged for coins to be thrown in the water so that they might recoup them
before they were gone forever.
We could make out when one of the guides lit a flare that the cavern
extended into the cliff for about sixty meters and its width was around
forty meters. There were many tortuous passages leading into the depths of
the mountain from a shelf that marked the inner edge of the cavern. Our
boatman sculled the boat around the perimeter of the grotto so that we
could observe the stalagmites and stalactites that had been building over
the centuries.
When we reached the jetty at Marina Piccola we paid the old man twice
what he'd asked, in the first place, and as his grandson darted off along
the beach, presumably toward home, we received the blessings of our guide.
We took the funicular railway to Capri and on it were roundly abused by a
drunken Scotsman, in the uniform of a British private, who cursed us until
several of his more sober comrades hauled him off the train at Capri and
made off with him. He just didn't like Yanks!
It was not a secret that our army, by paying its soldiers more than
was paid to the British and French armies, made it possible for us to
outbid the allies for everything, thus raising prices beyond the reach of
the ordinary enlisted man in those other forces. This was particularly
noticeable in the rest areas where the prices of wines went from a few
hundred lire to several hundred, once our men entered the competition.
We looked all around the shopping area of Capri and were intrigued by
the roadway that passed in and through buildings where little shops, full
of tourist merchandise, were thriving. I bought a small bell with the name
"Capri" on it for a souvenir of my visit. Along the shore as we set off in
our boat for Sorrento, we could see the barrels of great guns that the
Germans had brought to Capri to extend their harbor defenses.
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During our stay at Sorrento Prof. Corcione took us in tow on several
occasions when we visited a friend of his by the name of Tony. The whole
Corcione family went along with us as we walked up a long gradient and
across open fields to Tony's home, where we were treated with great
courtesy. Tony had a large family and we enjoyed watching the children play
together against a superb view of orange groves, where each tree was
provided with an elevated structure that held hay so that when oranges fell
from the trees they were uninjured.
Surprisingly enough, the home contained beautiful art treasures that had
been transferred to Tony's home for safekeeping by the curator of a large
museum near Naples. There were many figures of bronze and marble in the
collection.
Tony showed us a picture of himself when, in 1918, he had fought with
the Allies against Germany. On the picture frame was a medal he had earned
in combat. We were served some wine and I was interested in hearing Padre
Fenton talking, in Latin, to "Enzo" Corcione. While we were there we sang a
number of Italian songs, which pleased our hosts and had Prof. Corcione all
smiles. We continued the singing all the way home much to the delight of
people along the way who were out watching the sunset past Capri.
That night at dinner Doc Cunningham and I produced a soft-shoe routine
for leaving the dining room that had the officers gathered there in
stitches as they, without practice, tried to emulate our exit. We also
attracted attention by the clatter of our canes that were finally
finished and which we used in our walks around the town. We went to Prof.
Corcione's church for one event and the music, played by the Corciones
and friends, was "Ave Maria" as I had requested. It was pitiful to see
several old ladies following the mass, praying on their knees before a
statue of Mary. Corcione told me that the same women spent nearly all
day, every day, in that same position. Apparently they had lost their
families.
The time for our departure came on a fast track and on December 15,
1943, I got up early and packed preparatory to visiting our friends before
leaving in the late afternoon. However, those officers replacing us on R
and R came in at breakfast time and relayed orders for all of us to return
at once since our 2nd Battalion was to attack San Pietro under Major Milton
Landry the next day.
We also learned that Col. Werner had been wounded by anti-personnel
bombs in another German air raid when he'd run out of the CP to see what
was happening. Since Col. Price had let it be known that he did not want to
take over the regiment, Col. Wyatt had been named temporary CO.
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I had to depart without seeing the Corciones, although I left a farewell
message for them and said I'd try to return one day. Hard driving brought
us to Presenzano where Col. Price had established a regimental rear CP
which, to put it nicely, was an unorthodox establishment. It was located
behind a hill where the division's forward CP was dug in. Only that morning
the building in which the regimental group was located had been hit by a
bomb at one corner and while the damage was minimal, all of the windows had
been blown out, making it difficult to keep warm.
I learned that Col. Wyatt had ordered Price and the rest of the rear
echelon forward to the new CP, which had just been moved to the base of Mt.
Rotondo. Wyatt had also ordered me forward, in daylight, to get into the
I&R OP as soon as possible for the next day's big shoot.
I put on a new combat suit, heavily padded and practically waterproof,
which had arrived in my absence, strapped on my .45, which I carried in a
shoulder holster that Corporal Hobday had made for me from the leather of a
German officer's courier case and which was large enough to fit over my
heavy outerwear, and took off. When I passed our own artillery positions,
the noise was incessant, as the preparatory fires were then in process of
softening up the defenses of San Pietro. In my gut I knew that an attack
against San Pietro was practically suicidal and it made me feel no better
when I overhead Wyatt say, after my arrival at the forward CP, that he had
heard General Clark say that he wanted to give San Pietro to his wife as a
birthday present! What a crock of egotistical hooey that was!
On approaching the new CP which was located in a one-room stone house
and not in the rat-infested cave, a number of German guns were throwing
shells over my head at some eight inch guns located just behind the "Pink
House." It reminded me of something that had happened just before I left
for Sorrento. I had had an infected spot, a small cyst really, under my
Adam's apple that was beginning to bother me.
Captain Sam Goldstein of our medical detachment took a look at the
infected area and said it ought to be removed. He had me lie on a cot at
the back of the "Pink House" and after spraying something on my neck to
deaden the pain, he was just about to cut around the cyst to remove it,
when the house almost caved in under an explosion that sent Goldstein to
the floor. Only cool nerves had kept him from cutting me. Unbeknownst to
any of us in the CP, a battery of eight inch "Long Toms" had dug in just
behind the house and the first shot fired was the one from which we'd
received the muzzle blast. Any time big guns like those went into action
they attracted heavy counter-battery fires from the German artillery.
Unfortunately some of that counter-battery shelling of the Long Toms caught
our senior medical officer, Major Joe Coopwood, in a tent near the "Pink
House" and killed him instantly.
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I left the CP on the reverse slope of Mt. Rotondo the next morning, as
soon as I learned that Col. Wyatt and Ross Young were in an OP on Mt.
Maggiori, not the one higher up on Sammucro. Upon arrival I told Wyatt, an
engineer officer, that the OP was too distant from the fighting echelon and
was immediately invited to join him in a move nearer to San Pietro. I had
already seen that several tanks that had been sent in to assist the foot
soldiers had been knocked out of action at the outskirts of San Pietro,
where they'd been confined to a road on which they'd been sitting ducks for
German anti-tank guns whose positions I had long ago marked on an overlay.
The automatic fire from San Pietro was appalling. The battalion had
suffered severe casualties from the outset and was unable to penetrate the
screen of steel that the Germans were throwing at it. Wyatt and I descended
Mt. Maggiori, and the heat of the day made my combat suit a regular sauna.
He had already radioed Landry to retire to Mt. Rotondo positions with his
men, who managed to get back in fairly good order under cover of smoke that
our artillery was.laying around San Pietro.
On the east side of Mt. Rotondo, at its base, we encountered General
Clark and an aide walking in full view of the enemy. Nearby under the cover
of Rotondo's flank were camouflaged tanks of ours, and behind them we could
hear the hollow sound of Tank-Destroyer guns. At that moment we began to
receive artillery fire, and I dove under a tank hoping to God it would not
be moved while I was there. Many men were killed in just such a position
during the war since a tanker, in moving out from under fire, may spin the
machine on one track and crush anyone lying under the vehicle. The day
ended in a stinging defeat for our men, primarily because the army brass
did not believe that the Germans were holding San Pietro so strongly, even
though we had reported our sightings in detail. A short time later the
Germans evacuated San Pietro presumably to maintain their timetable for
falling back to Monte Cassino.
General Wilbur came to our CP in San Pietro one day a short time after
we'd moved in and announced that one of our battalions would climb Mt.
Sammucro that night and come down east of the town of San Vittore to take
the German defenders by surprise. He also said that I would go along with
the battalion and report to him by telephone, hourly, as to the progress
being made.
Only that day I had been on the lower slopes of Sammucro and had
followed the line of a trail up over its peak with my eyes, trying to gauge
the distance to the top. It was several miles, although on the old Italian
maps we were using it seemed but a few hundred yards. I spoke up and said
that I had made a personal reconnaissance of that area that morning. I
pointed out that the map was incorrect and that there were heavy German
fortifications near the top where the trail narrowed and ran between a
cliff and a drop-off. I told him that we would not be able to reach the top
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in a one-night climb, much less fight our way through the fortifications
and reach San Vittore to surprise its garrison.
I shall never forget his answer because it was a paraphrase of a
statement made by a great statesman when an island-empire was threatened.
Wilbur looked me in the eye, clinched his jaws together, and said,
"Doughty, this is the sweat and tears that save blood." I couldn't help but
remember that he had taught me military science at college. One of his
first precepts was that a good officer always makes a PR (personal
reconnaissance) before issuing orders in combat. Yet, here he was
taking his data off a map. I simply answered, "Yes, sir!"
The whole undertaking seemed doomed from the beginning. It rained as I
have never seen it rain. Everything was delayed by a failure of supplies to
reach us by burro on schedule. We stood beside the ghostly walls of blownout houses on the slopes above San Pietro while rain trickled down our
necks and soaked us to the marrow.
Wilbur had decreed that the usual, light battlefield telephone wire
would not suffice for this night's work. He ordered regular telephone wire
to be carried on very heavy reels up the mountain trail. This, of course,
tired the signal crew early, and they soon fell behind the column of some
500 men that set out after 9 PM to scale Sammucro. Wilbur sat in a command
tent among the olive trees south of San Pietro and awaited my reports.
While the battalion climbed for fifty minutes each hour and took ten
minutes rest, I received no rest at all that night. I had to find my way
back along the trail from the command group to the telephone set-up and
tell the general where we were located. He showed some irritation when,
after several hours, I told him we were less than one-third the way up the
slope. I had to put a poncho on the ground, take the telephone under it
with me, and read a map by flashlight while I talked.
I reminded him that the map was out of scale and that the pathway was
blocked in many areas by trees that the Germans had dropped as obstacles. I
also reported to him that we were being watched by German outposts because
we could hear muffled radios off to our left flank spitting out Morse code.
Our men were so tired that, at each rest break, they would simply lie
down in the trail and go to sleep in the pouring rain. This made my job of
retracing my steps much more difficult than it might otherwise have been.
It was nearly dawn when we reached the denuded, rocky slopes leading to
the narrow trail where there were German fortifications. By that time I had
notified General Wilbur that we had run out of telephone wire. He
practically refused to believe me, suggesting that someone had conveniently
lost most of the heavy reels. We had brought ten miles of wire. I believe
the total distance up that mountain by our circuitous route was 13 miles.
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I was with the battalion commander and his combat staff as we approached
the dangerous part of the trip. Suddenly, several green flares were visible
against the sky. We hunkered down and sure enough several rounds of
artillery landed on the slopes just above us. We fell flat and something
whizzed by me that sounded like a bull-roarer - a whirling, deadly sound.
It was either a shell fragment or a piece of rock sent spinning by one of
the shells.
"What the hell are we supposed to do now?" the battalion CO asked. It
was beginning to show light in the east, and there was no chance that we
could take the German position, the approach to which was along a 3-footwide path.
"I said, "Get out of here while we still can."
"What about General Wilbur?" the operations officer asked.
"He's not here," I said, "and we're paid to make these decisions."
"Right," the battalion CO said. He called the company commanders up for
a conference and told them to take the most direct route available back to
San Pietro. "Spread out," he said, "and get cracking before sun-up."
"Watch for mines," I cautioned. "Especially in the olive grove just
north of the town."
It was just the beginning of a bad morning. Trying to get some of the
men awake took what seemed like an eternity. Meanwhile, the German garrison
had its wind up. Our position was fully known to them but they were waiting
for us to walk onto the narrow a ledge before letting us have it.
Some of the companies moved back along the trail and out of hearing in
very short order. More flares went up and the command group froze in
position. We heard dozens of artillery rounds screaming through the air and
fell flat. Shells landed all around us and some men were hit. We were in a
"box barrage," which means that guns were firing on four sides of an
oblong, trying to knock us all out.
I took off, running toward a spur of rock that was visible against the
skyline. Others followed me. As I heard shells whining, I dove to the rocky
surface and rolled, expecting momentarily to feel myself hit. Rock and
debris were falling everywhere but there was a sense of timing that came to
me, reminiscent of the training at General Wilbur's School of Torture and
Dirty Tricks in North Africa. I even yelled "Up" after the shells fell, and
"Down" as more rained down on us. I sensed that the Germans were boxing in
the trail and that if I veered left, I might get out of the "box."
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I must have run and fallen fifty times before I finally realized that
the shells were no longer falling near us. In that time I probably covered
half a mile on slippery, loose rocks that were treacherous, even in
daylight without the added spur of exploding shells to force a misstep.
I finally reached a shoulder of the mountain well to the south of the
spot from which I'd started. I was surprised to find nearly a hundred men
had followed me. They came tumbling over the edge of the shoulder past
where I was sitting behind a huge boulder.
By this time the sun had come over the rim of the world. I looked up to
my left to the topmost crest of the mountain to try to locate any enemy
positions there from which we could expect trouble. While I was dressed in
a heavily padded combat suit, my hands were bleeding from where I'd fallen
on to the rocks so many times.
Someone said, "You had a close one, Captain." He pulled on my combat
jacket and it fell almost in two at the back where some sharp object had
slit it from my tail almost to my neck. I had not been aware of anything
striking my clothing at any time.
I decided to move further down the mountain by way of a draw that zigzagged in our general direction toward the olive groves above San Pietro.
We went single file, expecting momentarily to hear the sound of more shells
seeking us out as the sun rose higher. Just as I was sure that we would
attract attention, fog rose out of the valley to our right where the sun's
rays lit the damp ground. The rain had stopped at sun-up. Great banks of
mist rose all around us and if ever a prayer was answered, it was then.
Out of the fog came a lieutenant who was General Wilbur's aide. "The
general says you are to return to the CP," he said to me.
"Just what I was planning on doing," I responded. Very few people in
combat like generals' aides, it seems; they appear to take on the aura, and
quite often believe themselves imbued with, all the privileges of their
superiors.
At the terraces outlining the olive grove a soldier who had
to spot and disarm mines led us step by step along the terrace
across the terraces and through the trees to the road near our
later, several engineers were killed removing mines from those
terraces.

been trained
walls,
CP. Two days
same

I began to realize by that time that my body was a mass of bruises. I
hurt in every joint and my ribs were so sore I couldn't take a full breath.
I climbed into an old German dugout where my striker had placed my bedroll
and fell asleep.
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Shortly someone shook me and said, "General Wilbur wants to see you." It
hurt me to open my eyes.
I crawled out of the hole and eased down to the command tent where the
battalion commander, whom I had last seen on the top of Sammucro, was
talking with Wilbur and some other officers.
"Doughty," Wilbur said, "that was a good night's work!" I thought he was
being sarcastic so I said nothing. "Every officer I've talked with has sung
your praises," Wilbur went on. I still didn't believe he was sincere.
"They've been particularly complimentary of your coolness under fire,"
Wilbur said. "They have remarked that your voice settled them down all
through the night as you gave calm, confident reports of your conversations
with me. They also felt that your ability to make decisions is exemplary."
I said, "Thank you!" still waiting for the real Wilbur to show through.
We had a few more words but I was just about out on my feet and excused
myself as soon as I could do so.
I slept for nearly twenty hours in my dungeon and finally Pete, my
striker, shook me and said, "Capitan, Capitan are you OK?"
I thought I would die before I could struggle out of my bedroll. Every
breath quivered and shook like a bowl of jelly and I hated to think that
I'd have to walk more than two steps.
"There's a quartermaster shower truck up the road," Pete said. I felt
that even a shower was too much to ask of me, but I finally staggered out
into the open.
At the shower truck Pete took one look at me and ran for a doctor. I was
red, black, blue, scarlet, and old rose from broken blood vessels on my
stomach, chest, legs and arms. The warm water on my body felt wonderful and
slowly I began to think I might want to live. A doctor came along and gave
me the usual prescription, "Two aspirins and bed rest for a day." I
recovered very rapidly after a day or so.
A month later General Wilbur turned down a Distinguished Service Cross
that the battalion commander had recommended for me. "We don't give medals
for retrograde movements," the general said, forgetting - I assumed - the
thirteen mile advance we'd made that night under murderous conditions.
____________________
The modern map that follows is the setting for the action in the memoir as well as for the story that follows.
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19:Monte Cassino map. Note San Pietro, San Vittore (center) and Venafro. Highway A1was built after the
war.
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The image below may be a better perspective on the San Pietro area than the map. It is
painting by Frank Duncan (War Department artist) and published in the book “A pictorial
History of the 36th Division.”
The copy is incomplete thus the following are noteworthy.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The mountain at the top is Mt. Sammucro (elev. 1205 m),
the road off to the top right from San Pietro leads to Venafro,
the mountain at center right edge is Mt. Cessima, and
the highway to the north of Mt. Lungo is Hwy 6.

The caption notes that the German winter line stretched across the Mignano Gap. Key
defenses were located on Mts. Camino, Maggiore, Lungo, and Sammucro, as well as in San
Pietro. The failure of this line moved defenses to the Rapido River and Cassino.
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A STORY DETOUR

We interrupt this memoir with a story discovered in the author’s archives. It fits into this part of the
story, the battle around Monte Cassino. Like the memoir, it is salvaged from paper being eaten by the
acid in it and time. We know it was written by R. K. Doughty but whether it is truth or fiction is not
clear. Also not clear is whether the people are real. They could be.
If you wish to skip this tale, do so by going to the next chapter.

ANVIL or HAMMER
R. K. Doughty

A jeep, with two men in it, reached the top of the pass west of Venafro, Italy, and
stopped, all four wheels on the pavement.
"That's the way to stay alive around here," the slender officer, sitting beside the driver,
leaned out and looked at the mud along the road's edge. "Mined, all right," he added, getting
out and pawing some of the gumbo from the top of a German anti-tank mine, round and
dangerous looking.
"Don't go foolin' around that mine, Capt. Skouras, sir. Some of them is booby-trapped."
"Yeah, I know." Skouras removed the detonator from the mine with an expert hand, felt
around the bottom for wires, and then lifted the heavy disc to the top of a flat rock where
others traveling the road might see it and be reminded of the danger.
"Okay now, driver, get out the map. We won't find a better place to check things than
from here."
The driver drew his big frame slowly from beneath the wheel and stepped into the road.
He unzipped the seat cover and pulled out a folded map protected by a coating of plastic
material. It glinted in the sunlight as Capt. Skouras spread it over the hood of the jeep and
leaned on one elbow to inspect it. He moved the map around, orienting it with the
mountains towering on all sides and the valley towns, visible from the high point of the
pass.
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"There, driver - by the way, what's your name? What is it? - Bennett! - OK, Bennett. How
does that look to you? See, there's Cassino - you can make out the monastery from here. It's
kind of lost in the smoke and haze but there it is."
"I see it, sir."
"Now down there, a little nearer this way, is the town of San Vittore and right under us
is San Pietro.
See, the main road runs straight down the center of the Mignano Valley, branching off to
each town. Those hills rising out of the valley floor are Trocchio, Porcchia and Luongo.
That's Mt. Rotondo beside San Pietro. The 36th Division is holding the Rotondo -- San Pietro
line. The Germans have San Vittore and Porcchia.29 The Third Division is coming in to
relieve the Thirty-Sixth in a couple of days. That's why I grabbed you to bring me over here
fast. Got to get the lay of the land!"
"Yessir."
Skouras put a pair of field glasses to his eyes and looked down into the blue mists of the
deep valley caught in the jaws of the Apennines. Artillery smoke merged into natural haze.
The sun had only recently cleared the mountain tops; its rays slanted past the long slopes
where snow lay in patches. Fog rolled in formless lumps, collected into larger bodies, and
glided down the valley under the influence of a cold wind which tore long strips from the
cottony blanket, dissipating them quickly.
Artillery shells sprayed fountains of smoke on San Vittore. German counter-battery
worked over the terraces and olive groves behind San Pietro and nosed up the road toward
the jeep and its occupants, still well out of range. The men - the officer standing in the road,
the enlisted man once more behind the wheel - watched in silence. Skouras returned to the
jeep, slung a leg in, and said, "Move on down the road to the house at the first bend. Stop
there."
The vehicle slid forward and rolled quickly to the place where the road doubled back in
a hairpin bend to descend the steep mountain slope to the valley.
"Wait here." Skouras picked up a cane from the back of the jeep. He probed the hard
ground ahead of him as he moved to the small farmhouse off the road. He reached the door
and shouted, "Paisano, - hey - paisano!" He waited for several moments, then lifted his stick

29

Modern names are San Pietro Infine and San Vittorio del Lazio.
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to beat the door when it opened. An old man came out. Skouras asked him, in Italian, about
the road to San Pietro. He wanted to know if it was passable and if it was shelled frequently.
He also asked the location of the nearest American headquarters. The man gave him what
information he could and then said, “Will you Americans be here in the valley all winter?
We can't get our work done with all of the shelling that goes on day and night. There are
crops to be planted but the mines wait for our feet in every field."
Skouras agreed that things were tough and pointed out that moving through the valley
was a matter of climbing the mountains on each side and dislodging the Germans from the
peaks. “We can't go much faster and at the present rate, we'll be here until next summer.
Thank you for the information."
"Goodbye," the farmer waved and disappeared into the house.
"Let's go, Bennett. Old guy says the road is all right, but two bridges were blown by the
Germans and the gaps filled with rock and dirt by our engineers when we took over. Both
places get artillery workouts morning and night." The jeep moved down the steep incline,
held under control by the motor. Skouras swallowed to relieve the pressure on his eardrums. Tears rolled down his cheeks as the cold wind struck directly into his face. The
windshield had been lowered and covered with canvas to cut down light reflection. They
jolted through the deep ruts at the first bridge site where the smell of cordite burned their
nostrils.
"Guess this is where the stuff was hitting when we were up yonder," the driver said.
Skouras nodded and signaled for more speed. They cleared the second bridge without
trouble and the road began to level off cutting deeply into the flank of the mountain on
whose bottom slopes lay San Pietro.
"Slow down. We don't want to go out past the ruins of the town - I understand the C.P.
of the 14lst Infantry is on the left of the road, down in an olive grove. Yeah. There's a sign
now beside that burned-out tank. Turn in there. See the trucks under camouflage?"
The driver turned the jeep sharply through an opening in a stone wall. They jounced
over some stout olive branches and rocks and came to a stop.
"Find the headquarters commandant," Skouras said, "and get yourself a hole to live in.
We'll be here a couple of days. The jeep's all right there under that terrace. Boy, this place is
a wreck. Must have had a bombing."
Swinging his arms to warm his body, the captain jogged toward a command tent back of
a hillock. The tent was dug in part way; sandbags reached to the roofline. Only the slightly
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sloping roof could be seen above the barricade. He started down the steps leading to the
tent door. The sandbags, cold and icy under his touch, swayed a little as he grabbed at them
to keep from falling in the slick footing. He heard voices in the tent and stopped. Someone
was speaking German - harshly, stridently, like a bullwhip snapping at flesh.
Skouras listened for a few moments, then entered. There were four men inside. A
lieutenant and a major sat on a cot behind a knockdown table in front of which stood a tall,
powerfully built German paratrooper. An American sergeant with a .45 pistol in his hand
stood beside the prisoner. The rest of the tent was jammed with a field desk perched on
sawhorses, a pot-bellied stove in which an oil fire roared, two folding chairs, a filing
cabinet, and a small iron safe.
The major rose and said, “What do you want? Can't you see we're busy here?"
Skouras shoved out a small hand and said, "Skouras from Third Division CounterIntelligence. Sorry to come in this way, but I heard the talk from outside. Maybe I can help
you?"
"Sure thing. Ward is my name," the major said. "This is Lt. Wagner." The three men
shook hands.
The prisoner stood, bareheaded, with legs apart, weary and dirty. His hair was blond
but streaked with mud and blood. His lips were swollen, his wrists pinnioned behind him.
"I'd untie those wrists first, Major," Skouras said. "He'll act better then." There was
bailing wire binding the paratrooper's hands, cutting off circulation. His fingers were deadwhite and puffy.
"We've had hell getting him here," Major Ward said. "It's a damn wonder the boys didn't
kill him bringing him in. Fought like a two-headed banshee until someone tossed him a rifle
butt and wired his hands. Okay, undo them, sergeant."
The sergeant holstered his pistol and, jerking at the deep-set wire, worked it loose. The
prisoner simply chafed his hands together, slowly, as though they were wooden and apt to
split. He apparently couldn't bring his arms forward but worked at restoring circulation
without changing his position.
Then Skouras went to work. He leaned against the field desk, extending a foot toward
the field stove, which kept the interior fairly warm in spite of the cold outside. As he talked,
he placed a cigarette between the German's lips. The paratrooper spit it back at the slight
captain. Skouras' face didn't change at all; only his voice did. It rose to a pitch that made the
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prisoner flinch and, for the first time, back away. Skouras stood erect and followed in, small
chin up under the German’s massive features. His hands beat a silent accompaniment on
the air beneath the prisoner's nose. The tone was cruel, abusive, cold as death. It chilled
those listening.
Then it stopped. Skouras's black eyes looked into those of the German.
"Schweinehund!" He brought the back of his hand across the prisoner's face - once - twice "Schweinehund !" The man went to his knees, the arrogance gone from his mouth and eyes.
The frightened features of a young boy appeared where the vicious mask had been.
"I'll talk," he said. Skouras heeled him; ordered him up.
Major Ward and Lt. Wagner resumed the questioning. When it was over and they were
alone, Ward turned to Skouras.
"Where did you learn that tone of voice. My God, man, it gave me the galloping quavers."
"The Germans killed my father in Greece almost three years ago. He was old and deaf.
Because he didn't answer at once, an officer shot him down in front of my mother and
sisters. I was in the States at the time where I'd gone after fighting in Spain. I think about
that whenever I have to get tough with a prisoner."
"How did you get a commission if you're a Greek?"
I'm an American; born in Boston. My mother was a New Yorker, my father a naturalized
citizen. He retired from the import business in 1923 and took the family back to Greece
where he bought a farm on the island of Corfu. I was brought up there. We raised currants
and sold them to German traders."
Skouras sat on one of the two folding chairs warming his hands over the squatty stove.
He looked up at the major, who stood watching him. Ward was a big man; his blond hair
grazed the tent top as he moved toward the other side of the table from where Skouras sat.
"The Third's relieving us three days from now, isn't it?" Ward asked.
"That's why I'm here. Figured I might as well spend Christmas with you and get caught
up with the situation at the same time."
Skouras, as he spoke, indicated the corrugated boxes on the field desk, all in various
states of shapelessness, bearing Ward's name and address.
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"Did you ever see any of these gift packages that didn't look like they were shipped for
ballast?" Ward asked, picking up one of the flattened boxes. "Just what I needed, shaving
cream, hard candy, and toothpaste! How do they do it? I suppose because they're short of
these things in the States people don't figure we're rolling in them. You get anything you
can use?"
"My people don't know where I am. We haven't been able to correspond since the
German occupation. An uncle of mine lives in Boston, but he hardly knows me. I was five
years old when he saw me last. I didn't have time to visit him when I went to the States in
'40."
"Oh sure," Ward sounded embarrassed. "By the way, where is Major Stevens, your G-2?
I met him at Algiers last year."
"I help him out on these assignments. He's over on the other side of the valley checking
the British Tenth Corps positions. We're in Army Reserve and may have to go into any one
of several sectors depending on what happens."
"Hell! We heard the relief was definitely slated for us. Been here forty-five days and
that's a long time in this kind of going. Men are fed up."
Ward slapped his feet against the mud under the table, then reached dawn with a bowie
knife to cut off the clay clodding the soles of his boots. Skouras took off his helmet, exposing
a scar that ran from his right temple to his left ear just below the hairline. Stitch-marks on
either side of the long cut stood out white against his sallow complexion. A bulging
forehead overhung his triangular face in which wide-set eyes emphasized his narrow chin;
lips formed a straight, but not unpleasant, line.
Ward glanced at the scar. "How'd you get that?"
"Shell fragment in Spain," was all Skouras said about it.
"What made you go to Spain?"
"I was educated in Belgrade, where some of my father's very good friends lived. Met
some communists there and got the fever just after I graduated from the university in '37.
Three of my friends and I enlisted to support the Spanish government against Franco. We
reached southern Spain in May, just in time to be bombarded by the German navy at
Almeria. That's when I got this head wound. Put me out of action for months. Went back in
again at Teruel after convalescing in Barcelona. We finally lost Teruel and Vinaroz and
fought the Ebro River battle all during the summer of '38. When Barcelona fell the
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following January, I crossed the French frontier and quit. By that time I could see the whole
war in a different light. Neither side was better than the other. As you know, Russia,
Germany, and Italy got in simply to warm up their new weapons and ideas. It was
disillusioning."
Ward nodded. "How did you get to the States?"
"I'd met several boys from the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. I saw two of them again in the
camp where the French kept us. They got me past the red tape; the American ambassador's
office put me in touch with Col. O'Grady, an American War Department observer.
Technically, I lost my citizenship by fighting for the Spanish government. When I told
O'Grady I was through with communism, he had me reinstated. I spent a lot of time in
Washington in 1940 telling what I knew of German, Italian and Russian techniques, military
and political. I worked for the State Department until 1941, when I was commissioned and
joined the Third Division. “
Occasionally, as he talked, Skouras smoothed a hand across his scarred head. Ward
stirred uneasily as Skouras fingered the gash.
"You'll want the facts about our regimental front. Maybe we'd better get at it now. At
noon there'll be the usual twenty or thirty rounds of tank and artillery fire coming in here.
We're getting ready to attack San Vittore up the valley a mile and a half or so."
"I saw it from the pass coming in this morning. Looks nasty. Why try to capture the
town when you can take the slope above it, making the position untenable?"
"Ask the army commander. He seems anxious to get these towns. Gave the last one to
his wife for a birthday present, I hear."
The tall major pulled a situation map off the top of the field desk and set it on the table
where Skouras could see it.
"By the way, what do they call you, Skouras?"
The captain looked up and answered, "The Parson."
"The Parson! What the hell for?"
"Guess I look like one. When I get sore, I use the same words a parson uses too - a little
differently, though. Someone gave me the name when my boat hit a reef on amphibious
maneuvers in the States. It might have sounded something like praying, at that. What're
you called?"
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"Al."
"Okay, Al." Skouras pulled the map over closer. "I get the general situation," he said after
a minute, "but it looks to me as though you don't have much dope on the town of San
Vittore itself."
"That's right. We've had a goddamn rough time trying to get patrols in there. Both front
line battalions have sent some of their best men out each night for the last week. They've
found it easy to get through the German outposts along the main slope in front of San
Vittore, and they've gone way the hell and gone back of the town to the ridge overlooking
the Rapido, opposite Monte Cassino. But no one has reached San Vittore itself. There are
bunkers, connecting trenches, foxholes, and reinforced houses prepared in a continuous
ring around the outskirts. Two large underground bunkers are dug in on the low ridge this
side of the town, halfway to our positions. Our own troops are in strongpoints along this
wall line starting at the top of the mountain and working down to the main road in the
valley and up onto Mount Luongo." The major's finger traced the positions on the map.
“What do you figure the German strength is in front of your regiment?"
"About a regiment, made up of elements of various divisions. We've identified the 16th
Panzer, the 25th Motorized, and the Second SS Paratroop Division."
"How about a look at the front? Can we get out there in daylight?"
"Certainly. I'll take you out to an old, walled cemetery where our second battalion CP is
located. We've got a better regimental observation post on the slope above San Pietro but
it's as exposed as hell. No one can enter or leave it during the day."
The major rose and started getting into a battle uniform of heavily padded coveralls,
jacket, and wool cap to fit beneath his helmet. Skouras noticed that the major's leaf,
soldered to the front of the helmet was painted green and grey. His own "aiming posts," as
he called the double bar on his helmet, were also blended into the helmet's coloring.
The two men left the Intelligence tent and dropped into another several yards away to
see Col. Rex Stanley, regimental commander. Stanley was studying a map when they
entered.
"Come in, Ward," he said and acknowledged the introduction to Skouras. "Hope your
outfit gets here soon; we're ready!"
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"We're working on several plans, " Skouras said, "but I think we'll be here in three
days."
"Good. You men drop around tonight for a bit of Christmas Eve cheer." The colonel
turned back to his map as they left.
"Oh, Ward." It was Col. Stanley, again, standing in the doorway of his quarters. "Check
those second battalion anti-tank guns. I don't like their positions. They've got to go further
forward to cover the approaches from San Vittore as well as those from the direction of
Mount Porcchia."
"I'll see Col. Steel and give him your instructions, sir."
"Good! I can't get through on the phone; last shelling took the wire out. Tell him I'll be
out there later."
"Yes, sir."
The men climbed out of the terraced grove to the road by way of log stairs recently built
into the embankment.
"We've got about twenty minutes to cross the town before it gets its noontime shelling.
We'll just about make it. Bad place to get caught at this end of town -- no way off the road.
Our dozers have piled the debris up ten feet high on both sides."
"What happened there?" Skouras pointed to a gully below the road at the entrance to
the San Pietro defile. A half-track, burned and black, lay at the bottom of the rocky pit.
We lost eleven men when that went up. Also a couple of artillery observers. General
Eisenhower came out to this point of land the day before yesterday with Toohey Spaatz and
a dozen other brass hats. They were talking about bombing the monastery on Monte
Cassino. You can see it pretty well from here. They stood around flashing maps just long
enough to get the place zeroed in. The boys on the positions here caught hell about five
minutes after the visiting firemen left."
"Every goddamn general I ever saw at the front figured he had to expose himself,
fearlessly, for five minutes. I notice they get along toward the rear whenever the stuff starts
falling. They think they prove something. They're all alike - Germans, Russians, Italians,
British, Americans. They're all hoping they'll become known as "The Soldiers' General" or
"Front Line Bilby" or something. Never saw one who cared enough about it to stick around
in a foxhole under fire for a week."
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As they moved through the town, Ward pointed out the bust of St. Peter practically
unscathed in the debris of the church. "Peasants already have a superstition built up
around this town. Wait till the word spreads that the statue is unharmed."
At the far end of town they saw the helmet and brassard of a medico in a cave, working
over some wounded men. An ambulance swung up to the cave and a couple of men got out
carrying stretchers.
"A German patrol got into us last night. The Krauts were mining the road somewhere
along here when one of our own patrols tangled with them. We lost one man killed - five
wounded. The Germans, all but the one you saw, were killed."
A shell roared in and struck beside the ambulance. Two more followed in quick
succession.
"That's a tank firing from the back of Porcchia," Ward said as he and Skouras ran forward to the shelter of a terrace on which olive trees stood, stunted and black. They moved
along the base of the terrace working closer to the forward positions and finally
approached the cemetery, behind which could be seen the intermittent flash of a shovel
above a growing heap of red earth. German tanks and artillery opened fire on San Pietro.
"Twelve o’clock straight up," Ward said. The tall blond major and the short, slight but
agile captain ran across the intervening space to the cemetery.
"Hello, Steel." Ward greeted the mud-streaked battalion commander who was standing
in a deep hole which he was enlarging.
"Hi, Ward. How do you like this red mud? Some change from the old black stuff, eh?” He
reached a hard hand up to Skouras as Ward introduced them.
"That Third Division is the second-best outfit in this man's army," Steel remarked.
"Just what we always say about the Thirty-sixth."
"This damned hole kept me awake all night. Couldn't stand up or sit down in it. Have to
keep it covered here. Mortar shells dropping all the time. Got my exec this morning. What's
new, Ward? When we gettin' out of this bastard?" He swung his arm to include all of Italy.
"Third's taking over soon if everything goes all right."
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Ward helped pull the battalion commander up from the foxhole in which a field phone
hung from a spike driven into a crevice of the cemetery wall. He explained about the antitank guns, and Steel said he'd take care of them at once.
"We'll be getting mortared here soon," Steel warned. "See that spur on top of the
mountain." He pointed toward a spot to the east on a line with where they were standing.
"That's a German observation post. Makes you feel stark naked sitting here watching them
watch us. We've quit shooting at 'em. That peak is so straight up and down that, unless you
hit it square, a shell falls a thousand yards over or short."
"I see a couple of Krauts up there now," Skouras said, having focused his glasses on the
spot as soon as Steel mentioned it. The sun had lifted the fog so that the day was clear and
bright with only the distance appearing hazy and purple. The mountains on the valley's
eastern flank rose almost straight up from the cemetery. The ring of peaks enveloping the
lowland cut jagged pieces out of the sky. Those on the far side of the valley seemed less
jumbled, less precipitous, as they fell away in the distance. The individual hills jutting out of
the valley floor compartmented the lowlands, accenting their narrow depths.
“We're going out to the battalion OP," Ward said. "What's the best way to get there?'
"I'll send a guide with you. Too damn many schuh-mines around here to let you go
alone."
Steel walked with them to the battalion message center dug between the roots of
several large trees at the far end of the cemetery.
"You, Pancho, show these officers to the OP," he said to a black-haired soldier sitting at a
switchboard.
“We'll see you shortly on the way back," Ward said as they started forward toward
another olive grove.
Skouras was still interested in the German observation post far above. He stopped and
looked at it, falling well behind as Pancho set a rapid pace.
"Don' stand round too long, Ca-pi-tan,"
Pancho called, "Thees place catch hell all the time." Pancho indicated the shell scars that
scourged the land making it desolate and forbidding. Everything was gouged by flying steel.
Trees hung at angles, their branches blackened where fires had sprung up and burned out.
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They reached the second battalion OP and from it could see a portion of San Vittore
lying through the brush and trees about a quarter of a mile away. The twenty-power
telescope, mounted on a tripod at the end of a sandbagged hole, brought the town to within
arm's length.
Ward spoke to the two enlisted men on duty. A lieutenant, his face black and lined with
fatigue, lay on his back in the bottom of the hole, breathing heavily and explosively. "Don't
bother him; let him sleep."
Skouras studied San Vittore carefully, asking questions as to the activity observed that
day.
"Ain't seen a goddamn thing, sir. It's the same every day. Been watchin' a week now, off
and on. Never a sign in daylight. See a mop now and then pickin' up wood or somethin', but
nothin' else. There must be a tunnel underground to them bunkers we heard they got on
the ridge right out there - never see nothin'."
Skouras nodded and swung the scope around to the German observation post on the
mountain peak. He shaded the lens with his helmet and studied the slope from top to
bottom for ten minutes. Finally Ward said, 'We'd better get along back now."
Skouras didn't budge. "There's six men up there," he said at last. "At least six, anyway.
They've built a stone wall around their position. Solid rock up there. Must be two thousand
feet above us." He turned to Ward. "I'm going up." He announced it as though he were on
his way to the PX. Ward looked at him trying to catch a sign of humor. There was a
brightness in the dark eyes, but no humor, no bravado, just a little guy with a scarred head
and a tough body.
"You can't get near the place," Ward said. "It's open rock for five hundred feet in all
directions. They've knocked off a dozen of our men who've tried. I led a battalion up over
that slope myself one night. It took us twelve hours to reach the top. Then their artillery
caught us with a box barrage at daylight. We lost over a hundred men on that escarpment
trying to get back."
Skouras wasn't listening. He pulled off his short coat and field glasses; handed them to
Ward. "Take these back to the CP, I'll get 'em later." He turned to one of the soldiers. "Give
me two of those grenades," he ordered. The man carefully detached the yellow HE
pineapples from his belt and handed them to Skouras. The captain looked at Ward. "You
never saw me go," he said, and started up the slope.
Pancho asked, "You want I go with heem, sor?"
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Ward shook his head. He stood there watching, as the small figure, a .45 bouncing on
one hip, a sheathed knife on the other, moved rapidly out of sight. "He'll be back."
Pancho said, "I don't theenk so. Not so soon anyway. He's going all the way op." They
started back.
Skouras, watching from the shelter of a large rock, saw them reach the rectangular
cemetery and disappear behind its far wall. He was breathing lightly although sweat had
begun to patch his woolen shirt. A rock rolled somewhere up the slope. Skouras dropped to
the ground, his pistol ready in his right hand. Two men carrying their rifles at high port
came through the brush, walking sideways to brake their descent. They didn't see the
captain until he moved. "What's up, boys?" He rose and put his gun away.
"Jesus Christ," one of them said, stopping short, eyes bulging. The other, caught in midstride, balanced - then slowly relaxed.
"You made enough noise to get yourselves killed," Skouras said.
The man who had sworn spoke; "We're patrolling between outposts, sir."
“Where are the German lines from here?" Skouras wanted to know.
"About two hundred yards that way." The second, larger, man pointed through the
bushes. "They don't have any real line but a coupla positions for machine guns. First they're
in one, then another. We don't bother each other none up here - too cold."
Both men were looking at the diagonal stripes of the division patch on Skouras's
shoulder. "Ain’tcha with the Third?" one of them asked.
"Yeah, we're taking over here in a few days,"
"Well, for Christamighty sakes, you mean we're gettin' outa this hole?"
Skouras looked up toward the high peak above. Then he talked with the men another
minute and started toward the nearer German positions, following the two-man patrol.
When the underbrush thinned, they dropped to their knees and waited for him to crawl up.
"That's a position where that tree is," one of them pointed. Skouras could see signs of fresh
dirt partially covered with dead leaves and branches.
"There's another place further behind it about fifty yards where they could hole up two or three of ‘em at a time. The next position's about a hundred and fifty yards down the
hill. There's one higher too, about five hundred yards up from here."
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Skouras had been thinking about the whole situation. He could go on up the slope and
take a chance of reaching a handful of Germans or he could try to get on to San Vittore and
maybe do a lot more damage. He looked at the larger of the two men and said, "I'm going to
work past those positions now, on my way to San Vittore. You'll only get into trouble if you
say you saw me, so forget it. Understand?”
'Well, sir - what I mean is - how do we know you're what you say? We been warned
about people passin' the line." The soldier looked uncomfortable but held the captain's
gaze.
Skouras took out his identification card. "You're all right, soldier," he said. "Now keep
your eyes and ears open and cover me. If anything happens, I'll try to get back here.
Otherwise, wait fifteen minutes, then go on with your patrol."
"Yes, sir."
Skouras crawled to the left, then rose and ran, bent low, to a large rock in the clearing
beyond the men. He waited, listening. He could see the men watching him, guns ready. He
crawled to another rock, picked up a stone, and tossed it toward the German machine-gun
position. It rattled around making a lot of noise. Nothing happened.
From where he crouched he could look down into the eastern edge of San Vittore.
There was no movement. Off in the distance the drumming of artillery penetrated his
consciousness. It had been crashing and booming intermittently all day but seemed to pick
up its beat as he listened. He checked his watch, 3:30. He looked back but couldn't see the
soldiers.
Then he crawled, silently and quickly, until he judged he was approaching the rear
position. It was hard work; his muscles ached. He raised his head and looked squarely into
a German face - not three feet away. He nearly fired, checking instinctively as he realized
the man was dead. Another body lay behind the first. Direct hit - mortar went through
Skouras's mind. He continued crawling. In a few more minutes he was lying at the edge of
town watching the windows of the old stone houses from behind a wall. He could see
empty slit trenches, entrances to underground positions, but no sign of life. Just as I figured,
he thought. They don't expect us to move in during daylight. They pull in all but a few men
and rest all day, then double their guards at night. He'd thought of that possibility when he
talked with the men at the second battalion OP.
A man in ragged civilian clothing came out of a house, carrying a bucket. He stopped to
look around, peering as though nearsighted. Iron grey hair curled up over his ears from
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beneath a dirty felt hat. A heavy black mustache screened his mouth; his chin was knobby
and red, giving his face an abrupt look. He moved to a well at the end of the quiet street,
filled the bucket and started back. Skouras called, "Wallio." The man stopped; looked
around. Skouras got up from behind the wall a short distance from the watering place. The
civilian started to run, stopped again, came back a step or two, and whispered,
"Americano?" Skouras bobbed his head, moving closer, pistol ready as he passed a deep
position. The man spilled most of the water hurrying Skouras to his doorway.
Before closing the door Skouras took a look around. Nothing, deserted! A dead mule lay
in the gutter, its tongue dragging in the mud. The captain closed the door. His guide had
disappeared at the end of the passageway but came back almost at once carrying a lighted
candle. He motioned and Skouras followed. The house was an Italian rarity; a stairway led
from indoors to the cellar. As the man opened a door at the bottom of the stairs, the odor of
bodies, bad air, smoke, and sewage struck Skouras's nose, stifling him.
“Why don't you let some air in here?" he asked.
"Your artillery shells come down all the time. We will be hit if we unblock the windows
and doors."
"You'll die if you go on living like this."
The Italian shrugged. Inside, two women, three men, and five children crowded around
the small American. He could make out the outline of someone else lying on a straw bed in
a corner. One of the children, a dirty-faced, wide-eyed boy, touched his hand.
"Poor kid," Skouras said in English. He pulled out a handkerchief and pouring some of
the well water on it, cleaned the child's face.
"Get me some civilian clothes," Skouras ordered the man who had brought him into the
cellar. One of the women, peering at the captain in the uncertain light, measured him across
the shoulders with her hands. "He's Riccardo's size," she said.
"Who's Riccardo?" Skouras asked.
"Riccardo Lucia - a neighbor. He lives three houses up the street. He hates Germans,
especially those in San Vittore. They have kept his fiancee at their headquarters for over
two weeks."
"That's your name?" Skouras turned to the mustached man he'd seen at the well.
"Fernando Mancone."
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"And the others?" Mancone introduced the people who had taken refuge in his cellar.
Among them was Maria, his wife, a dark, pretty woman with coils of braided hair
artistically arranged at the back of her neck. She held their son, Paulo, by the hand as she
responded with the sincere but awkward graciousness of a peasant. Paulo was the
youngster whose face Skouras had washed. The others were: Vito, Mancone’s brother-inlaw; Vito's wife, Angelina; their four children; and a cousin, Giordano, whose wife lay
pregnant and ill on the pallet in the corner. All of them lived in San Vittore but their homes,
with the exception of Mancone's, had been requisitioned by the Germans.
"There are six or seven hundred people here from other towns," Mancone said. "Cassino
has been evacuated. The Germans are building a heavy defensive line there. I was forced to
work on it until a week ago. It will be difficult to break when it is ready."
“What troops are in this town?" Skouras was getting used to the odor of the place, but
he felt tired and hungry. Fernando told him there were five hundred German soldiers in
San Vittore, and confirmed the fact that most of them slept during the day in bunkers and
houses around the town.
"How do you people feel about helping us take the town?"
"What can we do?" Maria asked, her eyes glistening in the small light of the candle.
"You can help us destroy the Germans if you have the courage."
No one answered the whispered challenge.
"Go get Riccardo," Skouras said. Mancone left. They could hear his light tread across the
hall above, the pause at the door, the low thump of its closing.
"Let's air this place out," Skouras said after a minute of silence in which the Italians
waited, smiling, not quite sure of how to treat the small but confident officer. He went to
the door, opened it and propped a wine barrel against it. Then he went upstairs, opened the
door to the hallway and a kitchen window. Shells crashed into the town, jarring plaster
from the kitchen ceiling. Paulo came up the stairs calling softly, "Capitano."
Skouras fumbled in his pants pocket and brought out half a bar of enriched chocolate.
He gave the youngster a small bite, cautioning him to eat it slowly. The boy held the chocolate bit in his hand and licked it, as a deer nuzzles salt, until it was gone. He didn't ask for
more although his eyes brightened whenever the captain moved his hands.
"Paulo," Maria called from the cellar stairs. "Come down here at once, Paulo."
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Paulo looked at the American officer, received no sign, then backed away, turned and
ran down the stairs. Skouras heard a slap, a protesting voice, then nothing.
If I can get something started here and send word back to the Thirty-Sixth, we should be
able to take this town by surprise, he thought. These people ought to be glad to help. Don't
know how many we can trust though. That's something to check with Fernando.
At that moment a shell struck the ground just outside the window at which he was
standing. Somewhat stunned he moved across the kitchen to the stairway and groped his
way down to the door that had been closed again.
Over an open wood fire two of the women were preparing a dish containing tomato
paste and peppers. Some of the smoke went out through a pipe that pierced the stone
foundation at ceiling level; most of it stayed inside.
As the women got ready to serve the men, Fernando returned with Riccardo who, so far
as his build was concerned, could have been Skouras's twin brother. He had a narrow face
much like the American's except for the scar and widely spaced eyes. Instead, Riccardo's
eyes were small; set close to a long, spiny nose. They were molded to a shrewd squint that
seemed on guard against surprise. His face was dour, his lips turned down like a Napoleon,
aggrieved. Skouras greeted him and told him what he wanted.
"I'll give you whatever you need, although I don't have much," Riccardo said. "What do
you intend to do here? If you are caught out of uniform, you will be shot as a spy."
Skouras nodded and one of the women moaned and crossed herself.
"No harm will come to any of you," he said. "If I'm trapped, none of you will be identified
with me. I'll say I forced you to help me." Both he and Riccardo realized that more than a
statement would be needed in the event of capture, before the Germans would believe the
story. The others seemed satisfied.
Riccardo left after a few minutes returning an hour later with the necessary clothing. It
was his best suit, patched but with a personality of its own, set off by a red pocket
handkerchief and a broad red cloth belt. A faded silk shirt, that might once have been
handsome, was equipped with a collar band but no collar, stud or tie. It gave Skouras an
undressed feeling as he got into it. He missed the warmth of his heavy shirt. For want of
something more suitable, he tied the handkerchief around his neck and felt better.
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His uniform disappeared into a hole in the cellar floor over which barrels were stacked
to hide the disturbed earth. His pistol, knife, and the grenades were placed in an excavation
behind a loose stone in the wall opposite the entrance.
When he was ready, he talked with the four men for more than an hour. They listened
to the voice coming out of the darkness, interrupting only to clarify a point here and there.
"Most of the people here would help," Riccardo said when Skouras ended. "However,
there are several who cannot be trusted. Luigi Massi is the worst." The others agreed.
"All right, we’ll keep away from Luigi," Skouras said. "Pass the word around tonight that
I want a plan of the town's defenses by morning. Everyone who knows where there are
guns, ammunition, soldiers, or positions will report them as soon as possible. Be careful not
to have too much activity and don't get caught outside. If possible I want to get to the
German command post tomorrow. Are there any civilians working there?"
"Yes," said Fernando, "but Luigi is the big boss. He hires and fires for the Germans."
"Okay," Skouras said. "Tell him I just came in from the south and have information
about the Americans - - ."
"That would be foolish," Riccardo interrupted, "they would take you to the rear and
question you for days."
"I'll take that chance. We need a lot more information about their plans than we have."
After outlining some more details Skouras broke up the conference. Riccardo and
Fernando left quietly. Vito talked with Angelina while Giordano took some water to his
wife. Maria knelt where the children slept and sang softly. The American went on to the
kitchen, dropped on the floor, and fell asleep.
A heavy shelling shattered the quiet and woke Skouras with its crashing. He couldn't
remember where he was. The hands of his watch, standing out in the blackness, told him it
was 2:30 in the morning.
He heard a small voice, "Capitano?"
"Yes, Paulo."
"Are you all right?"
"Yes, Paulo. Go back to the cellar."
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"May I stay with you, Capitano?"
"If you like; go to sleep."
Someone moved in the passageway from the front door.
“Who’s there?"
"Fernando."
“Where have you been?"
"Riccardo and I have been getting the plan of the defenses."
“Where is it?"
“In my hand.”
"Good, give it to me."
"Downstairs, where we can have a light."
"Paulo is here in the kitchen with me."
"Bring him along." Skouras picked Paulo up and carried him under his arm to the cellar.
The men and women there had been waiting fearfully, whispering among themselves, after
the last barrage.
"Is that you, Fernando?"
"Yes, Maria."
"Thank God. We were afraid you would be caught." She took Paulo by the arm and
shook him, promising him trouble if he did not mind her.
“We were careful." Fernando fumbled around, struck a match, and lit a candle that
picked out a circle of strained faces and luminous dark eyes.
"Here is the plan." Fernando handed a small piece of paper to Skouras. On the back
were inked the locations of some fifty German positions: the houses where troops were
quartered, the command post, ammunition dump, artillery observation post, battery
positions, infantry defense zones, and tank traps. Minefields were indicated, bunkers,
foxholes, and air-raid shelters picked out, neatly and fully.
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"This is excellent," Skouras said. "Who did it?"
"The priest made it up from information reported to him by people around the town."
"We must get it to the Americans at once. Who will take it?" No one answered. Maria
grieved quietly and turned away. War is too thick for most of these Italians' blood, Skouras
thought. "Isn't there anyone who will volunteer?" he asked again.
"I will go." It was Vito. Immediately Angelina and Maria begged him to stay where it was
safe. He shook them off. "I will take the map," he insisted. He was short and fat but in
making this tragic decision, he stood erect, lower lip protruding. Skouras had seen that look
on another fat Italian face caught in the news films on a balcony, below which thousands of
people screamed. There is always a serio-comic strain in these people, he thought as he held
the paper down to the candle. On the back he printed in pencil, “Am organizing uprising
here. Believe we can help you take town day after Christmas. Suggest daylight attack
starting noon December 26; see German positions on reverse." He signed it "The Parson."
He directed Vito to go to San Pietro, crossing the flank of the mountain to avoid mines
and to deliver the map and note to Major Ward in the American command post behind the
town.
Before Vito left, Giordano had been persuaded to go with him. If one went, there was no
assurance he'd get through. Two stood a better chance. Angelina did most of the
persuading, her voice a staccato note above the soft crying that disturbed the darkness
where Giordano's wife lay.
The two men, wide-eyed and unhappy but determined, left the cellar with Fernando.
Skouras blew out the candle and settled down again. Paulo crept to his side, nestling there
like a pet dog.
******
In the morning Fernando came back to the cellar. He had been talking with Riccardo.
They had decided it would be better for Skouras to stay in hiding, without attempting to
enter the German command post.
"That Luigi is very smart. He would know you were a stranger. Your dialect sounds
from the north so you could not say you are from the south."
"Very well," Skouras agreed, "I'll be from the north. I used to visit Ancona and Venice
with my father. Regardless of where I supposedly come from I must get into the German
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headquarters. None of you understand German and I would be able to get a lot of
information by listening to the conversation there." Fernando was unhappy but said he
knew, and had told Riccardo it would be useless to try to talk the captain out of the visit.
"There is to be a big party tonight," he ended, "given by Col. Wolfe, the German
commander. Special food and liquors will arrive today for the Christmas celebration. Some
of our women have been ordered to cook the dinner. You might get in as a waiter. Riccardo
will let us know this morning."
Fernando went out for a bucket of water. The women were silent, now, in the darkness.
Paulo stirred and sat up. "Good morning, Capitano. Did you sleep well?"
Skouras ran a hand through the boy's thick curly hair. "Well enough. How about you?"
"Very poorly, Capitano. I dreamed all night that you were being chased by Luigi Massi
and that you kept running up and down those stairs searching for your gun. When the gun
went off - it was me you shot."
In the light of the breakfast fire, Paulo looked cleaner, brighter than he had the night
before. Skouras patted his head again and told him to wash up. Later he gave him another
small slice of chocolate. Paulo again lapped it, holding it in his palm. He let a smaller child
clean up the last smear on his hand.
Riccardo came hurriedly down the stairs when breakfast was over and took Skouras
aside.
"German sentries saw someone leave town last night. They've got Luigi Massi and some
soldiers searching to find out who has gone."
"Let them search; we'll be ready. Go on back to your own place, but get me into that
command post today."
Riccardo left and Skouras told Fernando what had happened.
"Keep these women quiet," he added, as he worked with a blanket and some straw,
making a dummy. When it was shaped he fitted his socks and shoes to the straw feet and
stretched the figure beside him under another blanket in a remote corner of the cellar. His
own bare feet and the shoes of the dummy protruded from under the blanket toward the
cellar entrance. Fernando arranged the blanket and placed a black, ill smelling hat over
Skouras' face; another on the dummy's. He instructed the women to be quiet and to point to
the corner where the captain waited if Luigi asked where Vito and Giordano were. Skouras
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started to snore when he heard heavy steps enter the front door above his head. His pistol
beneath the blanket was cocked and loaded.
Fernando nodded as Massi entered, leading four German soldiers armed with machine
pistols. Luigi looked around at the faces, then held a lantern toward the sound of heavy
snoring. One of the soldiers walked toward the corner, his shadow huge against the wall
and ceiling. He kicked the bare feet and Skouras stopped snoring, groaned, mumbled
something and started snoring again.
"Well, Fernando, it looks as though you are all accounted for." Luigi swung the lantern
once more, signaled the soldiers and left. No one had said a word. Skouras sat up, lowered
the hammer of his pistol and said, "'We'll have to find some other way to get into the
command post now. We can't tell Luigi I reached town yesterday or he'll be suspicious
about where Vito and Giordano were tonight or suspect that I was hidden here and will
want to know why."
"You're right, Captain." Fernando looked worried. "Perhaps, if something should happen
to Luigi, we could substitute you for one of the other waiters this evening."
"I think you've got the answer. Where can we drop Luigi so he won't interfere?"
"I'll talk with Riccardo. He'll think of something."
Fernando left and Skouras went upstairs. The shuttered windows, pierced here and
there by shell fragments, let streaks of sunlight into the kitchen. He could see the oblong
stove with its colorful tiled surfaces and open pits for wood. On the wall was a crucifix and,
above a big table, a souvenir plaque held a message. Leaning across the table he could just
see, "Salute

cortesia all' ospite gradito in casa mia". He wondered if the sentiment extended to
himself, an uninvited guest in the Mancone home.
Skouras paced from room to room trying to locate a vantage point for a view of the
street. Finding none he went to the second floor where he discovered a window with a
shutter hanging from one hinge exposing a large triangle of light. He stood beside the
window and looked out. He could see but a few yards up and down the old, narrow street
where the houses formed an unbroken front. The door across the way opened. Luigi Massi
and his four guardsmen tramped out. Luigi wiped his face with his coat sleeve and blew out
his fat cheeks as he stopped and looked each way along the street. He turned and spoke to
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the soldiers, his hands flashing, palm out, at his sides as he emphasized various points. He
looked broad and squat and inadequate.
They can't find anyone missing, Skouras thought. My God, I know what we can do. He
jumped to the stairway, raced down and into the cellar. "Where's Fernando?"
Maria, crooning to Paulo and some of the other children, said he hadn't come back yet.
Skouras walked to the foot of the stairs and sat down. Riccardo and Fernando came in a few
minutes later. The American captain took them to the kitchen and outlined the scheme that
had come to him.
When he was through, Riccardo nodded. "It's better than my plan. I'll get hold of the
men who have been told to wait on the Germans this evening and give them their
instructions."
He left and Skouras asked Fernando how they got around town without being stopped.
"We are allowed to move about in daylight if we keep away from defensive positions.
Civilian police help the German military police, but they are working with us, too. We also
have a vault in the church where a few of us can meet when necessary without being
molested. The priest is a strong partisan. He knows you are here and so do the police."
"I'll go to the church early this afternoon," Skouras said. "It's eleven o'clock now. What's
the best way for me to get there without attracting too much attention?"
"I'll take you. We have a few alleys the Germans haven't found yet. All of the houses
along the street, as you may have noticed, are connected so that there are only front and
rear exposures. We can go from here to the square at the head of the street by way of secret
holes broken through the cellar walls. This house doesn't form part of the route because
the people on either side of us are not to be trusted. They're all right but they both have
sons working in Germany and might be forced to talk. We can leave by the back door, if
there are no Germans manning the gun emplacements behind the house, and go to the
cellar of the second house. From there it will be easy."
"Where is the church in relation to this house? I saw the spire yesterday, but I can't
place it exactly."
"Once we reach the square we shall be directly opposite the church. Diagonally across
from the last house on this street, too, is the German headquarters, facing the church. It will
be convenient."
"That's the way we want it."
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Fernando led the way to the cellar as the town rocked once more under a heavy concentration of American shells. Skouras had noticed that the German artillery fired mainly at
night and then only a few rounds. They're saving their ammunition for when we attack. he
thought. Probably our artillery observation planes keep them quiet during daylight.
At one o'clock, Fernando left by the front door and went to the well at the end of the
street. Beyond the well a level area, cleared of brush, led to the foot of the precipitous
mountain across which Skouras had found his way the day before. Fernando leaned back
and searched the rough slope all the way to the crest, which he could see through the bare
tops of the trees circling the well. He pretended to be busy with the well bucket, yanking on
the rope as though it were caught. He walked around the stone coping for a better look past
the rear of his home. Then he filled his bucket and returned to the house.
"It's all clear," he said to Skouras who was waiting at the back door in the kitchen. He
left the water at the head of the stairs, spoke to Maria for a moment as she came up the
steps with Paulo. Then he opened the kitchen door and went out. Skouras, blinking in the
bright light, followed. He felt conspicuous with his red accessories, but he had decided that
he would probably arouse less suspicion if he seemed to want attention.
A minute later they entered the cellar of the second house up the street where a dozen
people were living. Everyone wanted to talk to the American but Skouras urged Fernando
to move on. It was a slow process, wriggling through holes in yard-thick walls, some high
off the floor, others below floor level. They were stopped by eager people in every house.
The cellars all smelled alike, and their occupants were anxious to get out of them. But
practically without exception, they were fearful of taking any initiative in ejecting the
Germans. "This is the last house," Fernando said as Skouras slid feet first through a hole
and stood up to brush off the dirt collected on the way. Fernando rolled a barrel back
across the dark opening.
"Let's get out of here." The cellar was hot and smellier than the others. There must have
been twenty people in it. Fernando talked with a man on the cellar stairs. "This is Dom
Paulo, our priest. Dom Paulo, this is the American captain I told you about."
The priest reached out in the gloom and shook hands with Skouras.
"You are a brave young man, or a foolish one," he said. "Your coming has given us hope,
but it has also frightened many of my people."
In the dim light Skouras could make out a black skullcap and a ring of white hair circling
it. Although the priest's face was lost in shadows, the American sensed a strong presence
and heard it reflected in the deep voice.
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“We'll get it over with as quickly as possible," Skouras said. "Meanwhile, I'll want a
small pistol and a knife. My own are too heavy and too easily identified to be carried
around in civilian pockets."
"There will be no one killed or injured in the church!" Dom Paulo put his hand on
Skouras's chest. The American could see the deeper shadows where the priest's eyes
reached for his.
"No.”
"There are weapons in the vault where you are going now. Fernando will take you there
as soon as your artillery fires at the town again."
"Thank you, Dom Paulo." Skouras looked around the dark cellar where people talked in
hushed, almost hysterical, whispers. A candle in the far end of the basement threw
grotesque wavering shadows on the low-beamed ceiling.
"This is an inbetween life," Dom Paulo said, voicing what Skouras was thinking. "For
some it is the avenue between life and death; for most it will someday seem like a bad
dream between lives."
The shelling began. Fernando and Skouras, leaving the priest in the cellar, ran across
the street and entered the church. Skouras studied the square and the German command
post before closing the door.
Fernando led the way to the altar, crossing himself as he passed before the crucifix. The
church was small and very old, its only stained window a mass of rainbow slivers on the
floor. Behind the lectern Fernando moved a padded stool aside, lifted a rug and opened a
trapdoor. He went down a short ladder, Skouras after him, and lit a wax taper that
sputtered in the musty stillness of the old burial place. The ends of burial vaults, forming
one wall, faced the statue of an archangel in a niche on the opposite wall. A stone bench,
stiff and cold, lay along the third side, while the ladder to the church was centered on the
fourth.
"We have had thirty men in here," Fernando said. "It was crowded but it is one of the
town's safest meeting places.
“Let us review our plan," Skouras said. "The Christmas dinner arrived at San Vittore this
noontime. By four o’clock a lot of the food and much of the wine will have disappeared.
Two of the waiters will go to Luigi and tell him quietly what has happened. They will try to
persuade him that to tell the Germans will mean the loss of his own job if nothing worse.
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The waiters will also say that there are rumors of two or three strangers having been seen
near the church on several occasions this week. It will seem logical to Luigi that, if someone
is hiding here, they will need food. At the same time he will not want the German
commandant to know that he was stupid and careless enough to let the special meal be
stolen. The waiters will offer to accompany him and Dom Paulo to the church in search of
the food. We take him then and put him in here. One of the waiters and you will guard him.
I'll go back in the waiter's place. Where are the weapons?"
Moving to the rows of vaults, Fernando opened the door of one quietly and easily. Inside
was an arsenal. Skouras selected a stout pistol, blunt enough to be hidden easily, and slid it
into a side pocket. He also pocketed a knife, the blade of which, when opened, locked into
position.
The sound of voices echoing in the church set Skouras jumping. He extinguished the
candle, ran to the ladder and climbed it to peer from behind the pulpit, past the ornamental
altar rail toward the front of the church. It's too early for the waiters, he thought.
Fernando touched his shoe. "Who is it?"
"Can't see anyone," Skouras breathed.
Then, he saw Maria and Paulo moving through the gloomy church to the altar.
He moved off the ladder, and whispered the news to Fernando who looked incredulous.
"No." Skouras shrugged. "See for yourself."
Fernando climbed the ladder moving cautiously. It was well he did for just then the
front door of the church opened again to admit Luigi Massi and three German soldiers.
Fernando lowered the trapdoor, hoping frantically that no one would look behind the
lectern.
"It's Massi, but he's got three troopers with him," Fernando whispered as he gained the
vault floor.
They heard a shout and then a scream.
The small captain reached the ladder first. He raised the door carefully and kept it open
by holding his pistol barrel between the floor and the trap.
Massi had Maria by one arm, Paulo by the hair. He was shaking both, demanding, "What
are you doing here?"
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"I came to pray. I am so frightened; please, Luigi," Maria begged. "What is wrong?"
Paulo, reaching with both small hands to clasp the fat one in his hair, was silent. Tears were
in his eyes; he bit his lip to keep from crying out.
The Germans stood watching.
"You know - you and Fernando, that sneaky husband of yours - both know what's
wrong. Where is the food and where is Fernando?"
He wrenched her arm and she cried out. "I don't know what you're talking about."
Two shells exploded in the square outside.
Fernando at the foot of the ladder dug his fingers into Skouras's ankle. "I'm going out
there," he whispered. "I'll kill that dog." Skouras bent down to caution him and started to
say more when a terrific concussion threw him from the ladder onto his companion. All he
could think of as he rolled on the floor was that the church had been hit by an artillery shell.
The stench of the explosion - suffocating, acrid - came to him as he sat there. Skouras
stumbled over Fernando, who was crawling around, snuffling, in the darkness, and reached
the ladder. He listened. There was no sound. He worked up to the trapdoor, pushed it open.
"Good God, Fernando. They're dead - all of them." He climbed out of the hole, reached a
hand down to the dazed Italian and helped him up. Fernando looked once, turned away,
and knelt at the altar. Apparently the sound of the blast had been lost in the shelling going
on outside, for no one came to investigate.
Skouras dropped down beside Paulo who was lying across his mother's feet. Both had
died instantly. Maria had taken the two hand grenades from their niche in the cellar wall
and brought them with her. The steel, blasting in all directions, had also killed Luigi and his
escorts. No one had escaped. Maria had done the job well - too well. Skouras thought. I
wonder why she brought the kid along, too. Couldn't bear having him left alone, I suppose, if
everything went wrong.
Skouras took the altar cloth and covered Maria and Paulo. Then he dragged the other
bodies to the trapdoor behind the lectern and dropped them into the vault. Someone
entered the side door of the church. It was Dom Paulo hastening along, his tense and pink
face preoccupied. He stopped when he saw the forms beneath the altar cloth. His eyes
shifted to Fernando whose head had dropped to the rail. Then the priest looked at Skouras.
"What happened?"
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Skouras told him, showed him the other bodies in the vault. Dom Paulo performed the
last rites for Maria and Paulo, replaced the cloth, and went to Fernando. He laid a hand
across the sagging shoulders.
"Maria heard before I did that Luigi caught one of the waiters this afternoon hiding a
case of wine beneath a manure pile. After checking the food and finding a lot of it missing,
Massi called all the waiters out and questioned them individually. One of the men working
with us broke down when Luigi threatened to shoot all of the civilians working there."
Fernando stirred a little; looked up at the priest. "How much do the Germans know?"
Skouras inquired.
"The man who divulged our plan lied to Luigi; told him that the whole scheme was to
get Luigi out of the way so that Fernando could take his place. He made it seem that
Fernando was jealous of the favors and power Luigi enjoyed."
"How did Maria hear of this?" Fernando asked.
"As soon as Luigi went off in search of Fernando, the waiter came to me in the cellar
where I met you this noon. I went with him through the other cellars to your home,
Fernando. Luigi had been there and gone by the time we arrived. Riccardo was there;
another one of the waiters, it seems, had told him about the trouble the moment it
occurred. Riccardo had gone to your home immediately. He thought it would be better, he
told me, to send Maria and Paulo to warn you than for him to try to get here himself during
the uproar. Luigi probably caught sight of Maria and Paulo after he left your home, since
they would have hidden had they been on the street when he and the soldiers went looking
for you. Luigi arrived here so soon after they did, that something like that must have
happened."
"We'll have to move," Skouras said. "I'm terribly sorry this happened, Fernando. If I
hadn't insisted on getting into the command post, it probably wouldn't have."
Fernando motioned for him to stop. "I showed Maria how to use the grenades last night
when you were sleeping. I thought she might need them before we were through."
"I hate to say this, Fernando, but just yesterday I was thinking how poorly you people
responded to war; how little you were willing to do to help free yourselves."
"We are not warlike, but sometimes we are forced to fight," Fernando said. "Then things
happen like this," he indicated the bodies of his wife and son. "You must go to the command
post now. I'll stay here."
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"I'll remain with Fernando," Dom Paulo said as he walked up the aisle with Skouras.
"Before you enter the German headquarters you had better go to the cellar - the one across
the street - where I left the waiter. His name is Manfredo Mataloni."
"I'll talk with him right away. I'm not sure, though, what we should say about Luigi
Massi. The Germans will be looking for their own men soon, too."
"Why not suggest that Massi, in trying to settle a personal account with Fernando,
waited with the soldiers at the edge of town in back of Fernando's home, and that none of
them has been seen since. The inference will be that an American patrol captured them."
"It's pretty thin. There would have been sounds of shooting."
"I'll swear to that myself if need be, and so will some others from that vicinity. We'll say
that there were three shots fired at four o'clock this afternoon. What time is it now?"
"It is 5:45."
"May God go with you!"
"Before I go — if the Germans believe the story of Massi's disappearance, they will howl
for Fernando's hide."
"There are several places in this church that only I know about. He'll be safe for now. As
soon as he is hidden, I will go to Riccardo and tell him that has happened. He'll be
worrying."
The American captain slipped out of the heavy door, after making certain he still had
the pistol and knife taken from the vault. A minute later he was talking with Mataloni, the
waiter, in a corner of the crowded cellar across the street from the church.
******
In the meantime, Vito and Giordano had reached San Pietro at ten o'clock that morning,
after an eventful night during which they had frequently crossed themselves. They had
been shot at by the German sentries who saw them go. Crashing through the underbrush
and falling on sharp rocks had done more damage than the bullets snapping overhead. The
trip across the mountain slope seemed to both of them like conscious sleepwalking. The
valley, a white sea of fog in which the peaks rose from its floor like islands, seemed to
writhe as thousands of shell-bursts lit up the interior of the amorphous filling. The
unreality of the scene was made worse when an American machine gun threw tracers at
them out of the blackness. They crawled slowly and laboriously further up the mountain
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and finally found their way to the edge of San Pietro, whose ruined walls blurred the dark
night like shackled ghosts. A GI found them, huddled in a cellar hole, asleep, long after
daylight. They both said, "Commandante Ward" at the same time, and the soldier led them
to the intelligence tent of the 141st Infantry.
“What the hell goes on?" Ward exclaimed as the soldier entered the tent with the
excited civilians.
"Couple guineas I found sleepin' in a hole up the road. Wanted to see you. They got a
map or somethin' for you."
The soldier saluted and went out. Ward had been shaving but wiped the lather off the
unshaved portion of his face with an olive drab towel, then cranked the phone.
"Message center," he said, "get me Lt. Orsini down at Headquarters Company. Tell him I
want him to interpret for a couple of dagos we just picked up."
As he hung up, Ward picked the paper off the desk that Vito had placed there. He looked
at it and then reached quickly for the situation map on the field desk.
"By God," he said, "where did you - - -?"
Vito and Giordano both said, "Capitano," as though they had spent their lives expressing
identical thoughts.
"Capitano who?" Ward turned the paper over and read its terse message. For a moment
the signature escaped him. The Parson? “ Why, that's Skouras!" Since neither Vito nor
Giordano remembered the captain's name, they didn't react.
Lt. Orsini came into the tent. "Find out from these jokers what's happened," Ward
demanded. "I've got a time bomb I want to drop on Col. Stanley." He ran out of the tent.
Col. Stanley was not in good spirits. Instead of the Christmas Eve cheer he had
anticipated when he had talked with Ward and Skouras, he had been called to Division
Headquarters at Presenzano, where he had spent most of the night going over plans. The
blackout ride to San Pietro had been cold and rough. He had reached his tent at sunup.
"That guy Skouras," Ward said, entering the colonel's tent, "has really got us into a jam.
Read this!" Stanley, his eyes bloodshot and pouchy, took the note.
"What the be-Jesus is wrong with him, - 'Organizing an uprising' - like it was a game of
drop the handkerchief? Get division on the phone!"
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Orsini came to the tent as the intelligence officer turned the phone over to Stanley.
'These guys are weird," Orsini said. "They're talking about some jerk - some American
captain - who's in San Vittore. He's organizing the civilians - getting them ready to strike at
the Germans from inside, when we attack."
"Yeah, I know. That jerk is Capt. Skouras, Third Division Counter-Intelligence. I took him
out to the second battalion OP yesterday. He left me there saying he was going after the
German OP on the right flank - you know, the one near the crest of the mountain. Instead
he's in San Vittore. I thought the guy had lost some of his marbles. Now I know it."
Col. Stanley was having a difficult time with the Chief of Staff at Division Headquarters.
"Look, Perkins, I don't know anything about him. I met him yesterday. He's CIC Third
Division. I speak to him for a minute and he does this to me. I just wanted you to know the
situation so that you could report it to corps in case we kill a lot of civilians. Yeah. Goodbye."
Ward told Orsini to go back and get the story from the Italians in writing. Then he
discussed the probable outcome of the whole mess with Stanley and returned to his own
quarters. He called Third Division headquarters a short time later, figuring he'd better be
sure that Skouras was actually an American CIC operative. An officer he knew there
identified the slim captain and ended, "He's a roamer, though. Never know where he'll turn
up. It's a kind of private war, he maybe looks at it. He's captured several Germans by
himself and spends most of his time up front with the dough-feet getting firsthand
information. Speaks a dozen languages."
Ward told him what had happened. "That's him, all right," the Third Division officer
agreed. "This time he's gone further than usual - that's all!"
One hour later the wires to the 141st Infantry headquarters were burning with calls
from corps, army, news reporters, and the Third Division.
Ward took one from Col. Watrous of army, G-2 section.
"What's this report of a Captain Skouras being in San Vittore to incite a rebellion?"
Watrous's tone was sarcastic. "You boys found a new way to fight wars?"
Ward told him the story. Watrous said it was serious; he'd call back. He did, ten minutes
later.
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"Listen you, what's your name again?" Watrous demanded, to open the second
conversation. “Where's your regimental commander?" Ward told him Stanley had gone to
Division headquarters.
"All right. Give him this message from the army commander. He's to get Skouras back at
once and hold him for court martial."
"But Colonel, that's impossible. We'll do more damage than good - - -. "
"Are you questioning the army commander's order?"
"No, sir."
"Very well. Report hourly to me."
At the moment Skouras was talking to the waiter in the cellar across from the church,
Ward was making his sixth negative hourly report to. Col. Sweetser, corps observer, who
was in Stanley's tent making suggestions as to how a quick sortie by one infantry company
into San Vittore might be the way to get Skouras out.
"For Christ's sweet sake, Sweetser, how much fighting you ever do? Send a company
down at night without proper warning and expect anything but slaughter? Don't bother me.
In fact, call your commanding officer now and tell him I'm sitting tight. If he wants me
relieved, Okay. But, until then, get the hell out of here and stay out."
Ward kicked at a camp stool as Sweetser, grim-faced, backed out of the tent and strode
off calling for his driver. His blond, waxed mustache described several geometrical figures
as he threw himself into a jeep and folded his arms. "Get the hell out of here," he said to his
driver.
Everyone sat tight, including four reporters who had made the trip to the headquarters
from Caserta, giving up a night of momentous celebration for the best story ever to be
censored, as they put it.
******
The impression Capt. Skouras had of the mess hall at the German headquarters was one
of blondness and blue eyes. Every one of the nineteen officers gathered around the linencovered table in clean, pressed uniforms was of distinct Aryan descent. Every head was
clipped to the same silhouette; all eyes were of the preferred steel blue; legs terminated in
polished boots. The eyes of the senior officer, Col. Wolfe, were somewhat on the green side,
or perhaps they only seemed so because of the monocle magnifying the veins, iris and pupil
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of his right eye. The effect was unnatural. The head-on view presented to the American
captain as he carried in a tray of food from the kitchen was disquieting. Col. Wolfe was
looking sternly at the kitchen door pronouncing a toast. He swayed a little and finished his
long dissertation. Everyone “heiled,” , drank, and sat down.
Until that moment Skouras had deliberately stayed in the kitchen after reaching the
headquarters with Mataloni. In talking things over in the cellar they had decided on a bold
approach, hoping to dissuade the inquisitive from too eager questioning by simply moving
in and taking over. Mataloni had told the story of Luigi’s disappearance well, and the rush
of events had prevented too many questions. Even the Germans, still unaware of the loss of
their soldiers, let Massi's disappearance go unchallenged after somebody wondered where
he was.
Col. Wolfe had ended the matter by saying, "He's probably gone to fill some wench's
stocking for Christmas." This was much more witty than most of his remarks. The entire
assembly had genuinely enjoyed the quip and had apparently forgotten what occasioned it.
As a matter of fact, the atmosphere was one of good solid German domination over all of
the surroundings and all of the other people present. Naturally, Skouras didn't disturb the
illusion - until later.
The dinner had progressed to a high point and was starting to get out of hand. The officers were in a musical mood. Occasionally one or two would sing lustily for a moment until
Wolfe's monocle jerked into prominence, when they would subside. Everyone was waiting
for him to get drunk, as usual, and go off to his room - shouting for Anna, his current Italian
mistress. Many of the officers, of course, were not as fortunately established as the Colonel.
There were few of them, however, who had not made arrangements, of one sort or another,
to enjoy feminine company before the night was out.
Skouras accidentally knocked over a heavy goblet while refilling it with champagne. Its
contents spilled into a German captain's lap.
"You clown," the German rose and pushed Skouras sharply, "you clumsy jackal, clean
this off."
The American agent, who had been guarding against every possibility of divulging his
knowledge of German, stood bowing and saying he was sorry. Another officer across the
table told him in very bad Italian what the aggrieved captain wanted. Skouras wiped the
captain's blouse and trousers vigorously. Col. Wolfe laughed, slowly at first, then, as though
overcome by his thoughts, uproariously. "He is a clown; look at him." His voice was thick,
uncertain. "Red tie, red belt, and a saber mark across his forehead. Yet he doesn't know
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German. What kind of a German is that? Red tie! Any of you men without women, see the
clown there." He hiccoughed loudly.
Skouras said under his breath, "You lousy bastard," bowed repeatedly, and retreated to
the kitchen. While he was out, a non-commissioned officer came to the headquarters and
reported the absence of three soldiers to the company commander whose champagne
Skouras had overturned. "They'll be back. Probably shacked up somewhere right near here.
Go on back and forget it."
Skouras thought, Shacked up is right and not far away at all! He returned to the table. As
he leaned over to remove a plate, he heard an officer say, "Thank God we won't be in this
manure heap much longer."
His neighbor agreed, “Twenty-one days and we'll be in the Cassino line for the rest of
the winter."
Col. Wolfe started to get up, fell back, glared at each face around the table, and pushed
himself erect. His monocle swung on its ribbon. "I'm sorry, gentlemen; I have serious duties
to perform." He turned saying, "Merry Christmas" and then, loudly, "Anna, I'm coming up.
Do you hear me, Anna?" He reached the wall near the door, worked along it, and stumbled
out.
"Wonder if he'll use the whip on her or himself," a voice said from the end of the table.
Singing broke out, loudly, drunkenly, as Skouras reentered the kitchen.
There was another knock on the front door of the headquarters. It was the non-com
again, but this time he had someone with him who was talking excitedly. Skouras, listening
in the kitchen, recognized the voice. He nearly dropped a tray of dishes, jumping to the wall
as Riccardo walked into the dining room. Skouras signaled the others in the kitchen to be
quiet. He flattened himself against the wall beside the door. Something has gone wrong and
Riccardo is taking a chance on warning me, Skouras thought as he cocked his pistol, … or
else - he's … .
Riccardo's next words killed any doubt about his motive in visiting the headquarters.
He shouted in German, "Where is the American officer? He is here, waiting on you. He has
killed Luigi Massi and three of your soldiers today. This sergeant and I have just brought
their bodies from the church where they were hidden."
The effect on the German officers was somewhat theatrical. They were all drunk, but
the suddenness of Riccardo's entrance and the mention of an American officer's presence
in the headquarters sobered, but did not activate, them. They sat gaping; some of them
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blinked trying to understand the situation. Riccardo pushed past the German sergeant, who
had drawn his pistol, and headed for the quiet kitchen. Skouras stepped into the doorway,
the scar on his head a red welt across his white skin. He pulled the trigger of the small
pistol and Riccardo went down. A second shot brought blood from the German sergeant's
head, over the right eye. The sergeant's pistol went off as he fell, the bullet striking
Riccardo who lay face down on the floor.
By this time several of the officers were on their feet, shouting. Skouras didn't hesitate
but bounded into the mess hall, hurdled both bodies, and disappeared through the door
where Col. Wolfe had made his exit. Slamming the door behind him, he raced down the
dark hall, turned and took the stairs, three at a time. There was a tremendous racket behind
him. Chairs crashed, and heavy steps shook the building as men started the pursuit.
Skouras moved quietly down the upstairs hall and stopped as he heard the sound of a
woman's voice coming from behind a closed door. She was gasping, making small animal
sounds. The rush of men into the hall below drowned the inarticulate cries from the
bedroom. Skouras tried the heavy door, found it unlocked, and entered quietly. Downstairs
there was heavy argument as to whether Skouras had gone out the front door, or upstairs.
The officers decided to split up and search in all directions. Some started to climb the stairs.
An open window in the room offered dim light to the American captain as he locked the
door and turned toward the bed where Wolfe and, he supposed, Anna writhed. The colonel
breathed heavily, slobberingly; the girl lightly, quickly, her cries sharper. Men reached the
upper hall as Skouras pistol-whipped the dark spot of Wolfe's head. The girl gasped and
struggled but a powerful hand cut off her breath. The door jarred under heavy blows. "Col.
Wolfe, are you all right?"
"Go away," Skouras said in thick German. He kept one hand on the girl's mouth; pulled
her to her knees crushing her small body to his chest. Wolfe sprawled across the bed, unconscious, his breathing slow and uneven. Skouras placed his lips to the girl's ear, "Tell
them to leave," he whispered, "or I'll kill you both. Don't make any other statement; that's a
knife you feel at your back."
She nodded, the damp scent of her hair sweet in his nostrils. He slid his hand to her
neck. The men in the hall were mumbling, undecided as to their next move.
"Go away, boys," she called, "Col. Wolfe won't like it when I tell him how you bothered
us."
'We're looking for an American officer. We think he came up here." Skouras felt her
stiffen.
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"'What would an American officer be doing in here?" She sounded coquettish, the old
come-on in her voice. Skouras admired her nerve; it was a hell of a situation when you
thought of it. The officers, apparently satisfied, went off to search the other rooms and then
clumped downstairs, their boots banging and echoing in the hall.
"Good girl," the American captain said.
"Now dress, because you're going to get me out of here."
"Are you an American?"
"Yes. Are you Anna?"
"Yes. You heard them talking about me downstairs." She shrugged. "How can I dress if
you hold me like this?"
"Where are your clothes?"
"On the chair beside you."
Skouras picked her up, her body warm and smooth against his bare arms, and set her
down on the floor beside him. He caught the faint gleam of her white skin as she dressed.
They could hear shouting outside in the street. Skouras looked out and saw the outline of
the church spire against the sky. He observed three men coming back toward the
headquarters as a light flickered for a moment near the church door.
Anna came to his side and stood watching. Skouras had tied Wolfe to the bed after
gagging him.
"What's the best way out? I want to get to the church."
"There is a sloping veranda roof at the rear of the house. If we go into the next room and
out the window, you can lower me to the ground and drop down quite easily yourself.”
They crept across the floor. Skouras eased the key around in the lock, looked out. A light
showed weakly in the downstairs hallway. He heard a murmur of voices coming from a
remote part of the house. Probably the waiters talking over the turn of events. As he took
Anna by the hand, Wolfe groaned. Skouras, pulling the small girl with him, stepped to the
bed and struck the cropped head once more. The blow punctured another moan; released
breath trailed off to a vague gasping.
"You'll kill him," Anna said. "Why not? He's got it coming."
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"I was only thinking of what would happen to you if you killed him and then were
caught here in San Vittore." He led her to the adjoining bedroom and closed the door.
“Why are you willing to come with me?" he asked as he worked at the window, raising it
noiselessly.
"You wouldn't dare leave me behind, and I don't want to stay anyway. Wolfe has kept
me here for weeks. He wouldn't let me out of his sight."
They reached the roof, Skouras shivering in the cold. He had left his coat in the kitchen
and had only the silk shirt, the red handkerchief at his neck, and the trousers Riccardo had
given him to keep him warm. There was no sound in the yard below. He lowered Anna to
the ground, landing lightly beside her an instant later. They set out for the church by a
circuitous route, dodging from to cover to cover as patrols moved in the darkness around
them. The sky was clouded over so that even the faint light of the stars had disappeared.
The everpresent ground fog of the valley helped obscure their movements as they entered
the church by the side door. Skouras signaled for silence with a low whisper as they stood
listening. His teeth chattered and Anna moved closer, placing her arms around his waist to
warm him. Then she said, “What was that?" her hands taut against his chest.
"Sounded like a groan. Be careful! Follow behind me." Skouras moved toward the altar.
The noise came again, louder, more insistent. It seemed to be issuing from the lectern. In a
second Skouras was at the door of the vault where he had spent part of the afternoon with
Fernando. Grasping Anna's hand he guided her to the ladder, told her about the recess
below and helped her make the descent. He followed, after lowering the door, and reached
the floor of the crypt behind her. He located a bit of candle on the floor and lit a match.
In the sudden glow he caught his first glimpse of Anna's face, white but beautifully
molded with delicate cheekbones lending unusual shadow traces to her eyes and cheeks.
Her hair shone blue-black in the light. Black eyes, faintly tilted at the outer corners,
returned his gaze. She swung toward the far corner raising her small hand to her mouth.
Skouras followed her gaze, then sprang to the black mass of clothes where Dom Paulo lay,
blood oozing from his mouth; his eyes closed. As they-watched, the priest's hand moved.
"Dom Paulo!" Anna gasped and knelt quickly to hold the restless fingers. "Oh, Dom
Paulo! What have they done to you?"
The priest opened his eyes, focusing on the ceiling. "Who is here?"
"Anna and the American captain."
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Dom Paulo wet his lips. His other hand pressed the vestments of his office near his
chest. Blood seeped slowly between his fingers, winking a little in the candlelight.
"I am going quickly," he whispered.
"Keys on my belt. Fernando in vault - beneath this one. Door under archangel. Fernando
Wounded, too. Riccardo---" the voice stopped.
"Riccardo what?" Anna pressed her lips close to the priest's ear. "Dom Paulo, what did
Riccardo do?"
"Riccardo," the words were hardly intelligible, “ - a Judas - shot Fernando--me.
Wanted--deliver American to Wolfe… to get you back." The priest's mouth fell open.
"Oh, no! God in heaven. No!" Anna pressed the cold hand to her face. She choked; her
shoulders shook. "No, Dom Paulo. Not Ricci—oh, no. He couldn't do this. He loved me." She
lowered her head to the floor, unaware of the stain that marked her forehead.
Skouras put his hands on the girl's elbow, raised her to her feet. "He's gone," he said.
The priest's hand slapped the marble floor as Anna let it go.
"But Riccardo," she cried holding herself stiffly erect, eyes closed. "Riccardo --. He killed
Dom Paulo." She shuddered. "We were to be married, but Riccardo must have gone crazy
when Wolfe kept me locked up at the headquarters. There was nothing I could do about it. I
was sure Riccardo would understand." She turned to Skouras who put his arms around her.
He wiped the blood from her face as he thought of the further tragedy he must introduce by
telling her that he had killed Riccardo. "I - -," he hesitated as Anna controlled her sobbing
and said, "We must get Fernando; he may be dying, too."
Skouras turned to the niche in the wall where the archangel stood. He pulled at the
figure, found that it swung outward. In the pedestal was a door pierced by a large keyhole.
He went to the priest's body and removed the keys from the belt, closing the dead mouth
before rising. A minute or so later he came up out of the second vault carrying Fernando
across his shoulders. He felt for the pulse as he laid Fernando down; found it weak and
slow. There were three wounds visible in the chest area, breathing was silky, wet. Anna on
her knees beside the wounded man, tore strips from her petticoat and bound the raw flesh
as Skouras cut away the clothing.
"Not much chance of his living," Skouras said, "unless we can get him to a warm place.
We'll take him to the cellar across the street. I've got to get back to the American lines as
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soon as possible. I sent a note to the commander in San Pietro yesterday requesting an
attack against San Vittore tomorrow. It will make a difference to him to learn that the
Germans are going to withdraw on the fifteenth of January. I shall have to get out of here
before daylight." He looked at his watch as Anna tied the last bandage. It had stopped.
Skouras estimated the time at somewhere between nine and ten o'clock.
There had been no sound of firing, he realized, for hours. It was as though a truce had
been tacitly arrived at by both sides, during which the spirit of Christmas had found its way
to the battlefield. A thought flashed across his mind that war was nothing but a series of
antitheses; a large part of the world celebrated the birth of one baby while conducting itself
so that another baby lay dead somewhere around a small Italian church, killed by its own
mother. The red and black pattern of war was subdued for a moment with a golden overlay
of peace, evanescent but real. A man of the cloth in whose life violence was an abstract
force, had bled to death in the very womb of a church where violence had found him.
Skouras resisted an almost overwhelming urge to rush out of the vault, leaving
Fernando and Anna alone. He wanted to run blindly until he was back again at San Pietro.
The feeling was part of the hold exerted on him by the valley and its people. He had felt it
ever since his walk through San Pietro with Major Ward, an eternity ago, where the statue
of Saint Peter remained intact after everything else had been destroyed. Skouras, though
not of a particularly religious turn, had felt then the antiquity of the land, the thick veneer
of superstition and religious fervor that activated its people. The mood had stayed with
him, he realized, thrusting its roots deeper into his subconscious mind with every new
experience. Unconsciously, he had looked for other signs that would interpret the
circumstances of his being there, the war itself, in the light of their effect on others. He had
fought so much that the reasons for his own actions were no longer clear to him, if they
ever had been.
Even as Skouras considered these factors, he reacted to Anna's quick movements. He
thought of her life with Wolfe contrasted to what she had anticipated as Riccardo’s mate.
She had been but a chip caught in the currents of war that knew no regulation, no schedule,
and they had torn her completely away from reality until, instead of disdaining Wolfe, she
had tried to please him.
There were so many other things. His own actions. He had started for the observation
post on the mountain and had ended in San Vittore. He had promised the priest that there
would be no killing in the church, and most of the day's slaughter had occurred at the altar
rail. He had carried two hand grenades with which to destroy a German position on a
mountaintop and they had violated the sanctity of a church in the valley. Every act, every
aim in war, once set in notion, seemed destined to turn, in some way, against itself.
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He wondered if Dom Paulo had felt death's nearness when they had first talked and the
priest had asked him to refrain from violence on holy ground. Skouras had known many
men who had had premonitions of their own death. He, himself, had never felt the pressure
of the shadows closing in, unless that was happening now. He had been looking into Anna
eyes without realizing that she had spoken.
"Captain!" she shook him.
"I'm sorry," he said, "I was thinking of what just a little part of the war has done to you
and the others of San Vittore."
"We must hurry," she interposed. "Fernando can't last much longer here."
"Perhaps he would be better off dead," Skouras said. "His wife and Paulo died here in
the church today!" Anna pulled at his sleeve. "Please don't," she said. "There is always
reason for living."
"You might not be so sure if you knew that Riccardo was also dead." Skouras hated the
bluntness of his speech, the cruelty of the news.
"I knew," she said. "I knew the moment Dom Paulo told me what Riccardo had planned,
that you had killed him." She put her hand to his face. A softness came into her eyes. "You
really didn't kill him. The Germans did that - they and the war. They made a shell of him
and filled it with nothing but anxiety for me until he went insane. Do not blame yourself."
Skouras took her hand. "Thank you," he whispered, "I didn't know that you were the girl
Fernando spoke of when he said Riccardo's fiancée had been detained by the Germans. It
might have made a difference."
"It could make no difference as things worked out. Come," she said, "you have a long
way to go and we must get help for Fernando."
"The people in the cellar will take care of him. You'll be safer there too."
"But I can't stay in San Vittore now. Take me with you please. I'll go south to Naples
where I have a brother who will give me a home."
"You couldn't make the trip across the mountain to San Pietro. It's hard going. If you
delay me, I won't be able to get there before daylight."
"But I know so much more about the German plans than you do. I've listened to the talk
and while I understood only a little, Wolfe told me more in the Italian he knew."
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Skouras recognized the logic of her argument but said nothing more. He stooped, lifted
Fernando's limp form to his shoulder, and started up the ladder. Anna snuffed out the
candle and climbed quickly from the inky well. They went out the side door, drew back
against the wall as a German patrol jogged past, and then hurried across the street and into
the house. In the candlelit cellar kind hands helped lower Fernando to the ground, cover
him with blankets. A doctor was sent for while Anna told of Dom Paulo's death.
The crowded cellar was silent when she finished. Then a woman cried, "Sancta Maria
save us now. The father is dead and there is no help for any of us." Skouras spoke, abruptly
but sympathetically. "Dom Paulo was killed by an insane man. He died bravely, but not until
he had waited to tell us that Fernando was in need of help in the lower vault. The priest
thought of others right up to his last breath.
“Now, you must do the same. Do not wail about yourselves; there are many who will
need assistance before you are free of the Germans. Get ready to offer it. Prepare bandages,
hoard food and fuel, appoint new leaders. I shall be back after I have reported to the
American army that the Germans plan to quit here on January 15."
"If the Germans are going to leave anyway, why must your army attack San Vittore?"
Anna asked. "There will only be useless slaughter."
"Not useless," Skouras replied. "There will be casualties, but if we can catch them off
guard as they start to move back, we shall lose fewer men, and they will lose heavily. We
may even drive them right on past their prepared position and shorten the war. That’s why
I must get to San Pietro at once."
"You will take me with you?"
The American looked at her. Her face appeared fragile in the subdued light but there
was no weakness in it. She would go until she dropped.
"Very well."
A short time later they reached the last house in the underground passage leading to
the outskirts of the town. They left by the back door and walked quietly past Fernando's
home toward the mountain, looming dark and massive in the night. They sank to the
ground as another patrol moved by; heard the heavy breathing of men searching for two
shadows that rose and vanished into the darkness.
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Chapter 18
MONTE CASSINO
The one place in this world that I found to be Hell on Earth was on top
of Monte Cassino in Italy. The abbey there was visible to us for miles as
we fought our way, mountain by mountain, up the Mignano Valley to the
Rapido River which races past the southern base of Monte Cassino.
We took San Pietro and San Vittore after heavy fighting. Winter was
coming on fast and the Germans, with thousands of Italian civilians and
others helping them, had constructed the Gustav Line running through
Cassino and on out to the Tyrrhenian seashore. It was one of the toughest
defensive positions of the whole war. In addition to severe mountain
slopes, deep gullies and ravines, and fast rivers, there were literally
millions of anti-tank and anti-personnel mines guarding all approaches to
the positions the Germans had constructed for their guns and troops.
The Germans had brought to Cassino huge guns from the French Maginot
Line, along the German border. I identified a French 240 mm gun by a shell
fragment that I found. In addition there were so-called "Nebelwerfers,”30
which our troops immediately named "Necco Wafers," designed to be fired
electrically from six barrels and which were used to lay down smoke from
very large shells that barely cracked open when they exploded on the
ground. However, the Germans had learned to fire the guns manually since a
number of gunners had been killed by shells, fired electrically, having
overtaken other shells at the muzzle of the Nebelwerfer, causing fatal
detonations there.
While the Nebelwerfers were not too effective, they made an eerie sound
like a ghost in distress when they were propelled out of the six-barreled
guns. They came whooping and screaming through the air by the thousands
and, while we could get under cover and thereby avoid being hurt, the sound
of their wild, coiling shrieks kept men's nerves on edge. There were
several dozen regiments of these "Necco Wafers," and the concussive effects
of their shells wore our troops down. Men in foxholes got very little sleep
anyway and, when the smoke layers were belching, sleep vanished almost
entirely - day and night, week in, week out. Once exhausted, men would
sleep through the sounds of Hell.

30

Translation: “fog thrower.”
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20: From Atkinson's book, "The Day of Battle."

We were pulled out of the front lines just after Christmas of 1943. I
had to stay over a day from December 28 to the 29th in order to give the new
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regimental officers coming into the lines all the information I had on
German positions.
The new regiment was careless about its camouflage and vehicular
movements so that I nearly got blown away by German shells just as I was
leaving the CP near San Pietro. Fragments from one round struck my jeep as
I was walking toward it on my way out. They blew a hole in the jeep body
but didn't damage it enough to stop it running.

21: A Nebelwerfer or “Necco Wafer.”

As I looked back from a mountain slope a few minutes later, I could see
dozens of 105 mm rounds falling in the olive grove I had just left. From a
mountain pass near Venafro I could look toward Monte Cassino and see
columns of smoke where German and American artillery were dueling each
other. Almost immediately thereafter I ran a gauntlet where engineers
had erected a sign reading, "Next 500 yards subject to hostile
artillery fire."
We spent several days in Alife, Italy, high on a mountaintop where our
regimental headquarters group slept in an old stone castle warmed only by
braziers of burning coke, which cast little heat but lots of acrid smoke.
The GIs of our regiment were living in tents along the slopes of the
mountain. It was almost more than one could bear to be able to get clean
once more, after going practically bathless for a month, and to sleep at
night without the dangers that lived at the front. Even so, the usual
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harassment by top brass began almost at once. We had to train recruits who
were shipped to us to replace the men we had lost in battle. This meant
working day and night in order to promote a smooth-running regiment.
On New Year's Day a gale blew, knocking down most of the regiments'
tents and rain did the rest, disposing almost entirely of a turkey dinner
that was to have been served that day. The soldiers were so accustomed to
something happening to make life dreary that they complained very little,
so long as no one was shooting at them.
We were receiving the usual rumors about going back to the front lines
again, almost constantly, while we were in Alife. We heard of an end run
being planned around the Gustav Line by sea to someplace south of Rome. We
also heard that we would be called on to coordinate an attack across the
Rapido River near Monte Cassino with the amphibious attack near Rome.
On January 9, 1944, we moved back to the front where our CP was located
in the cave where I had seen the thousands of rats running wild at an
earlier date. We relieved the 6th Armored Infantry, and I gathered that they
had disposed of most of the stampeding rodents for we were not bothered by
them for the one or two nights that we were there.
Up through the middle of the Mignano Valley were several lone peaks that
rose from the valley floor like stepping stones toward Monte Cassino. First
there was Mount Rotondo, beyond it Mount Porchia, and then Mount Trocchio,
just across the Rapido River from Monte Cassino. The valley, near the road
that ran through its center, was scourged and blackened by artillery
barrages that had swept through it time after time from both sides. It was
as barren-looking as the moon.
In addition to the main road in that area, we had a brand-new road that
the Germans, unknowingly, had helped us build. As the enemy withdrew up the
Italian peninsula, it destroyed the railroad tracks by a special train that
dragged a heavy hook through the ties, breaking them in the center and then
blowing up the rails every fifty feet or so with dynamite. Our engineers
simply put bulldozers to work shoving the debris to one side, and shortly
we had a beautiful roadbed over which our trucks could supply us in good
and bad weather.
We moved to a place behind Mt. Porchia a day or so after we reached the
front and started to get ready to attack Mt. Trocchio to clear the way for
crossing the Rapido River. I climbed the very steep side of Porchia away
from enemy observation and found it a tough chore. German artillery fired
at the crest of the mountain as I approached it. Something wet struck the
back of my hand as one shell hit nearby and I found a piece of a man's
brain stuck to my skin. German dead lay in windrows on the other side of
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the crest where I could see them as I looked through a gap in the rocks.
German shells had chewed them to pieces as they lay there.

22: Battleground of Cassino as seen from U.S reconnaissance plane before heay bombardment began.31

31

Figs. 20, 21 and 25 were taken from RKD’s scrapbook which contained a copy of an article in LIFE magazine:
They stopped us at Cassino. (Vol.16, No.15, April 10, 1944).
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23: View from Mt. Trocchio across the Rapido River valley toward the abbey.
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We were thrilled by the view we had of the German lines from Porchia but
we were also shocked by the view they had of our positions from Cassino,
whose abbey towered above us. We knew that if we were to cross the Rapido,
we would have to have more than our share of luck to make it without
appalling losses.
When we attacked Mt. Trocchio, we practically fell on our faces for the
Germans, anticipating our thrust, had pulled out and crossed to the north
of the Rapido River to prepared positions along the Gustav Line. That
occurred on January 15, 1944, and, at that time; we learned that the Allied
landing south of Rome would take place on January 21 at the port of Anzio.
As usual, the top brass had backed into the situation. We were told that
we would have to cross the Rapido River on the 21st of January regardless of
the fact that we had to clear pathways through endless minefields just to
get to the river. It was impossible to get ready for the crossing in the
short time allotted to us.
We established our CP in an Italian farmhouse which proved to be a
dangerous spot since Mt. Trocchio, running at an angle to the front lines,
did not protect us from enemy artillery and tank fire. I put an OP into a
house on a small hill beside Mt. Trocchio called Le Pieta. The I&R Platoon
had started to sandbag a cubbyhole near the roof when I got to the OP. I
told them to finish the job, keeping in mind the lessons I had learned from
the British brigadier, but warned them against using that cul-de-sac.
Fortunately for all of us, we found a better spot from which to observe,
nearer the ground but in the same building. A German self-propelled gun put
a round into the cubbyhole almost as soon as the men had left it and the
results were catastrophic, except that no one got hurt.
We spent a lot of time in the basement of that house, and during our
fight to cross the Rapido River German heavy artillery tried to get us with
delayed fuses. This meant that a shell would not burst when it hit the
ground but would plow its way into the ground five or six feet and then go
off. The resulting explosions just outside the cellar walls would jar our
systems. If one had entered the cellar, someone else would have had to
write this story.
We sent patrols through the minefields each night and across the fastmoving waters of the Rapido River. "Rapido" fairly obviously means "rapid"
in Italian, and the stream which had been contained by high-banked walls in
our sector really was an obstacle with its speedy current. Men paddled
rubber boats across the river and reconnoitered an area just west of a
little town called San Angelo, where little opposition was reported.
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While we were feeling out the hostile positions across the river east of
San Angelo32 and finding them extremely strong, engineers were constructing
bridges (to be thrown across the river when we crossed), clearing mines,
widening roads, and bringing up boats and all the material needed for a
major operation of this kind.

24: From Atkinson's book, "The Day of Battle."

The crossing site was to be an S-bend in the river opposite the
strongest enemy positions. By striking there it was felt that we could put
troops on both sides of the crossing point without having to cross the
river to do so. Army manuals call for this treatment, but unfortunately all
armies are aware of this fact so that those defending against a river
crossing know where to block such a move. Because of the severe lesson we
learned at the Rapido River we were saved from similar results later,
particularly when we crossed the Moselle River in France in the autumn of
1944.
The crossing of the river was a fiasco. The lanes cleared through
minefields were too narrow. Engineers had marked their sides with white
tape visible at night. However, the boats that shock troops carried for the
initial crossing were very wide, forcing those carrying them to step
outside the tapes and onto mines. We lost hundreds of men on our side of
the river.
32

San Angelo is the site of a memorial to the 36th Infantry Division dedicated in 1984. The monument is an incribed
granite obelisk.
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From the OP I watched the hostile positions which were being shelled by
our artillery and mortars. Even so, the German dugouts and trenches were so
well shielded that their guns were fired continuously during our heavy
bombardment. We fired some 35,000 rounds onto those positions while our
troops made their way, in darkness, to the river.
Our OP received fire all the time during that operation. We heard
machine-gun bullets rattling off the walls, mortar shells "cramped" close
by, and artillery dug deep holes all around us. No one was hurt! Several
shells hit the house we were in, blowing wood and stone past us, but the
deep-striking shells missed us.
At 3:30 AM I received a call from Colonel Wyatt, then commanding our
regiment, to go to the railroad station between Trocchio and La Pieta and
to order all units not yet across the river to return to their areas on our
side of the river. It was too late then to try to cross.
I took a couple of the I&R platoon boys with me and found that the area
was foggy so that the German shells that began to fall in great numbers at
that time made it appear that we were walking through Hell, with swirling
fog constantly lit up by shell flashes.
I finally reached the railroad and transmitted the colonel's orders. The
area was under heavy fire, so we took shelter in the railroad station. It
had already been hit several times and offered very little protection.
There were holes though the wooden floor in several places and men had dug
foxholes in those positions.
I got back to the CP behind Trocchio just in time to hear General Wilbur
outline a plan to continue the attack at 2 PM that same day. Apparently one
battalion, our first, had crossed the river but the 2nd and 3rd Battalions
had run into unidentified minefields and because of delay had been
unable to get their bridges across the river. We had no radio or
telephone contact with the 1st Battalion so no one knew what had
happened to it.
Later, because we realized that any attempt to cross the river in
daylight was suicidal, General Wilbur changed the order to one calling for
the further effort at 9 PM that night, even though General Geoffrey Keyes,
the corps commander, was still insisting on a daylight crossing.
I returned immediately to the railroad station, which was a very hot
spot under full German observation, and acted as liaison between the
regimental CP and the units crossing the Rapido. The night was brutally
cold despite the "hot" shelling we were taking.
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As morning broke, we were confronted with a stream of wounded men making
their way to the rear areas as best they could through smoke, which we had
laid on corps' orders along the river to blind enemy observation. Since the
Germans had been able to see where our engineers had cleared minefields,
because of the telltale white tape, they had registered their guns on those
lanes. The result was that hundreds more of our men were killed and wounded
while making the second trip to the river and before crossing.
I saw many officers, whom I had known for a couple of years and whom I
liked, badly wounded. One of them appeared dead with gaping holes on both
sides of his chest. I could not see that he was breathing and he had no
pulse. (Imagine my shock and surprise when several months later I saw this
same man looking into a store window in Rome. I could not believe he had
lived. When we finally stopped beating each other on the back, he told me
that a bullet had entered near his heart, struck his backbone and
ricocheted out the right side of his chest. He had been given up for dead
but had responded, somewhat, when his "body" had been driven over a rough
road in a jeep, and the medics had pulled him through.)
Word was sent from higher headquarters that troops must hold their
positions regardless of cost. I sent Charlie Lane of the I&R platoon to the
river to learn the status of the bridges that had been put across it. He
came back through the smoke and reported a holocaust. The battalion that
crossed the river was caught between barbed wire entanglements in front of
the German positions and the river. They had dug in shoulder-to-shoulder,
but their small area was swept by all kinds of fire and many were being
killed or wounded with little hope of moving forward or backward.
We set up an aid station at the railroad site and because men were
congregating there, established a first-aid emergency shuttle by jeep to
clear the position.
We could hear the heavy thump of our machine guns across the river for
most of the day. Then the news came that, despite orders to hold, one
battalion of the 143rd Infantry had withdrawn its men from across the river.
This left only our regimental troops there to receive the full brunt of
hostile fire. The end was inevitable. A young lieutenant, soaking wet, came
into the railroad station and said the remaining troops had been encircled
by the Germans, who had moved against them under the cover of our smoke,
and all our men except for about a dozen had been killed, wounded, or
taken prisoner.
Because of the possibility of the Germans using our bridges to cross to
our side of the river, I organized a strongpoint along the railroad with
the I&R Platoon and some stragglers. I also sent for reinforcements from
the anti-tank company.
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Meanwhile the engineers were standing by at the S-bend in the river with
a Bailey bridge, which could support the weight of tanks. We stood on
continuous alert against German counterattack until 3 AM on January 23,
which meant that I had been under fire constantly for well over 50 hours
during which time I hadn't closed my eyes to sleep.
General Wilbur called this scrap "The Battle of Guts," and reporters
flashed that message around the world. The trouble was that our guts were
plastered all over the battlefield.
We were kept on constant alert for another crossing for the ensuing two
weeks. At one moment the Germans called for a truce in order to remove the
bodies of our dead soldiers. It was a strange occasion when, all shooting
having stopped in an area 1,000 yards wide, we stood beside German officers
and enlisted men as they helped us clear the bodies from minefields and
barbed wire. We ferried the dead in rubber boats back to our side of the
Rapido for burial in a military cemetery. Shooting did not start again for
several hours after the truce ended. During that period, also, two
regiments on our right flank managed to cross the Rapido at a point which
was much narrower than where we crossed and, with skillful use of tanks,
blasted the Germans from a key hill. The Germans fell back to stronger
positions on the Monte Cassino - Castellone ridge complex.

25: A tank destroyer (TD) crossing a Bailey bridge. Midpoint support is on a pontoon.
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Finally, New Zealand troops relieved our regiment and, again, as S-2, I
stayed over a day or so to give the newcomers full information on the enemy
positions. The first night I beat their commanding officer in a game of
chess.
Among the New Zealand troops were Maori officers. These are native
tribesmen of New Zealand but their status is exactly equal to that of
whites. My first contact with a Maori was on top of Mt. Trocchio where I
went with the brigade intelligence officer. There, lying on a huge rock
looking just across the ridge line of Trocchio to the German positions on
Cassino was a dark-skinned man in an officer's uniform. He turned toward us
and said in a real British accent, "Looks a bit sticky, what?"
I rejoined the regimental headquarters in a town called Pastinella on
the east flank of Mt. Trocchio. Looking down on our position was Germanheld, snowcapped Mount Caira. From Pastinella we could look directly across
the river to the town of Cassino, which was given a medieval expression by
a castle in ruins and the great monastery high above it.

26: Mts Caira, Cassino.
From RKD’s photo
album:Two side by side
“pictures taken from an
active OP overlooking the
Rapido River showing in the
far background Mt. Caira
behind Monte Cassino. This
was the day before the 36th
Div. crossed the Rapido
River. I spent the night on
this site and came close to
being knocked off by heavy
shells fired at the OP by the
Germans holding Monte
Cassino and the Gustav
Line.” It takes an artillery
shell a minute or two to
travel from there to here!

I set up an OP on the enemy side of Trocchio and fortunately walked to
the position. Engineers later found the road leading to the OP to be
heavily mined with anti-tank mines.
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We were alerted to send our 2nd Battalion to the town of Caira across the
river to a position behind other attacking regiments. I was sleeping at
night in a destroyed building where one room, constructed of reinforced
concrete, was fairly intact. In it was a huge stone oven on legs, under
which Corporal Hobday of the I&R platoon slept. One night it rained and we
soon found that our concrete hideaway leaked like a sieve.
On February 9, 1944, we received orders to move forward to positions on
the flank of Monte Cassino and to join in an attack against that
mountaintop with three other regiments. At that time some troops were
fighting through the streets of Cassino and a gag made the rounds as
follows: A sergeant of the 133rd Infantry when asked how the fighting was
progressing in the town of Cassino said, "We took a dining room and kitchen
today and I understand that, presently, we have scouts in a bedroom."
Fighting in a town is risky. Sometimes troops proceed from room to room
by a process called "mouseholing." They dig a hole through a wall just big
enough to lob a handgrenade through, and after the blast they plow through
the wall, ready to take on anyone left alive. Trouble is, the defenders may
lob a grenade through the mousehole first.
We split our headquarters group into a small echelon to go forward onto
Monte Cassino and a larger one to remain in the town of Caira. At that
moment since I was, of course, going forward, I started my descent into
Hell by climbing a mountain.
There was snow on the ground as I stopped at the little town of Caira to
get directions on climbing a trail up the northeast slope of Monte Cassino.
The town was ruined by artillery fire with but one house standing two
stories high while all others had been leveled. I advised the headquarters
group to stay out of the one good house since it would become a target if a
lot of activity were to be seen around it.
The headquarters commandant, however, said he would place sandbags on
the outer side of a stairway that ran up the outside of the building to the
second floor. He felt that this would prevent undue damage from shellfire
but I disagreed since a shell coming through the roof could eliminate the
headquarters group.
I left on foot and crossed several fields which had been ploughed by
shellfire until they looked like honeycomb. Near the foot of the mountain I
passed a first-aid station where wounded men were being treated by doctors
and a chaplain was working with some of the very badly wounded soldiers.
I started up a trail through thick woods and occasionally, as I climbed,
I could see artillery pieces in position on the slopes with gun barrels
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pointed almost straight up in order to fire shells at German defenses on
the top of Cassino and along Castellone Ridge.
As I climbed higher, the number of people I met on the trail thinned
out. In one place a deep, narrow ravine running at right angles to the
trail housed a mortar platoon and the hollow belching of the shells leaving
their tubes made a lonely sound. A few seconds later I could hear the
shells exploding high above me.
Finally I reached a small plateau where there was a house around which I
saw a lot of activity. In the distance to my left I could see the mountain
peaks of Trocchio, Porchia, and Rotondo marking the valley route by which
we had approached this German stronghold. I asked at the house, which
proved to be a regimental headquarters, where the headquarters was located
of the regiment we were replacing. No one knew exactly but said that I
would certainly encounter it if I kept on climbing.
This was the first indication I had, of many to come, that no one knew
much about what was happening on Monte Cassino. While the responsibility
for maintaining communications with lower echelons was on the higher
headquarters, something about the fierce mountainside seemed to prevent
such higher groups from doing their duty.
By this time I was within range of mortar fire and I could hear machinegun bullets snapping overhead from time to time. I had climbed for about an
hour and a half, and now I found the snow quite deep. Under it were the
frozen bodies of men from many nations as well as horses and mules that had
been killed by shell fire or by stepping on mines.
The trail grew narrower, and in some places engineers had cut stairs
into the ground to help mules keep their footing in the icy going. In one
such stairway I saw where a mule had slipped off the stairs and fallen on
its side only to be blown to bits by a Teller mine that the Germans had
buried beside the trail. Parts of the mule hung in frozen chunks in the
surrounding trees. There were niches cut in the side of the mountain, here
and there, where ammunition was stored.
As I reached a point just below the mountaintop, a mortar barrage from
about 100 German guns hit the top of the ridge and in successive moves
worked its way down the slope toward where I was standing. I realized that
there was no place to hide, and a picture came into my mind at that moment
that I had once seen on the front page of a newspaper. It showed a man in
bathing trunks on one of the Hawaiian Islands looking up at a 100' tidal
wave that was about to swamp him. The caption read, "One Second Before
Death Struck."
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27: Monte Cassino landscape during the battle. So much artillery that few trees kept their branches. Same
source as figs. 20 and 21.

I knew it would do no good to run, so I just stood there and watched the
creeping barrage. Just as quickly as it had started toward me, it reversed
and swept back up the ridge. I had been saved by a whisker!
I moved on and suddenly came to a clearing and there in front of me was
the great Abbey of Monte Cassino. I dove back over a low ridge and
registered my field glasses on the abbey. In one of the windows looking in
my direction through field glasses was one of the enemy. I crawfished away
from that spot, moving to my right and into the woods.
When I had traveled about a hundred yards, several rounds of shells
struck where I had been when I watched through my glasses. I pushed on
hoping there were no mines underfoot. I was no longer on a trail and the
trees were fairly thick all around me.
As I passed a large stone outcropping I saw that it formed a cave by
slanting up over an open space about a hundred feet wide and fifty feet
deep. In it were about thirty dead American soldiers. I could not imagine
how they had been killed in that position except by hand grenades. A
movement caught my eye in the woods ahead of me, so I knelt down behind a
tree and waited to see who was there. I had my carbine ready in my hands in
case the person coming toward me was a German.
I saw the shoulder patch of an American division, but I waited because
this wasn't a sure sign that the man was friendly, since such patches were
easily imitated. Just as I was about to hail him, the place turned into a
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blazing, crashing bit of real estate as a dozen or more mortar shells
striking in the tree tops showered red-hot metal in all directions. I
simply dropped flat and did a bit of praying. Again, I was just plain
lucky, but as I got up and looked in the direction of the man I'd seen I
saw him lying on his back. He was dead! I took his name from a dog tag to
report his status to his regiment. He was a 1st lieutenant.
By this time it was beginning to get dark, and I was not happy about
spending the night alone where German patrols could stumble on me. I
thought I heard a voice but couldn't be sure where it was coming from. I
listened and eased along through the trees until I could hear the language
being spoken. It was a GI talking on a telephone. He was in a hole in the
corner where two stone walls converged and over the hole he had a black
tarpaulin to keep off the snow. I spoke to him and the first thing I saw
was the muzzle of a .45 pistol. He poked his head out and said, "Sorry,
sir! Can't take any chances up here." He was operating a switchboard for
the regiment I was hunting. When I asked him where it was located, he
pointed through the trees, and I could just make out the outline of a stone
house about a hundred feet further on. The man was shivering in the cold as
I started toward the house.
That house became the focal point of great activity for the next few
days. Two regimental headquarters were located there. Only the basement and
a lean-to room at one side could be used, as the Germans had knocked down
the other rooms with mortar fire. At intervals of three seconds, day and
night, 120 mm mortar shells fell close to the house.
My first night, as I was trying to get some sleep, a shell landed just
outside the entrance to our basement. Slowly, the whole back wall started
to fall and great rocks crashed onto people sleeping on the floor, hurting
some of them badly. Because Germans held the ground on three sides of us,
our lights were visible to some of the enemy before we could extinguish
them and put up tarpaulins to screen the hole where the wall had fallen. As
a result we took much heavier shellings for most of that night. Many men
became casualties.
We were given misinformation by the commanding officer of the regiment
we relieved. He said that the Germans were located behind a stone wall from
where they could roll hand grenades onto the American troops located
downhill from the wall. We could not even get an attack started because of
the casualties we were taking. Many of our troops were new and untested,
having come to us as replacements after the losses we suffered on the
Rapido River. Thrown into a maelstrom like that of Monte Cassino they were
easy targets for seasoned German troops.
I was ordered by Col. Wyatt to go forward to the top of the mountain one
day when Ross Young, the regimental operations officer, claimed he had de-
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veloped strained leg muscles. This was a very convenient way for him to
avoid hazardous duty. I had had a sensing for several days that Col. Wyatt
was too uptight and incapable of using sound judgment. He ordered me to
locate the forward battalions and to report their situation.
I took a young officer with me and as I left the cellar everyone shook
hands with us as though they'd never see us again. We had to wait for a 120
mm mortar shell to land and then run as fast as we could go, hoping to get
out of the way of the next shell seconds later.
Once clear of the target area we climbed a steep slope, noting the
shapes of dead men and mules under the snow all along the trail. We
approached the rim of the mountain, and I sneaked up to have a look at the
ground there. In the distance was the abbey and between us and some stone
buildings that belonged to the abbey were upward sloping fields and stone
walls.
The young officer asked to be let loose to go back to the regimental
headquarters. I told him that we would both be safer if we kept together. I
started up across the slope and almost immediately heard a bullet very
close to my head. I dove into the snow, cradling a carbine across my arms,
and crawled to a stone wall. The lieutenant crashed down beside me shortly
thereafter. I motioned to him to crawl along the wall and to try to spot
the sniper. He did and drew fire a second time. I joined him and he said he
thought the gun had fired from a small clump of trees about a hundred yards
away. We kept watch and suddenly saw movement halfway up one of the trees.
Both of us fired several shots at the spot and apparently we got the sniper
because there was no more activity from him. We had some 200 yards to go to
a building toward which we had seen some telephone wire leading on top of
the snow. Telephone wires were constantly out of commission due to
shellfire. We felt that our battalion headquarters was in the building as
had been reported earlier. However, we could not be certain that the enemy
had not taken over. We approached the building, which looked like a small
stone barn, from one side, running and falling, crawling and rolling to
avoid offering any other snipers a good shot. Once I went down beside a
mound in the snow and found myself looking into the face of a dead Goum,
one of the French tribal soldiers from North Africa. My fall had dislodged
the snow from his head and beard.
We were pretty well winded from the excitement and exertion of being
hunted when I reached a corner of the barn. I looked around and saw a
doorway about ten feet away. Since the door was on the enemy side, I took a
minute or two to get my breath. Then I ran and as I slipped on an icy tract
and fell, a machine gun cut a line across the doorway exactly where I'd
have been had I not fallen. The lieutenant stayed under cover of the
building while I crawled down a long hallway hoping that no more bullets
would come my way. A man's head appeared at floor level through an open
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door. "Down here," he yelled and I slithered head-first past him and down
some stairs, landing in a heap at the bottom.
We sent a man for the lieutenant to show him the back door to the
battalion CP where I found a horrible situation. Nearly all of our men had
been killed or wounded. We had but 85 men on position and for all
practical purposes, we were defenseless. A major took me out behind
the barn and along a trail through a ravine to a point from which I
could see the German defensive position. Instead of a stone wall there
was a line of what looked like concrete casemates with periscopes and
embrasures from which the Germans could shoot their weapons with
little risk to themselves.
I managed to reach Col. Wyatt on the telephone to tell him the
situation. He said, "You've covered yourself with glory today, Doughty, and
I'll see that you're recognized." While I did not see what happened next, I
learned later that he dropped the phone, called his "striker" (a
soldier who took care of the colonel's personal needs) and took off
running down the trail. I never saw him again. An hour or two later as
he climbed the outside stairway to the regimental rear headquarters in
Caira, a shell burst through the sandbags, killing him and wounding
Col. Price, who was sitting in the room at the top of the stairs.
As the lieutenant and I approached the regimental CP from which we'd
left several hours earlier, we could see a lot of activities by men
carrying litters. A shell had struck the building while we were away and
had wounded or killed everyone there. While I saw few of those men again,
they had shaken my hand earlier because they felt I would not return from
my mission to the top of Monte Cassino. Instead, I was untouched and they
were the ones who were killed or injured. From then on, whenever I was
assigned a dangerous task, I kept this memory in mind and said to myself,
"Straight ahead!"
Ross Young, who had developed the convenient case of strained leg
muscles, was disliked by nearly everyone who knew him. He told me several
days later that the colonel, who'd been killed, had said as he hung up the
phone after talking with me, "Remind me to put Doughty in for a DSC." As we
talked, Young offered to swap me a DSC if I would write him up for one,
too, since we were the only two officers still functioning in the
regimental headquarters. I declined his offer.
An unusual event occurred the day after I returned from the top of Monte
Cassino. I was sitting in our cellar, which was cold and wet, when an
enormous man came in. He was about six feet eight inches tall and a turban
that he wore made him look a lot taller. He proved to be an Irish officer
fighting in the Indian Army. Soldiers under his command were Ghurkas. He
had been sent up to learn what our situation was and when I told him, he
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decided that he had better leave for the foot of the mountain at once. He
had been lost for hours on Castellone Ridge and in moving around had been
shot at by both sides. It was late afternoon when he started back down the
treacherous trail.
I had no idea when he might return and because of our dangerous
predicament, I didn't dare to sleep. A medical officer gave me some pills
to keep me awake, a fact that I later came to regret.
When one is in a dangerous locality many bodily functions slow down,
particularly when there is little food to eat. In our discussions of such
things as the need to go to the bathroom, it was generally understood that
to go out for a B.M. was worth a Silver Star and, in some cases, a DSC.
There came a moment when, having hung on as long as I could, I knew I'd
have to run the gauntlet of 120 mm shells in order to go to the bathroom.
I lifted a blackout curtain and as I was about to run away from the
house, a mortar shell struck at the base of a stone wall, not 10 feet away,
and propelled a boulder bigger than my head just past me, only inches away.
The concussion of the explosion produced a strange effect in me. Everything
around me turned orange and I had the taste of copper in my mouth. Even so,
nature was twisting my arm; so, half-blinded, I ran along the trail for
about 100 yards. I found a niche between two intersecting stone walls and
began to do what I had risked everything to do.
Without knowing, at first, what was happening I felt something cold at
my throat and a hand reached for my dog tags and pulled them up toward my
jacket collar. I had heard and seen nothing. As quickly as this inspection
had started, it stopped and I heard nothing more. As I said later, "If I
hadn't been doing what I was doing, I sure would have when that hand
fumbled for my dog tags." The regimental chaplain heard my story and soon
had spread it all over the 5th Army.
I prepared for the dash back to the cellar when I became aware of
movement on the trail coming up the mountain. Against the flare of bursting
shells I could see a line of turbans past a shoulder of rock and I could
hear a swishing of feet in the snow. It was the Ghurkas! The Irish officer
had done what few men would have been strong enough to do. He'd climbed
Monte Cassino twice in twenty-four hours under fire.
Some of the Indian soldiers were killed by the mortar shells landing
near our CP, so they spread out away from the building while I talked with
their officer inside. He was white as a sheet from the exertion of his
awful day. When I told him what had happened to me, he said that one of his
flanking guards had apparently spotted me and had identified me by the
shape of my dog tags, which were oval. German dog tags were round. He
thought I was lucky to be alive. So did I.
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I have no recollection of how I got off the mountain. I know I walked
down with what was left of the regiment. Apparently, I reported in at the
regimental rear headquarters and people didn't recognize me. I had not
shaved for over a week and I had lost a lot of weight. I knew nothing until
a moment arrived when I could hear a constant hissing sound. I couldn't
wake up enough to identify it and kept slipping in and out of
consciousness. Finally, a voice said, "How are you feeling?" It was the
regimental chaplain. He told me I was in a tent near San Pietro where I'd
been for 48 hours without moving. The hissing was a gasoline stove he'd had
the cooks bring to the tent to keep me warm.
The tablets I'd taken to stay awake had finally let me down, and I had
never felt so far from reality in my life. The chaplain had volunteered to
drive me from Caira to San Pietro in daylight under hostile fire. All of
which was lost on me for I have never been able to recall the trip from the
top of Monte Cassino to Caira to San Pietro.

28: Monte Cassino. The bombing mission in the morning of February 15, 1944, involved 142 B-17 Flying
Fortresses heavy bombers followed by 47 B-25 Mitchell and 40 B-26 Marauder medium bombers. In all, they
dropped 1,150 tons of high explosives and incendiary bombs on the abbey, reducing the entire top of Monte Cassino
to a smoking mass of rubble. The abbey finally fell 17 May 1944.

I had, I felt, been through all the Hell I'd ever need and the
feeling came over me that if I could make it back from Monte Cassino, I
could make the rest of the war in a walk. I didn't let this feeling lead me
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to take foolish chances. I simply knew that whatever happened, nothing
would compare to the Cassino nightmare when our own division people, pretty
obviously, gave us up for lost without doing much to try to help us.
A great
fresh eggs
and mental
knife-edge

stack of pancakes, floating in syrup and accompanied by six
and half a gallon of coffee did wonders in restoring my physical
well-being. Who could ask for more of life after having walked a
for weeks?

I learned a few days later that my tall Irish friend had attacked the
Germans' concrete positions, and his Ghurkas had fought so fiercely that
the Germans withdrew. However, the Ghurkas lost most of their troops when a
German counterattack retook the position, killing my Irish friend in the
process. The Germans held that line until our planes bombed the abbey at
the crest of Monte Cassino, an action that I observed.

____________________
A historical note: According to the Fighting 36th Historical Quarterly Vol VIII, no. 2,
summer 1988, James G. Erickson (141st Infantry) reports
“that the Rapido river crossing under the command of Gen. Mark Clark became known as
“the Rapido River Fiasco.” The US dead and missing was almost 1700 men. The German
losses were negligible.
“In January 1946, after the war, the 36th Division Association passed a resolution calling
the Rapido River crossing “one of the worst blunders of WW2” and demanded a
congressional investigation.
“This resulted in hearings held by the Committee on Military Affairs during the second
session of the 79th Congress between February 20 and March 18, 1946. It was inconclusive
and hushed up.”

In the Fall 1987 (Vol.VII, no. 3) issue of the Quarterly, RKD wonders openly on whether
the heavy losses at Cassino were necessary and cites a British book The Battles for Cassino
by E. D. Smith as a good discussion of the strategic aspects of that part of the war.
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Chapter 19
OUT OF THE LINES
Once a division of infantry has been as badly mauled as ours had been in
the vicinity of Monte Cassino, Italy, there is little to be done other than
to remove it from the fighting front to where it can be brought up to
strength and retrained.
I was sent to the rear on February 16, 1944, to establish a bivouac area
to which the 141st Infantry Regiment could move when it was relieved from
front-line duty. My party of fifty drew rations and water and in midafternoon of that day reached the little town of Pratella. There I took
over the home of Dr. Manfredi Mancone since it was large enough to
accommodate my group and still leave room for the doctor's family in one
wing. The doctor was away, but I talked with his two daughters and a son in
French.

29: Pratella, Italy camp (f).

We set about building roads
which the engineers who were
with me laid out for us in a
short time. I felt that the
area was not a good one for our
purposes but was unable to
change it at that time. Toward
evening of that first day I
returned to the Mancone home
which was quite a mansion. It
had a summer living room that
was over fifty feet long and
thirty feet wide. Constructed
of stone, the house was much
too large to heat in the
wintertime so that, in effect,
we were not putting the
Mancones out of the portion of
their home that they occupied
in the winter.
Someone, I believe it was the Mancone boy, called me to say that his
father was returning from having made a housecall on a patient who lived a
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long way off. I went to the door downstairs from my office and watched the
doctor come hurrying up the road. He was a small man with a dedicated look
about him. He also had a very professional air about him and yet was
humble. He spoke French and we stood and talked in the dooryard.
Something made me look down into the light snowfall that had covered the
ground the day before. In it I saw blood stains and realized that the
doctor's feet had been cut and were bleeding through his shoes.
He had not complained but I insisted that he go to his rooms at once and
get his feet attended to. He invited me into his home where I met his wife,
who appeared frightened and tearful. She was working at a tile stove that
burned wood and was cooking dinner for the family.
As we talked, I learned that the doctor had walked to his patient's
home, some 30 miles away, simply to be with her when she died. He had had
to cross an ice-filled river in a leaky boat and all-in-all had spent a
miserable two days in the hope that he could alleviate suffering.
He told me that the Germans had taken all of his surgical tools and
drugs when they had left the area. He was concerned, both for the civilians
and our troops, that no epidemic outbreak occur, now that so many people
were to be crowded into the vicinity of Pratella.
Nothing that I could say could keep the family from sharing their meal
with me. When I sat down with all of them, I found a brazier at my feet
with coke embers in it to keep my boot-clad feet warm. I immediately got up
and placed the brazier at the feet of Mrs. Mancone who, by that time, was
looking less frightened. After dinner I went to my room and returned with
some shoes and civilian pajamas that were in my bedroll and for which I had
no use. I also brought them some food, since we had managed to get both K
and B rations for our use. K rations are terrible but contain nutritious
food while B rations are fresh vegetables, meat, and fruit.
I turned over a truckload of K rations to the doctor when I learned that
some of his younger patients were dying of malnutrition.
While we stayed in Pratella for just three weeks, I still think of Dr.
Mancone as one of the finest men I ever met. He told me of his 18 years of
training and schooling before he could become a doctor. He had heard of the
new wonder drugs that we had developed in America and had read everything
he could find on them, but he had never seen or used any of them.
One night I was awakened by screams and tore downstairs to the
doctor's office where he had just opened a woman's arm without the use of
anesthetics and with an ordinary knife for a scalpel. I had never
seen a worse looking infection which the woman had tried to ignore until
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now, when she was threatened with the loss of her arm. I got hold of
some sulfa powder and gave it to the doctor, who spread it on the
infected arm. The woman was in unimaginable pain. Since we had no medics
with us, there wasn't much else I could do.
However, the next day I made a trip to the outskirts of Naples and came
back with medical supplies sufficient to outfit a full field hospital. I
explained to the medical officer I talked with at army headquarters that
our only physician was an Italian doctor whose supplies had been
requisitioned by the Germans. Since I was not sure how long we'd be without
medical assistance, I felt it important to equip Dr. Mancone to take care
of our needs as well as those of the Italian people. He agreed.
Dr. Mancone practically wept when he saw what was in the huge chests I
brought back. He spent the next twenty-four hours reading all of the
instructions which I had to help him translate, but when he was through he
had converted his home to a small hospital.
He was able to clear the infection from the woman's arm almost immediately and he could also take care of other surgery which had had to
have been postponed pending receipt of anesthesia.
All of this paid off a few days later when, as sometimes happens, an
American soldier killed himself. He apparently couldn't stand the release
from tension that resulted when he left the frontlines. I took the doctor
with me to see the dead man and asked him to draw up a written report as to
the cause of death. He wrote it out in Italian; together, we translated it
to French and then I re-translated it to English. Higher headquarters
commended us for the professionalism of the report. The Infantry School at
Ft. Benning cited us for using ingenuity in meeting unusual circumstances.
We left Pratella to move to Maddaloni near Casserta on March 5, 1944.
Thereafter I received letters, some of which did not reach me until after
the war moved on to France, in which Dr. Mancone accounted for the food and
medical supplies in every detail. I corresponded with him for several years
after the war but no longer know anything about him or his family.
In Maddaloni we took over a large Italian villa that had a central hall
much like that in Dr. Mancone's home. An outside staircase with 48 steps
led to this hall and in it, because we were now in a rest area, several
troupes of actors and actresses put on shows for us. Among the entertainers
were Jean Darling, formerly of the "Our Gang" comedies, and Alfred Foye,
Jr. Also a Valerie Jordan visited us and I remember dancing with her all
one evening on the stone floor of our hall as part of her troupe played
dance music.
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In the same vicinity was the 64th General Hospital, which had been
organized in Louisiana. It wasn't long before the staff of the hospital
felt that it had a special relationship with the men and officers of the
36th Division. It wasn't only because the two units came from neighboring
states, since by this time the personnel of both had changed considerably.
It was just that we thought of each other as special people and went out of
our way to ease the burdens of each other.
We set up an officer's club in a Maddaloni villa and held a dance there
for the nurses of the 64th General Hospital. In turn the nurses had their
own club to which we were invited from time to time.
We were in Maddaloni, training, for just a month. During that time I
visited the opera house in Casserta where I talked with Irving Berlin. I
also visited Pompeii and Naples and played on the floor with some little
orphan girls in an orphanage near Pompeii. I managed to get some foodstuff
to the nuns running the orphanage in a second trip I made there.
The sight of Vesuvius' slopes and surrounding areas was something to
behold, what with smoldering lava trails flowing down the fluted crater and
cinders blown over miles and miles of landscape.

30: A major eruption of Mt. Vesuvius occurred between March 18-23, 1944. The airplanes are American B-25’s.
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On April 4, 1944, we moved once again - this time to Celzi near
Avellino, inland from Naples. During the next few weeks it became evident
that some of the staff of my regiment had been working behind the scenes to
get out of a dangerous assignment. Several officers left for duty with 5th
Army Headquarters. A week later I had a chance to go to Sorrento where
Prof. Corcione and his family gave Doc. Cunningham (who accompanied me)and
me a warm welcome. I arranged to meet the professor in Avellino on April
19, 1944, when he went there to teach at the Instituto Magistrale.
In Celzi we took up serious training in terrain that compared with that
part of Italy where we expected next to enter combat. It was mountainous,
and immediately above the town was Mount St. Nicholie which I climbed on
one occasion with a local Italian lawyer. He showed me an old monastery,
the cellar of which was full of human skulls, in which he had hidden to
evade capture by the Germans.

31: A drawing by the author. From the backside: view from my office window, Celzi, Italy, 11 April, 1944.
Church of St. Nicholas near town of Castello.

At Avellino the 3rd Canadian General Hospital had set up shop and we soon
met Miss Roach, the matron, and several of the nurses who are called
"sisters" in the Canadian parlance.
On April 15, 1944, I visited the officer’s club at Avellino and had some
drinks with several officers of the Royal 22nd "Van Doos" regiment of
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Quebec. A Lt. Vincent, Capt. Piccard, and Capt. Parquette took me back to
their headquarters and inducted me into the "Van Doos" as an honorary
member. We finished off the evening with a heavy-set sergeant fitting me to
a regimental uniform and a beaver insignia which I still own.
I met Prof. Corcione as I had planned, when he visited Avellino to
teach, and with him called on an ancient priest, Dom Paulo, who lived in
Avellino. The priest's home was one barren room, black with age, and
equipped with a cot, two chairs, and a bureau on which were located three
glass cases containing doll-like effigies of saints. There was also a
stove.
Dom Paulo was striking looking with iron grey hair, a saintly look and a
beautiful speaking voice. He invited us to join him in drinking some wine
to friendship and allowed that this was a good use to make of a beverage
normally reserved for communion. He smiled as he said it.
I was also able to visit the Sanctuario de Monte Virgine that is visible
on a towering mountainside overlooking Avellino. A Capuchini brotherhood
runs the sanctuary and in summer the brothers climb the mountain, via the
seven stations of the Cross, in order to spend the warm months in the
sanctuary, which is cooled by winter snows packed deep in a crevice behind
the buildings.
I met Father Garmello, head of the monastery, through the offices of
Prof. Corcione who took me, on another occasion, to see the monk at his
quarters in Avellino.
Of all the beautiful places to be seen in Italy, the Sanctuary of Mount
Virgin was the easiest for me to relate to because it did not overwhelm me
as did St. Peter’s when I later saw it in Rome. The approach to the
mountain fastness that surrounds the sanctuary is up a winding, twisting
road that leads to a stronghold that has guarded its special occupants
since the 15th century A.D. The sanctuary and all of the buildings that make
up its ménage are reached through an archway in a wall. There were animals
and poultry in the quadrangle, whose south side is open to a view that
stays with me even now. It was springtime in Italy, and flowers and
blossoming trees are the lasting impression that met my eyes as I looked
down the ranges of mountains to the south.
The mosaic work of the sanctuary, whose roof stands seventy-five feet
above the floor, is unsurpassed in its artistry. As one approaches the
altar, it becomes more beautiful in appearance with its wonderful designs
and matching colors in marble. There are intricate designs in roses,
greens, violets, blues, milky whites, and greys forming a cyclorama
unmatched anywhere so far as I'm concerned.
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On either side of the main vault are lesser but still large sections
divided into separate chapels and places of worship. I have no responsive
feeling for the side of Catholicism that prays to statues and effigies, and
less for the macabre practice of preserving saintly bones and relics as
special touchstones in communicating with God. There was one such relic in
one room. It was a glass-enclosed mummy of a saint lying in almost powdery
death. Pinned to her burial place were photographs of people, young and
old, apparently committed to the care of the occupant.
It was freezing cold in the sanctuary due no doubt to the black
encrusted snow lying at the rear of the building. I stopped a young,
intelligent-looking monk and asked if he spoke French which he did. He took
me in tow and guided me behind the scenes to the living quarters of the
monks. I learned that he was called "Père Charles."
During our tour of the living areas, the monk pointed out a member of
his order who was sitting at a desk in a library working on some handpainted books. Most of the monks take a vow of silence, never speaking to
anyone. This was such a man, according to Père Charles. The silent monk sat
there, his face almost lost in a great mane of hair that fell over his
shoulders and a beard that disappeared below the table top. A ray of light
entered from one of the clerestory windows, high above, and lit up the
rough texture of the robe he wore. He did not seem to move, but with head
bent simply stared at the book in front of him. Beside his left hand, which
was positioned on the table, were one or two other books.
According to Père Charles, the silent monk was over 90 years old, had
joined the order many years before, and spent his time illuminating the
pages of old books which meant, of course, that he painted colorful designs
around each page. For all practical purposes here was a man reduced to the
most fundamental aspects of living. Beside him on the desk were the only
remaining vestiges of all that his life had meant. Shorn of all property,
all family, all hopes of worldly possessions, his life was a symbol of an
order that looks to the spiritual world for the only success it wishes to
achieve.
While I had told Père Charles that I was not a Catholic he,
nevertheless, showed me every courtesy and spent a long time uncovering
some of the treasures of the sanctuary for me to see. In a drawing room
were several solid-gold vases contributed to the monastery by King Umberto
I of Italy. In the main reception hall was an iron cross bearing the figure
of Christ. It was some 700 years old and had been given the order by Victor
Emmanuel. Although rusted, it was delicately wrought and greatly prized by
the monks.
In the reception hall, too, were paintings of four gentlemen who had
spent their lives researching and writing of the life of Mary, the Virgin
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Mother, to whom the sanctuary is dedicated. Another painting, located in a
small chapel where the monks gather for morning and evening prayers, was of
ancient origin and unusual composition. Some seven feet high and three feet
wide, the "canvas" is really of hewn wood where the marks of some ancient
tool used to chip the surface flat are evident beneath the paint. It had
been contributed to the monastery in the year 1500 by its founder, Father
Guillermo. The head and halo of the main figure of the painting protruded
from the rest of the composition, indicating that they had been carved in
that position before they were finished with paint.
When Père Charles learned that I knew and liked Prof. Corcione, he
was delighted and he finally put his arm through mine and walked me to the
main gate from which he left to attend vespers.
I returned to Celzi just in time to attend an evening meal given by the
1st battalion at the home of a Signor LaDoutis, where that battalion had
its headquarters in Celzi. We had had a change of regimental commanders by
that time. A Lt. Col. John C. L. Adams had been in command for a short time
when we were on the Rapido front and had brought the regiment back for
retraining. However, Colonel John "Jazz" Harmony arrived to take command
and I learned for the first time that night, after we had become suitably
mellowed with wine and good food, that Adams was giving Harmony a tough
time, saying that the regimental staff wanted Adams to remain as CO.
Since this was not true, I made a point of telling Harmony as we sat on
a stairway leading to his private quarters in Celzi, that Adams was too
loud, too shallow, and too lewd for most of us. Harmony was happy to
receive the news and we talked of regimental problems until almost dawn.
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32: General Harmony in center with raised foot. Others and postwar date unkown (f).

I revisited Naples to see the sights just after Vesuvius erupted and
found the city sooty and smelling like phosphorus. I wore my best uniform
for the first time since leaving the states and was accompanied by several
officers of the staff. We found an officer’s club in a marble-lined bank
building and went in to get a drink. Everything was plush, as usual, for
the rear echelon had no intention of roughing it if it could help it.
I was talking quietly with a couple of officers from the British navy
when I heard a drunken voice say, "Throw those goddamned roughians out of
here." I paid no attention to the voice and continued talking. Suddenly I
felt my coat seized at the back followed by a ripping sound. I wheeled and
without even looking to see who had assaulted me, whipped a right hook to
his jaw and knocked him over a long table that was full of canapés.
I realized, at once, that I was in trouble but felt that the provocation
should prove a good defense. I had knocked a bird colonel into
unconsciousness. However, second thoughts arrived very quickly and I dodged
to the door where an MP started to block me off. I noticed a 3rd Division
patch on one shoulder and said, "If you're a fighting man instead of a
rear-echelon punk, stand aside." My coat was almost falling off me and I
saw the MP's eyes shift to the sagging coat panels and then to the bird
colonel still lying on the floor. "Get goin’" he said and pretended to fall
back as I brushed past him. The other officers from my regiment had taken
pains to sneak out a back way.
Every effort was made, by bulletins and personal calls on the 36th, to
locate the officer who had assaulted the assistant port commander of
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Naples. No one found me, and in the meantime I'd had an Italian woman resew
my coat, knowing that tailors would be asked if they'd done the job.
After the war, during an ROA33 convention, Gen. Donald Adams and I were
talking and when I learned that he'd been port commander of Naples, I asked
him if they'd ever caught the man who KO'd his assistant. He looked at me
with a calculated stare and said, "Weren't you with the 36th Division?" I
nodded. "Guess that settles that," he said. "God, we looked all over hell
for you."
"Who said I did it, General?" I asked. He just shook his head and
dropped the subject.
On May 5, 1944, just about one month after we had set up camp in Celzi,
we decamped once more and took up lodgings along the coast in the vicinity
of Qualiano, Italy, where I had received news of our "son" Ann's birth. We
were easing back toward the front again with this move, and to get us used
to the idea, we lived in tents once more. The powdery soil of the area that
had turned to sticky gumbo in the winter now became the bane of our
existence. We lived, breathed, ate, and slept in a blanket of dust. After
each ride in a jeep we would emerge looking fifteen years older because of
newly developed grey hair and eyebrows.
On one occasion I revisited the 64th General Hospital at Maddaloni where,
at a dance, I met a Lt. Mair whose father was in the British House of
Lords. Mair had been in service since 1939 and had survived the rigors of
many fighting fronts only to become "shell-shocked" one night while looking
at a war picture in which divebombing by German Stukas was so realistically
portrayed that his nerves were shattered. Mair lived at 55 Hanover Gates
Manor, Peyden Park, London, at that time and was scheduled to replace his
father, in due course, in the House of Lords. He is of Scotch lineage, and
we enjoyed swapping stories of the war all evening long. We promised to
look each other up if we ever got to the other's bailiwick after the war.
Unfortunately, on both occasions when I visited London after the war, I had
misplaced my diary so that I no longer had these references to guide me.
On May 16, 1944, during a regimental review in which I shared honors on
the reviewing stand with General Walker, General Robert I. Stack, Colonel
Harmony, and Colonel Ives, General Walker praised the men of the regiment
and told us that in his view the hardships endured by the Continental Army
at Valley Forge were not as difficult as those we had suffered in the
Italian mountains in wintertime. He went so far as to state that none of
the historic infantry actions of all time compared with the frontal attack
we had made across the Rapido River when the odds against survival were one
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thousand to one. He congratulated the men of the regiment for their great
strength of character and courage in assaulting prepared positions in which
the enemy gunners fought in comparative safety. As a result of our prowess,
the general said, the 36th Division had been named as Army Reserve to be
committed at a critical time in an upcoming operation of great importance.
At times like that, when generals become overly generous with their praise,
we had learned to start looking for cover somewhere because high praise was
usually a forerunner to risky assignments. In this instance, we were not
wrong.

33: RKD in Pratella, February 1944.
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Chapter 20
THE HAUNT
A special note in my diary has prompted me to write about a
Lieutenant Karam of Haverhill, Massachusetts, who was the 1st Battalion's
intelligence officer of the 141st Infantry. On May 12, 1944, I inspected
several camouflaged areas to see how the three battalions were progressing
with this necessary training. Lt. Jamil Karam had an unusually good project
set up over a wide area where he had also wired the sides of trails to keep
men from widening them. He also had whole bivouac areas well concealed with
nets and natural material to limit observation from the air.
We knew that while modern photographic techniques would disclose
camouflaged sites, when bombing the human eye had to pick up those sites
and a well-prepared cover-up might delay release of bombs just long enough
to save a real pasting. Our next move was to be to a particularly sensitive
area, and we had been alerted to improve our camouflage capabilities to
thwart premature discovery of our presence as it would easily tip the hand
of the 5th Army commander.
In order to tell Lt. Karam's story, however, I shall skip ahead to a
time when, after landing in France, we were on the slopes of the Vosges
Mountains in October 1944. My diary ran out just about the time I have in
mind, so I'm forced to go by memory alone.
We had our regimental headquarters in a church of a small village
somewhere on the slopes of the Vosges. The countryside was ablaze with fall
colors, which I had an unusual opportunity to see from the air. I had, in
effect, done the job of the division G-2 by flying along the front to
determine the best means for defending our zone of responsibility. In the
process, I had looked down just in time to see four shells from 105 mm
howitzers near the city of Bruyères rising toward our plane. I had never
had the experience before of being in a position over guns where, to my
consternation, I could actually see the shells coming toward us at a
terrific rate of speed. The pilot did not know that a friendly artillery
battery had changed position in the night and so flew directly over its new
site.
The shells missed us but their passing shook the plane violently and the
pilot, a Captain MacMurray, thinking that we were under attack by German
planes, executed several evasive moves that left my stomach several
thousand feet above where we passed between a number of trees with our
wings in a vertical position. I pounded him on the back and told him I'd
seen our battery firing. During our flight we watched an artillery duel in
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the vicinity of Belmont and observed the German effort to blind our
observation by laying smoke on Le Tholy. We also saw a German Nebelwerfer
firing north of the US 45th Division's front.
My division was in a vulnerable position, trying to defend an L-shaped
line that extended several miles beyond a normal division's defensive
capacity. At the time my regiment was under the command of a colonel who,
as far as we could learn, had been in charge of Ike's stenciling
machines at SHAEF34 and who apparently wished to have some combat time
for the benefit of his career later.
I recall this colonel sitting like an oracle under a logged-over dugout
on the wooded slopes of the Vosges, swearing that he would not leave that
gloomy recess until one of our battalions was relieved after having been
cut off by the Germans. This was a dramatic time in many ways and forms the
heart of the story of Lt. Karam.
It started soon after we crossed the Moselle River. General Dahlquist,
as quite often occurred, came to my regimental headquarters one day and
told our colonel that our regiment was to attack along a line that would
convert the L-shaped line to one that was U-shaped. This, fairly obviously,
would trigger a drastic reaction by the defenders.

34: General John E. Dahlquist

The colonel thought about it for quite a while and then sent for me at
about 4 AM and ordered me to see General Dahlquist, who was asleep in his
trailer at Division headquarters near Brayers. I was to tell the general
that while we would attack as ordered, it would be essential to have other
troops ready to commit to the fight in case we ran into the heavy
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opposition that I was certain would arise. I awoke the general and he said
that he understood the colonel's concern but that the 442nd Infantry, formed
of Japanese-Americans, had been attached to the 36th Division and was ready
for instant commitment if need be.
With that we gathered the battalion and regimental staffs at our small
village church to issue the operations order. It was getting cold at the
time, and while we had oil-burning stoves in use, nevertheless we were glad
to wear our heavy combat suits.
After the meeting Lt. Karam seemed to want to stick around to talk with
me. As I recall it, my intelligence section was located inside the altar
rail of the miniature church. Karam sat at my desk and suddenly blurted out
something that I didn't quite understand. I asked him to repeat what he'd
said.
"Haven't I done a good job?" he asked. I agreed that he had. "Why
haven't I received a medal, then?" he asked.
I was somewhat taken aback and said something to the effect that few
people had been properly recognized for their contributions to the success
of the regiment. I suggested that I'd be glad to discuss the matter with
his battalion CO, whom I knew quite well.
"Okay, Major," he said, "but remember this: I expect to be killed
tomorrow when we make that move against the German rear. If I don't have
something to show my folks I've done all right, I'll haunt you for the rest
of your life." He laughed as he said it, but there was a real serious look
in his black eyes. I told him he needed a rest, talking like that, and he
agreed.
The attack took off as scheduled and, as anticipated, the Germans
counterattacked but their timing was such that their attack cut the
battalion command group off from the attacking companies, before those
companies could take their final objectives.
The regimental combat command, including me, had moved to the trail
juncture, where the colonel had had a ravine covered with heavy logs. I had
objected to the location, since any road juncture is an artillery reference
point. My objection was well-taken since the trees in that area looked like
stunted bean poles once the Germans realized that we were located there and
worked us over with artillery and self-propelled fire. However, the colonel
was too new to the art of fighting to listen to seasoned veterans and
simply sat out a rain of steel for days.
As I noted earlier, he sat under the logs with a candle or two for light
and a blanket over his shoulders, refusing to leave while the battalion was
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so close to annihilation. The rest of us had to risk taking a shell fragment as we moved in or out of the underground chamber. At one time General
Sandy Patch, another general commanding a corps, and General Dahlquist plus
some of their respective staffs gathered in that dugout where one shell
would have wreaked the kind of havoc both sides wished to avoid.
I was about my business of trying to learn how things were going. The
little town of Biffontaine was located nearby, and I mention it solely
because it was there that Joe Dine, commanding F Company of the 143rd
Regiment, had such a tough time during this action.
Suddenly we got the news that the German counter-move had caught the 1st
Battalion staff in the open. The lieutenant-colonel commanding had done
everything possible to try to get through to his outfit, including
commandeering a tank for the purpose, but without success.
Lt. Karam had been killed instantly.
This jarred me because he was the second man who had forecast the exact
time of his own death.
The fight dragged on for days. The weather was so foul that airdrops of
supplies and ammunition to the 1st Battalion were unsuccessful. As I recall
it, at least one of our planes was downed in the effort. Medical supplies,
finally, were packed in shells and successfully fired into the area where
the battalion was encircled. Later, we were to learn that the Germans and
Americans shared a waterhole under some tacit arrangement of the kind that
can happen in combat.
The Japanese-Americans35 eventually drove through the German forces to
relieve the "Lost Battalion" of World War II.
It is my recollection that Lt. Karam's parents received the evidence of
their son's proficiency, but there is a haunting note to the whole
incident, if it can be termed as such, that stays with me.
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